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Key

A Annual
B Biennial
P Perennial
H Heirloom

Terms 
Certified Organic- Refers to a variety that has been grown to meet the 
USDA’s criteria for organic gardening. 
Conventional- Refers to a standard packet of seeds that is not organic. 
Heirloom- A variety that has been consistently grown for generations. Can
reseed and the offspring will be true to the parents.
Hybrid- A variety that is a naturally occurring cross between 2 parents.     
Because they take traits from each parent, hybrids do not produce true to 
type offspring. 
Annual- This plant must be replanted each year.
Biennial- This plant blooms in the second year, then must be replanted. 
Perennial- This plant will continue to grow and come back every year,
depending on which zone it is in. 
Bolting- The process in which a plant has stopped putting energy into
growing and has begun to go to seed. 

Straight Eight

Straight Eight 
Enjoy delicious crisp

cucumbers all summer long. Straight 
Eight has been one of the most 

popular slicing cucumbers since it 
won the All America Selections Gold 

Medal in 1935. 
H · A 

#121 Conventional $2.19
#484 Value Pack $3.19
#3998 Organic $2.89

Variety Name

Price

Seed
type

AAS Winner

Packet
number Packet typeSeed type codes

NEW Products for 2024

White Russian Kale 
#4737          Page 53 

Extra Dwarf Pak Choi 
#4719          Page 58 

Seaside Spinach 
#4720         Page 65 

Cucuzzi Squash 
#4722         Page 65 

Salad Bowl Lettuce 
#4727          Page 39 

Natural Sweet Corn 
#4740         Page 50 

Rainbow Quinoa 
#4730         Page 63 

Scarlet Nantes Carrot 
#4726         Page 39 

Detroit Dark Red Beet 
#4725         Page 39

Arugula 
#4724         Page 39 

Sparkler Radish 
#4728         Page 40 

Giant Winter Spinach 
#4729         Page 40 

Arugula 
#4734       Page 42 

Early Wonder Beet 
#4735       Page 42 

Calabrese Broccoli 
#4731        Page 42 

Daikon Radish 
#4732       Page 42

Salad Mix
#4733       Page 42 
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Flowers Flowers

13

Mixed Colors

Aster, also called China Aster, is a favorite
cut flower, noted for its strong stems and
brightly colored blossoms. Powderpuff Asters
have lovely ruffled flower petals in shades of
white, pink, red and purple; all with sunny
yellow centers

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun and well
drained soil. May be started indoors
about six weeks before last spring
frost.Water regularly until plants are
established. Cut back on watering as
plants mature.

NOTE
Keep flowers cut regularly to
encourage more blossoms. Rotate
planting each year to avoid Aster
disease problems.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
18-24"(46-61cm)

FLOWERS IN
midsummer

Powderpuff

ASTERPowderpuff

ASTER
Callistephus chinensis

annual

Powderpuff
This China aster is a favorite cut 

flower, noted for its strong stems and 
brightly colored blossoms. These 
asters have lovely ruffled flower

petals in shades of white, pink, red 
and purple; all with sunny yellow 

centers. 
H · A

#13 Conventional $1.99

Creeping Baby’s Breath
Delightful clusters of white and pale 
pink flowers bloom in late spring and 

early summer. This creeping
variety maintains a very low habit 

and spreads to about 18”. Great for 
sunny rock gardens and low borders. 

H · P 
#443 Conventional $2.19

443

Delightful cluster of white and pale pink
flowers in late spring and early summer.
This creeping variety maintains a very
low habit and spreads to about 18".
Great for sunny rock gardens and low
borders

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun and
well-drained alkaline soil. Plant
after danger of frost in midspring.
May be started indoors about six
weeks before last frost.

NOTE
Keep soil evenly moist while
plants are young. Mature plants
are quite drought hardy.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
9" (23cm)

FLOWERS IN
early spring

Creeping
BABY'S BREATH

Creeping

BABY'S BREATH
Gypsophila repens

hardy perennial

26

This showy annual, also known as
cornflower, produces a multitude
of bright blue double flowers with
contrasting grey-green foliage. Very
hardy and reseeds freely.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow seeds in a sunny location with
average soil in spring after all danger
of frost. May be started indoors three
to four weeks before last frost date.
Water consistently and keep well
weeded.

NOTE
Bachelor’s button rarely needs
fertilizer to produce abundant
blossoms. Cut spent flowers regularly
to extend their blooming season.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
8” (20cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-10 days

THIN SPACE
6” (15cm)

HEIGHT
24” (61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Blue Boy
BACHELOR’S
BUTTONBlue Boy

BACHELOR’S BUTTON
Centaurea cyanus

hardy annual

28

Mixed Colors

Very hardy and easy to grow. Produces
an abundance of beautiful double
flowers in red, pink, white and blue. A
favorite for cut flowers. Great in dry
areas.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a sunny location with average soil.
Plant outdoors after all danger of frost.
May be started indoors three to four
weeks early, but they are very easy to
grow when started directly in the garden
or pot. Keep soil evenly moist and well
weeded while plants are young. In mild
climates, plant in fall for winter color.

NOTE
Cut flowers regularly to extend
blooming season. Do not fertilize.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-10 days

THIN SPACE
6-10" (15-20cm)

HEIGHT
12-18" (30-46cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Polka Dot
BACHELOR'S
BUTTONPolka Dot

BACHELOR'S BUTTON
Centaurea cyanus

annual

Mixed Colors 

Midget 
BACHELOR'S BUTTON 

3458

This old-fashioned cottage garden
favorite features balloon-shaped buds
that burst open into blue, star-shaped
flowers. Enjoy long season blooms with
very little maintenance. Deer resistant.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in spring after all chance of frost has passed in
an area with full sun, or in partial afternoon shade
in areas with hot summers. Balloon flower prefers
slightly acidic, well-drained soil that’s moderately
moist. Once established, plants can handle some
drought. Spring sown seeds might not bloom their
first year. Sow outdoors in late fall or early winter for
spring blossoms. For transplants, start indoors in early
spring. Press seeds into soil surface.They require light
to germinate.

NOTE
Cold stratify spring planted seeds to improve
germination. Place seeds in a plastic bag with moist
(not wet) seed starting medium and place in the
refrigerator for four weeks prior to planting. Remove
spent blossoms for continuous bloom.Top dress
plants with deep compost in fall.

SEED DEPTH
surface

SEED SPACE
6-12” (15-30cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
12-18” (30-46cm)

HEIGHT
2-3’ (.5-1m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Blue
BALLOON
FLOWERBlue

BALLOON FLOWER
Platycodon grandiflorus

hardy perennial

Creeping Baby’s Breath

Powderpuff

Blue Boy

Polka DotMidget

Polka Dot Mixed Colors
Produces an abundance of beautiful 

double flowers in red, pink, white 
and blue. A favorite for cut flowers. 
Great in dry areas as it is very hardy 

and easy to grow.
H · A 

#28 Conventional $1.99

Blue
This old-fashioned cottage garden 
favorite features balloon-shaped 

buds that burst open into blue, star-
shaped flowers. Enjoy long season 
blooms with very little maintenance. 

Deer resistant. 
H · P 

#3458 Conventional $2.19

Balloon Flower Blue

Early Charm

4487

Clusters of pastel purple flowers ring
tall stems filled with narrow blades of
mint-scented foliage. Its delightful scent
captivates gardeners, while butterflies,
bees, and hummingbirds find the sweet
nectar irrestible.

PLANTING
Sow outdoors in early spring through
summer, up to two months before
first fall frost. Can be started indoors
six to eight weeks prior to planting
outside.Transplant when nighttime
temperatures are above 50°F. Prefers
full sun to part shade and fertile, well-
drained soil.

NOTE
Grow as an annual in northern zones.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
12-18” (30-46cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
24” (61cm)

HEIGHT
36” (91cm)

FLOWERS IN
late spring/
summer

sweet nectar attracts pollinators

Lambada

BEE BALMLambada

BEE BALM
Monarda hybrida

perennial

Bee Balm Lambada

Lambada
Clusters of pastel purple flowers ring 
tall stems filled with narrow blades 

of mint-scented foliage. Its delightful 
scent captivates gardeners, while 

butterflies, bees and hummingbirds 
find the sweet nectar irresistable. 

P 
#4487 Conventional $2.89

Early Charm
Mixed Colors

A favorite cut flower noted for its 
strong stems and the long lasting 
blossoms. Early Charm is a China 
type aster with lovely full, double 

flowers in soft shades of white, pink, 
red and purple. It blooms in early 
summer, about two weeks earlier 

than midseason varieties. 
H · A 

#12 Conventional $1.99

Blue Boy
Also known as cornflower, this 

showy annual produces a multitude 
of bright blue double flowers with 

contrasting grey-green foliage. It will 
reseed freely and is very hardy. 

H · A 
#26 Conventional $1.99

Midget Mixed Colors
Midget Mix produces an abundance 
of colorful double blossoms on 10” 
stems. Perfect for the front of the 

flower border and patio containers. 
Great for dry areas. 

H · A
#1244 Conventional $1.99

Baby’s Breath Bachelor’s Buttons

Balloon Flower Bee Balm

Carpet of Snow 
One of the most popular and easy-to-
grow border annuals. Fragrant white 

blossoms appear only six weeks 
after sowing. A good choice for 

low-growing borders, between patio 
stones and in hanging baskets. 

H · A 
#4 Conventional $2.39
#492 Value Pack $3.19

Love-Lies-Bleeding
This romantic old-fashioned annual 

can also be known as “Kiss Me Over 
the Garden Gate”. Long draping 

ropes of wine-red flowers hang from 
this sturdy plant. Thrives even in hot, 
dry locations. Is a lovely addition to 
bouquets and a dramatic accent to 

any garden.
H · A

#620 Conventional $1.99

4

One of the most popular and easy-to-
grow border annuals. Fragrant white
blossoms appear only six weeks after
sowing. A good choice for low-growing
borders, between patio stones, and in
hanging baskets.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in early spring in a
location with full sun to part shade
and average, well-drained soil. Or
start indoors three to four weeks
early for transplants. Keep soil evenly
moist while plants are young. In mild
climates, sow in fall for winter bloom.

NOTE
Cut plant back by one half when
initial blossoms fade to encourage
another set of flowers.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
6” (15cm)

HEIGHT
4” (10cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring

Carpet of Snow

ALYSSUMCarpet of Snow

ALYSSUM
Lobularia maritima

annual

6

Rosie O’Day’s rose-pink blossoms have
a sweet fragrance and appear in only six
weeks after planting. This is a popular
and very easy to grow annual, perfect
for borders, between patio stones, and in
hanging baskets.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in early spring in a
location with full sun to part shade
and average, well-drained soil. Start
indoors three to four weeks earlier
for transplants. Keep soil evenly
moist while plants are young. In mild
climates, sow in fall for winter bloom.

NOTE
Cut plant back by one half when
initial blossoms fade to encourage
another set of flowers.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
6” (15cm)

HEIGHT
4” (10cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring

Rosie O’Day

ALYSSUMRosie O’Day

ALYSSUM
Labularia maritima

annual

7

Deep violet blossoms with bright white
centers. Fragrant flowers appear in just
six weeks. Popular for borders, between
patio stones, around bulbs and hanging
baskets.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun to part shade.
Scatter seeds in early spring,
barely cover and keep evenly
moist. In mild climates, sow in fall
for winter bloom.

NOTE
Cut back entire plant to one-half
during hot season to encourage
another set of blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
6" (15cm)

HEIGHT
4" (10cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring

Royal Carpet

ALYSSUMRoyal Carpet

ALYSSUM
Lobularia maritima

annual
Carpet of Snow

Joseph’s Coat

Amaranthus
Rosie O’Day

5

Mixed Colors

A heavenly blend of delicate,
sweet-smelling lilac, violet, pink,
rose, cream, and white blossoms.
Perfect for borders.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in early spring in a
location with full sun to part shade
and average, well-drained soil. Start
indoors three to four weeks earlier
for transplants. Keep soil evenly
moist while plants are young. In mild
climates, sow in fall for winter bloom.

NOTE
Cut plant back by one half when
initial blossoms fade to encourage
another set of flowers.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
6” (15cm)

HEIGHT
4” (10cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring

Pastel Carpet

ALYSSUMPastel Carpet

ALYSSUM
Labularia maritima

annual

Pastel Carpet

Love-Lies-Bleeding

Alpine Blue
This alpine aster features dwarf 

mounds of evergreen foliage, with 
periwinkle blue flowers and sunny 
yellow centers. Blossoms look like 

tiny daisies and appear in late spring. 
A favorite for rock gardens and low 

growing borders. 
H · P

#423 Conventional $2.19

Alpine Blue

Pastel Carpet 
Mixed Colors

A heavenly blend of delicate, 
sweet-smelling lilac, violet, pink, rose, 

cream and white blossoms. Perfect 
for borders. 

H · A
#5 Conventional $2.39

Rosie O’Day
         Rosie O’Day’s rose-pink
     blossoms have a sweet fragrance 
and appear in only six weeks after 
planting. This is a popular and very 

easy to grow annual, perfect for 
borders, between patio stones and 
in hanging baskets. An All America 

Selections winner in 1961. 
H · A

#6 Conventional $2.39

Royal Carpet
         Deep violet blossoms with
   bright white centers. The fragrant 

flowers appear in just six weeks. 
Popular for borders, between patio 
stones, around bulbs and hanging 
baskets. An All America Selections 

Winner in 1953. 
H · A

#7 Conventional $2.39

Royal Carpet

Joseph’s Coat
Joseph’s Coat is named after the 

brightly colored coat that the Biblical 
Joseph’s father gave him. This 

amaranth is very easy to grow and 
will produce a stunning display of 
tricolored foliage lasting the entire 

season. The perfect splash of color in 
containers and borders.

H · A
#689 Conventional $1.99

Crego Mixed Colors
Crego is a China type aster noted 

for its distinctly curled flower petals. 
A favorite flower for cutting, Crego 
features strong stems and brightly 

colored blossoms. 
H · A

#11 Conventional $1.99

Crego Mixed Colors

Alyssum

Aster
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Pink Surprise
Orange-apricot flowers tinged with 

pink, frilly double flowers bloom from 
April to October in most areas. May 

bloom less frequently in summer 
heat, but revive when cool weather 
returns. A cottage garden favorite 

with edible flowers. Attracts
pollinators. 

H · A
#1895 Conventional $2.19

Fairy Dwarf 
Mixed Colors

The compact size and abundant, 
brightly colored flowers make 

candytuft a garden favorite. Easy to 
grow. Plant in borders and beds for a 

spectacular show.  
H · A

#65 Conventional $1.99

63

Mixed Colors

Lovely orange, bright yellow, cream, and
apricot flowers that bloom continuously
in cool weather. Perfect for containers
and borders. Easy to grow in almost any
conditions.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow outdoors in early spring, or fall
in mild climates. Choose a cool, sunny
area for best blossoms. Plants are
easily started outdoors but may be
started indoors six weeks early for
transplants. Keep soil evenly moist
until plants are established.

NOTE
Mature plants can withstand
considerable drought. Cut flowers
regularly to encourage more
blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
2’ (80cm)

FLOWERS IN
early summer

Pacific Beauty

CALENDULAPacific Beauty

CALENDULA
Calendula officinalis

hardy annual

Pacific Beauty

1895

Orange-apricot flowers tinged with pink, frilly
double flowers bloom from April through
October in most areas. Calendulas may
bloom less frequently in summer heat, but
revive when cool weather returns. A cottage
garden favorite with edible flowers. Attracts
pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow outdoors after last spring frost in
full sun and rich soil. For early season
flowering, start indoors six to eight
weeks before last spring frost.Water
regularly until plants are established.

NOTE
Grows well in light shade in hot areas.
Calendula frequently reseeds and
reemerges in early spring.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-10 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
2' (61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer-fall

Pink Surprise
CALENDULA

Pink Surprise

CALENDULA
Calendula officinalis

annual

Pink Surprise

65

Dwarf Mixed Colors

Compact size and abundant, brightly
colored flowers make candytuft a garden
favorite. Easy to grow in almost any
conditions. Plant in borders and beds for
a spectacular show.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a sunny, cool area for best
blossoms. Plants are easily started
outdoors, but may be started six
weeks early for transplants. Sow
outdoors in early spring or fall in
mild climates. Keep evenly moist until
plants are established.

NOTE
Cut flowers regularly to extend
season. Candytuft blooms best in the
cool weather of early summer, fall
and winter.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
10" (25cm)

HEIGHT
6" (15cm)

FLOWERS IN
early summer

Fairy
CANDYTUFT

Fairy

CANDYTUFT
Iberis umbellata

hardy annual

Fairy Mix

599

Cardinal climber, commonly called
cypress vine, is a warm weather twining
vine related to the morning glory. It can
climb 20’ and cover an entire fence or
trellis with bright scarlet flowers. A good
choice for dry areas.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Soak seeds in water overnight to
encourage germination. Plant in a
sunny location with average soil
after all danger of frost has passed.
Keep soil evenly moist while plants
are young. Cardinal climber is slow
to grow in cool weather, but grows
quickly when warm weather arrives.

NOTE
Plants prefer poor soil and moderate
water for best blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN SPACE
8” (20cm)

HEIGHT
10-20’ (3-6m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

CARDINAL
CLIMBER

CARDINAL CLIMBER
Ipomoea quamoclit

annual

Cardinal Climber

Commonly called cypress vine, this 
warm weather twining vine is related 
to the morning glory. It can climb 20’ 
and cover entire fences or trellises 
with bright scarlet flowers. A good 

choice for dry areas. 
H · A

#599 Conventional $2.19

Chabaud Mixed Colors
Colorful, fragrant and free flowering! 

Flowers in a wide range of reds, 
pinks and white with many bicolors. 
Grassy evergreen foliage. Blooms 
late spring through midsummer.  

H · P
#69 Conventional $2.19

69

Mixed Colors

Colorful, fragrant and free flowering!
Flowers in a wide range of reds, pinks
and white with many bi-colors. Grassy
evergreen foliage. Blooms late spring
through midsummer.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun
and average garden soil. Start
outdoors after danger of frost up
to midsummer. For transplants, start
indoors six to eight weeks before last
frost date. Keep young plants evenly
moist.

NOTE
Carnations begin blooming in their
second year.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
14-21 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
18-24" (46-61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Chabaud
CARNATION

Chabaud

CARNATION
Dianthus caryophyllus

perennial

Chabaud Mixed Colors

676

Giant, deep red leaves cover this
vigorous, bushy plant that forms a
dense hedge in only a few months.
Very drought tolerant and easy
to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in late spring in full sun and average
soil.Thin to strongest plants once
they reach 3”. Plants are very drought
tolerant but will grow faster and taller
with consistent watering.

NOTE
Castor beans are poisonous. Do not
handle seeds or plants without gloves.
Do not plant where children or pets are
present. DO NOT INGEST SEEDS OR
ANY PART OFTHIS PLANT.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

SEED SPACE
3” (8cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
3’ (1m)

HEIGHT
4-5’ (1.2-1.5m)

FLOWERS IN
midsummer

Carmencita Red Leaf
CASTOR BEAN

Carmencita Red Leaf

CASTOR BEAN
Ricinus communis

perennial

Tall Green Leaf
Forms a large plant with huge fleshy 
leaves in a single growing season. 

This fast-growing plant lends a 
tropical appearance to any hedge or 

border.  
H · A

#74 Conventional $2.89

74

Forms a large plant with huge
fleshy leaves in a single growing
season. This fast-growing plant
lends a tropical appearance to any
hedge or border.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun and average
soil. Plant in late spring when tomatoes are
transplanted. May be started indoors about
six weeks before last frost date. Plant two
to three seeds per hole and thin to the
strongest plant after they have germinated.

NOTE
Castor beans are extremely poisonous. Do
not handle seeds or plants without gloves.
Do not plant where children or pets may be
present. DO NOT INGEST SEED OR ANY
PART OFTHIS PLANT.

SEED DEPTH
1/2" (13mm)

SEED SPACE
3" (8cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
12-18" (30-45cm)

HEIGHT
4-8' (1-3m)

FLOWERS IN
fall-winter

Tall Green Leaf

CASTOR BEAN
Tall Green Leaf

CASTOR BEAN
Ricinus communis

annual

Tall Green LeafCarmencita Red Leaf

Pacific Beauty
Mixed Colors

Lovely orange, bright yellow, cream 
and apricot flowers continuously 

bloom in cool weather. Perfect for 
containers and borders. Easy to grow 

in almost any conditions.  
H · A

#63 Conventional $1.99

Cup & Saucer
Mixed Colors

Lovely spires of bell-shaped flowers 
in pink, white and blue. These hardy 

and reliable plants deserve a place in 
every perennial border. Blooms from 

late spring to early summer. 
H · B

#67 Conventional $1.99

67

Mixed Colors

Lovely spires of bell-shaped flowers in
pink, white, and blue. These hardy and
reliable plants deserve a place in every
perennial border. Blooms late spring to
early summer.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in a location with full sun to
filtered shade in spring about two
weeks before last frost date. May be
started indoors six to eight weeks
before last frost date. Keep young
plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Canterbury Bells bloom the first
spring after planting.The plants live
only two seasons. Replant every year
for continuous production.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
14-21 days

THIN SPACE
18” (46cm)

HEIGHT
2-3’ (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
late spring

Cup & Saucer
CANTERBURY BELLS

Cup & Saucer

CANTERBURY BELLS
Campanula medium

hardy biennial

Cup & Saucer Mix

Carmencita Red Leaf
Giant, deep red leaves cover this 
vigorous, bushy plant that forms a 

dense hedge in only a few months. 
Very drought tolerant and easy to 

grow.  
H · P

#676 Conventional $2.89

Calendula

Candytuft Canterbury Bells

Cardinal Climber Carnation

Castor Bean

CAUTION: Castor beans are extremely poisonous. Do not handle seeds or 
plants without gloves. Do not plant near where children or pets may be
present. Do not ingest seed or any part of this plant. 

1897

This charming mix will reward the
patient grower. Seeds may germinate
over a perdiod of months, and blossoms
will appear long after the plants are
established. Very easy to care for once
established.

PLANTING
Sow seeds in sandy soil or a commerical
cactus starting mix for best results. Moisten
the mixture and allow it to drain. Scatter
seeds thinly and press into soil. Seeds
require some light to germinate. Reduce
watering as seedlings become more
established after their first year of growth.

CONTAINS
Saguaro (Carnegia gigantea), Barrel
Cactus (Ferrocactus wizlini),Twisted Barrel
Cactus (Ferrocactus hererra), Devil’s Claw
(Echinocactus texensis), Gray Ghost Organ
Pipe (Lamaireocereus pruinosis)

SEED DEPTH
press in

SEED SPACE
scatter thinly

SPROUTS IN
30-90 days

THIN SPACE
do not thin

HEIGHT
12” (30cm)

FLOWERS IN
occasionally per
variety

an easy-care indoor garden

Indoor Mix

CACTUSIndoor Mix

CACTUS
Cactaceae

Indoor Mix
This charming mix will reward the 

patient grower. The seeds may 
germinate over a period of months 
and blossoms will appear long after 
plants are established. Very easy to 
care for once established. Contains 

Saguaro, Devil’s Claw, Barrel Cactus, 
Twisted Barrel Cactus and Gray 

Ghost Organ Pipe. 
H · A

#1897 Conventional $2.19Indoor Mix

1844

Bells of Ireland features apple green, bell-like
flowers with tiny white “clappers” that twirl
in whorls of six from the top to the bottom of
the stalk. Versatile color addition to summer
bouquets. A long-lasting dried flower for
winter arrangements.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Bells of Ireland prefers cool weather. Sow
seeds outdoors after the last frost date
for early spring blossoms. Choose a sunny
location and barely cover with soil. Seeds
require light for germination. Keep seeds
evenly moist until they germinate.

NOTE
Bells of Ireland can be slow to germinate.
To improve germination time, place seeds
in a plastic bag with moist (not wet)
seed starting medium and place in the
refrigerator for five days prior to planting.
Stalks on mature plants have small thorns.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-30 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

HEIGHT
2-3’ (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
late summer

BELLS OF IRELAND
BELLS OF IRELAND
Moluccella laevis

hardy annual

50

Black-eyed Susan’s cheery yellow
blossoms mean summertime in its native
prairie habitat. Very hardy and easy to
grow. Will naturalize in many climates.
Attracts bees and other pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in a sunny location
and average soil about two weeks
before last spring frost date. Scatter
seed thinly and mix with top 1/8” of
soil to lightly cover.Water consistently
until plants emerge.

NOTE
Black-eyed Susan is a hardy perennial
that blooms first year from seed.Very
drought tolerant.

SEED DEPTH
1/8” (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN SPACE
6” (15cm)

HEIGHT
30” (76cm)

FLOWERS IN
midsummer

Goldsturm
BLACK-EYED SUSAN

Goldsturm

BLACK-EYED SUSAN
Rudbeckia fulgida

perennial

425

Cheerful golden flowers with rich, black
centers on vines that can grow to 6’ or longer.
An excellent choice for trellises or fences, or
allow to ramble freely in an open garden. Will
stay 2-3’ in containers or hanging baskets.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in a warm, sunny
location and well-drained soil after
last spring frost, or start indoors
about six weeks before last spring
frost date.Will exhibit best bloom
production in the warm days of late
summer and early fall. Pinch off faded
flowers to encourage more blossoms.

NOTE
May be grown as a tender perennial
in warm climates.

SEED DEPTH
1/8” (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
15-20 days

THIN SPACE
6” (15cm)

HEIGHT
3-6’ (1-2m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Thunbergia
BLACK-EYED SUSAN VINE

Thunbergia

BLACK-EYED SUSAN VINE
Thunbergia alata

annual

669

This hardy California native wildflower
produces masses of deep blue,
cup-shaped flowers with bright white
stamens. Heart-shaped leaves are
covered with soft white hairs. Very easy
to grow in well-drained soil.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in full sun and well-drained,
average soil in very early spring, as
soon as soil can be worked. Sow
in late fall in warm climates. Start
transplants indoors 6-8 weeks before
last frost date.

NOTE
Will reseed freely and can grow in
sandy, desert-like soil.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
8-10 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

HEIGHT
6-18” (15-46cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring

California

BLUEBELLSCalifornia

BLUEBELLS
Phacelia campanularia

hardy annual

4619

This native prairie wildflower, also known as
gayfeather, is a nectar-rich favorite of butterflies
and hummingbirds. Its dense, bright purple flower
spikes bloom from the top down atop long, sturdy
stems springing from mounds of slender, grasslike
leaves. Leave the dried seed heads on the stem as
winter food for songbirds. Deer resistant.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Blazing Star requires exposure to moist soil and
cool temperatures to germinate and will do best
when planted outdoors in late fall or early winter.
Or sow seeds in early spring, but don’t expect
flowers until the following season. Sow directly in
well-drained, average soil and full sun.  Seeds require
light and moisture to germinate. Blazing Star grows
and blooms best with regular light watering, but
will tolerate drought once established. Do not over
water. Divide mature plants as they become crowded
to encourage air circulation.

NOTE
Cold stratify spring sown seeds prior to planting to
improve germination. Place seeds in a plastic bag with
moist (not wet) seed starting medium and store in
the refrigerator for eight weeks prior to planting.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
8” (20cm)

SPROUTS IN
20-45 days

THIN SPACE
20” (51cm)

HEIGHT
24-48” (61-122cm)

FLOWERS IN
midsummer to fall

BLAZING STAR
BLAZING STAR
Liatrus spicata

perennial

Goldsturm

Bells of Ireland

Thunbergia Vine

Bluebells CaliforniaBlazing Star

This native prairie wildflower, also 
known as gayfeather, is a nectar-rich 

favorite of many butterflies and
hummingbirds. Its dense, bright 

purple flower spikes bloom from the 
top down atop long, sturdy stems 
springing from mounds of slender, 
grass-like leaves. Leave the dried 
seed heads on the stem as winter 
food for songbirds. Deer resistant. 

H · P 
#4619 Conventional $2.89

California 
This hardy California native

wildflower produces masses of deep 
blue, cup-shaped flowers with bright 
white stamens. Heart shaped leaves 

are covered with soft white hairs. 
Very easy to grow in well-drained 

soil. 
H · A

#669 Conventional $1.99

Bells of Ireland features apple green, 
bell-like flowers with tiny white

“clappers” that twirl in whorls of six 
from the top to the bottom of the 

stalk. It is a versatile color addition 
to summer bouquets. A long-lasting 

dried flower for winter arrangements. 
H · A 

#1844 Conventional $2.19

Black-Eyed Susan 
Thunbergia Vine

Cheerful golden flowers with rich, 
black centers on vines that can grow 
to 6’ or longer. An excellent choice 
for trellises or fences, or allow to 

ramble freely in an open garden. Will 
stay 2-3’ long in containers or

hanging baskets.
H · A

#425 Conventional $2.39

Ornamental Mixed 
Colors

A favorite for cool season gardens. 
Bright, bi-colored rosettes of green, 
pink, purple and white intensify in 

cool weather. Edible leaves make an 
attractive garnish.

A
#371 Conventional $2.19

371

Mixed Colors

A favorite for cool season gardens.
Bright, bi-colored rosettes of green,
pink, purple and white intensify in
cool weather. Edible leaves make an
attractive garnish.

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun to part
shade. Start indoors six to eight weeks
before setting out. Grow as a winter
crop in mild areas or plant out in late
summer for fall color in cold climates.
Keep young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Plant in groupings or in individual pots
for the patio. Fertilize lightly throughout
the season. If cabbage worms appear,
treat with Bacillus thuringiensis.

SEED DEPTH
1/2" (13mm)

SEED SPACE
3" (8cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
12-18" (30-46cm)

HEIGHT
10-20" (25-50cm)

FLOWERS IN
fall-winter

bright fall-winter color  

Ornamental

CABBAGEOrnamental

CABBAGE
Brassica oleracea

annual

Cabbage Ornamental

Peach-Leaved Blue
Graceful spires of 3” blue, bell-

shaped blossoms atop evergreen 
foliage make this a popular plant for 

borders and perennial beds. Very 
hardy and easy to grow. 

H · P 
#585 Conventional $2.19

585

Graceful spires of 3” blue bell-shaped
blossoms atop evergreen foliage make
this a popular plant for borders and
perennial beds. Very hardy and easy
to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in full sun, or part shade in warm
climates, and average soil in spring
after the soil has warmed. May be
started indoors 6-8 weeks before last
frost date.

NOTE
Plants wil begin blooming in the
second year. Cut flower spikes when
faded to encourage a new round of
blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
1/8” (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

HEIGHT
2-3’ (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
midsummer

Peach-Leaved Blue

BELLFLOWER
Peach-Leaved Blue

BELLFLOWER
Campanula persicifolia

hardy perennial

Peach-Leaved Blue

Goldsturm
Black-Eyed Susan’s cheery yellow 
blossoms mean summertime in its 

native prairie habitat. Very hardy and 
easy to grow. Will naturalize in many 

climates. Attracts bees and other 
pollinators. 

H · P
#50 Conventional $2.19

Bellflower Bells of Ireland

Black Eyed Susan

Blazing Star Bluebells

Cabbage Ornamental Cactus
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Flowers Flowers

Rocky Mountain Blue
Rocky Mountain columbine is a

hardy North American native 
wildflower. It grows wild in the
higher elevations of the Rocky

Mountains, but is equally at home in 
any temperate U.S. climate. 

H · P
#98 Conventional $2.19

Red
Compact round foliage with 

scalloped edges and blue-green 
color. Airy stems with bright red 

flowers bloom in early spring through 
midsummer. 

H · P
#428 Conventional $2.39

Sunray
Commonly called tickseed, this 

Fleuroselect Gold Medal winner will 
lighten up the garden. Deadhead for 
continuous summer blooms. Easy to 

grow and does well in containers. 
Heat, drought and deer resistant. 

H · P
#3916 Conventional $2.39

97

Hybrid Mixed Colors

Graceful nodding blossoms with delicate
spurs in a range of brilliant colors. Long
stems and delicate blue-green foliage
make this a favorite cut flower. Perfect
for filtered shade and rock gardens.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in filtered shade to full sun and
moist, well-drained soil two weeks
before last spring frost up to midsummer.
Or start indoors six to eight weeks
before last frost. Keep young plants
evenly moist.

NOTE
Columbines will bloom beginning in
their second year. Keep flowers cut to
extend the season. Plants are short lived
and should be replaced every two to
three years.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
2-3' (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring

McKana's Giant

COLUMBINE
McKana's Giant

COLUMBINE
Aquilegia x hybrida

hardy perennial

McKana’s Giant

98

Rocky Mountain columbine is a hardy
North American native wildflower. It
grows wild in the higher elevations of
the Rocky Mountains, but is equally at
home in any temperate U.S. climate.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in a location with full sun to filtered
shade about two weeks before last
spring frost date, or late fall in mild
climates. May be started indoors six
to eight weeks before last frost. Seeds
require some light to germinate. Keep
young plants evenly moist and well
watered.

NOTE
Columbines will begin blooming their
second season. Plants are short lived
and should be replaced every two to
three years.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

HEIGHT
12-18” (30-46cm)

FLOWERS IN
early summer

Rocky Mountain Blue

COLUMBINERocky Mountain Blue

COLUMBINE
Aquilegia caerulea

hardy perennial

Rocky Mountain Blue

628

William Guinness is a reintroduction
of one of the most beautiful of the
old-fashioned varieties. Although
it dates back to Victorian England,
this columbine has distinctly modern
appearance.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with filtered shade
to full sun. Plant outdoors about two
weeks before last frost date or late fall
in mild areas. Start indoors six to eight
weeks before last frost for transplants.
Keep young plants evenly moist and well
weeded.

NOTE
Columbines will bloom beginning their
second year. Keep flowers cut to extend
season. Plants are short lived and should
be replaced every two to three years.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

HEIGHT
12-18” (30-46cm)

FLOWERS IN
early summer

William Guinness

COLUMBINEWilliam Guinness

COLUMBINE
Aquilegia vulgaris

hardy perennial

William Guinness

428

Compact round foliage with
scalloped edges and blue-green
color. Airy stems with bright red
flowers bloom in early spring
through mid-summer.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with part shade to
full sun. Plant after danger of hard
frost in early spring. May be started
indoors about six weeks before last
frost date.Very hardy and drought
tolerant once established.

NOTE
Divide plants every three to four
years in spring or fall. Crowns become
woody and reduce flower production.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
24" (61cm)

FLOWERS IN
early spring

Red
CORAL BELLS

Red

CORAL BELLS
Heuchera sanguinea

hardy perennial

Coral Bells Red

100

Sunny yellow "daisy-like" flowers appear
in late spring to early autumn. Easy to
grow from seed. Coreopsis loves hot, dry
weather and can withstand considerable
drought once established. Perfect for the
xeriscape garden!

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Coreopsis prefers full sun but can
tolerate partial shade. Scatter seed
evenly over finely prepared soil. Keep
moist during germination until plants
are established. May be started indoors
about six weeks before last spring frost.
Harden off plants by setting outdoors
for a few hours a day, bringing them in
at night.

NOTE
Flowers are 1 1/2" in diameter on long
stems and make perfect cut flowers.
Cutting extends blooming period.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
18-24"(46-61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Lance-Leaved
COREOPSIS

Lance-Leaved

COREOPSIS
Coreopsis lanceolata

perennial

Lance-Leaved

3916

Commonly called tickseed, this
Fleuroselect Gold Medal winner will
lighten up the garden. Easy to grow
and does well in containers. Deadhead
for continuous summer blooms. Heat,
drought and deer resistant.

PLANTING
Sow outdoors in early spring
through the summer, up to 2
months before first fall frost.
Scatter seed over the soil and
lightly press in, barely covering
with soil.

NOTE
This flower makes a wonderful
cut flower; cutting extends the
blooming period.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

SEED SPACE
12" (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
20-25 days

THIN SPACE
24" (61cm)

HEIGHT
1 1/2-2'

FLOWERS IN
late spring -
summer

great for beginners

Sunray
COREOPSIS

Sunray

COREOPSIS
Coreopsis grandiflora

perennial

Sunray

375

Mixed Colors

Bright Lights adds a pop of color to
your flower bed with cheerful blossoms
in yellow to reddish-orange. Very easy
to grow. Blooms freely all summer and
attracts pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun and well-drained
soil in late spring after last frost
date. Keep young plants watered
and weeded until established.
Mature plants are drought
tolerant.

NOTE
Cut flowers regularly to
encourage more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-10 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
39” (100cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Bright Lights

COSMOSBright Lights

COSMOS
Cosmos sulfureus

annual

Bright Lights

Rainbow
Large ears with multi-colored

kernels, perfect for decorative fall 
and wintertime wreaths and 

centerpieces. 
A

#105 Conventional $2.69

105

Large ears with multi-colored
kernels, perfect for decorative
fall and wintertime wreaths and
centerpieces.

PLANTING
Prefers fertile soil and regular
mosture. Sow outdoors in late spring
after soil is completely warm (at least
65° F). For best pollination and well-
filled ears, plant in blocks of at least
four rows.

HARVEST
Ears are ready to pick when the husks
begin to dry in the fall, although they
can be left on the stalk until after the
first frosts.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

SEED SPACE
12" (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

ROW SPACE
8-12" (20-30cm)

HEIGHT
up to 10'

MATURES IN
110 days

a decorative fall favorite

Rainbow
CORN,
ORNAMENTALRainbow

CORN, ORNAMENTAL
Zea mays

annual

Rainbow

Columbine

William Guinness
A reintroduction of one of the most 

beautiful old-fashioned varieties. 
Although it dates back to Victorian 
England, it has a distinctly modern 

appearance. 
H · P

#628 Conventional $2.19

Coreopsis

   McKana’s Giant
Mixed Colors

Graceful nodding blossoms with 
delicate spurs in a range of brilliant 

colors. Long stems and delicate blue-
green foliage make this a favorite cut 
flower. Perfect for filtered shade and 

rock gardens. A 1955 All America 
Selections winner. 

H · P
#97 Conventional $2.19

Lance-Leaved
Sunny yellow daisy-like flowers 

appear in late spring through early 
autumn. Easy to grow from seed. 

Loves hot, dry weather and 
withstands considerable drought 
once established. Perfect for the 

xeriscape garden!
H · P

#100 Conventional $2.39

Bright Lights
Mixed Colors

Bright Lights adds a pop of color to 
your flower bed with cheerful 
blossoms in yellow to reddish 

orange. Very easy to grow. Blooms 
freely all summer and attracts

pollinators. 
H · A

#375 Conventional $2.19

Coral Bells

Corn Ornamental Cosmos

95

Mixed Colors

Brightly colored foliage in a variety of
patterns makes coleus a favorite for
semi-shaded areas and patio containers.
This tropical native looks its best in
a warm, humid location with indirect
light.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in rich soil and part shade in a
well-drained location after all danger
of frost has passed. May be started
indoors about 10 weeks prior to
transplanting. Seeds require light to
germinate. Keep soil moist until plants
are established.

NOTE
Coleus is a tender perennial usually
grown as an annual outside its native
Southeast Asia.

SEED DEPTH
press in

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

HEIGHT
2-3’ (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Rainbow

COLEUSRainbow

COLEUS
Coleus blumei

tender annual

Rainbow Mixed

Rainbow Mixed Colors
Brightly colored foliage in a variety of 
patterns makes coleus a favorite for 

semi-shaded areas and patio
containers. This tropical native looks 

its best in a warm, humid location 
with indirect light. 

H · A
#95 Conventional $2.39

Toreador
Cockscomb, also known as wool 

flower or brain celosia, is a striking 
choice for a summer garden. Its 

stately, deep red crested 2-5” flower 
heads emerge from stiff, leafy stems 

and bloom from late summer into 
early fall. Perfect for fresh or dried 

cut flowers. Attracts pollinators. 
H · A

#4622 Conventional $2.89

Papery orange lantern-shaped 
blossoms appear in late summer 
following a late spring bloom of 

tiny white flowers. Chinese lantern 
spreads rapidly; consider planting 
it in a contained area. The flowers 

form delicate cages at the end of the 
season. 

H · P
#86 Conventional $2.19

Clary sage, also known as eyebright 
and cleareye, has been used as a 

medicinal herb since ancient Greece. 
The 3-4’ flower spikes are covered 
with whorls of aromatic, pale purple 

to white blossoms that attract
pollinators. Easy to grow.   

H · B
#4621 Conventional $2.39

79

Intensely colored red spikes top off this hardy
and showy annual. Celosia is a commanding
accent plant used in beds and borders. Long
lasting flowers with attractive bronze-green
foliage thrive in warm, sunny location.
Flowers are nice dried.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a warm sunny location. May
be started indoors about six to
eight weeks before last frost date.
Transplant in late spring when
weather has warmed. Do not disturb
roots when transplanting. Keep
soil evenly moist until plants are
established.

NOTE
Plants will give their best show with
little or no fertilizer.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
2' (61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Forest Fire

CELOSIAForest Fire

CELOSIA
Celosia plumosa

annual

Forest Fire

86

Papery orange lantern-shaped blossoms
appear in late summer folllowing a
late spring bloom of tiny white flowers.
Chinese lantern spreads rapidly; consider
planting it in a contained area.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in a location with full sun, or light
shade in hot areas. Start indoors eight
weeks before last frost date. Seeds
require some light to germinate. Keep
young plants evenly moist and well
weeded. Plants are slow to break
dormancy in warm climates.

NOTE
Plants spread by underground
runners. Cut off runners in early
spring to keep growth contained.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
24” (61cm)

HEIGHT
24” (61cm)

FLOWERS IN
midsummer

CHINESE LANTERN
CHINESE LANTERN
Physalis alkekengi

perennial

Chinese Lantern

4621

Clary sage, also known as eyebright or
cleareye, has been used as a medicinal herb
since ancient Greece. Its 3-4’ flower spikes
are covered with whorls of aromatic, pale
purple to white blossoms that attract bees
and other pollinators. Easy to grow and deer
resistant.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in full sun and loose, well-drained soil after last
spring frost when soil has warmed. Or plant in fall
two weeks before first frost date. Compact or wet
soil will stunt growth. Barely cover seeds with soil;
they require filtered light to germinate. Keep moist
until germination. Start indoors six weeks before the
last spring frost date. Plants will not require fertilizer.

NOTE
Clary sage will produce large, low growing leaves its
first year. Flower stalks will appear in the second year.
Sow seeds each year for continuous blossoms. In
cold climates, cover plants with deep mulch after the
ground freezes in fall.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
8-12” (20-30cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
24-36” (61-91cm)

HEIGHT
3-5’ (1-1.5m)

FLOWERS IN
early summer

CLARY SAGE
CLARY SAGE
Salvia sclarea

biennial

Clary Sage

1786

Spider Flower

Cleome loves the warm days of summer. It
reaches 3-6 feet tall and blooms continuously
from midsummer to frost. Perfect for a
tall summer hedge in sun or partial shade.
Burgundy-purple flowers are spiky, open and
form round clumps.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Choose a warm, sunny location. For
transplants, start seeds indoors two
weeks before last frost date. Keep soil
evenly moist until plants are established.
Harden off seedlings by setting tray
outdoors during the day, bringing in at
night.Transplant outdoors after nights
have warmed. May be sown directly
outdoors after last frost.

NOTE
Mature plants are quite drought tolerant.
Rarely needs fertilizer.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
2' (61cm)

HEIGHT
3-6' (1-2m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Purple Queen

CLEOMEPurple Queen

CLEOME
Cleome hasselriana

annual

Purple Queen

Queen Mixed Colors
Cleome loves the warm days of 

summer. It reaches 3-6’ tall and will 
bloom from midsummer to frost.

Perfect for a tall summer hedge in 
sun or partial shade.

H · A
#94 Conventional $1.99

4622

Cockscomb, also known as wool flower or brain
celosia, is a striking choice for a summer garden. Its
stately, deep red, crested 2-5’’ flower heads emerge
from stiff, leafy stems and bloom from late summer
into early fall. Attracts bees and other pollinating
insects. Perfect for fresh or dried cut flowers; fresh
cut flowers can last up to 14 days.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow seeds outdoors in full sun and rich, moist soil
after last spring frost when soil has warmed to at
least 65°F.Will transplant well if started indoors
4-6 weeks before last spring frost date. Press seeds
lightly into soil; they require light to germinate. Once
established, cockscomb thrives in hot, slightly dry
conditions, but don’t let plants dry entirely. Mulch
well, and water plants consistently at soil level to
prevent fungal growth.Will appreciate low-nitrogen
fertilizer every four weeks.

NOTE
Remove and discard plants in fall after first frost.To
dry cut flowers, tie stems together and hang upside
down indoors in a dry location.

SEED DEPTH
surface

SEED SPACE
3” (8cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-21 days

THIN SPACE
8-12” (20-30cm)

HEIGHT
24” (61cm)

FLOWERS IN
late summer

Toreador

COCKSCOMBToreador

COCKSCOMB
Celosia argentea var. cristata

annual

Toreador

94

Mixed Colors

Cleome loves the warm days of summer.
It reaches 3-6 feet tall and blooms
continuously from midsummer to frost.
Perfect for a tall summer hedge in sun or
partial shade.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a warm sunny location. Plants
are best started indoors about
two weeks before last frost date.
Keep soil evenly moist until plants
are established. Mature plants can
withstand considerable drought.

NOTE
Plants will normally grow best with
little or no fertilizer.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
2-3' (61-90cm)

HEIGHT
3-6' (1-2m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Queen

CLEOMEQueen

CLEOME
Cleome hasselriana

hardy annual

Queen Mixed Colors

Crimson
Crimson Clover is an annual, 

non-aggressive legume that will 
produce dark strawberry-red blooms. 

Attracts pollinators to your garden and 
helps enhance your soil by adding 

nitrogen. It is often used as a cover crop 
in some areas of the U.S. Easy to grow, 

low maintenance and adds beautiful color 
to your garden or meadow. Pairs well with 

other wildflowers.  
A

#4683 Value Pack $3.49Crimson

Forest Fire
Intensely colored red spikes top off 

this hardy and showy annual. Celosia 
is a commanding accent plant used 
in beds and borders. Long lasting 

flowers with attractive bronze-green 
foliage thrive in warm, sunny

locations. Flowers are nice dried.
H · A

#79 Conventional $1.99

Purple Queen
Cleome loves the warm days of
summer. It reaches 3-6’ tall and 

blooms continuously from 
midsummer to frost. Perfect for a 

tall summer hedge in sun or partial 
shade. Burgundy-purple flowers are 
spiky, open and form round clumps. 

H · A
#1786 Conventional $1.99

Celosia Celosia | Cockscomb

Chinese Lantern Clary Sage

Cleome

ColeusClover
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Flowers Flowers

Blue
This lovely drought-tolerant 

perennial grows to about 18” tall with 
2” flowers that are similar to
Bachelor’s Buttons. Delicate, 

lavender-blue blossoms may be 
dried for bouquets. 

H · P
#430 Conventional $2.39

430

This lovely drought-tolerant perennial
grows to about 18” tall with 2” flowers
similar to Bachelor’s Buttons. Delicate,
lavender-blue blossoms may be dried
for bouquets.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in full sun and well-drained soil
in spring after all danger of frost.Will
not thrive in overly wet soil. Keep
area watered and well weeded until
plants are established. Blue-green
leaves resemble blades of grass, so be
careful when weeding.

NOTE
Cut flowers regularly to encourage
more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
1/8” (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
18-24” (46-61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Blue
CUPID’S DART

Blue

CUPID’S DART
Catananche caerulea

perennial

Cupid’s Dart Blue

123

Mixed Colors

Dahlias are prized for their brightly
colored flowers and lush green foliage.
Unwin's Mix features striking semi-
double blossoms in a range of gorgeous
colors.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in a sunny area in midspring
for best blossoms. May be
started indoors six to eight
weeks before last frost date.
Keep young plants evenly moist
until established. Mulch mature
plants to conserve moisture.

NOTE
Dahlias bloom best in cooler
weather.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
10" (25cm)

HEIGHT
24" (60cm)

FLOWERS IN
early spring

Unwin's

DAHLIAUnwin's

DAHLIA
Dahlia variabilis

hardy annual

Unwin’s Mixed Colors

124

Mixed Colors

This low growing South African native, also
known as Cape marigold,  produces masses
of luminescent flowers in delicate shades of
white, yellow, and orange. Blooms all winter
in mild climates or late spring through frost
in colder climates. Easy to naturalize.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in full sun and well-drained
soil after last spring frost date
when soil has warmed. Scatter
seeds thinly and mix with top
1/4” of soil to cover. Keep soil
evenly moist until plants are
established.

NOTE
Extremely drought tolerant once
established.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN SPACE
6” (15cm)

HEIGHT
18” (46cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

African

DAISYAfrican

DAISY
Dimorphotheca sinuata

annual

African Mixed Colors

Unwin’s Mixed Colors
Dahlias are prized for their

brightly colored flowers and lush 
green foliage. This plant features 

striking semi-double blossoms in a 
range of gorgeous colors.  

H · A
#123 Conventional $1.99

Gloriosa Mixed Colors
Delightful masses of bright flowers in 

yellow, gold, bronze and 
bicolors. Huge blossoms, often 

around 3” wide, emerge from late 
spring through summer. Perfect for 
cut flowers. Deadhead often for a 

continuous bloom. 
H · P

#127 Conventional $1.99

8014

Fleabane

Showy purple flower clusters with yellow
centers appear from late spring to
midsummer. Plants vary in height with
usually 13 or more flower stems per plant. A
native perennial from the western U.S. that
adjusts easily to zones 2-8. Attracts birds,
bees and butterflies.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with full to partial shade
and well-drained soil. Plants will form
the first year and begin blooming in their
2nd year. Plant in groups for a big show
each year. Once established this hardy
perennial is quite drought tolerant.

NOTE
Flowers are long-lived in the garden
and in the vase.An Aspen daisy bed will
perform cheerfully for many years.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
10" (25cm)

HEIGHT
8-24" (20-61cm)

FLOWERS IN
early to
midsummer

Aspen

DAISYAspen

DAISY
Erigeron speciosus

perennial

Aspen Daisy

433

Mixed Colors

Long stems of brightly colored flowers in
scarlet, pink and white. Painted Daisies
form a two to three foot clump of bright
green finely divided leaves.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun and
well-drained soil. Plant in spring after
danger of frost. For transplants, start
indoors about six weeks before
last frost date. Keep area weeded
and watered until plants become
established.

NOTE
Plants will usually bloom again in late
summer if you cut them back by half
after the initial blossoms have faded.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
36" (91cm)

FLOWERS IN
early summer

Painted Robinson

DAISYPainted Robinson

DAISY
Chrysanthemum coccineum

perennial

Painted Robinson

129

This cheerful garden favorite was
developed in 1890 by horticulturist
Luther Burbank. Crisp, white blossoms
with sunny yellow eyes top dark green
foliage that can survive year-round in
milder climates. Easy to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors after last spring frost
in full sun to part shade and well-
drained soil. Or start indoors four
to six weeks before last spring frost
date.Water regularly until plants are
established.

NOTE
Keep flowers cut to encourage new
blossoms. Cut entire plant to 3-4” in
fall after blooms cease to appear.

SEED DEPTH
1/8” (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
2-4’ (61-122cm)

FLOWERS IN
early summer

Shasta Alaska

DAISYShasta Alaska

DAISY
Leucanthemum x superbum

hardy perennial

Shasta Alaska

431

Mixed Colors

Flowers all season with full double
blossoms in brightly colored shades of
red, pink, and white. Blooms in the first
year from seed. Lovely fall/winter color
in mild climates. Attracts pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in early spring in a cool location
with part shade to full sun and moist,
rich soil.  Or start indoors 8-10 weeks
before last spring frost date. Keep
young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Pick spent flowers regularly to
encourage more blossoms. Plants are
short-lived; replant every few years.

SEED DEPTH
1/8” (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
4” (10cm)

HEIGHT
4-6” (10-15cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring

English Bellis

DAISYEnglish Bellis

DAISY
Bellis perennis

biennial

English Bellis

127

Mixed Colors

Delightful masses of bright flowers in
yellow, gold, bronze, and bicolors. Huge
blossoms, often 3” wide, emerge from
late spring through summer. Perfect
for cut flowers. Deadhead often for
continuous bloom.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow seeds in a sunny location with
average soil in spring afer the last
danger of frost up to midsummer.
Plants started indoors for transplants
six to eight weeks before last frost are
likely to bloom their first year.

NOTE
Gloriosa daisies are short-lived
perennials. Replant every two to
three years.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
1-2’ (30-61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Gloriosa

DAISYGloriosa

DAISY
Rudbeckia hirta gloriosa

perennial

Gloriosa

African Mixed Colors
This low growing South African

native, also known as Cape Marigold, 
produces masses of luminescent 
flowers in shades of white, yellow 

and orange. Blooms all winter in mild 
climates or late spring through frost 

in colder climates.  
H · A

#124 Conventional $1.99

Showy purple flower clusters with 
yellow centers appear from late 

spring to midsummer. Plants vary in 
height with usually 13 or more flower 
stems per plant. A perennial native to 

the western U.S. that adjusts easily 
to new areas. Attracts birds and 

pollinators. 
H · P

#8014 Conventional $2.19

English Bellis 
Mixed Colors 

Flowers all season with full double 
blossoms in brightly colored shades 
of red, pink and white. Blooms the 
first year from seed. Lovely fall and 

winter color in mild climates. Attracts 
pollinators. 

H · B
#431 Conventional $2.19

Painted Robinson
Mixed Colors

Long stems of brightly colored 
flowers come in scarlet, pink and 
white. Painted Daisies form a 2-3’ 

clump of bright green finely divided 
leaves.  
H · P

#433 Conventional $1.99

Shasta Alaska
This cheerful garden favorite was 

developed in 1890 by horticulturist 
Luther Burbank. Crisp, white 

blossoms with sunny yellow eyes top 
dark green foliage that can survive 
year-round in milder climates. Easy 

to grow. 
H · P

#129 Conventional $2.19

Cupid’s Dart Dahlia

African Daisy Aspen Daisy | Fleabane

English Daisy Gloriosa Daisy

Painted Daisy Shasta Daisy

Sonata Mixed Colors
Sonata’s extra dwarf habit and full-

sized flowers make it perfect for
borders. Colors range from white to 

light and dark pinks. Attracts
pollinators.

H · A
#377 Conventional $2.39

377

Dwarf Mixed Colors

Sonata’s extra dwarf habit and
full-sized flowers make it perfect
for borders. Colors range from
white to light and dark pinks.
Attracts pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in average soil in a location with full
sun to part shade in spring after danger
of frost, or in the fall in mild climates.
Keep young plants evenly moist and well
weeded until established.Tolerates poor
soil, heat, and drought.

NOTE
Sonata, unlike tall cosmos, puts on a
concentrated set of blossoms early in
the season. Cut back entire plant by
one third to encourage another set of
flowers.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
12” (61cm)

HEIGHT
24” (61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Sonata

COSMOSSonata

COSMOS
Cosmos bipinnatus

annual

Sonata

112

This whimsical cosmos has shell-like,
tubular flower petals. Very easy to
grow. Long blooming season from
early summer through fall. Excellent
in background borders for a dynamic
effect. Attracts pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in a sunny location with average
soil in late spring after all danger of
frost. May be started indoors four
weeks before last frost. Keep young
plants well watered and weeded until
established. Mature plants are quite
drought tolerant.

NOTE
Cosmos rarely needs fertilizer to
produce abundant blossoms. Cut
flowers regularly to extend blooming
season.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-10 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

HEIGHT
3-6’ (1-1.8m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Sea Shells

COSMOSSea Shells

COSMOS
Cosmos bipinnatus

annual

Sea Shells

113

Mixed Colors

This tall, showy annual produces
masses of brightly colored flowers from
midsummer until frost. Plants do well in
hot, dry locations and are generally deer
resistant. Very hardy and easy to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in average soil in a location
with full sun to part shade in spring
after danger of frost, or in the fall
in mild climates. Keep young plants
evenly moist and well weeded until
established.Tolerates poor soil, heat,
and drought.

NOTE
Cut flowers regularly to encourage
more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-10 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
3-6’ (1-2m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Sensation

COSMOSSensation

COSMOS
Cosmos bipinnatus

hardy annual

Sensation

109

Bright white petals splashed with deep
crimson. Some flowers are mostly
white and some are mostly crimson, all
combining into a lovely bouquet. Perfect
for hot dry areas. Attracts pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in a sunny location with average
soil in late spring after all danger of
frost. May be started indoors four
weeks before last frost. Keep young
plants well watered and weeded until
established. Mature plants are quite
drought tolerant.

NOTE
Cosmos rarely needs fertilizer to
produce abundant blossoms. Cut
flowers regularly to extend blooming
season.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-10 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

HEIGHT
3-6’ (1-1.8m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Candy Stripe

COSMOSCandy Stripe

COSMOS
Cosmos bipinnatus

annual

Candy Stripe

Candy Stripe
Bright white petals splashed with 
deep crimson. Some flowers are 

mostly white and some are mostly 
crimson, all combining into a lovely 
bouquet. Perfect for hot, dry areas 

and attracts pollinators.  
H · A

#109 Conventional $2.19

110

This elegant cosmos produces bunches
of medium-sized white flowers with
rosy pink centers. Lovely in summer
bouquets. Very hardy and easy to grow.
Attracts pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in a sunny location with average
soil in late spring after all danger of
frost. May be started indoors four
weeks before last frost. Keep young
plants well watered and weeded until
established. Mature plants are quite
drought tolerant.

NOTE
Cosmos rarely needs fertilizer to
produce abundant blossoms. Cut
flowers regularly to extend blooming
season.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-10 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

HEIGHT
3-6’ (1-1.8m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Daydream

COSMOSDaydream

COSMOS
Cosmos bipinnatus

annual

Daydream

373

This tall, showy annual produces masses of
crimson-red flowers with contrasting yellow
centers. Its delicate, feathery foliage grows
rapidly to produce a striking background
plant. Hardy and easy to grow. A good choice
for dry areas.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in average soil in a location
with full sun to part shade in spring
after danger of frost, or in the fall
in mild climates. Keep young plants
evenly moist and well weeded until
established.Tolerates poor soil, heat,
and drought.

NOTE
Do not fertilize. Cut flowers regularly
to encourage more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-10 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
4-6’ (1.2-2m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Dazzler

COSMOSDazzler

COSMOS
Cosmos bipinnatus

annual

Dazzler

374

This tall, showy annual produces an
abundance of rosy-pink blossoms with
contrasting crimson eyes and yellow centers.
The delicate feathery foliage grows rapidly.
Hardy and easy to grow. Good for dry areas
and as back of garden borders.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in average soil in a location
with full sun to part shade in spring
after danger of frost, or in the fall
in mild climates. Keep young plants
evenly moist and well weeded until
established.Tolerates poor soil, heat,
and drought.

NOTE
Do not fertilize. Cut flowers regularly
to encourage more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-10 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
4-6’ (1.2-2m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Gloria

COSMOSGloria

COSMOS
Cosmos bipinnatus

annual

Gloria

111

Glowing white flowers with dark pink
edges make an elegant addition to a
summer bouquet. Very easy to grow,
with a long blooming season. Attracts
pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in a sunny location with average
soil in late spring after all danger of
frost. May be started indoors four
weeks before last frost. Keep young
plants well watered and weeded until
established. Mature plants are quite
drought tolerant.

NOTE
Cosmos rarely needs fertilizer to
produce abundant blossoms. Cut
flowers regularly to extend blooming
season.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-10 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

HEIGHT
3-6’ (1-1.8m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Picotee

COSMOSPicotee

COSMOS
Cosmos bipinnatus

annual

Picotee

376

Mixed Colors

These giant ruffled blossoms will make a
dramatic statement in your bouquets and
flowering borders. About one and a half times
the size of other cosmos, in a full range of
colors from reds to pinks and white. Very
hardy and easy to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in average soil in a location
with full sun to part shade in spring
after danger of frost, or in the fall
in mild climates. Keep young plants
evenly moist and well weeded until
established.Tolerates poor soil, heat,
and drought.

NOTE
Cut flowers regularly to extend
season.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-10 days

THIN SPACE
10" (25cm)

HEIGHT
4' (1.2m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Psyche

COSMOSPsyche

COSMOS
Cosmos bipinnatus

annual

Psyche

429

This tall, showy annual produces an
abundance of beautiful white flowers with
a contrasting yellow center. This delicate,
feathery foliage grows rapidly to produce
a lovely background plant. Hardy and
easy to grow. Great for dry areas! Attracts
pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in a sunny location with average
soil in late spring after all danger of
frost. May be started indoors four
weeks before last frost. Keep young
plants well watered and weeded until
established. Mature plants are quite
drought tolerant.

NOTE
Cosmos rarely needs fertilizer to
produce abundant blossoms. Cut
flowers regularly to extend blooming
season.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-10 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

HEIGHT
3-6’ (1-1.8m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Purity White

COSMOSPurity White

COSMOS
Cosmos bipinnatus

annual

Purity White

Daydream
This elegant cosmos produces 
bunches of medium-sized white 

flowers with rosy pink centers. Lovely 
in summer bouquets. Very hardy and 

easy to grow. Attracts pollinators. 
H · A

#110 Conventional $2.19

Dazzler
This tall, showy annual produces 
masses of crimson flowers with
contrasting yellow centers. Its 

delicate feathery foliage grows 
quickly to produce a striking 

background plant. It is hardy and 
easy to grow and a good choice for 

dry areas. 
H · A

#373 Conventional $2.19

Gloria
This tall, showy annual produces an 
abundance of rosy-pink blossoms 
with contrasting crimson eyes and 

yellow centers. The delicate 
feathery foliage grows rapidly. 

Hardy and easy to grow. Good for 
dry areas and garden borders.

H · A
#374 Conventional $2.19

Picotee
White flowers with dark pink edges 

make an elegant addition for a 
summer bouquet. Easy to grow, with 

a long blooming season. Attracts 
pollinators. 

H · A
#111 Conventional $2.19

Psyche Mixed Colors
These giant ruffled blossoms will 

make a statement in bouquets and 
borders. About 1.5 times the size of 

other cosmos, in a full range of 
colors including reds, pinks and 

white. Very hardy and easy to grow. 
H · A

#376 Conventional $2.39

Purity White
This tall, showy annual produces an 
abundance of white flowers with a 

yellow center. The delicate, feathery 
foliage grows rapidly to produce a 

lovely background plant. Hardy and 
easy to grow. Great for dry areas. 

Attracts pollinators.
H · A

#429 Conventional $2.19

Sea Shells 
Mixed Colors

This whimsical cosmos has shell-like, 
tubular flower petals. Very easy to 
grow. Long blooming season from 

early summer through fall. Excellent 
in background borders for a 

dynamic effect. Attracts pollinators.
H · A

#112 Conventional $2.19

Sensation
Mixed Colors

This tall, showy annual produces 
masses of brightly colored flowers 
from midsummer until frost. Plants 

do well in hot, dry locations and are 
generally deer resistant. Very hardy 

and easy to grow. An All America 
Selections winner in 1936.

H · A
#113 Conventional $2.19 
#493 Value Pack $3.19 
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Flowers Flowers

Yellow
This tall evening primrose with a 

profusion of delicate butter-yellow 
blossoms is a native wildflower of 

North America. Flowers open each 
afternoon and close the following 

morning.  
H · B

#140 Conventional $2.19

Linum Scarlet
Scarlet flax features brilliant deep 

red flowers with a lovely satin sheen. 
Better used in groupings or in

combination with other annuals as 
individual plants are rather sparse. 

Very heat and drought tolerant. 
H · A

#146 Conventional $1.99

378

Don't let the delicate pink flowers fool
you – this is a very hardy plant that
can withstand almost any heat and
drought. Will spread to form colonies in
many areas. Great for dry hillsides and
unattended areas.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun. Plant
outdoors after last spring frost. Keep
young plants watered and weeded
until they become established. Mature
plants are quite drought hardy.

NOTE
Flowers open in early morning and
only last one day, leaving a lovely pink
potpourri at the base of the plants.
Plant in groupings for best effect.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
8-10 days

THIN SPACE
6" (15cm)

HEIGHT
8-16" (20-41cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring - summer

Mexican
EVENING PRIMROSE

Mexican

EVENING PRIMROSE
Oenothera speciosa

hardy perennial

140

Tall Yellow

This tall evening primrose with a
profusion of delicate butter-yellow
blossoms is one of the few native
wildflowers in North America. Flowers
open each afternoon and close the
following morning.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun.
Start outdoors after last frost.
May be started indoors six
weeks before transplanting. Keep
evenly moist while plants are
young.

NOTE
Naturalizes easily in meadows
and roadsides. Grows well in dry
areas.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
18" (46cm)

HEIGHT
2-4' (61-122cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Evening

PRIMROSEEvening

PRIMROSE
Oenothera biennis

hardy biennial

145

Graceful arching spires topped with
dainty, sky-blue flowers. New flowers
open each day, creating a lovely blue
potpourri of petals at the base of
the plant. A rugged plant, despite its
delicate appearance.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in a sunny location with average soil in
early spring. Scatter seeds thinly and cover
lightly with soil. Keep soil consistently moist
until young plants reach about 2”. For earlier
blossoms, sow seeds in a well-prepared bed
in late fall so they can experience the winter
cold cycle.

NOTE
Plants from seeds sown in the spring will
bloom in their second season. Cut back tops
by 1/3 after flowering to encourge a second
set of flowers in the fall.Very drought
tolerant once established.

SEED DEPTH
1/8”(3mm)

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
8-12 days

THIN SPACE
18-24” (46-61cm)

HEIGHT
6” (15cm)

FLOWERS IN
late spring

Blue

FLAXBlue

FLAX
Linum lewisii

hardy perennial

146

Scarlet flax features briliant deep red
flowers with a lovely satiny sheen.
Individual plants are rather sparse
and are better used in groupings or in
combination with other annuals. Very
heat and drought tolerant.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in a location with full sun to part
shade and average soil in early spring,
two weeks before last frost date, or
early fall in mild climates. Keep seeds
evenly moist until they germinate.

NOTE
Plants readily self-sow and establish
themselves in some climates.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
8-10 days

THIN SPACE
4” (10cm)

HEIGHT
12-24” (30-61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Scarlet
FLAX LINUM

Scarlet

FLAX LINUM
Linum grandiflorum �Rubrum�

annual

149

Mixed Colors

A deep green bushy plant with a profusion of
brightly colored, fragrant blossoms that open
each afternoon and close the next morning.
The 2” flowers come in white, yellow, pink,
and red. A good choice for an annual border.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in a sunny area
after danger of frost has passed
and soil temperature stays above
60°F. Keep soil moist. Seeds can
be started indoors four to six
weeks prior to last spring frost
date.

NOTE
Tolerates poor soil and summer
heat.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

SEED SPACE
3” (8cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
12-18” (30-46cm)

HEIGHT
24-30” (61-76cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Marvel of Peru

FOUR O’CLOCKS
Marvel of Peru

FOUR O’CLOCKS
Mirabilis jalapa

annual

Blue
Produces a profusion of tiny, sky-

blue flowers on compact plants. It is 
great for borders and rock gardens. 

Provides a lovely background for 
spring bulbs. 

H · B
#147 Conventional $1.99

Broken Colors
Mixed Colors

This unique variety features 
solid-colored blooms in red, pink, 

magenta, yellow and white; 
highlighted with splashes and 

streaks of contrasting color. Large 
trumpet shaped blooms are very 
fragrant and attract pollinators.

A
#4490 Conventional $2.39

147

Produces a profusion of tiny,
sky-blue flowers on compact
plants. Great for borders and
rock gardens. Provides a lovely
background for spring bulbs.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in part shade in rich, moist
soil after all danger of spring
frost. Start indoors two weeks
before last frost date. Keep
young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Forget-me-nots bloom in their
second season. Resow each year
for continuous bloom.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
8-14 days

THIN SPACE
8” (20cm)

HEIGHT
6-12” (15-30cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring/summer

Blue
FORGET-ME-NOT

Blue

FORGET-ME-NOT
Myosotis sylvatica

hardy biennial

4490

Mixed Colors

This unique variety features solid-colored
blooms in red, pink, magenta, yellow and
white, highlighted with splashes, streaks and
stripes of contrasting color. Large trumpet
shaped blooms are very fragrant and attract
hummingbirds and butterflies. Easy to grow.

PLANTING
Sow outdoors in a sunny area after
danger of frost has passed and soil
temperature stays above 60°F. Keep
soil moist. Seeds can be started
indoors four to six weeks prior to
planting outside

NOTE
Four O'Clocks are low maintenance
plants that tolerant poor soil and
drought.

SEED DEPTH
1/2" (13mm)

SEED SPACE
6" (15cm)

SPROUTS IN
8-10 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
2' (61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

a fragrant floral kaleidoscope

Broken Colors
FOUR O' CLOCKS

Broken Colors

FOUR O' CLOCKS
Mirabilis jalapa

annual

148

Masses of dainty blue flowers in late
spring and early summer. A favorite
addition around bulbs like daffodils
and tulips. Very hardy and easy to grow.
Plant in masses for best show.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun to partial shade. Plant
as soon as soil can be worked in
early spring.Very easy to grow when
started directly in the garden, but may
be started indoors four to six weeks
before last frost date. Keep area
evenly moist until seeds germinate.

NOTE
Forget-Me-Nots rarely need fertilizer
to produce abundant blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
8-10 days

THIN SPACE
8-10" (20-25cm)

HEIGHT
18-24" (46-61cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring

Firmament
FORGET-ME-NOT

Firmament

FORGET-ME-NOT
Cynoglossum amabile 'Firmament'

hardy biennial

Flax

Forget-Me-Nots
Blue

YellowMexican

Mexican
A very hardy plant with delicate pink 
blossoms that can withstand almost 
any heat and drought. Will spread to 
form colonies in many areas. Great 

for dry hillsides and unattended 
areas.  
H · P

#378 Conventional $2.19

Linum Scarlet

Blue
Graceful arching spires topped with 

dainty, sky-blue flowers. New flowers 
open each day, creating a lovely blue 

potpourri at the base of the plant. 
A rugged plant, despite its delicate 

appearance.
H · P

#145 Conventional $1.99

Marvel of PeruBroken Colors

FirmamentBlue

Firmament
   Masses of dainty blue flowers 
bloom in late spring and early

summer. A favorite addition around 
bulbs. Very hardy and easy to grow. 

Plant in masses for best show. A 
1939 All America Selections winner.

H · B
#148 Conventional $1.99

Marvel of Peru
Mixed Colors

A deep green bushy plant with a 
profusion of brightly colored and 
fragrant blossoms that open each 

afternoon and close the next 
morning. The 2” flowers come in 

white, yellow, pink and red. A good 
choice for an annual border.  

H · A
#149 Conventional $2.39

Evening Primrose

Four O’Clocks

136

White Swan is related to purple
echinacea, a hardy North American
native wildflower. Its bright white
flowers appear in early summer and
continue until hard frost. Very hardy
and reliable.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in early spring after all danger of
frost in a location with full sun to part
shade and average soil. Start indoors
about six weeks before last spring
frost date.Water regularly until plants
are established.

NOTE
Plants are very drought tolerant when
mature, making them a good choice
for xeriscape gardens. Blossoms
attract pollinators.

SEED DEPTH
1/8” (13mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-21 days

THIN SPACE
18” (46cm)

HEIGHT
2’ (61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

White Swan

ECHINACEAWhite Swan

ECHINACEA
Echinacea purpurea

perennial

Gaiety Mixed Colors
These compact plants produce an 
abundance of fragrant blossoms 

in white, pink and bicolors. A good 
choice for flower bed borders and 

patio containers.  
H · A

#131 Conventional $1.99

White Swan
A white petaled variety of purple 

echinacea, a hardy North American 
native. Its bright white flowers 
appear in early summer and 

continue until hard frost. Very hardy 
and reliable.

H · P
#136 Conventional $2.19

131

Mixed Colors

These compact plants produce an
abundance of fragrant blossoms in
white, pink, and bicolors. A good choice
for flower bed borders and in patio
containers.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in a location with full sun, or
light shade in hot climates, in spring
after all danger of frost has passed.
Dianthus is not fussy about soil. Keep
young plants evenly moist and well
weeded until established.

NOTE
May perform as a perennial in
mild climates. Keep flowers cut to
encourage more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
4” (10cm)

HEIGHT
12” (30cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Gaiety

DIANTHUSGaiety

DIANTHUS
Dianthus chinensis

annual

Gaiety

99

A hardy North American native wildflower
used by the indigenous peoples of the
Great Plains as a medicinal plant. Its tall
stems topped by purple blossoms grow to
4’ tall. Leave its striking dried flowers with
bronze-colored centers on the plant for winter
decoration.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in early spring after all danger of
frost in a location with full sun to part
shade and average soil. Start indoors
about six weeks before last spring
frost date.Water regularly until plants
are established.

NOTE
Plants are very drought tolerant when
mature, making them a good choice
for xeriscape gardens. Blossoms
attract pollinators.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

THIN SPACE
18” (46cm)

HEIGHT
4’ (122cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Purple Coneflower

ECHINACEAPurple Coneflower

ECHINACEA
Echinacea purpurea

hardy perennial

Shasta Silver Princess
Silver Princess is a lovely dwarf 

version of the Shasta Daisy. White 
flowers with sunny yellow centers 

cover the petite plant in early 
summer. Excellent front border 
perennial. Hardy and reliable.  

H · P
#587 Conventional $2.19

Pacific Giants
Mixed Colors

One of the most beautiful and
distinctive perennial plants. 

Immense spires of double flowers in 
blue, purple, pink and white. Blooms 

in late spring to early summer. 
Perfect for background planting and 

cut flowers. 
H · P

#130 Conventional $2.19

587

Dwarf

Silver princess is a lovely dwarf version
of the Shasta Daisy. White flowers with
sunny-yellow centers cover the petite
plant in early summer. Excellent front of
the border perennial. Hardy and reliable.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun to part
shade and well-drained soil. Start
outdoors after your last frost date.
For transplants, start indoors four
to six weeks before last frost.Water
regularly until plants are established.

NOTE
Keep flowers cut to extend season.
Plants may live only two to four years
in areas with wet, cold winters.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
12" (30cm)

FLOWERS IN
early summer

Shasta Silver Princess

DAISYShasta Silver Princess

DAISY
Chrysanthemum maximum

hardy perennial

Shasta Silver Princess

3463

Mixed Colors

Butterfly is one of the Chinese Delphiniums
and may be grown as an annual because
it flowers easily the first year from seed.
Broad sprays of single flowers will fill beds
or containers in a mix of blue shades, rose
and white.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start indoors six to eight weeks
before the last frost date.Transplant
after danger of frost has passed. May
also be seeded directly in the garden.
Keep plants evenly moist and remove
faded flowers to prolong blooming.

NOTE
For best germination, soak seeds in
water overnight before planting.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
6" (15cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
12-18" (30-45cm)

HEIGHT
16" (40cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Butterfly
DELPHINIUM

Butterfly

DELPHINIUM
Delphinium grandiflorum

perennial

Butterfly

130

Mixed Colors

One of the most beautiful and distinctive
perennial plants. Immense spires of
double flowers in deep blue, purple, pink
and white. Blooms in late spring to early
summer. Perfect for background planting
and cut flowers.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun and
rich, moist soil. For transplants, start
indoors six to eight weeks before
last frost date. Plant outdoors after
danger of frost up to midsummer
Keep young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Pre-soak the seeds in a damp towel
for 36 hours for best germination
rate.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
6" (15cm)

SPROUTS IN
8-15 days

THIN SPACE
18" (46cm)

HEIGHT
4-6' (1.3-2m)

FLOWERS IN
late spring

Pacific Giants

DELPHINIUM
Pacific Giants

DELPHINIUM
Delphinium elatum

hardy perennial

Pacific Giants

Delphinium

Magic Fountains

Butterfly Mixed Colors
Butterfly is one of the Chinese 

Delphiniums and may be grown as 
an annual because it flowers easily 

the first year from seed. Broad sprays 
of single flowers will fill beds or 

containers with a mix of blue, rose 
and white. 

H · P
#3463 Conventional $2.19

Magic Fountains
Mixed Colors

Perfect for the smaller perennial 
border or for windy areas. It has the 
same spectacular show of glorious 
flower spikes as other delphiniums, 

with easier care and no staking 
required.  

H · P
#3460 Conventional $2.19

White SwanPurple Coneflower

Purple Coneflower
A hardy North American native 
wildflower used by indigenous 
people on the Great Plains as a   

medicinal plant. Tall stems topped 
by purple blossoms grow to 4’ tall. 
Large blossoms attract pollinators.  

H · P
#99 Conventional $2.19

Dianthus

Echinacea

Dianthus has many common names 
for its different varieities, including 
“Pinks”, “Carnations” and “Sweet 

William”.

Fun Fact
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Flowers Flowers
Monarch Butterfly Mix
This nectar-filled carpet of native 

wildflowers and flower garden favorites 
provides the adult Monarch butterfly 

population with much-needed food. Plant 
together with milkweed to support the 

Monarch’s complete life cycle. Contains 
Siberian Wallflower, Candytuft, Dahlia 
Flowered Zinnia, Purple Coneflower,

Indian Blanket, Gayfeather, French Sparky 
Mix Marigold, Rocket Larkspur Imperial 
Mix, Sensation Mix Cosmos, Butterfly 

Milkweed, Bright Lights Cosmos, Hoary 
Vervain, Mexican Sunflower, Aster

A/P
#4501 Conventional $2.39

Yellow
Brighten the garden with these 

sunny yellow flowers in a variety of 
heights and shapes. Contains Yellow 
Four-O-Clocks, Dwarf Mixed Cosmos, 

Fiesta Gitana Calendula, Sunspot
Sunflower, California Poppy, Tidy 
Tips, Greenthread, Yellow Daisy, 

Garland Daisy, Tickseed, Creeping 
Zinnia, Evening Primrose, Clasping
Coneflower, Marmalade Rudbeckia.

A/P
#519 Value Pack $3.19

Hummingbird & Butterfly Monarch Butterfly

Hummingbird &
Butterfly Mix

Enjoy a beautiful garden that blooms all 
summer long. This mix of easy-to-grow 
annuals and perennials attracts both 

hummingbirds and butterflies. Contains 
Perennial Lupine, Siberian Wallflower, 

Candytuft, Rocket Larksput Imperial Mix, 
Purple Coneflower, Gayfeather, Blanket 
Flower, Cornflower, Spurred Northern 

Lights Snapdragon, Indian Blanket, Lance-
Leaved Coreopsis, Clasping Coneflower, 

Blue Flax, Sweet Alyssum, Black Eyed
Susan, California Poppy, Butterfly

Milkweed, Tetra Mix Snapdragon, Lemon 
Mint, Plains Coreopsis, Scarlet Sage.

A/P
#3941 Conventional $2.19
#3478 Value Pack $3.19

Blue

Blue
A lovely assortment of flowers in 
shades of pale blue to deep royal 

blue in a range of sizes, shapes and 
textures. Contains Love-in-a-Mist, 

Chinese Forget-Me-Not, Baby Blue 
Eyes, Perennial Lupine, California 

Bluebell, Blue Cornflower, Chinese 
Houses, Blue Flax, Prairie Aster, Blue 
Sage, Globe Gilia, Lemon Mint, Royal 
Carpet Alyssum, Tussock Bellflower.  

A/P
#522 Value Pack $3.19

Yellow

WhiteRed

Pink

Pink
An assortment of flowers in many
sizes, shapes and textures. The 

range of shades from soft pale pink 
to rosy pink will make this flower 

bed one of your favorites. Contains 
Pink Four-O-Clocks, Gloria Cosmos, 
Pincushion Flower Imperial Mix, Tree 

Mallow, Pinkie Cosmos, Godetia, 
Nodding Catchfly, Chinese Pinks, 

Spider Plant, Strawflower, Alyssum, 
Clarkia. 

A/P
#520 Value Pack $3.19

Red
This stunning assortment features 

multiple sizes and textures in shades 
from light red to deep crimson. 

Contains Red Four-O-Clocks, Scarlet 
Flax, Dazzler Cosmos, Red Phlox, 
Crimson Clover, Scarlet Sage, Red 
Corn Poppy, Maltese Cross, Red 

Plains Coreopsis, Red Coneflower. 
A/P

#521 Value Pack $3.19

White
A lovely assortment of white flowers 
for beautiful bouquets. The perfect 
way to create a glistening garden. 

Contains White Four-O-Clocks, 
Baby’s Breath, Five-Spot, California 
White Poppy, Purity Cosmos, Bird’s 
Eyes, Rocket Empress Candytuft, 
Bishop’s Flower, Sweet Alyssum, 
Creeping Daisy, Mountain Phlox.

A/P
#518 Value Pack $3.19

The benefits of planting a flower mix 
include:

• Creating a habitat for pollinators
• Planting native flowers for your area
• Choosing varieties for different 

growing conditions
• Simplifies the purchase of many 

flower seeds at once
• Pick a mix with desired bloom times 

and growth habits

Fun Fact

151

Dwarf

A perennial with so many benefits! Its
compact shape and widely adaptable
nature make it suitable for almost any
garden environment. Bright flowers in
early summer, continue until hard frost.

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun to part
shade and well-drained soil. Plant
outdoors about two weeks before
last frost date. Start indoors six to
eight weeks before last frost date
for transplants. Keep young plants
evenly moist. Mature plants are quite
drought tolerant.

NOTE
Cut back flowers as they fade to
encourage blooming.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
8-15 days

THIN SPACE
10" (25cm)

HEIGHT
12" (30cm)

FLOWERS IN
early summer

compact mounded plants

Sunset Goblin
GAILLARDIA

Sunset Goblin

GAILLARDIA
Gaillardia x grandiflora 'Goblin'

hardy perennial

Foxy 
Mixed Colors

Stately stalks of bicolor bell-like
blossoms brighten shady areas. 

Unlike other foxgloves, Foxy blooms 
in its first year and maintains a 

compact height of 2-3’. Blooms in 
early spring to early summer in 

successive years. An All America 
Selections winner in 1967.

H · B
#626 Conventional $2.39

3468

Soft lavender-rose blossoms open late
in the afternoon and remain open
all evening to release a sweet scent.
Contrasting deep green, bushy foliage
makes this an attractive choice for
borders and containers.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in a sunny area
after danger of frost has passed
and soil temperature stays above
60°F. Keep soil moist. Seeds can
be started indoors four to six
weeks prior to last spring frost
date.

NOTE
Tolerates poor soil and summer
heat.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

SEED SPACE
3” (8cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
12-18” (30-46cm)

HEIGHT
24-30” (61-76cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Tea Time Rose
FOUR O’CLOCKS

Tea Time Rose

FOUR O’CLOCKS
Mirabilis jalapa

annual

150

Mixed Colors

Excelsior features graceful, nodding blossoms
on stately spires. Bell-shaped flowers bloom
in colors of cream, white, yellow, and rose,
all with speckled throats. A good choice
for naturalized settings along with tall
perennials.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in a location with full sun to filtered
shade about two weeks before last
spring frost date, or late fall in mild
climates. May be started indoors six
to eight weeks before last frost. Seeds
require some light to germinate. Keep
young plants evenly moist and well
weeded.

NOTE
Foxglove will bloom in its second season.
Replant midsummer for flowers each
spring. Cut spent flowers regularly to
extend season.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
18" (46cm)

HEIGHT
2-4' (61-122cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring

Excelsior

FOXGLOVEExcelsior

FOXGLOVE
Digitalis purpurea

hardy biennial

626

Mixed Colors

Stately stalks of bicolor bell-like
blossoms brighten shady areas. Unlike
other foxgloves, Foxy blossoms in its first
year and maintains a compact height of
2-3'. Blooms in spring to early summer
in successive years.

PLANTING
Select a location with filtered shade
to full sun with moist, rich soil. Plant
outdoors about two weeks before last
frost date up to midsummer, or late
fall in mild areas. Start indoors six to
eight weeks before last frost date for
transplants. Keep young plants evenly
moist.

NOTE
Cut back flower spikes after they fade to
encourage another set in the fall.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
scatter thinly

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
18" (46cm)

HEIGHT
3' (91cm)

FLOWERS IN
early summer

blossoms in first year

Foxy

FOXGLOVEFoxy

FOXGLOVE
Digitalis purpurea

hardy biennial

51

Blanket Flower
GAILLARDIA
Gaillardia aristata

perennial

Blanket Flower
GAILLARDIA

Blanket flower’s sunny yellow and red
blossoms are a delightful addition to
your garden. This hardy plant blooms
non-stop from June until hard frost.
Attracts pollinators.

HEIRLOOM

PLANTING

Very drought and heat tolerant.
FLOWERS IN
summer

HEIGHT
2-3’ (61-91cm)

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

SEED SPACE
4” (10cm)

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

Plant outdoors about two weeks
before last spring frost date in a
location with full sun to part
shade and average soil. May be
started indoors four to six weeks
prior to transplanting. Keep soil
evenly moist while plants are
young.

NOTE

Gaillardia
Sunset Goblin

Its compact shape and widely 
adaptable nature make it suitable 

for almost any garden environment. 
Bright flowers bloom early summer 

through hard frost.
P

#151 Conventional $2.19

Garden Mixes

Tea Time Rose

Tea Time Rose
Soft lavender-rose blossoms open 
late in the afternoon and remain 

open all evening to release a sweet 
scent. Contrasting deep green, 

bushy foliage makes this an
attractive choice for borders and 

containers.  
H · A

#3468 Conventional $2.39

Excelsior

Excelsior
Features graceful, nodding 

blossoms on stately spires. Bell-
shaped flowers bloom in colors of 
cream, white, yellow and rose, all 

with speckled throats. A good choice 
for naturalized settings along with tall 

perennials. 
H · B

#150 Conventional $2.39

Sweet TemptationBumblebee Buffet

Sunset GoblinBlanket Flower

Blanket Flower
These sunny yellow and red

blossoms are a delightful addition to 
your garden. This hardy plant blooms 
non-stop from June until hard frost. 

Attracts pollinators.  
H · P

#51 Conventional $2.19

Bumblebee Buffet
Create a nurturing habitat in your garden 

with this nectar-rich mix of adaptable,
native species and colorful garden

flowers that are especially attractive to 
bumblebees. Contains Camellia

Flowered Balsam, Siberian Wallflower, 
Arroyo Lupine, Yellow Lupine, Rocket 

Larkspur Imperial Mix, Dahlia Flowered 
Zinnia, Purple Coneflower, Sensation Mix 

Cosmos, Rocky Mountain Penstemon, 
Gayfeather, White Prairie Clover, Purple 
Prairie Clover, Lacy Phacelia, Spurred 

Northern Lights Snapdragon, Blue Sage, 
Bergamot.

A/P
#4620 Conventional $2.69

Butterfly Meadow Sweet 
Temptation

A mix of annual and perennial garden 
flowers specially formulated to bring
butterflies to your garden. Brightly

colored blooms filled with sweet nectar 
offer both food and shelter to summer 
visitors. Contains Candytuft, California 

Orange Poppy, Siberian Wallflower,
Perennial Lupine, Cornflower, Indian 

Blanket, Aster, Bishop’s Flower, Godetia, 
Cosmos, Plains Coreopsis, Sweet William, 
Sweet Alyssum, Gayfeather, Black Eyed 

Susan, Showy Milkweed, Phlox.
A/P

#4488 Conventional $2.39

Four O’ Clocks, as their name
suggests, bloom in the afternoon. 

They bloom throughout the night and 
into the early morning, and have a 

lovely fragrance. 

Fun Fact

Foxglove

Foxy
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Flowers Flowers
Small Fancy Mix

Long vines produce brightly colored 
hard shelled gourds in many shapes 
and sizes. Plants are easy to grow 

and a fun project for kids. Dried 
gourds are perfect for autumn

decorative displays.
A

#152 Conventional $2.39

Covent Garden
Masses of delicate white flowers sit 

on top of long sturdy stems. A 
favorite addition for flower 

bouquets. Very hardy and easy to 
grow. 
H · A

#153 Conventional $2.19

152

Long vines produce brightly-colored
hard-shelled gourds in many shapes and
sizes. Plants are easy to grow and a fun
project for kids. Dried gourds are perfect
for autumn decorative displays.

PLANTING
Plant in full sun or partial shade in rich
soil. Start outdoors about two weeks
after last spring frost, or indoors
two weeks prior to last frost date.
Feed monthly with side dressings of
compost or vegetable fertilizer.

HARVEST
Harvest in late summer or fall when
shells are thumbnail hard. Leave as
much stem as possible and store in
cool, dry area.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

SEED SPACE
4” (10cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

MATURES IN
85 days

fun for kids to grow!

Small Fancy Mix

GOURDSmall Fancy Mix

GOURD
Cucurbita pepo

annual

3466

Showy, fully double, powder puff blossoms in
delicate blush pink cover the tall stalks of this
cottage garden favorite. Easy to grow plants
tolerate heat and drought. An improved
Chater’s variety, it blooms the first year and
flowers longer during the season. Attracts
pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Hollyhocks grow easily in a sunny
location and most any soil. Plant
outdoors about two weeks before
last spring frost date. Start transplants
indoors four to five weeks earlier.
Keep young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Hollyhocks are short-lived perennials,
especially in moist soil. Replant every
two to three years.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
4-6’ (1.2-2m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Summer Carnival Pink

HOLLYHOCKSummer Carnival Pink

HOLLYHOCK
Alcea rosea

hardy perennial

3464

Rich, raspberry-rose, fully double blossoms
cover the towering stalks of this old-fashioned
garden favorite. Easy to grow plants tolerate
heat and drought. An improved Chater’s
variety, it blooms the first year and flowers
longer during the season. Attracts pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Hollyhocks grow easily in a sunny
location and most any soil. Plant
outdoors about two weeks before
last spring frost date. Start transplants
indoors four to five weeks earlier.
Keep young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Hollyhocks are short-lived perennials,
especially in moist soil. Replant every
two to three years.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
4-6’ (1.2-2m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Summer Carnival Rose

HOLLYHOCKSummer Carnival Rose

HOLLYHOCK
Alcea rosea

hardy perennial

675

This Chater’s type hollyhock features
gigantic, fully-double, soft apricot
flowers along 6’ sturdy stalks. Easy-to-
grow plants tolerate heat and drought.
Attracts pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Hollyhocks grow easily in a sunny
location and most any soil. Plant
outdoors about two weeks before
last spring frost date. Start transplants
indoors four to five weeks earlier.
Keep young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Hollyhocks are short-lived perennials,
especially in moist soil. Replant every
two to three years.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
4-6’ (1.2-2m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Apricot

HOLLYHOCKApricot

HOLLYHOCK
Alcea rosea

hardy perennial

591

Rich, satiny blossoms on stately spires
will make a statement in your perennial
garden. Deep, dark purple to nearly
black flowers make a striking contrast to
those with lighter colors. Very hardy and
drought tolerant.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Hollyhocks grow easily in a sunny
location and most any soil. Plant
outdoors about two weeks before
last spring frost date. Start transplants
indoors four to five weeks earlier.
Keep young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Hollyhocks are short-lived perennials,
especially in moist soil. Replant every
two to three years.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
4-6’ (1.2-2m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Black

HOLLYHOCKBlack

HOLLYHOCK
Alcea rosea

hardy perennial

156

Mixed Colors

A cottage garden favorite that features
old-fashioned single blossoms in white,
cream, pink, and burgundy on tall,
graceful spires. Very hardy and drought
tolerant once estalished. Attracts
pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Hollyhocks grow easily in a sunny
location and most any soil. Plant
outdoors about two weeks before
last spring frost date. Start transplants
indoors four to five weeks earlier.
Keep young plants evenly moist.

CONTAINS
Hollyhocks are short-lived perennials,
especially in moist soil. Replant every
two to three years.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
4-6’ (1.3-2m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Indian Spring

HOLLYHOCKIndian Spring

HOLLYHOCK
Alcea rosea

hardy perennial

155

Mixed Colors

Bold double flowers on tall, stately
spires make Summer Carnival a cottage
garden favorite. This improved Chater’s
variety features a longer season and
greater heat tolerance. Easy to grow and
attracts pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Hollyhocks grow easily in a sunny
location and most any soil. Plant
outdoors about two weeks before
last spring frost date. Start transplants
indoors four to five weeks earlier.
Keep young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Hollyhocks are short-lived perennials,
especially in moist soil. Replant every
two to three years.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
4-6’ (1.2-2m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Summer Carnival

HOLLYHOCKSummer Carnival

HOLLYHOCK
Alcea rosea

hardy perennial

153

Masses of delicate white flowers on
top of long sturdy stems. A favorite
addition to flower bouquets. Very
hardy and easy to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in a sunny location with average
soil in late spring after all danger of frost.
Very easy to grow when started directly
in the garden. Keep soil evenly moist
while plants are young. Sow in fall in
areas with mild winters.

NOTE
Gypsophila rarely needs fertilzer to
produce abundant blossoms. Plants will
enjoy a semi-shaded area in areas with
hot summer months.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-24 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

HEIGHT
12-18” (30-46cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Covent Garden
GYPSOPHILA

Covent Garden

GYPSOPHILA
Gypsophila elegans

annual

3465

Soft, lemon yellow double blossoms cover the
tall stalks of this cottage garden favorite.
Easy to grow plants tolerate heat and
drought. Summer Carnival is an improved
Chaters type, blooms the first year and
flowers longer during the season.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Hollyhocks grow well in almost
any soil with a sunny location. Start
outdoors about two weeks before
last frost. For transplants, start indoors
four to five weeks before last frost.
Keep young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Stake stems before flowers open. Cut
back stalks after the first blossoms
fade to encourage another set.

SEED DEPTH
1/2" (13mm)

SEED SPACE
6-12" (15-30cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
18" (46cm)

HEIGHT
5-8' (1.6-2.6m)

FLOWERS IN
midsummer

Summer Carnival Yellow
HOLLYHOCK

Summer Carnival Yellow

HOLLYHOCK
Alcea rosea

hardy perennial

Summer Carnival 
Yellow

Soft, lemon yellow double blossoms 
cover the tall stalks of this cottage 

garden favorite. Plants tolerate heat 
and drought. This improved Chater’s 

type blooms the first year and
flowers longer during the season. A 
1972 All America Selections winner.

H · B
#3465 Conventional $2.19

Summer Carnival
Mixed Colors

Bold double flowers on tall, stately 
spires make it a cottage garden
favorite. This improved Chater’s 

variety features a longer blooming 
season and greater heat tolerance. 

Easy to grow and attracts
pollinators. It won an All America 

Selections award in 1972.
H · B

#155 Conventional $2.19

Small Fancy Mix

Summer Carnival Rose

Summer Carnival PinkSummer Carnival Mix

Indian SpringBlack

ApricotCovent Garden

Apricot Chater’s
Double

This Chater’s type hollyhock 
features gigantic, fully-double, soft 

apricot flowers along 6’ sturdy stalks. 
These easy to grow plants tolerate 

heat and drought and
attract pollinators.

H · B
#675 Conventional $2.19

Black
Rich, satiny blossoms on stately 

spires will make a statement in your 
garden. Deep, dark purple to nearly 

black flowers make a striking 
contrast with lighter colors. Very 

hardy and drought tolerant. 
H · B

#591 Conventional $2.19

Indian Spring
Mixed Colors

A cottage garden favorite that 
features old-fashioned single

blossoms in white, cream, pink and 
burgundy on tall, graceful spires. 
Hardy and drought tolerant once

established. Attracts pollinators. A 
1939 All America Selections winner. 

H · B
#156 Conventional $2.19

Summer Carnival
Pink

The showy, double blossoms in 
delicate pink blush cover the stalks 

of this cottage garden favorite. 
Easy to grow plants tolerate heat 

and drought. An improved Chater’s 
variety, it blooms the first year and 

flowers longer during the season. A 
1972 All America Selctions winner.

H · B
#3466 Conventional $2.19

Summer Carnival
Rose

Rich, raspberry-rose double
blossoms cover the stalks of this 

garden favorite. Easy to grow plants 
tolerate heat and drought. An

improved Chater’s variety, it blooms 
the first year and flowers longer 

during the season. An All America 
Selections winner in 1972.

H · B
#3464 Conventional $2.19 Summer Carnival Yellow

Gourds are often hollowed out and 
used as drinking vessels, bowls, 

cups and birdhouses. The different 
sizes and shapes have many uses!

Fun Fact

Gypsophila Hollyhock

Sunshine Mixed Colors
As a South African native plant, 

gazania is well adapted to hot dry 
climates. The brightly colored 
blossoms open each day in a

stunning array of orange, yellow, pink 
and white. Perennial in mild climates. 

H · A
#515 Conventional $2.19

515

Mixed Colors

Like many South African native plants,
gazania is well adapted to hot, dry climates.
The brightly colored blossoms in this Sunshine
Mix open each day in a stunning array of
orange, yellow, pink , and white. Perennial
in mild climates. A good choice for xeriscape
gardens.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in full sun and well-drained soil
in spring after all danger of frost has
passed. Start transplants indoors
about six weeks before last frost date.
Water lightly but consistently until
established.

NOTE
Keep faded flowers cut to encourage
more blossoms. Gazania can
withstand considerable heat and
drought once established.

SEED DEPTH
1/8” (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1/2” (13mm)

SPROUTS IN
8-15 days

THIN SPACE
8” (20cm)

HEIGHT
10” (25cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Sunshine

GAZANIASunshine

GAZANIA
Gazania rigens

annual

Colorama Mixed Colors
One of the most popular and low 

maintenance plants for both 
gardens and containers. In winter, it 
brightens a sunny windowsill, lasting 

for years when brought indoors. 
Remove spent blossoms regularly for 

the best appearance.
A

#437 Conventional $2.19

437

Mixed Colors

Geraniums are one of the most popular and
low maintenance plants for gardens and
containers. In winter, blooming Geranium
brightens a sunny windowsill, lasting for
years when lifted and brought indoors.
Remove spent blossoms regularly for best
appearance.

PLANTING
Start indoors in a warm location about 3
months before you want plants to bloom.
Keep soil evenly moist and feed with
half strength fertilizer every two weeks.
Transplant to a larger container as the
plants become crowded. Cuttings from
older plants may be rooted in moist sand to
multiply plants.

NOTE
In cold areas, lift plants from garden in the
fall. Brush off excess dirt from roots and
hang in a cool cellar. In spring, cut back
stems to 6" and replant.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
18-24" (46-61cm)

FLOWERS IN
all year if brought
indoors

popular for pots and borders

Colorama

GERANIUMColorama

GERANIUM
Pelargonium x hortorum

annual

3469

Mixed Colors

Perky globe-shaped flowers are long lasting
in a sunny garden, in cut flower bouquets,
and as a dried flower. Plants are heat and
drought tolerant. To dry, cut stems shortly
after flowers open. Tie stems together and
hang upside down in a dark, well-ventilated
area until dry.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start indoors about 6-8 weeks before
the last frost date. Sow outdoors
after soil has warmed and there is no
chance of frost. Prefers full sun, good
drainage, and non-alkaline soil. Keep
plants evenly moist and remove faded
flowers to prolong blooming.

NOTE
Soak seeds in water overnight to aid
germination.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
4" (10cm)

SPROUTS IN
15-20 days

THIN SPACE
12-15" (30-38cm)

HEIGHT
18-24" (46-61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

GLOBE
AMARANTHGLOBE AMARANTH

Gomphrena globosa
annual

Mixed Colors
Perky globe-shaped flowers are long 

lasting in a sunny garden, in cut
flower bouquets and as a dried 

flower. Plants are heat and drought 
tolerant.

H · A
#3469 Conventional $2.19

Farewell to Spring
A hardy native wildflower with

upright stems and delicate, cup-
shaped flowers. In its native

Pacific Northwest, Farewell to Spring 
blooms in late spring, hence its 

name. Easy to grow.
H · A

#141 Conventional $2.19

141

Mixed Colors

A hardy native wildflower with upright
stems and delicate, cup-shaped flowers.
In its native Pacific Northwest, Farewell
To Spring displays its colorful flowers
in late spring, hence its name. Easy to
grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun and
well-drained soil. Start outdoors after
your last frost date or in fall in mild
climates. For an informal area, scatter
seeds thinly and mix with a layer of
top soil to cover.Water regularly until
established.

NOTE
Clarkia, the botanical name, comes
from Captain William Clark of the
Lewis and Clark Expedition.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN SPACE
8" (20cm)

HEIGHT
1-2' (30-61cm)

FLOWERS IN
late spring

Farewell To Spring

GODETIAFarewell To Spring

GODETIA
Clarkia amoena

annual

Dipper
Hard-shelled gourds have been 

cultivated since prehistoric times for 
use as storage, drinking vessels and 
utensils. Dipper Gourds grow about 
15” long, larger if trellised. Easy to 

grow. 
A

#440 Conventional $2.69

Gourd

381

Mixed Colors

Fun to grow! Each colorful gourd
is shaped like a crown with ten
fingers pointing toward the
blossom end. Fruits are 4-6”
across.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in full sun to part shade in rich,
well-drained soil about two weeks after
last spring frost. Feed monthly with a
side dressing of compost or vegetable
fertilizer. For best shapes, set gourds
upright while they are growing.

NOTE
Harvest in late fall after vines have died
back but before the first hard frost.
Leave a 1” stem. Dry in a cool place with
good air circulation.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

SEED SPACE
4” (10cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

MATURES IN
100 days

FLOWERS IN
fall

Shenot Crown ofThorns

GOURDShenot Crown ofThorns

GOURD
Cucurbita pepo

annual

Shenot Crown of ThornsLuffa Sponge

DipperBirdhouse

Farewell to SpringGlobe Amaranth

Colorama MixSunshine Mix

Birdhouse
Unique and fun to grow! Produces 

several gourds per vine that are 6-8” 
wide and 7-10” tall. The vine has 
smooth foliage and bright white

flowers. After the gourds dry, they 
can be carved for a birdhouse or left 
whole with the seeds rattling inside. 

A
#380 Conventional $2.39

Luffa Sponge
Luffa’s long, trailing vine grows like 
winter squash and requires a full 

season to mature. Full-sized gourds 
are 12-18” long. Their dried interiors 

absorb like a sponge when wet, then 
become firm when dry. Popular for 

use in the bath, shower and kitchen.  
H · A

#382 Conventional $2.89

Shenot Crown of Thorns
Fun to grow! Each colorful gourd is 
shaped like a crown with 10 fingers 
pointing toward the blossom end. 

Fruits are 4-6” across. 
H · A

#381 Conventional $2.39

Gazania Geranium

Globe Amaranth Godetia
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Flowers Flowers

4492

Glorious flowers in shades of sky blue, golden
yellow and white, rises in rings along the tall
stems that bloom into fall. Their citrus-like
fragrance makes them a wonderful cut flower
and attracts bees and butterflies. Easy to
grow and heat tolerant.

PLANTING
Plant seeds directly in the garden
when nighttime temperatures
stay above 50˚F. Prefers full sun
to partial shade and fertile, well-
drained soil.

NOTE
To speed germination, nick
the seeds and soak in water
overnight before planting.

SEED DEPTH
1/2" (13mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
8-21 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
3' (91cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

attracts bees and butterflies

Sunrise

LUPINESunrise

LUPINE
Lupinus hartweggii cruickshankii

annual

Fountain Mixed Colors
Perfect for hanging baskets, window 

boxes and containers. Masses of 
flowers in blue, crimson, lilac, rose 
and white. Easy to grow from seed. 
An impressive multi-colored display 

all season long. 
H · A

#178 Conventional $1.99

178

Mixed Colors

Perfect for hanging baskets, window
boxes and containers. Masses of flowers
in blue, sapphire, crimson, lilac, rose
and white. Easy to grow from seed. An
impressive multi-colored display all
season long!

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start indoors 10 to 12 weeks before
last frost date. In mild climates, seeds
may be started in late summer for
winter bloom. Scatter tiny seeds thinly
and keep evenly moist.Transplant in
clumps to a location with full sun to
part shade.

NOTE
In hot climates, plants will produce
more blossoms when given partial
shade.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
scatter thinly

SPROUTS IN
15-20 days

THIN SPACE
2-4" (5-10cm)

HEIGHT
12-18" (30-46cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Fountain

LOBELIAFountain

LOBELIA
Lobelia erinus

annual

3467

Mixed Colors

Nicknamed Money or Silver Dollar plant
after the half dollar-sized, transparent
white seedpods. Prized for dried
arrangements. Clusters of white or
magenta flowers fill the spring garden
with color as an added bonus.

PLANTING
Start indoors about 6 weeks before the
last frost date. Lightly press seeds into
the top of moist. sterile, seed starting
mix. Grow in a warm location, about
75˚. Keep moist.Transplant into a shady
location in the garden after danger of
frost has passed. Keep plants evenly
moist throughout the season.

NOTE
To dry, cut stems when seedpods begin
to turn brown.Tie stems together and
hang upside down in a dark, cool, airy
place.

SEED DEPTH
1/16" (1.6mm)

SEED SPACE
6-12" (15-30cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
12-18" (30-46cm)

HEIGHT
3' (91cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring

money or silver dollar plant

Honesty

LUNARIAHonesty

LUNARIA
Lunaria annua

biennial

Honesty Mixed Colors
Nicknamed money or silver dollar 

plant after the half dollar-sized, 
transparent white seedpods. Prized 

for dried arrangements. Clusters 
of white or magenta flowers fill the 

spring garden with color.
H · B

#3467 Conventional $2.19

52

This Texas state flower is easy to grow
in most areas of the United States.
Olive-green foliage is topped with spires
of deep blue flower spikes tinged with
white.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with filtered shade to
full sun. Plant outdoors about two weeks
before last frost or fall through spring
in mild climates. Lupine seeds have a
hard coating and can take some time
to germinate – be patient! Keep young
plants evenly moist.

NOTE
To improve germination, soak seeds
overnight in warm water and nick or
scratch surface before planting.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
15-25 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
12-18" (30-46cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Texas Bluebonnet

LUPINETexas Bluebonnet

LUPINE
Lupinus texensis

annual

This old-fashioned garden favorite 
was planted in Thomas Jefferson’s 
gardens at Monticello. Its brilliant 

display of round, orange-red flower 
heads atop tall stems lend grace to 
back garden borders or wildflower 
landscapes. Also called Jerusalem 

cross or burning love flower. Easy to 
grow, drought tolerant, deer

resistant and attracts pollinators. 
H · P

#4623 Conventional $2.89

4623

This old-fashioned garden favorite was planted
in Thomas Jefferson’s gardens at Monticello. Its
brilliant display of round, orange-red flower heads
atop tall stems lend grace to the back garden border
or informal wildflower landscapes. Also called
Jerusalem cross or burning love flower. Very easy to
grow, drought tolerant, and deer resistant. Attracts
hummingbirds and butterflies.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow seeds in early spring, as soon as soil
can be worked, in rich, well-drained soil
and full sun.Will tolerate partial shade.
Press seeds lightly into soil; they require
light to germinate. Or start indoors 6-8
weeks prior to last spring frost date.
Water consistently but lightly. Plants do
not perform well in wet soil.  Mulch well.

NOTE
Remove spent flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Blooms may not appear
until second year.

SEED DEPTH
surface

SEED SPACE
6” (15cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-21 days

THIN SPACE
12-15” (30-38cm)

HEIGHT
3-4’ (1-1.2m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

MALTESE CROSS
MALTESE CROSS
Lychnis chalcedonica

perennial

Texas Bluebonnet
The Texas state flower is easy to 
grow in most areas of the United 
States. The olive-green foliage is 

topped with deep blue flower spikes 
tinged with white. 

H · A
#52 Conventional $2.19

183

Mixed Colors

Brocade marigold is a compact, bushy
plant loaded with deep red and bright
gold double blossoms. A good choice
for patio containers, borders, and mass
plantings. Rarely bothered by heat or
insects.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors in a sunny location
in spring after all danger of frost, or
in late summer in mild climates. Or
start indoors four to six weeks before
transplanting. Keep young plants
evenly moist until established.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Marigolds require
only minimal fertilizer for best
flowering.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-7 days

THIN SPACE
8-10” (20-25cm)

HEIGHT
10-12” (25-30cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Brocade

MARIGOLDBrocade

MARIGOLD
Tagetes patula nana

annual

Maltese Cross

Texas BluebonnetSunrise

Honesty MixFountain Mix

Sunrise
Glorious flowers in shades of sky 

blue, yellow and white rise in rings 
along the tall stems that bloom into 
fall. Their citrus-like fragrance maks 
them a popular cut flower. Easy to 
grow and heat tolerant. Attracts 

pollinators. 
A

#4492 Conventional $2.39

Brocade Mix

Brocade Mixed Colors
A compact, bushy plant loaded with 

deep red and gold double 
blossoms. A good choice for patio 

containers, borders and mass 
plantings. Rarely bothered by heat or 

insects.
H · A

#183 Conventional $2.19

Lunaria

Lupine
Minarette Dwarf

Mixed Colors
Dense spikes of brightly colored 

flowers that are single and 
bicolored. Blooms in late spring with 
attractive foliage for the rest of the 

season. 
H · P

#450 Conventional $2.19

450

Dwarf Mixed Colors

Dense spikes of brightly colored
flowers that are single and bi-
colored. Blooms in late spring with
attractive foliage for the rest of
the season.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a cool location with part shade
to full sun and moist well-drained soil.
Plant in spring after danger of frost.
For transplants, start indoors about
eight weeks before last frost date.
Keep area weeded and watered until
plants become established.

NOTE
Lupines will not do well in areas with
hot, dry summers.

SEED DEPTH
1/2" (13mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
18" (46cm)

HEIGHT
24" (61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Minarette

LUPINEMinarette

LUPINE
Lupinus polyphyllus

perennial

182

Mixed Colors

One of the most distinctive perennial
plants, Russell lupine features tall
spires of bright single color and bicolor
blossoms on top of handsome foliage. A
good choice for partly shady areas. Deer
resistant.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Lupine grows best in moist soil and
light shade. Plant outdoors about
three weeks before last spring
frost, or fall in mild climates. Start
transplants indoors six to eight weeks
before last spring frost date.

NOTE
For best germination soak seeds in
water overnight before planting.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
20-25 days

THIN SPACE
18” (46cm)

HEIGHT
2-4’ (61-122cm)

FLOWERS IN
late spring

Russell

LUPINERussell

LUPINE
Lupinus polyphyllus

perennial

Russell MixMinarette Mix

Russell Mixed Colors
One of the most distinctive 

perennial plants, Russell Lupine 
features tall spires of bright single 

and bicolor blossoms on top of 
handsome foliage. A good choice 

for partly shady areas. It is also deer 
resistant.

H · P
#182 Conventional $2.19

Maltese Cross Marigold
True

This aromatic bushy plant with dusky 
evergreen leaves is noted for its 

fragrant purple flower spikes. True 
lavender makes a delightful hedge or 
border for gardens and pathways. A 

favorite for pollinators.  
H · P

#3510 Conventional $2.19

3510

This aromatic bushy plant with dusky
evergreen leaves is noted for its fragrant
purple flower spikes. True lavender
makes a delightful hedge or border for
gardens and pathways. A favorite of bees
and butterflies.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in full sun in
well-drained, slightly alkaline soil.
Sow anytime in warm climates, or
midspring in cold areas. Start indoors
six weeks prior to planting. Seeds are
slow to germinate.

NOTE
Plant may not bloom until the second
year. For drying, cut flower stems just
as the bottom flowers begin to open,
and hang to dry in the shade.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
18" (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-28 days

THIN SPACE
24" (61cm)

HEIGHT
18-24" (46-61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

TRUE

LAVENDERTRUE

LAVENDER
Lavandula angustifolia vera

hardy perennial

177

Compact border plant covered with deep
blue flowers, set against bronze foliage.
Petite flowers provide great color all
season until hard frost. Ideal in rock
gardens, containers, window boxes and
border.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start indoors 10-12 weeks before last
spring frost. In mild climates, plants may
be started in late summer for winter
bloom. Scatter tiny seeds thinly and keep
evenly moist.Transplant to a location
with full sun. Plants will tolerate partial
shade but may produce fewer blossoms.

NOTE
Shear back plants in midsummer if hot
weather stops flower production.This
will encourage flowering as soon as
cooler weather returns.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
scatter thinly

SPROUTS IN
15-20 days

THIN SPACE
2-4" (5-10cm)

HEIGHT
4-6" (10-15cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Crystal Palace

LOBELIACrystal Palace

LOBELIA
Lobelia erinus

annual

Purple
This fast-growing tropical vine will 
quickly cover trellises and fences. 
Delicate pea-like flowers become 

dark purple bean pods. Eye-catching 
foliage is bright green with purple 

tinged edges.  
H · P

#1675 Conventional $2.39

1675

This fast-growing tropical vine will
quickly cover trellises and fences.
Delicate pea-like flowers become dark
purple bean pods. Eye-catching foliage is
bright green with purple tinged edges.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a warm location with full sun and
well-drained soil amended with compost.
Soak seeds in water overnight prior to
planting to encourage germination. Sow
in late spring or early summer after
soil has warmed completely. Seeds will
not germinate well in cool soil.Water
consistently, but don’t let soil get soggy.

NOTE
Best suited for planting zones 9 and
higher as it prefers warm, humid climates.
Will perform as an annual in non-tropical
climates. Save seed pods to sow each year.
Uncooked seeds are poisonous.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

SEED SPACE
6” (15cm)

SPROUTS IN
14-21 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
10-20’ (3-6m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Purple
HYACINTH BEAN VINE

Purple

HYACINTH BEAN VINE
Lablab purpureus

tender perennial

445

Hybrid Mixed Colors

Just the right blend of jewel tones to brighten
gardens in deep shade to full sun. Easy to
grow, requires little care during the season.
Impatiens flower freely throughout the
summer. A perfect choice for borders or
containers.

PLANTING
Start indoors about 6 weeks before the
last frost date. Lightly press seeds into
the top of moist, sterile, seed starting
mix. Grow in a warm location, about
75˚F. Keep moist.Transplant after danger
of frost has passed. Keep plants evenly
moist throughout the season.

NOTE
Before transplanting, harden off seedlings
by placing them outdoors in a sheltered
spot for a few hours a day for a week
before planting.

SEED DEPTH
press in

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
10-12" (25-30cm)

HEIGHT
10-12" (25-30cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

sparkling color for sun or shade

Baby
IMPATIENS

Baby

IMPATIENS
Impatiens walleriana

annual

Baby Mixed Colors
Hybrid

A blend of jewel tones to brighten 
gardens in deep shade to full sun. 
Easy to grow, requires little care 

during the season. Impatiens flower 
freely throughout the summer.

The perfect choice for borders or 
containers.  

A
#445 Conventional $2.69

4491

Mixed Colors

Softly scented pastel pink, white, and
blue flowers top silvery-green foliage,
creating a charming quilt of color in the
summer garden. A traditional favorite
for pressed flower displays and wedding
bouquets.

PLANTING
Sow indoors 8-10 weeks before
the last spring frost date, or
outdoors when temperatures
remain between 60-65°F. Prefers
a sunny, sheltered location and
average, well-drained soil.

NOTE
Strong, stiff stems make lace
flowers ideal for fresh cut
arrangements.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
3” (8cm)

SPROUTS IN
20-30 days

THIN SPACE
8-10” (20-25cm)

HEIGHT
2’ (61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

a charming quilt of color

Keepsake Mix
LACE FLOWER

Keepsake Mix

LACE FLOWER
Didiscus caerulea

annual

Keepsake Mixed Colors 
Softly scented pastel pink, white 

and blue flowers top silvery-green 
foliage, creating a charming quilt of 

color in the summer garden. A 
traditional favorite for pressed 

flowers and bouquets. 
A

#4491 Conventional $2.39

Hyacinth-Flowered 
Dwarf Mixed Colors

All the beauty of traditional towering 
larkspur in one compact plant,

featuring delicate stems of semi
double flowers in white, pink,

lavender and blue. Easy to grow in 
low borders.

H · A
#686 Conventional $2.19

686

Dwarf Mixed Colors

All the beauty of the traditional towering
larkspur in one compact plant, featuring
delicate stems of semi-double flowers in
white, pink, lavender, and blue. Easy to
grow in low borders.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in full sun to part shade in well
drained soil in late spring/early winter,
or fall in mild climates. Larkspur needs
cool soil to germinate. Keep young
plants evenly moist and well weeded.

NOTE
To dry, cut stems when the flowers
on the bottom half of the stem are
fully open. Bundle loosely and hang to
dry in the shade.

SEED DEPTH
1/8” (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

HEIGHT
12-18” (30-46cm)

FLOWERS IN
late spring

Hyacinth-flowered

LARKSPURHyacinth-flowered

LARKSPUR
Consolida ambigua

annual

448

A favorite annual for cutting gardens!
Long, stiff stems are covered with
spikes of royal blue blossoms. Blooms
early through late summer. Attracts
butterflies.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in fall in mild climates,
or early spring in colder areas, in a
cool location with full sun. Larkspur
needs cool soil to germinate. Keep
young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Space plants properly for largest
flowers.Tall plants may require staking.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
4-5’ (1.3-1.6m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Imperial Blue

LARKSPURImperial Blue

LARKSPUR
Delphinium consolida

annual

384

Mixed Colors

A favorite for cutting gardens! Imperial
Giant features long, stiff stems covered
with flowers in bright blue, lilac, rose,
pink, and white. Blooms early through
late summer.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
For best germination, place seeds in an
airtight bag or jar in the refrigerator two
weeks prior to planting. Larkspur needs
cool soil to germinate. Plant in a cool
location in full sun a few weeks before
last spring frost, when the soil is at least
55°F. Keep soil evenly moist.

NOTE
Tall spires may require staking in
windy areas. Space plants properly to
encourage the largest blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
4-5’ (1.2-1.5m)

FLOWERS IN
early summer

Imperial Giant

LARKSPURImperial Giant

LARKSPUR
Consolida ajacis

annual

Imperial Giants
Mixed Colors

A favorite for cutting gardens.
Imperial Giant features long, stiff 

stems covered with flowers in bright 
blue, lilac, rose, pink and white. 

Blooms early through late summer.  
H · A

#384 Conventional $2.19

Larkspur

True

Imperial GiantsImperial Blue

Hyacinth-FloweredKeepsake Mix

Baby MixPurple Hyacinth Bean

Imperial Blue
A favorite annual for cut flower 
gardens. Long, stiff stems are 

covered with spikes of royal blue 
blossoms. Blooms early through late 

summer. Attracts pollinators. 
H · A

#448 Conventional $2.19

Crystal Palace

Crystal Palace
Compact border plant covered with 
deep blue flowers against bronze 

foliage. Petite flowers provide great 
color all season until hard frost. Ideal 
in borders, rock gardens, containers 

and window boxes.  
H · A

#177 Conventional $1.99

Hyacinth Bean Vine Impatiens

Lace Flower

Lavender Lobelia
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Flowers Flowers
Showy

Native to western U.S. and Canada, it 
features large thick leaves and
clusters of fragrant pink-purple 

blossoms that can last up to three 
months. It serves as a host plant 

and nectar source for butterflies and 
other pollinators.

H · P
#4533 Conventional $2.69

4533

Showy Milkweed, native to western U.S.
and Canada, features large thick leaves and
clusters of fragrant pink-purple blossoms that
can last up to three months. Showy Milkweed
serves as a host plant and nectar source for
monarch and tiger swallowtail butterflies,
honeybees and many other pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
For best results, sow outdoors in late fall in a
well-drained, sunny area. Start indoors two to
three months before last spring frost. Seeds started
indoors and sown in spring must be cold treated
(stratified) for proper germination. Place in cold,
moist, sterile potting soil in a dark place, or between
moist papers towels in a plastic bag stored in the
refrigerator for six to eight weeks before planting.
Soak refrigerated seeds in warm water for 24 hours
before planting.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage more blossoms.
Fertilize sparingly.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
14-28 days

THIN SPACE
1-2' (30-60cm)

HEIGHT
2-6' (61-183cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer to fall

Showy

MILKWEEDShowy

MILKWEED
Asclepias speciosa

hardy perennial

4534

Swamp Milkweed, also known as Rose Milkweed, is
native to most of the continental U.S. and eastern
Canada. Its vanilla-scented, vibrant pink blossom
clusters will bloom all summer. Swamp Milkweed
serves as a host plant and nectar source for
monarch butterflies, and attracts hummingbirds,
honeybees and many other pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
For best results, sow outdoors in late fall in a
well-drained, sunny area. Start indoors two to
three months before last spring frost. Seeds
started indoors and sown in spring must be cold
treated (stratified) for proper germination. Place
in cold, moist, sterile potting soil in a dark place,
or between moist papers towels in a plastic bag
stored in the refrigerator for six to eight weeks
before planting. Soak refrigerated seeds in warm
water for 24 hours before planting.

NOTE
Swamp Milkweed requires more water than
other Milkweed varieties.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
14-28 days

THIN SPACE
1-2' (30-60cm)

HEIGHT
2-6' (61-183cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer to fall

Swamp

MILKWEEDSwamp

MILKWEED
Asclepias incarnata

hardy perennial

453

The perfect focal point for your moon garden!
Moonflower’s large, white blossoms open at
night and emit a sweet perfume. Moonflower
is closley related to morning glory. While it
takes a longer and warmer season to blossom,
it is a vigorous grower once established.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Direct sow seeds in late spring in
moist, well-drained soil when soil has
warmed to 65°F. Grows best in a
sunny location protected from wind.
Start indoors six weeks before last
spring frost.Tolerates poor soil and
prefers drier conditions, but be sure
to water during long, dry periods.

NOTE
Fertilize sparingly or not at all.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
4” (10cm)

HEIGHT
10-20’ (3-6m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

White
MOONFLOWER

White

MOONFLOWER
Ipomea tricolor

annual

White
The perfect focal point for your moon 

garden. The large, white blossoms 
open at night and emit a sweet 

perfume. Closely related to morning 
glory. It takes a longer and warmer 

season to blossom, but it is a
vigorous grower once it is

established.  
H · A

#453 Conventional $2.39

3920

Crimson Rambler's 4" trumpet-shaped
blossoms attract hummingbirds like a
magnet! Fast-growing vines with vibrant
magenta blooms quickly cover fences, trellises
or garden walls. Blossoms open in the
morning and close in the afternoon.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Direct sow seeds in spring in moist,
well-drained soil when soil has warmed
to 64˚F. Morning Glory grows best in a
sunny location protected from wind. For
earliest bloom, start indoors six weeks
before last frost date.Tolerates poor soil
and prefers drier conditions but be sure
to water during dry periods.

NOTE
For best germination, soak seeds in
water overnight before planting.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
6" (15cm)

HEIGHT
10-20' (3-6m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Crimson Rambler

MORNING GLORY
Crimson Rambler

MORNING GLORY
Ipomoea purpurea

annual

Swamp
Also known as Rose Milkweed, it is 

native to most of the continental U.S. 
and eastern Canada. The 

vanilla-scented, vibrant pink 
blossoms bloom all summer. It serves 

as a host plant and nectar source 
for monarch buterflies and other 

pollinators. 
H · P

#4534 Conventional $2.69

Ensign Pink
These delightful mounding plants are 

covered with cherry pink 
blossoms from midsumer until frost. 
Plants are ideal in borders, hanging 
baskets and planters. Very easy to 

grow.
H · A

#682 Conventional $2.19

198

Mixed Colors

An endless variety of 4-5” flowers in
stunning colors on dwarf, early flowering
vines. Perfect for short fences, arbors,
and year-round hanging baskets. Blooms
two to three weeks earlier than other
morning glories.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Direct sow seeds in late spring in moist,
well-drained soil when soil has warmed
to 65°F. Grows best in a sunny location
protected from wind. Start indoors six
weeks before last spring frost.Tolerates
poor soil and prefers drier conditions,
but be sure to water during long, dry
periods.

NOTE
For best germination, soak seeds in
water 24 hours before planting. Do not
fertilize plants.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN SPACE
6-8” (15-20cm)

HEIGHT
6-8’ (1.8-2.4m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Early Call
MORNING GLORY

Early Call

MORNING GLORY
Ipomea tricolor

annual

678

Dwarf

Delightful mounding plants covered with
cheery blue flowers from midsummer
until frost. Dwarf plants are ideal in
borders, hanging baskets and planters.
Very easy to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Direct sow seeds in spring in moist,
well-drained soil when soil has warmed
to 64˚F. Morning Glory grows best in a
sunny location protected from wind. For
earliest bloom, start indoors six weeks
before last frost date.Tolerates poor soil
and prefers drier conditions but be sure
to water during dry periods.

NOTE
For best germination, soak seeds in
water overnight before planting.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
6-12" (15-30cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Ensign Blue
MORNING GLORY

Ensign Blue

MORNING GLORY
Convolvulus tricolor minor

annual

1243

Mixed Colors (Dwarf Bush)

Delightful mounding plants covered
with cheery, multi-colored flowers from
midsummer until hard frost. Related to the
common vining Morning Glory. Dwarf plants
are ideal in sunny borders, hanging baskets
and planters. Very easy to grow!

PLANTING
Needs a sunny warm location for
best growth. For earliest bloom, start
indoors eight weeks before last frost.
Transplant after soil has completely
warmed in late spring. Keep soil
evenly moist while plants are young.

NOTE
Plants bloom best when kept on the
dry side.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
6-12" (15-30cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

extra hardy for borders and containers

Ensign
MORNING GLORY

Ensign

MORNING GLORY
Convolvulus tricolor

annual

682

Dwarf

Delightful mounding plants covered with
cherry pink flowers from midsummer
until frost. Dwarf plants are ideal in
borders, hanging baskets and planters.
Very easy to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Prepare seeds by filing or nicking their
hard overcoats and soaking in warm
water for 24 hours before planting.
Direct sow in late spring after soil has
warmed, in average soil with full sun.
Water sparingly and resist using fertilizer
if you want abundant blossoms. Protect
plants from frost.

NOTE
Morning Glory is slow to start, but once
established grows rapidly. Each blossom
blooms only once in the morning and
withers during the day.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
6" (15cm)

HEIGHT
6-12" (15-30cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Ensign Pink
MORNING GLORY

Ensign Pink

MORNING GLORY
Convolvulus tricolor

annual

1893

An heirloom beauty with origins in
Bavaria, Grandpa Ott Morning Glory
features an abundance of small, deep
purple flowers with red star-shaped
throats. Sturdy, vigorous vines that are
easy to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Direct sow seeds in spring in moist,
well-drained soil when soil has warmed
to 64°F. Morning Glory grows best in a
sunny location protected from wind. For
earliest bloom, start indoors six weeks
before last frost date.Tolerates poor soil
and prefers drier conditions but be sure
to water during dry periods.

NOTE
For best germination, soak seeds in
water overnight before planting.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
6" (15cm)

HEIGHT
10-20' (3-6m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Grandpa Ott
MORNING GLORY

Grandpa Ott

MORNING GLORY
Ipomoea purpurea

annual

402

Flying Saucers Morning Glory is a
showstopper! Giant five-inch blossoms
featuring purple-blue and pure white
pinwheel stripes with deep green heart-
shaped leaves. Attracts butterflies and
hummingbirds. Grows well in hot, dry areas.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Direct sow seeds in spring in moist,
well-drained soil when soil has warmed
to 64°F. Morning Glory grows best in a
sunny location protected from wind. For
earliest bloom, start indoors six weeks
before last frost date.Tolerates poor soil
and prefers drier conditions but be sure
to water during dry periods.

NOTE
For best germination, soak seeds in
water overnight before planting.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
6" (15cm)

HEIGHT
10-20' (3-6m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Flying Saucers

MORNING GLORY
Flying Saucers

MORNING GLORY
Ipomoea tricolor

annual

White

SwampShowy

Ensign PinkEnsign Mix

Ensign BlueEarly Call Mix

Crimson Rambler

Crimson Rambler
The 4” trumpet-shaped blossoms 

attract hummingbirds like a magnet. 
Fast growing vines with vibrant
magenta blooms quickly cover

fences, trellises or garden walls. 
Blossoms open in the morning and 

close in the afternoon.
H · A

#3920 Conventional $2.19

Early Call 
Mixed Colors

An endless variety of 4-5” flowers in 
stunning colors on dwarf, early

flowering vines. Perfect for short 
fences, arbors and hanging baskets. 
Blooms 2-3 weeks earlier than other 

morning glories. An All America 
Selections winner in 1970.

H · A
#198 Conventional $2.19

Ensign Blue
The delightful mounding plants are 
covered with cheery blue flowers 

from midsummer until frost. Ideal in 
borders, hanging baskets and

planters. Easy to grow.
H · A

#678 Conventional $2.19

Ensign Mixed Colors
Delightful mounding plants are 

covered with cheery, multi-colored 
flowers from midsummer until hard 

frost. Dwarf plants are ideal in sunny 
borders, hanging baskets and
planters. Very easy to grow. 

H · A
#1243 Conventional $2.19

Grandpa OttFlying Saucers

Flying Saucers
A showstopper with giant five-inch 
blossoms featuring purple-blue and 

pure white pinwheel stripes with 
deep green heart-shaped leaves. 

Grows well in hot, dry areas. Attracts 
pollinators. 

H · A
#402 Conventional $2.19

Grandpa Ott
An heirloom beauty with origins in 
Bavaria, Grandpa Ott features an 
abundance of small, deep purple 

flowers with red star-shaped throats. 
The sturdy, vigorous vines are easy 

to grow.
H · A

#1893 Conventional $2.19

Moonflower Morning Glory

188

Tangerine Gem is a “signet" marigold, noted
for its compact shape, delicate single flowers,
and finely-cut, lemon scented foliage. In full
bloom, the foliage virtually disappears under
a canopy of bright orange. Perfect for garden
borders.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors after all danger of
frost. In mild climates plants may be
started in late summer for fall-winter
bloom. Select a sunny location. For
earlier blossoms, start indoors four
to six weeks before transplanting.
Keep young plants evenly moist until
established.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Fertilize sparingly.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
12" (30cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Tangerine Gem

MARIGOLDTangerine Gem

MARIGOLD
Tagetes tenuifolia

annual

3459

Butterflies, including Monarchs, find the
large clusters of vibrant orange flowers
filled with sweet nectar irresistible. Combine
with cosmos, zinnias, and echinacea for a
garden that will provide food and shelter for
butterflies and delight you all summer long.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in full sun and sandy, well-drained
soil in spring as soon as the soil can
be worked, or anytime up to two
months before first fall frost. Leaves
will develop the first year, flowers the
second year.

NOTE
Cover plants with mulch after ground
freezes in the fall.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
6-12” (15-30cm)

SPROUTS IN
20-25 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
24-30” (61-76cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Orange Milkweed

BUTTERFLY
FLOWEROrange Milkweed

BUTTERFLY FLOWER
Asclepias tuberosa

perennial

Tangerine Gem
Tangerine Gem is a signet

marigold, noted for its compact 
shape, delicate single flowers and 
finely-cut lemon scented foliage. In 
full bloom, the foliage disappears 
under a canopy of bright orange. 

Perfect for garden borders. 
H · A

#188 Conventional $2.19

186

Dwarf

Lemon Gem is a "signet" marigold, noted for
its compact shape, delicate single flowers,
and finely-cut, lemon scented foliage. In
full bloom, the foliage virtually disappears
under a canopy of yellow. Perfect for garden
borders.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun to part
shade. Plant outdoors in spring after
last frost date. In mild climates, plant
in fall for winter bloom. Keep plants
evenly moist until established.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Fertilize sparingly.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
12" (30cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Lemon Gem

MARIGOLDLemon Gem

MARIGOLD
Tagetes tenuifolia

annual

187

Mixed Colors

Compact, bushy plant loaded with
bright double blossoms in yellow, gold,
and orange. A good choice for patio
containers and mass plantings. Quick to
bloom from seed.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors in a sunny location
in spring after all danger of frost, or
in late summer in mild climates. Or
start indoors four to six weeks before
transplanting. Keep young plants
evenly moist until established.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Marigolds require
only minimal fertilizer for best
flowering.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-7 days

THIN SPACE
5” (13cm)

HEIGHT
6-10” (15-25cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Petite

MARIGOLDPetite

MARIGOLD
Tagetes patula nana

annual

613

Marigolds are among the most popular
and easy to grow annuals. This bushy,
carnation-flowered variety produces
masses of rich orange blossoms perfect
in sunny beds and borders.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors in a sunny
location in spring after all danger
of frost, late summer in mild
climates. For transplants, start
indoors four to six weeks before
last frost date.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to
encourage more blossoms.
Fertilize sparingly.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-7 days

THIN SPACE
10" (25cm)

HEIGHT
18-24" (46-61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Sunshine Orange

MARIGOLDSunshine Orange

MARIGOLD
Tagetes erecta nana

annual

184

Mixed Colors

Stunning tall plants with giant yellow,
gold, and orange blossoms. A good
choice for mass plantings. Flowers
continuously from early summer until
frost. Rarely bothered by heat or insects.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors in a sunny location
in spring after all danger of frost,
or in late summer in mild climates.
Or start indoors four to six weeks
before transplanting.Tall marigolds like
Crackerjack take a few weeks longer
to flower.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Marigolds require
only minimal fertilizer for best
flowering.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-7 days

THIN SPACE
12-15” (30-38cm)

HEIGHT
2-3’ (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Crackerjack

MARIGOLDCrackerjack

MARIGOLD
Tagetes erecta

annual

612

This bushy, carnation-flowered
variety produces masses of pale
orange blossoms. Heat resistant,
and perfect for sunny beds and
borders.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors in a sunny location
after all danger of frost. In mild
climates plants may be started in
late summer for fall-winter bloom.
Or start indoors 4-6 weeks before
transplanting. Keep young plants
evenly moist until established.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Marigolds require
only minimal fertilizer for best
flowering

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-7 days

THIN SPACE
10" (25cm)

HEIGHT
18-24" (46-61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Golden Age

MARIGOLDGolden Age

MARIGOLD
Tagetes erecta

annual

185

Dwarf

A compact, bushy plant loaded with
bright sunny-yellow flowers. A good
choice for containers and borders. Quick
to bloom from seed. Rarely bothered by
heat or insects.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors in a sunny location
in spring after all danger of frost, or
in late summer in mild climates. Or
start indoors four to six weeks before
transplanting. Keep young plants
evenly moist until established.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Marigolds require
only minimal fertilizer for best
flowering.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-7 days

THIN SPACE
5” (13cm)

HEIGHT
6-10” (15-25cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Lemon Drop

MARIGOLDLemon Drop

MARIGOLD
Tagetes patula nana

annual

Milkweed

Petite Mix

Lemon GemLemon Drop

Golden AgeCrackerjack Mix

Crackerjack
Mixed Colors

Stunning tall plants with giant yellow, 
gold and orange blossoms. A good 
choice for mass plantings. Flowers 
from early summer until frost. It is 

rarely bothered by heat or insects.
H · A

#184 Conventional $2.19

Golden Age
Light Orange

Golden age is a bushy, 
carnation-flowered variety that 

produces masses of pale orange 
blossoms. Heat resistant and perfect 

for sunny beds and borders.  
H · A

#612 Conventional $2.19

Lemon Drop
A compact, bushy plant loaded with 
bright sunny yellow flowers. A good 
choice for borders and containers. 
Quick to bloom from seed. Rarely 

bothered by heat or insects.  
H · A

#185 Conventional $2.19

Lemon Gem
A signet marigold, noted for its 
compact shape, delicate single 

flowers and finely-cut, lemon scented 
foliage. In full bloom, the foliage 

disappears under a canopy of yellow 
flowers. Perfect for garden borders.  

H · A
#186 Conventional $2.19

Petite Mixed Colors
Compact, bushy plant loaded with 
bright double blossoms in yellow, 

gold and orange. A good choice for 
patio containers and mass plantings. 

Quick to bloom from seed.  
H · A

#187 Conventional $2.19
#3479 Value Pack $3.19

Sunshine Orange

Tangerine Gem

Sunshine Orange
Marigolds are among the most 

popular and easy to grow annuals. 
This bushy, carnation-flowered 
variety produces masses of rich 

orange blossoms perfect for sunny 
beds and borders.  

H · A
#613 Conventional $2.19

CommonButterfly Flower

Butterfly Flower
Orange Milkweed

Butterflies, including monarchs, find 
the large clusters of vibrant orange 

flowers filled with sweet nectar 
irresistable. Combine with cosmos, 
echinacea and zinnias for a garden 
that will provide food and shelter for 

pollinators.
H · P

#3459 Conventional $2.19

Common
Invite Monarch butterflied into your 

garden. Milkweed leaves are a 
primary food source for Monarch 
butterfly caterpillars. Clusters of 

lavender flowers attract pollinators. 
H · P

#4361 Conventional $2.69

Marigolds are often used as a natural 
pest repellent. They are known to

repel nematodes, tomato
hornworms, cabbage worms, thrips, 

squash bugs and whiteflies. They
attract beneficial pollinators and

other good bugs for your garden. 

Fun Fact
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Flowers Flowers

578

Dwarf

Tip Top's rich mahogany flowers are
held completely over the canopy of dark
green foliage for a stunning display!
Compact habit is perfect for borders,
hanging baskets and containers. Very
easy to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun, or part shade in hot
areas, in warm, well-drained soil after
all danger of spring frost. Start indoors
four to six weeks prior to last spring
frost but note that delicate roots do not
transplant well.Water consistently and
do not fertilize.

NOTE
Nick the seed coat and soak in warm
water 24 hours before planting to
encourage germination.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
6" (15cm)

HEIGHT
8-10" (20-25cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Tip Top Mahogany

NASTURTIUM
Tip Top Mahogany

NASTURTIUM
Tropaeolum majus

annual

Only The Lonely
A stately flowering tobacco known 
for its sweet, heady fragrance. The 

towering stems are topped with
candelabra-like clusters of tubular 

white flowers that reach full
fragrance at dusk. Attracts

pollinators.
H · A

#4148 Conventional $1.99

4148

A stately flowering tobacco known for its
sweet, heady fragrance. Only the Lonely's
towering stems are topped with candelabra-
like clusters of tubular white flowers that
reach full fragrance at dusk. Attracts
hummingbirds and butterflies.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun to part shade in rich,
well-drained soil after all danger
of frost has passed. Mix tiny seeds
with sand to facilitate sowing. Seeds
require light to germinate. Start
transplants indoors six to eight weeks
before last frost.

NOTE
Tall plants may require staking in
windy areas.

SEED DEPTH
surface

SEED SPACE
scatter thinly

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
6" (15cm)

HEIGHT
2-3' (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Only the Lonely

NICOTIANA
Only the Lonely

NICOTIANA
Nicotiana sylvestris

annual

Love-In-A-Mist Persian 
Jewels Mixed Colors

Charming pastel flowers in blue, 
rose, pink and white resemble the 

tulle of a ballerina’s skirt, with bright 
green stamens on top of the flower. 
Very easy to grow and will naturalize 
in many areas. May stop blooming in 

summer heat. 
H · A

#389 Conventional $2.19

Swiss Giant
Mixed Colors

A delightful assortment of bright 
colors on freely blooming, low 
growing plants. Easy to grow.

Flowers all season in a cool location.
H · A

#214 Conventional $2.39

389

Mixed Colors

Love-In-A-Mist has charming pastel flowers
in blue, rose, pink and white that resemble
the tulle of a ballerina's skirt, with bright
green stamens on top of the flower. Very easy
to grow and will naturalize in many areas.
Plants may stop blooming in summer heat.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Best planted outdoors. Nigella does not
transplant well. Select a cool location
with filtered shade to full sun. Sow in
early spring right after last frost. Keep
young plants evenly moist and make
successive sowings for continuous
flowers.

NOTE
Flowers may be pressed and dried for
craft use. Uncut flowers will turn to
lovely light brown oval seed pods that
are prized for dried arrangements.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

THIN SPACE
8" (20cm)

HEIGHT
1-2' (30-61cm)

FLOWERS IN
late spring

Love-In-A-Mist

NIGELLALove-In-A-Mist

NIGELLA
Nigella damascena

annual

609

A dark silky face with a brilliant yellow eye
for contrast makes this variety unique in its
class. Very free-flowering and hardy. These
pansies are cold resistant and flower well
into winter, even in severe climates. Plant in
masses for best effect.

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun to part
shade. Pansies prefer a cool location
with moist, rich soil. For transplants start
indoors eight to ten weeks before last
frost date. Keep young plants evenly
moist. In mild climates, plant in late
summer for fall/winter color.

NOTE
Blooms in the first year from seed.
Remove spent flower heads to
encourage more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
4" (10cm)

HEIGHT
6" (15cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring/fall

free-flowering and hardy

Black

PANSYBlack

PANSY
Viola x wittrockiana

hardy perennial

214

Mixed Colors

A delightful assortment of
bright colors on freely blooming,
low-growing plants. Easy to
grow. Flowers all season in a cool
location.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in late spring in full sun to
part shade in a cool location
with moist, rich soil. Start indoors
eight to ten weeks before last
spring frost date. Keep young
plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Remove spent flower heads to
encourage more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
1” (3mm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
4” (10cm)

HEIGHT
6-10” (15-25cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Swiss Giant

PANSYSwiss Giant

PANSY
Viola x wittrockiana

annual

454

Mixed Colors

This is the old-fashioned type nasturtium that
rambles all over the garden. Single flowers
bloom all season in delightful shades of
cream, yellow, apricot, and red. Edible flowers
and young leaves make a tasty addition to
salads.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun, or part shade in hot
areas, in warm, well-drained soil after
all danger of spring frost. Start indoors
four to six weeks prior to last spring
frost, but note that delicate roots do not
transplant well.Water consistently and
do not fertilize.

NOTE
Nick the seed coat and soak in warm
water 24 hours prior to planting to
encourage germination.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
6-10’ (2-3m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Tall Trailing
NASTURTIUM

Tall Trailing

NASTURTIUM
Tropaeolum majus

annual

Tall Trailing Mix Tip Top Mahogany

Tall Trailing Mix
This is the old-fashioned type

nasturtium that rambles all over the 
garden. The single flowers bloom all 
season in delightful shades of cream, 

yellow, apricot and red. Edible
flowers and young leaves make a 

tasty addition to salads.
H · A

#454 Conventional $2.19

Tip Top Mahogany
The rich mahogany flowers are held 
over a canopy of dark green foliage 

for a stunning display. Compact 
habit is perfect for borders, hanging 
baskets and containers. Very easy to 

grow. 
H · A

#578 Conventional $2.19

Only The Lonely Persian Jewels

Black Swiss Giant Mix

Black
A dark silky face with a brilliant 

yellow eye for contrast makes this 
pansy very unique. Free-flowering 
and hardy. These pansies are cold 

resistant and flower well into winter. 
Plant in masses for the best effect.  

H · P
#609 Conventional $2.39

4147

Tom Thumb features velvety, almost true
black flowers with contrasting bright
green foliage, for a striking display!
Full, compact plants make this an
outstanding choice for the border and
containers.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow outdoors in well drained, warm soil
after all danger of frost. In mild climates,
plants may be started in late summer
for fall blooms or start indoors four to
six weeks before last frost but note that
delicate roots do not transplant well.
Plant in full sun, or part shade in hot
areas.Water consistently and do not
fertilize.

NOTE
Nick the seed coat and soak in warm
water 24 hours before planting to
encourage germination.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
6" (15cm)

HEIGHT
10" (25cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Tom Thumb Black Velvet
NASTURTIUM

Tom Thumb Black Velvet

NASTURTIUM
Tropaeolum majus

annual

688

Dwarf Mixed Colors

Whirlybird forms a compact mound of bright
green foliage topped with showy, multi-
colored blooms. Unlike other nasturtiums,
Whirlybird’s spurless flowers stand well above
the foliage and face upright.  Magnificent
color for a sunny spot in your garden.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun, or part shade in hot
areas, in warm, well-drained soil after
all danger of spring frost. Start indoors
four to six weeks prior to last spring
frost, but note that delicate roots do not
transplant well.Water consistently and
do not fertilize.

NOTE
Nick the seed coat and soak in warm
water 24 hours prior to planting to
encourage germination.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
12” (30cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Whirlybird
NASTURTIUM

Whirlybird

NASTURTIUM
Tropaeolum majus

annual

Whirlybird Mixed Colors
Whirlybird forms a compact mound 
of bright green foliage topped with 

showy,  multi-colored blooms. Unlike 
other nasturtiums, the spurless

flowers stand well above the foliage 
and face upright. Magnificent color 

for a sunny spot in your garden.
H · A

#688 Conventional $2.19

Tom Thumb Whirlybird Mix

Tom Thumb
Black Velvet

Features velvety, almost true black 
flowers with contrasting bright 

green foliage for a striking display. 
Full, compact plants make this an 

outstanding choice for borders and 
containers.

H · A
#4147 Conventional $2.19

Nicotiana Nigella

Pansy

Tall Mixed Colors
This vigorous and showy vine

produces masses of dazzling pink, 
scarlet, blue and deep purple 

blossoms. A good choice for fences, 
arbors and trellises. Thrives in dry 

areas. 
H · A

#385 Conventional $2.19

452

This vigorous and showy vine produces
masses of cloud-white blossoms from
midsummer until frost. Great for fences,
arbors, and trellises. Also good for covering
bare slopes and tree stumps when allowed to
vine on the ground. Very drought tolerant.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Direct sow seeds in late spring in moist,
well-drained soil when soil has warmed
to 65°F. Grows best in a sunny location
protected from wind. Start indoors six
weeks before last spring frost.Tolerates
poor soil and prefers drier conditions,
but be sure to water during long, dry
periods.

NOTE
For best germination, soak seeds in
water 24 hours before planting. Do not
fertilize plants. Blossoms tend to appear
later in the season.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN SPACE
6-8” (15-20cm)

HEIGHT
10-15’ (2.4-5m)

FLOWERS IN
late summer

Pearly Gates
MORNING GLORY

Pearly Gates

MORNING GLORY
Ipomea tricolor

annual

197

The classic sky-blue morning glory,
with abundant blooms that pop open
to greet the morning sun. An easy-care,
vigorous vine that’s perfect for trellises
and fences. Adds cheerful color to hot,
dry areas.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Direct sow seeds in late spring in moist,
well-drained soil when soil has warmed
to 65°F. Grows best in a sunny location
protected from wind. Start indoors six
weeks before last spring frost.Tolerates
poor soil and prefers drier conditions,
but be sure to water during long, dry
periods.

CONTAINS
For best germination, soak seeds in
water 24 hours before planting. Do not
fertilize plants. Blossoms tend to appear
later in the season.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN SPACE
6-8” (15-20cm)

HEIGHT
10-15’ (2.4-3m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Heavenly Blue
MORNING GLORY

Heavenly Blue

MORNING GLORY
Ipomea tricolor

annual

385

Mixed Colors

This vigorous and showy vine produces
masses of dazzling pink, scarlet, blue,
and deep purple blossoms. A good choice
for fences, arbors, and trellises. Thrives
in dry areas.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Direct sow seeds in late spring in moist,
well-drained soil when soil has warmed
to 65°F. Grows best in a sunny location
protected from wind. Start indoors six
weeks before last spring frost.Tolerates
poor soil and prefers drier conditions,
but be sure to water during long, dry
periods.

NOTE
For best germination, soak seeds in
water 24 hours before planting. Do not
fertilize plants.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
6-8” (15-20cm)

HEIGHT
10-15’ (3-5m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Tall
MORNING GLORY

Tall

MORNING GLORY
Ipomea purpurea

annual

206

Mixed Colors

Glorious Gleam’s semi-trailing habit
is perfect for hanging baskets or patio
containers. Very easy to grow. The
flowers and young leaves can be eaten as
a garnish or in salads.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun, or part shade in hot
areas, in warm, well-drained soil after
all danger of spring frost. Start indoors
four to six weeks prior to last spring
frost, but note that delicate roots do not
transplant well.Water consistently and
do not fertilize.

NOTE
Nick the seed coat and soak in warm
water 24 hours prior to planting to
encourage germination.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
6” (15cm)

HEIGHT
10” (25cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Glorious Gleam

NASTURTIUM
Glorious Gleam

NASTURTIUM
Tropaeolum minus

annual

388

Dwarf

Scarlet Gleam's semi-trailing habit
is perfect for hanging baskets or
containers. Brilliant red, edible flowers
have a spicy flavor that is the perfect
addition to summer salads. Easy to
grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun, or part shade in hot
areas, in warm, well-drained soil after
all danger of spring frost. Start indoors
four to six weeks prior to last spring
frost but note that delicate roots do not
transplant well.Water consistently and
do not fertilize.

NOTE
Nick the seed coat and soak in warm
water 24 hours before planting to
encourage germination.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
6" (15cm)

HEIGHT
1-2' (30-61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Scarlet Gleam
NASTURTIUM

Scarlet Gleam

NASTURTIUM
Tropaeolum majus

annual

205

Dwarf Mixed Colors

Jewel features vibrant colors with rich
green foliage. This bushy variety is
perfect in borders and containers. Edible
flowers are fragrant and make a spicy
addition to summer salads. Very easy
to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun, or part shade in hot
areas, in warm, well-drained soil after
all danger of spring frost. Start indoors
four to six weeks prior to last spring
frost, but note that delicate roots do not
transplant well.Water consistently and
do not fertilize.

NOTE
Nick the seed coat and soak in warm
water 24 hours prior to planting to
encourage germination.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

HEIGHT
12” (30cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Jewel
NASTURTIUM

Jewel

NASTURTIUM
Tropaeolum minus

annual

386

Dwarf

Empress of India is an old-fashioned
Nasturtium with scarlet flowers and dark
green leaves. An exciting accent to any garden
or patio setting. Compact habit is perfect for
borders, hanging baskets and containers.
Blooms all summer.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun, or part shade in hot
areas, in warm, well-drained soil after
all danger of spring frost. Start indoors
four to six weeks prior to last spring
frost but note that delicate roots do not
transplant well.Water consistently and
do not fertilize.

NOTE
Nick the seed coat and soak in warm
water 24 hours before planting to
encourage germination.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
6" (15cm)

HEIGHT
8-10" (20-25cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Empress of India

NASTURTIUM
Empress of India

NASTURTIUM
Tropaeolum minus

annual

Heavenly Blue

Heavenly Blue
The classic sky-blue morning glory, 

with abundant blooms that pop open 
to greet the morning sun. An easy-

care, vigorous vine that’s perfect for 
trellises and fences. Adds cheerful 

color to hot, dry areas. 
H · A

#197 Conventional $2.19

Pearly Gates
      This vigorous and showy vine 
produces masses of cloud-white 

blossoms from midsummer until frost. 
Great for fences, arbors and trellises. 
Also good for bare slopes and tree 

stumps when allowed to vine on the 
ground. Very drought tolerant. A 

1942 All America Selections winner. 
H · A

#452 Conventional $2.19

Scarlet O’Hara
         A vigorous and showy vine that 
produces dazzling scarlet blossoms 
with deep green foliage. Perfect for 

beautifying fences, arbors and
trellises. Also good for covering bare 

slopes and tree stumps. Great for 
dry areas. An All America Selections 

Gold Medal winner in 1939.
H · A

#199 Conventional $2.19

Glorious Gleam MixEmpress of India

Tall MixScarlet O’Hara

Pearly Gates

Empress of India
An old-fashioned Nasturtium with 

scarlet flowers and dark green 
leaves. An exciting accent to any 

garden or patio setting. The
compact habit is perfect for borders, 

hanging baskets and containers. 
Blooms all summer.  

H · A
#386 Conventional $2.19

  Glorious Gleam
Mixed Colors

The semi-trailing habit is perfect for 
hanging baskets or patio

containers. Easy to grow. The
flowers and young leaves can be
eaten as a garnish or in salads. A 

1935 All America Selections winner.
H · A

#206 Conventional $2.19
#497 Value Pack $3.19

Jewel Mix Scarlet Gleam

Jewel Dwarf
Mixed Colors

Features vibrant colors with rich 
green foliage. This bushy variety is 
perfect in borders and containers. 

Edible flowers are fragrant and make 
a spicy addition to summer salads. 

Very easy to grow.  
H · A

#205 Conventional $2.19

Scarlet Gleam
       The semi-trailing habit is perfect 
for hanging baskets or containers.
Brilliant red edible flowers have a 
spicy flavor that is a great addition 

to salads. An All America Selections 
Gold Medal winner in 1935.

H · A
#388 Conventional $2.19

204

Dwarf

Warm colored, pleasantly fragrant
flowers with rich green foliage. Young
leaves have a spicy flavor like watercress
and are used as a garnish or in salads.
Easy to grow as a border, in baskets or
containers.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun, or part shade in hot
areas, in warm, well-drained soil after
all danger of spring frost. Start indoors
four to six weeks prior to last spring
frost but note that delicate roots do not
transplant well.Water consistently and
do not fertilize.

NOTE
Nick the seed coat and soak in warm
water 24 hours before planting to
encourage germination.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
6" (15cm)

HEIGHT
10-15" (25-28cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Cherry Rose
NASTURTIUM

Cherry Rose

NASTURTIUM
Tropaeolum minus

annual

203

Mixed Colors

Variegated foliage with splotches of creamy
white makes this nasturtium stand apart.
Bright flowers in orange, yellow, and red
are a peppery addition to summer salads.
May stop blooming in summer heat but will
rebound in cool weather.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun, or part shade in hot
areas, in warm, well-drained soil after
all danger of spring frost. Start indoors
four to six weeks prior to last spring
frost, but note that delicate roots do not
transplant well.Water consistently and
do not fertilize.

NOTE
Nick the seed coat and soak in warm
water 24 hours prior to planting to
encourage germination.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
12” (30cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Alaska
NASTURTIUM

Alaska

NASTURTIUM
Tropaeolum minus

annual

Alaska Mixed Colors
Variegated foliage with splotches of 
creamy white makes this nasturtium 
stand apart. Bright flowers in orange, 
yellow and red are a tasty peppery 

addition to summer salads. May stop 
blooming in summer heat but will 

rebound in cool weather. 
H · A

#203 Conventional $2.19

Cherry Rose
Warm colored, pleasantly fragrant 

flowers with rich green foliage. 
Young leaves have a spicy flavor like 
watercress and are used as a garnish 

or in salads. Easy to grow as a
border, in baskets or containers.  

H · A
#204 Conventional $2.19

Cherry RoseAlaska Mix

Nasturtium
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Gartford’s Giants
Mixed Colors

Delicate, cup-shaped 4” flowers in 
red, pink, orange, yellow and white. 
Blooms profusely the first year from 

seed. 
H · P

#248 Conventional $1.99

Pizzicato Mixed Colors
Pizzicato’s dwarf habit and dramatic 

color range have earned it a
European Fleuroselect award. Its

distinct fern-like foliage disappears 
after plants bloom and returns in the 

fall. 
P

#489 Conventional $2.69

248

Mixed Colors

Delicate, cup-shaped 4” flowers
in red, pink, orange, yellow, and
white. Iceland poppies bloom
profusely first year from seed.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in early spring when soil is cool, or
in fall prior to first frost for early spring blossoms.
Germinates best in cool weather and well-drained
soil.Water consistently, but do not fertilize. Can be
started indoors six to eight weeks prior to last spring
frost, but note that poppies do not transplant well.
Use biodegradable pots to avoid disturbing the roots.

NOTE
Blooms profusely in cooler growing conditions and
can rebound in the fall after summer heat. Plants
tolerate poor soil and light drought. Remove faded
flowers to encourage more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
8” (20cm)

HEIGHT
1-2’ (30-61cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring/fall

Gartford Giants

POPPY, ICELAND
Gartford Giants

POPPY, ICELAND
Papaver nudicaule

hardy perennial

489

Mixed Colors

Pizzicato’s dwarf habit and dramatic
color range have earned it a European
Fleuroselect award. Its distinctive fern-
like foliage completely disappears after
plants have bloomed and then returns
in the fall.

PLANTING
Sow outdoors in early spring in a sunny area when
the soil is cool, or in fall prior to first fall frost for
early spring blossoms. Poppies germinate best in
cool weather and well drained soil. For transplants,
start indoors six to eight weeks before last spring
frost. Poppies do not transplant well, so start seeds in
biodegradable pots and plant the entire pot.Water
consistently, but do not fertilize.

NOTE
Poppies bloom profusely in cooler growing
condiitons, and can rebound in the fall after summer
heat.They tolerate poor soil and light drought.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
8” (20cm)

HEIGHT
2-3’ (46-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring/fall

Huge dramatic blossoms

Pizzicato
POPPY, ORIENTAL

Pizzicato

POPPY, ORIENTAL
Papaver orientale

hardy perennial

249

Dramatic bright orange flowers with
distinctive fern-like foliage that
disappears after blooming. This hardy
and long-lived plant is a must in the
perennial border.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors in a sunny location in
early spring two weeks prior to last frost
or fall/winter in areas with mild winters.
Germinates best in cool weather and
well-drained soil. Keep young plants
evenly moist and well weeded. Do not
fertilize.

NOTE
Blooms profusely in cooler growing
conditions and can rebound in the fall
after summer heat. Plants tolerate poor
soil and light drought. Remove faded
flowers to encourage more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
2-4' (61-122cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring

Orange
POPPY, ORIENTAL

Orange

POPPY, ORIENTAL
Papaver orientale

hardy perennial

Moss Rose Double 
Mixed Colors

The perfect choice for hot, sunny 
locations, where it will thrive and 

produce a carpet of small, rose-like 
flowers. Plants trail to about 18” and 

are perfect in rock gardens and 
borders.  

H · A
#251 Conventional $2.19

251

Mixed Colors

Portulaca, or moss rose, is the perfect choice
for hot, sunny locations, where it will thrive
and produce a colorful carpet of small, rose-
like flowers. Plants trail to about 18” and are
perfect in rock gardens and borders.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in a sunny, well-drained area with
average soil after last spring frost, when
soil has warmed to at least 65°F. Seeds
are very small; mix with sand for ease
of sowing. Scatter seeds thinly on soil
surface.They need light to germinate.
Keep soil evenly moist, but not wet, until
germination.

NOTE
Portulaca is very drought tolerant
and does not thrive in wet conditions.
Flowers close at night and on cloudy
days.

SEED DEPTH
surface

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
6” (15cm)

FLOWERS IN
late spring

Moss Rose Double

PORTULACAMoss Rose Double

PORTULACA
Portulaca grandiflora

annual

1891

Mixed Colors

Twister exhibits unusual petal formation for
a California Poppy. Its colorful mix provides
an irresistible addition to your spring garden.
Twister Poppy forms a stunning display in
mass planting, or as a single accent plant.

PLANTING
Start outdoors in a sunny location in
early spring two weeks prior to last frost
or fall/winter in areas with mild winters.
Germinates best in cool weather and
well-drained soil. Keep young plants
evenly moist and well weeded. Do not
fertilize.

NOTE
Blooms profusely in cooler growing
conditions and can rebound in the fall
after summer heat. Plants tolerate poor
soil and light drought. Remove faded
flowers to encourage more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
6" (15cm)

HEIGHT
12" (30cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring

An exciting new twist on the poppy

Twister
POPPY, CALIFORNIA

Twister

POPPY, CALIFORNIA
Eschscholzia californica

tender perennial

245

Lovely creamy white blossoms in delicate
cup shapes. Beautiful as a single accent
plant or grouped in naturalized masses.
Great for dry areas. America's most
popular wildflower.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors in a sunny location in
early spring two weeks prior to last frost
or fall/winter in areas with mild winters.
Germinates best in cool weather and
well-drained soil. Keep young plants
evenly moist and well weeded. Do not
fertilize

NOTE
Blooms profusely in cooler growing
conditions and can rebound in the fall
after summer heat. Plants tolerate poor
soil and light drought. Remove faded
flowers to encourage more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
6" (15cm)

HEIGHT
10-18" (25-46cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring

White
POPPY, CALIFORNIA

White

POPPY, CALIFORNIA
Eschscholzia californica

tender perennial

Gartford’s Giants Mix

WhiteTwister Mix

Twister Mixed Colors
Twister exhibits unusual petal

formations for a California poppy. Its 
colorful mix provides an irresistable 
addition to your garden. It forms a 

stunning display in mass plantings or 
as a single accent plant.  

P
#1891 Conventional $2.39

White
Lovely creamy white blossoms in 

delicate cup shapes. Beautiful as a 
single accent plant or grouped in
naturalized masses. Great for dry 

areas. 
H · P

#245 Conventional $1.99

Pizzicato Mix

Orange

Orange
Dramatic bright orange flowers with 

distinctive fern-like foliage that
disappears after blooming. This

hardy and long-lived plant is a must 
for perennial borders. 

H · P
#249 Conventional $1.99

Moss Rose Double

Shirley Mixed Colors
Bold, paper-thin petals in a colorful 
assortment of white, pink, red and 
bicolors. Very drought tolerant and 

easy to grow despite its delicate 
appearance. A good choice for

naturalizing a large area. 
H · A

#250 Conventional $1.99

247

Flanders poppy features striking red petals with
central black swatches that form a Maltese cross.
Known as the remembrance poppy, this is the
wildflower made known in the famous WWI poem
“In Flanders Fields.”  An excellent variety to sow in
open fields, where it reseeds readily for continued
growth.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow outdoors in early spring in a sunny area when
the soil is cool, or in fall prior to first fall frost for
early spring blossoms. Poppies germinate best in
cool weather and well drained soil.  For transplants,
start indoors six to eight weeks before last spring
frost. Poppies do not transplant well, so start seeds in
biodegradable pots and plant the entire pot.Water
consistently, but do not fertilize.

NOTE
Poppies bloom profusely in cooler growing
condiitons, and can rebound in the fall after summer
heat.They tolerate poor soil and light drought.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
8” (20cm)

HEIGHT
2-3’ (46-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring/fall

Flanders Red
POPPY, ENGLISH

Flanders Red

POPPY, ENGLISH
Papaver rhoeas

annual

250

Mixed Colors

Bold, paper-thin petals in a colorful
assortment of white, pink, red, and
bicolors. Very drought tolerant and easy
to grow despite its delicate appearance.
A good choice for naturalizing a large
area.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow outdoors in early spring in a sunny area when
the soil is cool, or in fall prior to first fall frost for
early spring blossoms. Poppies germinate best in
cool weather and well drained soil.  For transplants,
start indoors six to eight weeks before last spring
frost. Poppies do not transplant well, so start seeds in
biodegradable pots and plant the entire pot.Water
consistently, but do not fertilize.

NOTE
Poppies bloom profusely in cooler growing
condiitons, and can rebound in the fall after summer
heat.They tolerate poor soil and light drought.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
8” (20cm)

HEIGHT
2-3’ (46-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring/fall

Shirley
POPPY, ENGLISH

Shirley

POPPY, ENGLISH
Papaver rhoeas

annual

Flanders Red
Features striking red petals with 

striking black swatches that form a 
Maltese cross. Known as the

remembrance poppy, it was made 
known in the famous WWI poem “In 
Flanders Fields”. An excellent variety 

to sow in open fields, where it
reseeds readily for continued growth.

H · A
#247 Conventional $1.99

Shirley MixFlanders Red

English Poppy

Icelandic Poppy Oriental Poppy

Portulaca

Cambridge Dwarf
Mixed Colors

An extra dwarf mixture of bright 
pinks, scarlet and purple. Blooms first 
year from seed, continuing for years. 
Very easy to grow in full sun to part 

shade. Attracts pollinators.
P

#456 Conventional $2.39

456

Dwarf Mixed Colors

An extra dwarf mixture of bright pinks,
scarlet and purple. Blooms first year
from seed, continuing for years. Very
easy to grow in full sun to part shade.
Attracts hummingbirds and butterflies.

PLANTING
Start indoors six weeks before last spring
frost. Sow directly after all danger of frost
has passed and soil is warm. Plant in full sun
in loose, well-drained soil. Allow soil to dry
between watering. Keep area weeded when
plants are young. Does not require fertilizer,
but you can use a high phosphorous
formula just before the blooming period to
encourage blossoms.

NOTE
Penstemon can also be propagated by
rhizomes. Dig up and divide the plants
every three to five years. Mulch to protect
rhizomes over winter.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

THIN SPACE
10" (25cm)

HEIGHT
8-12" (20-30cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer/fall

attracts hummingbirds

Cambridge
PENSTEMON

Cambridge

PENSTEMON
Penstemon barbatus

hardy perennial

Hybrid Choice
Mixed Colors

Few flowers rival petunias for ease of 
care and masses of sweetly scented 

flowers. This multiflora type
petunia features two-inch white, pink 

and purple flowers with a compact 
growth habit.

A
#240 Conventional $2.19

240

Hybrid Mixed Colors

Few flowers rival petunias for ease of
care and masses of sweetly scented
flowers. This multiflora type petunia
features two-inch white, pink and purple
flowers with a compact growth habit.

PLANTING
Transplant after last spring frost
when soil has warmed. Choose
an area with full sun and rich,
well-drained soil. Petunias are
heavy feeders.

NOTE
Seeds need light to germinate.
Plants are perfect for containers
and garden borders.

SEED DEPTH
do not cover

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
8-10 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
10-14" (25-36cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

cheerful summer color

PETUNIA
PETUNIA
Petunia x hybrida

annual

244

California’s state flower, and North America’s
most popular wildflower. Glowing orange
blossoms shaped like delicate cups top a
low-growing mass of feathery foilage. An
excellent choice for dry areas and beautiful
in mass plantings. Grown as an annual in
cold climates.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors in a sunny location in
early spring two weeks prior to last frost,
or fall/winter in areas with mild winters.
Germinates best in cool weather and
well-drained soil. Keep young plants
evenly moist and well weeded. Do not
fertilize.

NOTE
Blooms profusely in cooler growing
conditions and can rebound in the fall
after summer heat. Plants tolerate poor
soil and light drought. Remove faded
flowers to encourage more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
6” (15cm)

HEIGHT
12” (30cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring

Orange
POPPY, CALIFORNIA

Orange

POPPY, CALIFORNIA
Eschscholzia californica

tender perennial

4494

Mixed Colors

Winner of the Royal Horticultural Society
of Garden Merit. Stunning chiffon-textured
petals with wavy edges in shades of red,
pink and orange. Flowers freely above fine
gray-green foliage. Drought tolerant and well
suited for naturalizing.

PLANTING
Start outdoors in a sunny location in
early spring two weeks prior to last frost
or fall/winter in areas with mild winters.
Germinates best in cool weather and
well-drained soil. Keep young plants
evenly moist and well weeded. Do not
fertilize.

NOTE
Blooms profusely in cooler growing
conditions and can rebound in the fall
after summer heat. Plants tolerate poor
soil and light drought. Remove faded
flowers to encourage more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
6" (15cm)

HEIGHT
12" (30cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

stunning chiffon-textured petals

Thai Silk
POPPY, CALIFORNIA

Thai Silk

POPPY, CALIFORNIA
Eschscholzia californica

tender perennial

242

Mixed Colors

Lovely semi-double blossoms in delicate
cup shapes, with mats of fern-like
gray-green foliage. Beautiful as a single
accent plant or grouped in masses. Great
for dry areas.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors in a sunny location in
early spring two weeks prior to last frost
or fall/winter in areas with mild winters.
Germinates best in cool weather and
well-drained soil. Keep young plants
evenly moist and well weeded. Do not
fertilize.

NOTE
Blooms profusely in cooler growing
conditions and can rebound in the fall
after summer heat. Plants tolerate poor
soil and light drought. Remove faded
flowers to encourage more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
6" (15cm)

HEIGHT
12" (30cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring

Mission Bells
POPPY, CALIFORNIA

Mission Bells

POPPY, CALIFORNIA
Eschscholzia californica

tender perennial

595

Lovely pale purple blossoms in delicate
shapes. Beautiful as a single accent
plant or grouped in naturalized masses.
Great for dry areas. America's most
popular wildflower.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors in a sunny location in
early spring two weeks prior to last
frost or fall/winter in areas with mild
winters. Keep young plants evenly
moist and well weeded.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Plants will usually
bloom again after summer heat has
passed.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
8-12 days

THIN SPACE
8" (20cm)

HEIGHT
12" (30cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Purple
POPPY, CALIFORNIA

Purple

POPPY, CALIFORNIA
Eschscholzia californica

tender perennial

Cambridge Dwarf Hybrid Choice

Mission Bells

Mission Bells
Mixed Colors

Lovely semi-double blossoms in
delicate cup shapes, with mats of 

fern-like gray green foliage.
Beautiful as a single accent plant 

or grouped in masses. Great for dry 
areas. 
H · P

#242 Conventional $1.99

Thai SilkPurple

Orange

Orange
California’s state flower and a

popular wildflower. Glowing orange 
blossoms shaped like delicate cups 
top a low-growing mass of feathery 
foliage. A good choice for dry areas 

and beautiful in mass plantings. 
Grown as an annual in cold climates. 

H · P
#244 Conventional $1.99

#498 Value Pack $3.19

Purple
A popular wildflower that has lovely 

pale purple blossoms in delicate 
shapes. Beautiful as a single accent 

plant or grouped in naturalized
masses. Great for dry areas.  

H · P
#595 Conventional $1.99

Thai Silk Mixed Colors
Winner of the Royal Horticultural

Society of Garden Merit. The
stunning chiffon textured petals have 

wavy edges in shades of red, pink 
and orange. Flowers freely above 

fine gray-green foliage. Well suited 
for naturalizing and drought tolerant.

P
#4494 Conventional $2.39

Beauty Mixed Colors
An abundance of showy summer 

flowers in pastels and bright colors. 
Blooms prolifically in a cool moist 

location but will stand considerable 
heat and drought. Use in mixed

borders and patio pots.
 H · A

#241 Conventional $2.19

241

Mixed Colors

An abundance of showy summer flowers
in pastels and bright colors. Blooms
prolifically in a cool moist location
but will stand considerable heat and
drought. Use in mixed borders and
patio pots.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun
to partial shade. Easiest to start
indoors eight weeks before last
frost date. Keep young plants
evenly moist.Transplant after soil
has warmed.

NOTE
Phlox will bloom best with a little
shade in hot areas.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
4" (10cm

HEIGHT
8-10" (20-25cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Beauty

PHLOXBeauty

PHLOX
Phlox drummondii

annual

243

Mikado’s deep scarlet-orange
blossoms and fern-like foliage
make it one of the most beautiful
of the California poppies. Very
hardy and easy to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors in a sunny location in
early spring two weeks prior to last frost,
or fall/winter in areas with mild winters.
Germinates best in cool weather and
well-drained soil. Keep young plants
evenly moist and well weeded. Do not
fertilize.

NOTE
Blooms profusely in cooler growing
conditions and can rebound in the fall
after summer heat. Plants tolerate poor
soil and light drought. Remove faded
flowers to encourage more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
6” (15cm)

HEIGHT
12” (30cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring

Mikado
POPPY, CALIFORNIA

Mikado

POPPY, CALIFORNIA
Eschscholzia californica

tender perennial

Beauty Mix Mikado

Mikado
The deep scarlet-orange blossoms 
and fern-like foliage make it one of 
the most beautiful of the California 
poppies. Very hardy and easy to 

grow. 
H · P

#243 Conventional $1.99
#1214 Value Pack $3.19

Penstemon Petunia

Phlox California Poppy
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Flowers Flowers

Tetra Giants
Mixed Colors

Features showy heads with larger, 
more brightly colored blooms than 
common snapdragon. Thrives in 

cooler temperatures and tolerates 
light frost. Easy to grow and low 

maintenance.  
A

#274 Conventional $1.99

Tall Mixed Colors
Bunches of brightly colored papery 

flowers make this a popular and easy 
to grow dried flower. Plants
withstand heat and drought. 

H · A
#289 Conventional $2.39

289

Mixed Colors

Bunches of brightly colored papery
flowers make this one of the most
popular and easy to grow dried
flowers. Plants withstand heat and
drought.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun and well
drained soil. Strawflowers love the heat.
Start outdoors after last frost date. Soil
must be warm for plants to germinate.
For earliest blossoms, start indoors six to
eight weeks before last frost date.Water
until plants are established. Mature plants
are very drought tolerant.

NOTE
Cut individual stems just before flowers
have fully opened. Hang to finish drying
in the shade.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
10" (25cm)

HEIGHT
2-3' (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
midsummer

Tall
STRAWFLOWER

Tall

STRAWFLOWER
Xerochrysum bracteatum

annual

274

Mixed Colors

Tetra features showy heads with larger,
more brightly colored blossoms than
common snapdragon. Thrives in cooler
temperatures and tolerates light frost.
Low maintenance and easy to grow.

PLANTING
Direct sow in well-drained soil and
a sunny location in late spring after
soil warms to 65°F, or in early fall or
winter in mild climates. Start indoors
about eight weeks before last spring
frost date.

NOTE
Perennial in mild climates. Cut flowers
regularly for continuous blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

HEIGHT
3’ (91cm)

FLOWERS IN
early summer
thru winter

free-flowering beauty

Tetra Giant
SNAPDRAGON

Tetra Giant

SNAPDRAGON
Antirrhinum majus

hardy annual

Jungle Queen
Exotic, vibrant blossoms in tricolors 
of red, yellow and orange. Stands 

up well to heat and humidity. Showy, 
sturdy vines are stunning in hanging 
baskets, window boxes or climbing 

on a trellis.  
A

#4493 Conventional $2.69

Aptly named for its masses of snow 
white flowers in late spring.

Attractive, low growing silvery grey 
foliage maintains a compact habit 
throughout the summer. Include 
in rock gardens and low-growing 

borders.  
H · P

#275 Conventional $2.19

275

Snow in Summer is aptly named for its
masses of snow white flowers in late spring.
Attractive, low-growing, silvery grey foliage
maintains a compact habit throughout the
summer. Include in rock gardens and low-
growing borders.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow seeds in early spring, as soon as
soil can be worked, or indoors about
six weeks before transplanting. Lightly
cover seeds with fine soil and keep
evenly moist until germination.

NOTE
Plants begin blooming their second
season. Shear off faded flowers in
early summer.

SEED DEPTH
1/8” (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
8-10 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
8” (20cm)

FLOWERS IN
late spring

Cerastium
SNOW
IN SUMMERCerastium

SNOW IN SUMMER
Cerastium biebersteinii

hardy perennial

Prairie
Vigorous, clump-forming plants

produce long narrow arching leaves 
and blue-violet flowers with showy 

yellow stamens that appear in
clusters at the tops of the stems in 
the morning and close by midday. 
Valued by pollinators, it provides 
attractive seasonal color and is a 
wonderful addition to any garden. 

H · P
#4681 Conventional $2.39

4493

Exotic, vibrant blossoms in tricolors of
red, yellow, and orange. Stands up well
to heat and humidity. Showy, sturdy
vines are stunning in hanging baskets,
window boxes or climbing on a trellis.

PLANTING
Grows best when sown directly
outdoors after frost danger has
passed and nighttime temperatures
stay above 50˚F. Plant in a warm,
sheltered location in full sun and rich,
well-drained soil. Keep soil moist until
seedlings emerge.Water regularly.
Provide strong support for vines.

NOTE
To speed germination, nick the seeds
and soak in water overnight.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
20-25 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
5' (1.6m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

exotic tricolor blossoms

Jungle Queen
SPANISH FLAG

Jungle Queen

SPANISH FLAG
Mina lobata

annual

Pacific Mixed Colors
Features dense clusters of delicate, 

brightly colored, long-lasting
flowers. Its decorative sprays of 

papery flowers make it a favorite for 
drying. 
H · A

#288 Conventional $2.19

679

Dense clusters of rich blue flowers on
multiple branched stems. Decorative
sprays of flowers turn white when dried,
making it a favorite for dried flower
arrangements.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow outdoors in a warm location
with full sun and well-drained soil
after all danger of spring frost. Or
start indoors 6-8 weeks before last
frost. Keep young plants evenly moist
and well weeded.

NOTE
Cut stems when flowers are fully
open.To dry, hang upside down in a
shady area with good ventilation.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

HEIGHT
24-30” (61-76cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Heavenly Blue

STATICEHeavenly Blue

STATICE
Limonium sinuatum

annual

4681

Vigorous, clump-forming plants produce long
narrow arching leaves and blue-violet flowers with
showy yellow stamens that appear in clusters at
the tops of the stems in the morning and close by
mid-day. Valued by native bees, Prairie Spiderwort
provides attractive seasonal color and is a wonderful
addition to a pollinator garden.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
30 day cold stratification
recommended, or plant in late fall for
spring emergence. Plant in sunny area
in well-drained soil. Low water needs
once established.

NOTE
Flower production will decrease
with too much shade. Some drought
tolerance.After flowering, cut back
stems to prevent seeding and
encourage further blooms.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

SEED SPACE
12-15" (30-38cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-8 days

THIN SPACE
12-15" (30-38cm)

HEIGHT
8-24" (20-60cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring - summer

Prairie
SPIDERWORT

Prairie

SPIDERWORT
Tradescantia occidentalis

perennial

288

Mixed Colors

Pacific statice features dense clusters of
delicate, brightly colored, long-lasting
flowers. Its decorative sprays of papery
flowers make statice a favorite for
drying. Each plant produces multiple
stems.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in a location with full sun and
rich, well-drained soil in spring after
all danger of frost has passed. May be
started indoors 4-6 weeks before last
frost date. Keep young plants evenly
moist and well weeded.

NOTE
For drying, cut stems when blossoms
are fully open. Hang plants upside
down in a shady area with good
ventilation until thoroughly dry.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
10-12” (25-30cm)

HEIGHT
2-3’ (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Pacific

STATICEPacific

STATICE
Limonium sinuatum

annual

Ten Week Dwarf
Mixed Colors

Prized for its spicy, clove-like
fragrance, this variety features

flower clusters in shades of
lavender, purple, red, pink, cream 

and white. Use as a winter annual in 
mild climates or as a spring

blooming annual in colder areas.
H · A

#462 Conventional $2.19

462

Dwarf Mixed Colors

Prized for its spicy, clove-like fragrance, this
variety features flower clusters in shades of
lavender, purple, red, pink, cream, and white.
Use as a winter annual in mild climates, or as
a spring blooming annual in colder areas.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with moderately rich
soil and full sun. Sow directly outdoors
in mild winter areas, or start indoors
about six weeks before last spring frost
in colder areas. Press seeds into soil.They
require light to germinate.Transplant
after all danger of frost. Keep plants
evenly moist.

NOTE
Plant in containers and bring indoors for
blooms all winter long.

SEED DEPTH
press in

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN SPACE
8” (20cm)

HEIGHT
15” (38cm)

FLOWERS IN
early summer
or fall

Ten Week

STOCKSTen Week

STOCKS
Matthiola incana

annual

Tetra Giants Snow in Summer

Tall Mix

Pacific Mix

Ten Week Mix

Heavenly Blue

Prairie SpiderwortJungle Queen

Heavenly Blue
Dense clusters of rich blue flowers 

on multiple branched stems.
Decorative sprays of flowers turn 

white when dried, making it a
favorite for arrangements.  

H · A
#679 Conventional $2.19

Snow in Summer

Spanish Flag Spiderwort

Statice

Stocks Strawflower

3473

The perfect background plant for borders and
containers in full sun. Slender blue spires of
intense blue flowers complement all other
flower colors. Stunning in formal or casual
designs. Long lasting flowers in the garden
and bouquets.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start indoors about 6-8 weeks
before the last frost date. Sow
outdoors in well-drained soil in
a sunny area. Keep plants evenly
moist and remove faded flowers
to prolong blooming.

NOTE
Tolerates poor soil and dry
conditions.Attracts bees and
butterflies.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
4" (10cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
8" (20cm)

HEIGHT
24-30" (61-76cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer - early
fall

Blue Bedder

SALVIABlue Bedder

SALVIA
Salvia farinacea

annual

269

Dwarf

St. John's Fire is a dwarf, compact salvia
with brilliant red blossoms and dark
green leaves. Great for borders, thrives
in full sun and very easy to grow from
seed.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
For earliest flowers, start indoors
eight weeks before last frost
date. Sow outdoors after last
frost when soil has warmed.
Prefers moist, well-drained soil
and full sun.

NOTE
Salvia's brilliant red color attracts
hummingbirds and butterflies.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

THIN SPACE
10" (25cm)

HEIGHT
12" (30cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

St. John's Fire

SALVIASt. John's Fire

SALVIA
Salvia splendens

annual

Salvia

Blue Bedder St. John’s Fire

Blue Bedder
The perfect background plant for 
borders and containers in full sun. 

Slender spires of intense blue
flowers complement other flower 

colors. Stunning in formal or casual 
designs. A long lasting flower in the 

garden and bouquets.
H · A

#3473 Conventional $2.39

St. John’s Fire
A dwarf, compact salvia with brilliant 
red blossoms and dark green leaves. 
Great for borders, thrives in full sun 
and very easy to grow from seeds. 

H · A
#269 Conventional $2.39

Violet-Blue
Lovely olive-green textured foliage. 
The tiny, violet-blue flowers appear 

in late spring and last until hard frost. 
Reliable and easy to grow.  

H · P
#459 Conventional $2.39

459

Lovely olive-green textured foliage.
Tiny, violet-blue flowers appear
in late spring and last until hard
frost. Reliable and easy to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with part shade to full
sun. Salvia is not particular about soil as
long as it is well-drained. Plant in spring
after danger of frost. For transplants,
start indoors about six weeks before
last frost date. Keep area weeded and
watered until plants become established,
after which they are quite drought
tolerant.

NOTE
Keep individual flower spikes cut or
shear back entire plant to encourage
additional flowers.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
24" (61cm)

HEIGHT
24" (61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Violet Blue

SALVIAViolet Blue

SALVIA
Salvia nemorosa

hardy perennial

603

Scabiosa's white to lilac-blue flowers make
favorite fillers for bouquets. Very adaptable to
light and moisture conditions. Best planted in
mass, as each plant only bears a few flowers.
Flowers from early summer until frost. Hardy
and reliable.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun to part
shade. Prefers light shade in hot areas.
Start outdoors after all danger of
frost has passed. For transplants, start
indoors four to six weeks before last
frost.Water regularly until plants are
established.

NOTE
Keep flowers cut to extend season.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
10" (25cm)

HEIGHT
2-2 ½' (61-76cm)

FLOWERS IN
early summer

Pincushion Flower

SCABIOSAPincushion Flower

SCABIOSA
Scabiosa atropurpurea

hardy perennial

Pincushion
The white to lilac-blue flowers make 

favorite fillers for bouquets.
Adaptable to light and moisture

conditions. Best planted in masses, 
as each plant only bears a few
flowers. It flowers from early

summer to frost. Hardy and reliable. 
H · P

#603 Conventional $2.19

Mimosa
Usually grown indoors but is also 
used for ground cover in warm 

regions. The feather foliage quickly 
responds to touch by snapping its 

leaves shut.
H · A

#390 Conventional $2.39

390

Sensitive Plant is usually grown indoors but is
also used for ground cover in warm regions.
The feather foliage quickly responds to touch
by snapping its leaves shut! Children find
them fascinating and fun. Grow in a bright
window in four-inch pots.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start seeds in four-inch pots in sterile
potting soil. Place a few seeds in each
pot and cover lightly. Keep plants
evenly moist and warm until they
emerge.Thin to one strong plant per
pot when they are one-inch tall.

NOTE
Small, pink silky flowers are borne on
mature plants.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

THIN SPACE
4" (10cm)

HEIGHT
6-12" (15-30cm)

FLOWERS IN
when mature

Mimosa
SENSITIVE PLANT

Mimosa

SENSITIVE PLANT
Mimosa pudica

annual

410

Dwarf Mixed Colors

Magic Carpet is a dwarf snapdragon
with a compact habit and abundant
spikes of cheery blossoms. Thrives in
cooler temperatures, easy to grow, and
an excellent choice for low- growing
borders.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Direct sow in well-drained soil and
a sunny location in late spring after
soil warms to 65°F, or in early fall or
winter in mild climates. Start indoors
about eight weeks before last spring
frost date.

NOTE
Perennial in mild climates. Cut flowers
regularly for continuous blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
8” (20cm)

HEIGHT
10” (25cm)

FLOWERS IN
early summer
thru winter

Magic Carpet
SNAPDRAGON

Magic Carpet

SNAPDRAGON
Antirrhinum majus

hardy annual

Magic CarpetMimosa

PincushionViolet Blue

Magic Carpet Dwarf 
Mixed Colors

A dwarf snapdragon that has a
compact habit and abundant spikes 
of cheery blossoms. Easy to grow 

and is an excellent choice for 
low-growing borders.  

H · A
#410 Conventional $1.99

Scabiosa

Sensitive Plant Snapdragon

Irish Eyes
A tough and easy to grow perennial 

that adds height to your garden. 
Bears 2-3.5” yellow blossoms with a 

green cone in the center.  
P

#264 Conventional $2.19

696

Huge blossoms, some measuring six to nine
inches across. Long stems with single and
double blossoms are perfect for cutting. Just
a few blossoms will fill an entire bouquet.
Vigorous bushy plants will bloom the first
year from seed. Easy to grow.

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun to part
shade. May be started indoors four
weeks before last frost date. Keep
young plants watered and weeded
until established. Mature plants are
quite drought tolerant.

NOTE
Cut flowers regularly to encourage
more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
36-42" (91-
107cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

bold semi-double blossoms

Indian Summer
RUDBECKIA

Indian Summer

RUDBECKIA
Rudbeckia hirta

perennial

264

A tough and easy to grow perennial that
adds height to your garden. Bears two
to three and a half inch yellow blossoms
with a green cone in the center. Cousin of
the Black-eyed Susan.

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun to
part shade. Plant outdoors in
early spring.A vigorous, clump
forming plant that prefers full sun,
but will tolerate partial shade.
Not fussy about soil.

NOTE
Cut flowers regularly to
encourage more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN SPACE
8" (20cm)

HEIGHT
4-5' (1.3-1.6m)

FLOWERS IN
late summer

cheerful late season color

Irish Eyes
RUDBECKIA

Irish Eyes

RUDBECKIA
Rudbeckia hirta

perennial

Indian Summer Irish Eyes

Indian Summer
Has huge blossoms, some

6-9” across. Long stems with single 
and double blossoms are perfect for 
cutting and will fill an entire bouquet 
quickly. Vigorous bushy plants will 
bloom the first year from seed. A 

1995 All America Selections winner. 
P

#696 Conventional $2.69

Rudbeckia
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Yellow Disk
Cheerful bunches of sunny-yellow 
sunflowers are perfect for borders 

and hedges. The strongly branched 
stems feature an abundance of 4” 

blossoms. Very easy to grow.  
H · A

#643 Conventional $2.19

640

Dwarf

Sunspot features full-size flowers
on dwarf 1-2’ plants. This
attention-getting plant is perfect
in containers or as a garden hedge.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in spring after all
danger of frost in a sunny location
with average soil. Or start indoors
four weeks prior to last spring frost
date. Keep soil evenly moist and well
weeded while plants are young.

NOTE
Sunflowers are heat and drought
tolerant once established.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

SEED SPACE
6” (15cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
1-2’ (30-61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Sunspot

SUNFLOWERSunspot

SUNFLOWER
Helianthus annuus

annual

4152

Dwarf Hybrid

Beautiful sunny yellow flowers with
a black center. Naturally dwarf and
compact which makes it an excellent
variety for containers. At least 3 waves
of flowers for a longer flowering period.

PLANTING
Direct sow outdoors after all danger
of frost is past in a sunny location with
average soil or start indoors four weeks
before last frost date. Keep soil evenly
moist and well-weeded while plants
are young.

NOTE
Earlier flowering than other dwarf
sunflowers. Keep flowers cut regularly
to extend the blooming season. Remove
spent flowers to allow the plant to
produce new ones.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

SEED SPACE
6" (15cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
8-12" (20-30cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

perfect for pots

Suntastic
SUNFLOWER

Suntastic

SUNFLOWER
Helianthus annuus

annual

611

Dwarf

Giant 6” puffballs of sunny
golden-yellow flowers. These dwarf
plants make a stunning display in
containers or as a garden hedge.
Very easy to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in spring after all
danger of frost in a sunny location
with average soil. Or start indoors
four weeks prior to last spring frost
date. Keep soil evenly moist and well
weeded while plants are young.

NOTE
Sunflowers are heat and drought
tolerant once established.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

SEED SPACE
6” (15cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
18” (46cm)

HEIGHT
2-3’ (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Teddy Bear

SUNFLOWERTeddy Bear

SUNFLOWER
Helianthus annuus

annual

1215

This dazzling branching variety produces
an abundance of dark red flowers on
sturdy stems. 5-6’ plants are perfect
for tall borders. Easy to grow. Attracts
pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in spring after all
danger of frost in a sunny location
with average soil. Or start indoors
four weeks prior to last spring frost
date. Keep soil evenly moist and well
weeded while plants are young.

NOTE
Sunflowers are heat and drought
tolerant once established.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

SEED SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
18” (46cm)

HEIGHT
5-6’ (1.5-2cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Velvet Queen

SUNFLOWERVelvet Queen

SUNFLOWER
Helianthus annuus

annual

643

Cheerful bunches of sunny-yellow
sunflowers that are perfect for borders
and hedges. Yellow Disk’s strongly
branched stems feature an abundance of
4” blossoms. Very easy to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a sunny location with average
soil. Plant outdoors after all danger
of frost has passed. Keep soil evenly
moist and well weeded while plants
are young.

NOTE
Sunflowers are heat and drought
tolerant once established. Keep
flowers cut regularly to encourage
new blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
6” (15cm)

HEIGHT
5-6’ (1.6-2m)

FLOWERS IN
summer-fall

Yellow Disk

SUNFLOWERYellow Disk

SUNFLOWER
Helianthus annuus

annual

Early Multiflora
Mixed Colors

Early Multiflora is the best variety for 
winter blooms in mild climates.
Flowers begin in December or 

January from fall plantings. The tall 
vines are perfect for covering fences 

and trellises with brightly colored, 
sweetly scented blossoms.  

H · A
#291 Conventional $2.69

292

Dwarf Mixed Colors

Produces an abundance of sweetly
perfumed flowers on vigorous, bushy
vines. Grows to about two and a half
feet. Perfect for large hanging baskets
and containers. Tolerates light frost.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sweet Peas perform best when sown
directly in the garden. In mild climates,
where ground does not freeze, sow in fall.
In cold winter areas, sow about one month
before last frost date. Nick the seed coat
and soak in warm water 24 hours before
planting to encourage germination. Plants
prefer rich, well-amended, well-draining soil
and full sun, and will appreciate afternoon
shade in the heat of the day.

NOTE
Keep flowers cut regularly and remove seed
pods to encourage more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
14-20 days

THIN SPACE
6" (15cm)

HEIGHT
2 ½' (80cm)

FLOWERS IN
late winter/early
summer

Knee-Hi
SWEET PEA

Knee-Hi

SWEET PEA
Lathyrus odoratus

annual

SorayaRed Sun

Red Sun
A branched variety with abundant 

blossoms featuring vibrant red-
bronze petals on 3-4” heads. Easy to 

grow and attracts pollinators. 
H · A

#1212 Conventional $2.19

Soraya Hybrid
       Soraya is considered to be the 

first true orange sunflower, with
sunny petals surrounding a deep 

chocolate center. Branching plants 
produce an abundance of long 

stemmed, long lasting flowers that 
are ideal for bouquets. It won an All 
America Selections award in 2000.

A
#4496 Conventional $3.49

SuntasticSunspot Dwarf

Sunspot Dwarf
Features full sized flowers on dwarf 
1-2’ plants. This attention-grabbing 

plant is perfect in containers or as a 
garden border.  

H · A
#640 Conventional $2.19

Suntastic Hybrid
Beautiful sunny yellow flowers with 
a black center. Naturally dwarf and 

compact which makes it an
excellent variety for containers. At 

least 3 waves of flowers make for a 
longer flowering period.  

A
#4152 Conventional $3.49

Teddy Bear
Teddy Bear has giant 6” puffballs of 
sunny golden-yellow flowers. These 
dwarf plants make a stunning display 

in containers or garden
borders. Easy to grow. 

H · A
#611 Conventional $2.19

Vanilla Ice
Features creamy yellow blossoms 

with contrasting dark centers.
Sturdy, bushy plants are multi-
branched with masses of 3-4”

flowers. Easy to grow. 
H · A

#638 Conventional $2.19

Velvet Queen Red
This dazzling branching variety 

produces an abundance of dark red 
flowers on sturdy stems. The 5-6’ 
plants are perfect for tall borders. 

Easy to grow and attracts 
pollinators.  

H · A
#1215 Conventional $2.19

Teddy Bear

Knee HighEarly Multiflora

Yellow DiskVelvet Queen

Vanilla Ice

Knee-High Dwarf
Mixed Colors

Produces an abundance of
sweetly perfumed flowers on

vigorous, bushy vines. Grows to 
about two and a half feet. Perfect for 

containers and large hanging
baskets. Tolerates light frost.  

H · A
#292 Conventional $2.69

Sweet Pea

Autumn Beauty
Mixed Colors

A unique blend of yellow, bronze-
red and purple bicolors. Plants are 

strongly branched with an
abundance of 4” flowers. Provides 
bunches of flowers for bouquets. 

Very easy to grow and attracts
pollinators.

H · A
#641 Conventional $2.19

#4474 Organic $2.89

1982

Hybrid

These giants grow to 15’ or taller.
Single-stemmed plants feature
10-12” flowers. Huge seed heads
provide enough snacks for you...
and the birds!

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in spring after all
danger of frost in a sunny location
with average soil. Or start indoors
four weeks prior to last spring frost
date. Keep soil evenly moist and well
weeded while plants are young.

NOTE
Sunflowers are heat and drought
tolerant once established.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

SEED SPACE
6” (15cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
3’ (1m)

HEIGHT
15’ (5m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

prize-winning giants

American Giant

SUNFLOWERAmerican Giant

SUNFLOWER
Helianthus annuus

annual

642

Mixed Colors

A rich blend of brown, deep mahogany,
and warm red colors. Plants are strongly
branched, with an abundance of 4”
flowers. Excellent for casual bouquets.
Very easy to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in spring after all
danger of frost in a sunny location
with average soil. Or start indoors
four weeks prior to last spring frost
date. Keep soil evenly moist and well
weeded while plants are young.

NOTE
Sunflowers are heat and drought
tolerant once established. Keep
flowers cut to extend season.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

SEED SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
18” (46cm)

HEIGHT
5-6’ (1.5-2m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Evening Sun

SUNFLOWEREvening Sun

SUNFLOWER
Helianthus annuus

annual

1980

Dwarf Hybrid

The first pollen-free dwarf, branching
sunflower! Plants grow only 2' tall with
bright yellow, long lasting 4" flowers. Perfect
for borders and containers. Plants have
an ornamental appearance even before
blooming. As cut flowers, blossoms never
leave messy pollen on your table.

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in a sunny location after
all danger of frost has passed. May be
started indoors about 4 weeks before
last frost date. Keep soil evenly moist
and well-weeded while plants are young.
Plants are heat and drought tolerant
once established.

NOTE
Keep flowers cut regularly to extend the
blooming season. Remove spent flowers
to allow the plant to produce new ones.

SEED DEPTH
1/2" (13mm)

SEED SPACE
6" (15cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
2' (61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

perfect for pots and borders

Junior Yellow
SUNFLOWER

Junior Yellow

SUNFLOWER
Helianthus annuus

annual

290

Everyone loves this fast growing
sunflower with enormous gold-yellow
blossoms and edible seeds. Quickly
grows to 8-10’ with minimal care. Easy
to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in a location with full to part sun and
average soil after last spring frost when soil
has warmed. Sunflowers are quite drought
tolerant, but will grow shorter in harsher
conditions. May be started indoors four
weeks before last frost date. Keep evenly
moist and well weeded until plants are
established.

NOTE
Save seeds for winter eating by hanging
mature heads upside down in a cool, dry
area for a few weeks.The seeds will brush
off the flower head when completely dry.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

SEED SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
24” (61cm)

HEIGHT
8-10’ (2.5-3m)

FLOWERS IN
summer-fall

Mammoth Greystripe

SUNFLOWERMammoth Greystripe

SUNFLOWER
Helianthus annuus

annual

 Sunflower Ornamental
 Helianthus species

A unique blend of rich brown, deep mahagony, pale ivory

and many bicolors. Plants are strongly branched with an

abundance of 3-5" flowers. Perfect in borders, hedges for the edge of a vegetable garden

or ornamental border. Blooms from midsummer until frost. Very easy to grow.

No Chemical Fertilizers
No Seed Treatments

Printed on recycled paper. © Lake Valley Seed, Inc.

PLANTING
Select a sunny location with average soil. Plant outdoors
after danger of frost has passed. Keep soil evenly moist
and well weeded while plants are young.

NOTE
Sunflowers are heat and drought tolerant once
established. Extend blooming season by keeping flowers
cut regularly.

flower

Lake Valley Seed Company, Inc.   5717 Arapahoe Ave.  Boulder, CO 80303
Certified Organic by the Colorado Department of Agriculture
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Ornamental

Mixed Colors.
Heirloom

1925

Mixed Colors

Pastiche has pizzaz! The blossoms on this
showy sunflower include shades from gold
to red, with 4-5” wide bicolor and tricolor
heads. Branching plants grow to 5’ tall.
Winner of the Royal Horticultural Society
Award of Garden Merit.

PLANTING
Sow in a location with full to part sun and
average soil after last spring frost when soil
has warmed. Sunflowers are quite drought
tolerant, but will grow shorter in harsher
conditions. May be started indoors four
weeks before last frost date. Keep evenly
moist and well weeded until plants are
established.

NOTE
Sunflowers are heat and drought tolerant
once established. Keep flowers cut regularly.
Pastiche blooms prolifically into the fall
season when most annuals are spent.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
5’ (1.5m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

an award-winning display

Pastiche

SUNFLOWERPastiche

SUNFLOWER
Helianthus annuus

annual

Golden CheerEvening Sun

Autumn BeautyAmerican Giant

American Giant
Yellow Hybrid

These giants grow to 15’ or taller. The 
single-stemmed plants feature 10-12” 

flowers. Huge seed heads provide 
enough snacks for you and the birds. 

Heat and drought tolerant once 
established.

A
#1982 Conventional $2.89

Evening Sun
Mixed Colors

A rich blend of brown, deep
mahogany and warm red colors. 

These plants are strongly branched 
with an abundance of 4” flowers. An 

excellent choice for casual
bouquets. Very easy to grow. 

H · A
#642 Conventional $2.19

Golden Cheer Hybrid
Huge chrysanthemum-type yellow 
flowers look like giant pompoms. 
Branching plants grow 5’ tall and 

may be pinched back to grow
shorter and fuller. These 4-5”
flowers will be the talk of the

neighborhood. Easy to grow for
borders and cut flowers. 

A
#8006 Conventional $3.19

PasticheOrnamental Mix

Orange Sun DoubleMammoth Greystripe

Lemon QueenJunior Yellow

Junior Yellow Hybrid 
(Pollenless)

The first pollen-free dwarf branching 
sunflower. Plants grow only 2’ tall 
with bright yellow, long lasting 4” 
flowers. Perfect for borders and

containers. Plants have an
ornamental appearance even before 

blooming.  
A

#1980 Conventional $3.19

Lemon Queen
Pale lemon yellow 8-10” flowers top 

this tall sunflower during
midsummer. Very striking in tall

borders and hedges. Easy to grow 
and attracts pollinators. 

H · A
#636 Conventional $2.19

Mammoth Greystripe
A popular fast-growing variety with 
enormous, golden yellow blossoms 
and edible seeds. Quickly grows to 

8-10’ with minimal care. 
H · A

#290 Conventional $2.19
#499 Value Pack $3.19 

#887 Organic $2.89
#4441 Organic Value Pack $3.89

Orange Sun Double
A real show stopper. Huge

 chrysanthemum-type double flowers 
resemble giant pompoms. An

excellent choice for borders and 
hedges. Easy to grow. 

A
#637 Conventional $2.39

Ornamental Dwarf
Mixed Colors

A unique blend of mahogany, brown, 
ivory and many bicolors. Plants are 

strongly branched with an
abundance of 3-5” flowers. Perfect 
in borders or hedges. Blooms from 

midsummer until frost. Easy to grow. 
H · A

#888 Organic $3.19

Pastiche
The blossoms on this showy

sunflower include shades from gold 
to red, with 4-5” wide bicolor and 

tricolor heads. Branching plants grow 
to 5’ tall. Winner of the Royal
Horticultural Society Award of

Garden Merit. 
A

#1925 Conventional $2.19

Sunflower
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Flowers Flowers
314

Mixed Colors

Verbena will thrive through heat and
drought giving multitudes of intensely
colored fragrant flowers. Perfect for
hanging baskets and patio pots since
they tend to dry out quickly.

PLANTING
Verbena is slow to germinate and
needs complete darkness to sprout.
Easiest to start indoors about ten
weeks before transplanting. Cover
seed tray and keep in a dark spot
until seed has germinated.Water until
plants are established.

NOTE
May be perennial in mild climates.
Cut back plant to one half in winter,
in mild areas.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
scatter

SPROUTS IN
14-20 days

THIN SPACE
8" (20cm)

HEIGHT
12-18" (30-46cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Blooms in the heat

Ideal Florist

VERBENAIdeal Florist

VERBENA
Verbena hybrida

annual

606

Veronica, also known as speedwell,
produces carefree, tightly clustered,
true blue flower spikes that appear in
early summer and continue for six to
eight weeks. Drought resistant once
established.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun to
part shade. Start outdoors after
all danger of frost has passed.
For transplants, start indoors six
to eight weeks before last frost.
Keep young plants evenly moist
and well weeded.

NOTE
Very adaptable and easy to grow.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
15-20 days

THIN SPACE
8" (20cm)

HEIGHT
12-18" (30-46cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Royal Blue

VERONICARoyal Blue

VERONICA
Veronica spicata

hardy perennial

Ideal Florist
Mixed Colors

Verbena will thrive through heat and 
drought giving multitudes of

intensely colored fragrant flowers. 
Perfect for hanging baskets and 

patio pots.  
H · A

#314 Conventional $2.19

Royal Blue
Also known as speedwell, it

produces carefree, tightly clustered, 
true blue flower spikes that appear in 
early summer and continue for six to 
eight weeks. Drought resistant once 

established.   
H · P

#606 Conventional $2.19

Periwinkle Mixed Colors
A lovely summer flower with glossy, 

dark green foliage that spreads
rapidly and thrives in difficult

locations. It will bloom in full sun to 
part shade, and it withstands heat, 

drought and humidity. 
H · A

#315 Conventional $2.19

King Henry
Covered with delightful pansy-like 

flowers with royal purple petals and 
bright yellow eyes. These petite 

violas start blooming in early spring 
and will flower continuously until the 

summer heat arrives.  
H · P

#393 Conventional $2.19

315

Mixed Colors

A lovely summer flower with glossy, dark
green foliage that spreads rapidly and
thrives in difficult locations. Blooms in
full sun to part shade, and withstands
heat, drought, and humidity.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in a location with full sun to part
shade and well drained soil in spring
afer soil has warmed. May be started
indoors eight weeks before last frost
date.Water consistently until plants
are established. Mature plants are
very drought tolerant.

NOTE
May be perennial in milder climates.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
15-20 days

THIN SPACE
6” (15cm)

HEIGHT
2” (5cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Periwinkle

VINCAPeriwinkle

VINCA
Vinca rosea

annual

316

Mixed Colors

Bambini is covered with tiny flowers
in a wide range of colors, many with
bi-colored faces. Easy to grow, and
blooms the first year from seed. Perfect
for naturalizing with bulbs and low
growing borders.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in full sun to part shade in
early spring in a cool location
with moist, rich soil. For
transplants, start indoors eight
to ten weeks before last spring
frost date.

NOTE
In mild climates, sow in late
summer for fall-winter color.

SEED DEPTH
1/8” (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
4” (10cm)

HEIGHT
8-10” (20-25cm)

FLOWERS IN
early spring

Bambini

VIOLABambini

VIOLA
Viola cornuta

hardy perennial

161

Johnny Jump-Up is a cheery addition to your
garden and, once established, is one of the
first flowers to greet you in the spring. Violas
bloom throughout the season and freely
reseed without becoming invasive. Very easy
to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors about two weeks
before last spring frost date in a
location with full sun to filtered shade.
Will prefer a moist, shaded location
in hot climates. Or start indoors
six to eight weeks before last frost.
Keep young plants evenly moist and
well-weeded.

NOTE
Cut back entire plant in late summer
to encourage new blossoms in the fall.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
1/2” (13mm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
2” (5cm)

HEIGHT
4” (10cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring/fall

Johnny Jump-Up

VIOLAJohnny Jump-Up

VIOLA
Viola cornuta

hardy perennial

393

Covered with delightful pansy-like
flowers with royal purple petals and
bright yellow eyes, petite King Henry
violas start blooming in early spring and
flower continuously until the summer
heat arrives.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors about two weeks
before last spring frost date in a
location with full sun to filtered shade.
Will prefer a moist, shaded location
in hot climates. Or start indoors
six to eight weeks before last frost.
Keep young plants evenly moist and
well-weeded.

NOTE
Cut back entire plant in late summer
to encourage new blossoms in the fall.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

SEED SPACE
1/2” (13mm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

THIN SPACE
6” (15cm)

HEIGHT
6-12” (15-30cm)

FLOWERS IN
spring/fall

King Henry

VIOLAKing Henry

VIOLA
Viola cornuta

annual

Royal BlueIdeal Florist

Dry LandBird Lover’s

King HenryJohnny Jump-Up

BambiniPeriwinkle Mix

Bambini Mixed Colors
Covered with tiny flowers in a wide 

range of colors, many with bicolored 
faces. Easy to grow and blooms the 

first year from seed. Perfect for
naturalizing with bulbs and low

growing borders.  
H · P

#316 Conventional $2.19

Johnny Jump-Up
A cheery addition to your garden. 

It is one of the first flowers to greet 
you in the spring once established. 

Blooms freely throughout the
season and reseeds without

becoming invasive. Easy to grow. 
H · P

#161 Conventional $2.19

Bird Lover’s Mix
A colorful mixture of annuals and 

perennials that provides a bounty of 
food for seed-loving birds. Enjoy the 
beauty of the flowers in your garden 

and the birds who come to feast. 
Contains Partridge Pea, Formula Mix 

Four-O-Clocks, California Poppy, 
Lance-Leaved Coreopsis, Pacific 

Beauty Calndula, Blue Flax, Bright 
Lights Cosmos, Purple Coneflower, 

Blue Cornflower, Indian Blanket, Wild 
Sunflower, Gayfeather, Black-Eyed 

Susan, Phlox, Sweet William, Shasta 
Alaska Daisy, Purple Prairie Clover, 
Prairie Coneflower, New England 

Aster, Plains Coreopsis. 
A/P

#4544 Conventional $2.69

Dry Land Mix
A mixture of tall and short varieties 
that are well adapted to dry areas. 

Makes beautiful wildlower bouquets. 
Contains Red Coneflower, Baby’s 

Breath, Black Eyed Susan, Blue Flax, 
California Poppy, Shasta Alaska 
Daisy, Sweet William, California 

Poppy, Indian Blanket, Globe Gilia, 
Godetia, Plains Coreopsis, Sensation 

Mix Cosmos, Cornflower, Yarrow, 
Pacific Beauty Calendula, African 

Daisy, Purple Coneflower, Alyssum, 
Pixie Delight Lupine, Corn Mix Poppy, 

Chamomile.  
A/P

#1681 Conventional $2.69
#1667 Value Pack $3.19

Verbena Veronica

Vinca Viola

Wildflower MixTorch (Mexican
Sunflower)

Butterflies will flock to the bright
orange blossoms. This tall, bushy 

plant is very drought and heat 
resistant and can grow into a thick 

hedge in a single season. Very easy 
to grow. An All America Selections 

winner in 1951.
H · A

#467 Conventional $2.19

Old Spice
Highly Scented

This elegant, highly perfumed sweet 
pea features creamy pale petals 

edged with soft violet. A favorite for 
cottage gardens since its arrival from 

Italy in 1699. Old Spice sweet pea 
varieties are more heat tolerant than 

other sweet peas.
H · A

#1945 Conventional $2.69

1930

A hardy evergreen that sprawls in a low,
dense green mat topped with tiny lilac to
purple flowers, appearing in midsummer.
Produces a light minty fragrance when
crushed. Perfect for rock gardens and between
stepping-stones.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Prefers well-drained soil and has great
drought tolerance once established. Sow
outdoors in sun to light shade in 60 to
70°. Keep seeds moist until germination
is established.The tiny seeds may be
started indoors and planted in small
clumps where needed.

NOTE
May be divided in early spring to fill
in spaces between stones.Transplant
someThyme into a small pot to bring
its fragrance in for the winter.Very low
maintenance.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
14-21 days

THIN SPACE
not necessary

HEIGHT
3" (8cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Creeping

THYMECreeping

THYME
Thymus serpyllum

perennial

293

Mixed Colors

Royal Family produces an abundance of
large, single-colored, fragrant blossoms
on vigorous climbing vines. Perfect for
covering fences and trellises with a
bright mass of color.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sweet peas perform best when sown
directly in the garden. Nick the seed coat
and soak in warm water 24 hours before
planting to encourage germination.
Plant outdoors in early spring as soon
as the soil can be worked. Prefers rich,
well-amended, well-drained soil and full
sun, and will appreciate afternoon shade
on hot days.

NOTE
Snip faded blossoms regularly and
remove seed pods to encourage more
blooms.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
14-20 days

THIN SPACE
6” (15cm)

HEIGHT
5-6’ (1.5-2cm)

FLOWERS IN
early spring

Royal Family

SWEET PEARoyal Family

SWEET PEA
Lathyrus odoratus

annual

4432

Mixed Colors

A Fleuroselect Award Winner that features extra-
large blooms on long sturdy stems, perfect for cut
flowers. Fragrant blossoms of lavender, pink, purple,
red, salmon and white appear in early spring.
Vigorous vines create a mass of color on fences and
trellises. More heat tolerant than other varieties.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sweet Peas perform best when sown
directly in the garden. In mild climates,
where ground does not freeze, sow in fall.
In cold winter areas, sow about one month
before last frost date. Nick the seed coat
and soak in warm water 24 hours before
planting to encourage germination. Plants
prefer rich, well-amended, well-draining soil
and full sun, and will appreciate afternoon
shade in the heat of the day.

NOTE
Keep flowers cut regularly and remove seed
pods to encourage more blossoms.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
14-20 days

THIN SPACE
6" (15cm)

HEIGHT
5-6' (1.6-2m)

FLOWERS IN
late winter/early
summer

Mammoth
SWEET PEA

Mammoth

SWEET PEA
Lathyrus odoratus

annual

1242

Mixed Colors

Old Spice’s petite, highly fragrant blossoms
have graced the English countryside since its
arrival from Italy in 1699. This mix of delicate
blooms in a variety of soft single and bicolors
is more heat tolerant than other sweet peas.
Attracts pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sweet peas perform best when sown
directly in the garden. Nick the seed coat
and soak in warm water 24 hours before
planting to encourage germination.
Plant outdoors in early spring as soon
as the soil can be worked. Prefers rich,
well-amended, well-drained soil and full
sun, and will appreciate afternoon shade
on hot days.

NOTE
Snip faded blossoms regularly and
remove seed pods to encourage more
blooms.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
14-20 days

THIN SPACE
6” (15cm)

HEIGHT
5-6’ (1.5-1.8m)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Old Spice Bicolor

SWEET PEAOld Spice Bicolor

SWEET PEA
Lathyrus odoratus

annual

Creeping
A hardy evergreen that sprawls in a 
low, dense green mat topped with 

tiny lilac to purple flowers, that
appear in midsummer. Produces a 

light minty fragrance when crushed. 
Perfect for rock gardens and

between stepping stones.  
H · P

#1930 Conventional $2.19

Mammoth Mixed Colors
A Fleuroselect Award winner that 

features extra large blooms on 
sturdy stems, perfect for cut flowers. 
Fragrant blossoms of lavender, pink, 

purple, red, salmon and white
appear in early spring. Vigorous 
vines create a mass of color on
fences and trellises. More heat

tolerant than other varieties.
H · A

#4432 Conventional $2.69

Old Spice Bicolor
Mixed Colors

The petite, highly fragrant blossoms 
come in a mix of delicate blooms of 
soft single and bicolors. More heat 
tolerant than other varieties. Attacts 

pollinators.
H · A

#1242 Conventional $2.69

Old Spice BicolorMammoth Mix
Royal Family
Mixed Colors

Produces an abundance of large, 
single-colored, fragrant blossoms on 
vigorous climbing vines. Perfect for 
covering fences and trellises with a 

bright mass of colors.  
H · A

#293 Conventional $2.69
#508 Value Pack $3.49

Mexican SunflowerCreeping

Royal FamilyOld Spice

690

Dwarf Mixed Colors

Wee Willie is a dwarf version of the
common Sweet William. Its compact
form and free blooming habit makes it
a perfect filler for instant color in the
garden. Blooms in 6-8 weeks from seed.
Very easy to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
For earliest bloom, start indoors six
weeks before last spring frost. Sow
outdoors in spring, or fall in mild climates
for winter bloom. Prefers rich, loose,
well-drained soil and full sun, or part
shade in hot areas. Keep soil evenly
moist, but not soggy, while plants are
young.

NOTE
Once mature,Wee Willie requires little
water except during dry periods. Roots
will rot if exposed to too much moisture.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN SPACE
6" (15cm)

HEIGHT
6-8" (15-20cm)

FLOWERS IN
early summer

Wee Willie
SWEET WILLIAM

Wee Willie

SWEET WILLIAM
Dianthus barbatus

hardy biennial

Wee Willie Mixed Colors
The dwarf version of Sweet William. 

Its compact form and free
blooming habit make it a perfect 

filler for instant color in the garden. 
Blooms in 6-8 weeks from seed. Very 

easy to grow. 
A

#690 Conventional $2.39

Wee Willie

294

Mixed Colors

Sweet William features brightly colored,
densely packed clusters of single flowers
on sturdy stems. Very easy to grow. A
good choice for borders, mass plantings,
or containers.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in full sun to light shade about
two weeks before last frost date up
to midsummer. For transplants, start
indoors 6-8 weeks before last frost.
Keep young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
May bloom first year if planted early.
Replant in midsummer for flowers
each spring. Sweet William is a
perennial in warmer climates.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
1” (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
8-12 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

HEIGHT
1-2’ (30-60cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Single
SWEET WILLIAM

Single

SWEET WILLIAM
Dianthus barbatus

hardy biennial

Single Mix

Single Mixed Colors
Features brightly colored, densely 

packed clusters of single flowers on 
sturdy stems. Very easy to grow. A 

good choice for containers, borders 
and mass plantings. 

H · B
#294 Conventional $2.39

Sweet William

Thyme Tithonia
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Flowers Flowers

Parker’s Gold
This tall, commanding plant is

covered with dusty-yellow heads on 
top of olive green foliage, that 

produce 20 to 30 large flower heads 
per plant. Excellent for drying and will 
retain its color for a long time. Great 

for hot, dry areas. 
H · P

#324 Conventional $2.39

324

This tall, commanding plant is covered with
dusty-yellow heads on top of olive-green
foliage, producing 20 to 30 large flower heads
per plant. Excellent for drying and will retain
its color for years. Great for hot, dry areas.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start plants in early spring as soon as soil
can be worked, or indoors about eight
weeks before transplanting. Lightly cover
seeds with fine soil and keep evenly
moist until they germinate.Transplant in
spring when weather has settled.

NOTE
Plants begin to bloom in their second
season. For dried flowers, cut stems
when flowers are fully open. Hang to dry
in the shade.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

SEED SPACE
1" (3cm)

SPROUTS IN
8-10 days

THIN SPACE
18" (46cm)

HEIGHT
3-5' (1-1.6m)

FLOWERS IN
early summer

Parkers Gold

YARROWParkers Gold

YARROW
Achillea filipendulina

hardy perennial

3474

Mixed Colors

A vibrant mix of pompom flowers
sparkles atop dark green foliage. A good
choice for a sunny border. Easy-to-grow
plants bloom freely from midsummer
through frost. Thrives in hot, dry areas.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in a sunny location
and average soil in late spring after
all danger of frost. Start indoors four
weeks prior to transplanting. Keep
young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Zinnias are prone
to mildew in humid climates.Water
by soaking the soil and keeping the
foliage dry.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-8 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
10-12" (25-30cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Button Box

ZINNIAButton Box

ZINNIA
Zinnia elegans

annual

325

Mixed Colors

Introduced from Mexico in the early
1800s, this zinnia features enormous
double flowers with long, dahlia-like
petals in glowing colors. A dazzling
display in mass plantings. Attracts
pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in a sunny location
and average soil in late spring after
all danger of frost. Start indoors four
weeks prior to transplanting. Keep
young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Zinnias are prone
to mildew in humid climates.Water
by soaking the soil and keeping the
foliage dry.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-8 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
2-3’ (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Cactus Flowered

ZINNIACactus Flowered

ZINNIA
Zinnia elegans

annual

Button Box
Mixed Colors

A vibrant mix of pompom flowers 
sparkles atop dark green foliage. A 

good choice for a sunny border. Easy 
to grow plants bloom freely from 

midsummer through frost. Thrives in 
hot, dry areas.  

A
#3474 Conventional $2.19

326

Mixed Colors

Giant 4-5” double flowers for bright
summer color. Stunning in mass
plantings. One of the best flowers for hot
areas and will bloom all summer long.
Attracts pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in a sunny location
and average soil in late spring after
all danger of frost. Start indoors four
weeks prior to transplanting. Keep
young plants evenly moist.

CONTAINS
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Zinnias are prone
to mildew in humid climates.Water
by soaking the soil and keeping the
foliage dry.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
2-3’ (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

California Giants

ZINNIACalifornia Giants

ZINNIA
Zinnia elegans

618

Brilliant yellow 4-5” double flowers on long
graceful stems are perfect for cutting over
an extended blooming season. Use in mass
plantings for a dazzling summer display that
attracts butterflies and other pollinators.
Excellent for hot areas.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in a sunny location
and average soil in late spring after
all danger of frost. Start indoors four
weeks prior to transplanting. Keep
young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Zinnias are prone
to mildew in humid climates.Water
by soaking the soil and keeping the
foliage dry.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-8 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
2-3’ (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Canary Bird

ZINNIACanary Bird

ZINNIA
Zinnia elegans

annual

1784

Mixed Colors

This U.S. Southwest native, also known
as narrowleaf zinnia, features petite,
star-shaped flowers that bloom in
profusion over compact, bushy foliage.
Excellent for borders and containers.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in rich, evenly moist, well-
drained soil in full sun after all danger
of spring frost has passed. Start
indoors four weeks before last spring
frost date.

NOTE
Resistant to heat, drought, and fungal
diseases such as powdery mildew
and leaf spots. Blossoms do not fade
in summer and deadheading is not
required.

SEED DEPTH
1/8” (3cm)

SEED SPACE
10” (25cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN SPACE
6” (15cm)

HEIGHT
12” (30cm)

FLOWERS IN
midsummer

Classic

ZINNIAClassic

ZINNIA
Zinnia angustifolia

annual

3475

Mixed Colors

A cheerful mix of zinnias specially
designed for cutting. These plants
produce an abundance of blooms to fill
the garden and bouquets. Plants bounce
back after blossoms are cut to produce
flowers all summer long.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in a sunny location
and average soil in late spring after
all danger of frost. Start indoors four
weeks prior to transplanting. Keep
young plants evenly moist.

CONTAINS
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Zinnias are prone
to mildew in humid climates.Water
by soaking the soil and keeping the
foliage dry.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

THIN SPACE
10-12” (25-30cm)

HEIGHT
1-2’ (30-61cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Cut & Come Again

ZINNIACut & Come Again

ZINNIA
Zinnia elegans

615

Giant bright pink 4-5” double
flowers on long stems, perfect for
cutting. Use in mass plantings for
a dazzling summer display. Perfect
for hot areas.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in a sunny location
and average soil in late spring after
all danger of frost. Start indoors four
weeks prior to transplanting. Keep
young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Zinnias are prone
to mildew in humid climates.Water
by soaking the soil and keeping the
foliage dry.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
2-3’ (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Exquisite Pink

ZINNIAExquisite Pink

ZINNIA
Zinnia elegans

annual

4682

Green Envy Zinnias make a great accent to your
garden with their vivid chartreuse hue, as well as a
stunning cut flower. 4” double blooms pair well with
a wide range of colors from bright to pastel and are
easy to grow. This fast-growing and long-blooming
species is excellent for pollinators, borders, and
mass plantings

PLANTING
Direct sow outdoors after all danger of frost in
well-drained soil, keeping soil surface moist until
germination. Full sun will yield a more yellow
tone while providing partial shade (particularly in
hot climates) gives a deeper lime color. May be
started indoors 6-8 weeks prior to last frost and
transplanted for earlier blooms.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage more blossoms.
Zinnias can be susceptible to mildew in humid or
wet climates.Try to keep foliage dry by watering at
the base of the plant, especially at night.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-8 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
30-40" (76-
101cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer to fall

invigorating color

Green Envy

ZINNIAGreen Envy

ZINNIA
Zinnia elegans

annual

327

Mixed Colors

Compact, bushy plants covered in
brightly colored double flowers. Blooms
from early summer through frost, and
easily handles summer heat. Attracts
pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in a sunny location
and average soil in late spring after
all danger of frost. Start indoors four
weeks prior to transplanting. Keep
young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Zinnias are prone
to mildew in humid climates.Water
by soaking the soil and keeping the
foliage dry.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-8 days

THIN SPACE
10” (25cm)

HEIGHT
15-18” (31-46cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Lilliput

ZINNIALilliput

ZINNIA
Zinnia elegans

annual

California Giants
Mixed Colors

Giant 4-5” double flowers for bright 
summer color. Stunning in mass

plantings. One of the best flowers for 
hot areas and will bloom all

summer long. Attracts pollinators.  
H · A

#326 Conventional $2.19
#3480 Value Pack $3.19

Lilliput MixGreen Envy

Canary Bird
These brilliant yellow 4-5” double 
flowers on long graceful stems are 

perfect for cutting over an extended 
blooming season. Perfect for mass 

plantings to create dazzling
summer displays that attract

pollinators. Excellent for hot areas.
H · A

#618 Conventional $2.19

Classic Mixed Colors
This Southwest U.S. native, also 

known as narrowleaf zinnia, features 
petite, star-shaped flowers that 

bloom in profusion over compact, 
bushy foliage. It is excellent for use in 

borders and containers.  
H · A

#1784 Conventional $2.19

Cut & Come Again 
Mixed Colors

A cheerful mix of zinnias specially 
designed for cutting. These plants 

produce an abundance of blooms to 
fill the garden and bouquets. Plants 
bounce back after blossoms are cut 
to produce flowers all summer long.  

H · A
#3475 Conventional $2.19

Exquisite Pink
Giant bright pink 4-5” double flowers 

on long stems, perfect for cutting. 
Use in mass plantings for a stunning 

display. Great in hot areas.  
H · A

#615 Conventional $2.19

Green Envy
They make a great accent to your 

garden with a vivid chartreuse hue, 
as well as a stunning cut flower. The 

4” double blooms pair well with a 
wide range of colors from bright to 
pastel and are easy to grow. This 
fast-growing and long-blooming

species is excellent for pollinators, 
mass plantings and borders.   

A
#4682 Conventional $2.19

Lilliput Mixed Colors
Compact, bushy plants covered in 
brightly colored double flowers. 

Blooms from early summer through 
frost and easily handles summer 

heat. Attracts pollinators.   
H · A

#327 Conventional $2.19

Cactus Flowered
Mixed Colors

Introduced from Mexico in the early 
1800s, this zinnia has enormous 

double flowers with long, dahlia-like 
petals in glowing colors. A dazzling 
display in mass plantings. Attracts 

pollinators. 
H · A

#325 Conventional $2.19

Button Box Parker’s Gold

Cactus Flowered

Exquisite PinkCut & Come Again

Classic Mix

Yarrow Zinnia

Canary Bird

California Giants

Honeybee Mix
A nectar and pollen rich blend of 
annual and perennial flowers that 
will provide forage for honey bees 

and other pollinators all season 
long. Ideal for beekeepers and 

those interested in honeybee health. 
Contains Rocket Larkspur Imperial 

Mix, Blue Flax, Candytuft, Gayfeather, 
Purple Coneflower, Indian Blanket, 
Lance-Leaved Coreopsis, Perennial 
Lupine, Siberian Wallflower, Spurred 
Northern Lights Snapdragon, Tetra 

Mix Snapdragon, Cornflower, Scarlet 
Sage, Sweet Alyssum, Clasping 
Coneflower, Godetia, California 

Poppy,  Black Eyed Susan, Plains 
Coreopsis, Lemon Mint, Butterfly 

Milkweed
A/P

#4008 Conventional $2.69
#4009 Value Pack $3.19

Perennial MixDwarf Mix

Dwarf Mix
Plant your own wildflower meadow 

with this mixture of low-growing 
flowers native to and naturalized in 
North America. Contains Five-Spot, 
Chinese Forget-Me-Nots, Annual 

Candytuft, California Poppy, Scarlet 
Flax, Baby’s Breath, African Daisy, 
Godetia, Bird’s Eyes, Corn Mixed 
Poppy, California Bluebell, Rocket 

Empress Candytuft, Catchfly, Plains 
Coreopsis, Sweet Alyssum, Fairy 

Bouquet Snapdragon.
A/P

#1682 Conventional $2.69
#1665 Value Pack $3.19

Sunny MixShady Mix

Western Pollinator MixHoney Bee Mix

Perennial Mix
Capture the beauty of a wildflower 

meadow right in your own yard with 
this mixture of perennial flowers 

native to and naturalized in North 
America and Europe. Expect the 

best showing in successive years as 
plants establish themselves. 

Contains Shasta Alaska Daisy, 
Lance-Leaved Coreopsis, Purple 
Coneflower, Blue Flax, Siberian 

Wallflower, Sweet William, Gaura, 
Perennial Lupine, Russell Lupine, 

Blanket Flower, Black Eyed Susan, 
California Poppy, Lavender Hyssop, 

Prairie Coneflower.
P

#1683 Conventional $2.69
#1664 Value Pack $3.19

Pollinator Western Mix
This mixture is a blend of annuals 
and perennials that will bloom all 
season. Known to attract a wide 

variety of bees, butterflies and other 
pollinating insects. It is formulated 
for the Western U.S. Contains Baby 

Blue Eyes, Siberian Wallflower, Rocky 
Mountain Beeplant, Corn Mix Poppy, 
California Poppy, Blue Flax, Blanket 
Flower, Rocky Mountain Penstemon, 
Yellow Lupine, Globe Gilia, California 

Bluebell, Clarkia, Gayfeather, Lacy 
Phacelia, Evening Primrose, Godetia, 

Fleabane Daisy, Utah Sweetvetch, 
Plains Coreopsis, Prairie Coneflower. 

A/P
#4010 Conventional $2.69

#4011 Value Pack $3.19

Shady Mix
This mix loves shade and provides a 
splash of color in areas with shade 
to filtered sun. Contains Chinese 

Forget-Me-Not, Candytuft, Siberian 
Wallflower, Baby’s Breath, Five-Spot, 

Baby Blue Eyes, Chinese Houses, 
Lance-Leaved Coreopsis, Shasta 
Alaska Daisy, Purple Coneflower, 
Sweet William, Corn Mixed Poppy, 
Rockt Larkspur Imperial Mix, Fairy 

Bouquet Snapdragon, Clarkia, Dwarf 
Columbine, Helen Mount Johnny 

Jump Up.
A/P

#1846 Value Pack $3.19

Sunny Mix
This mixture loves full sun and will 
provide an eye-catching patch of
color all summer long. Contains 
Chinese Forget-Me-Not, Scarlet 

Flax, Baby’s Breath, Lance-Leaved 
Coreopsis, Pacific Beauty Calendula, 

Sweet William, Purple Coneflower, 
Cornflower, Tree Mallow, Blue Flax, 
Sensation Mix Cosmos, Corn Mix 

Poppy, Prairie Coneflower, Clasping 
Coneflower, Creeping Daisy, Plains 

Coreopsis, Shasta Alaska Daisy, 
Black Eyed Susan, Clarkia, California 

Poppy. 
A/P

#1979 Conventional $2.69
#1845 Value Pack $3.19
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Flowers

569

Spicy Globe is a delightful ornamental
basil with finely cut leaves and an
attractive mounding habit. Perfect as a
border plant where its shape and texture
can be used to highlight other flowering
annuals.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in a warm sunny location with rich,
moist soil. Basil loves heat and does not
begin vigorous growth until night and
day temperatures have warmed in late
spring. Start outdoors in late spring or
indoors 4 weeks before last frost date
for transplants.

HARVEST
Trim back entire plant by one-third if it
begins flowering to preserve compact
shape. Leaves can be used for flavoring
like other basil varieties.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
12" (30cm)

ROW SPACE
15" (38cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-21 days

MATURES IN
70 days

Spicy Globe

BASILSpicy Globe

BASIL
Ocimum basilicum

annual

4685

Dark opal basil has striking deep purple leaves
with pink blooms appearing in mid to late summer.
Grown for its decorative appeal as well as its
culinary value, this intensely aromatic basil variety
has hints of cinnamon, anise, mint, and clove and
is a beautiful accent to salads or other uncooked
summer dishes. Plant where you can enjoy the
fragrance as you stroll through the garden.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in a warm sunny location in moist,
well-draining amended soil, when outside
temperatures are 65˚F or warmer
(direct seed is recommended). Keep soil
consistently moist while germinating, but
not wet, as young plants may damp off
with too much moisture.

HARVEST
Cut individual leaves as needed. Pinch
back flower stalk to improve production
and bushier growth. Leaves may be dried
or frozen for later use.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18" (46cm)

ROW SPACE
24" (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-21 days

MATURES IN
70 days

Dark Purple Opal

BASILDark Purple Opal

BASIL
Ocimum basilicum

annual

396

Sweetly flavored leaves and seeds. Produces
umbels of tiny white flowers, followed by
seeds that ripen in late summer. Very easy to
grow. Use seeds in fruit salads, baking, soups
and in potpourri. Leaves make an attractive
and flavorful garnish.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun in spring after soil has
completely warmed.Anise does best
in light soil with even water. Keep soil
evenly moist and well-weeded while
plants are young.

HARVEST
Leaves can be picked for garnish anytime.
Harvest seed heads when they turn
from green to grey green. Cut stems and
place in an open sack to dry. Gently rub
off seeds when completely dry.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
12" (30cm)

ROW SPACE
12" (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
60 days

ANISE
ANISE
Pimpinella anisum

annual

397

A tasty variation on sweet basil, with a
tempting anise scent and flavor. Easy to
grow. Use it as a flavor treat in place of
sweet basil with fish, cold summer soups
and fruit salads.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in a warm, sunny location with rich,
moist soil. Basil loves heat and does not
begin vigorous growth until night and
day temperatures have warmed in late
spring. Start outdoors in late spring, or
indoors four weeks before last frost date
for transplants.

HARVEST
Cut individual stems as needed. May be
dried or frozen for later use. Remove
flowers to extend the growing season.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18" (46cm)

ROW SPACE
24" (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-21 days

MATURES IN
80 days

Anise Scented

BASILAnise Scented

BASIL
Ocimum basilicum

annual

Sweetly flavored leaves and seeds. 
It produces umbels of tiny white 

flowers, with seeds that ripen in late 
summer. Easy to grow. Use seeds 
in fruit salads, baking, soups and 

potpourri. Leaves make an attractive 
and flavorful garnish. 

H · A
#396 Conventional $2.19

Lettuce Leaf
Its large crinkly leaves sometimes 
grow to 4” long and wide, making 
it perfect for wrapping or stuffing. 

The distinctly flavored leaves have a 
pronounced clove-like fragrance.  

H · A
#20 Conventional $2.19

398

A tasty variation on sweet basil, with
a tempting cinnamon scent and flavor.
Easy to grow. Use with fish, cold summer
soup and fruit salad. Grow with lemon
basil and anise basil for a complete
range of basil flavors.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in a warm sunny location with
rich moist soil. Basil loves heat and
does not begin vigorous growth until
night and day temperatures have
warmed in late spring. Start outdoors
in late spring or indoors four weeks
early for transplants.

HARVEST
Cut individual stems as needed. May
be dried or frozen for later use.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
24" (61cm)

ROW SPACE
24" (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-21 days

MATURES IN
85 days

Cinnamon

BASILCinnamon

BASIL
Ocimum basilicum

annual

8015

A touch of Italy for your garden! Keep a
pot indoors in a sunny window to enjoy
fresh basil all winter. Use in tomato-
based dishes and pasta recipes. Makes
superb pesto.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in a warm, sunny location
with rich, moist soil in late spring.
Basil loves heat and does not begin
vigorous growth until night and day
temperatures have warmed. Start
indoors four weeks before last spring
frost date.

HARVEST
Cut individual stems as needed.
Pinch back flower stalk to improve
production. May be dried or frozen
for later use.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-21 days

MATURES IN
90 days

Genovese

BASILGenovese

BASIL
Ocimum basilicum

annual

19

A tasty variation on sweet basil,
with a refreshing lemony flavor
that complements fish, fruit
salads, and Thai cuisine. Very easy
to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in a warm, sunny location
with rich, moist soil in late spring.
Basil loves heat and does not begin
vigorous growth until night and day
temperatures have warmed. Start
indoors four weeks before last spring
frost date.

HARVEST
Cut individual stems as needed.
Pinch back flower stalk to improve
production. May be dried or frozen
for later use.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-21 days

MATURES IN
90 days

Lemon

BASILLemon

BASIL
Ocimum basilicum citriodorum

annual

20

Lettuce leaf basil’s large, crinkly leaves
sometimes grow to 4” long and wide,
making it perfect for wrapping or
stuffing. The distinctly-flavored leaves
have a pronounced clove-like fragrance.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in a warm, sunny location
with rich, moist soil in late spring.
Basil loves heat and does not begin
vigorous growth until night and day
temperatures have warmed. Start
indoors four weeks before last spring
frost date.

HARVEST
Cut individual stems as needed.
Pinch back flower stalk to improve
production. May be dried or frozen
for later use.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-21 days

MATURES IN
75 days

Lettuce Leaf

BASILLettuce Leaf

BASIL
Ocimum basilicum

annual

Lettuce LeafLemon

GenoveseFino Verde

Culinary BlendCinnamon

Anise ScentedAnise

Anise Scented
A tasty variation on sweet basil, with 

a tempting anise scent and flavor. 
Easy to grow. Use it as a flavor treat 
in place of sweet basil with fish, cold 

summer soups and fruit salads. 
H · A

#397 Conventional $2.19

Cinnamon
An easy to grow, tasty variation on 

sweet basil. Has a tempting
cinnamon scent and flavor. Use with 

fish, cold summer soup and fruit 
salad. Grow with lemon basil and 

anise basil for a complete range of 
basil flavors.  

H · A
#398 Conventional $2.19

Culinary Blend
The perfect basil blend for a kitchen 
garden. This mixture contains 25% 
each of Genovese, Corsican, lemon 

and lime basil. These four
varieties offer different flavors to 
create savory and sweet dishes.

H · A
#3991 Organic $2.89

Fino Verde
Favored by chefs for its intense 

flavor, this pretty, compact plant is 
perfect in containers. Fino Verde is 

the preferred basil for making pesto.  
H · A

#18 Conventional $2.19

Genovese
A touch of Italy for your garden! Keep 

a pot indoors in a sunny
window to enjoy fresh basil all

winter. Use in tomato-based dishes 
and pasta recipes. Makes superb 

pesto. 
H · A

#8015 Conventional $2.19
#1670 Organic $2.89

Lemon
Lemon basil is a tasty variation on 

sweet basil, with a refreshing lemony 
flavor that compliments fish, fruit 

salads and Thai cuisine. Very easy to 
grow. 
H · A

#19 Conventional $2.19
#4475 Organic $2.89

Spicy GlobeDark Opal

Dark Opal
      Deep purple leaves with pink 

blooms appearing mid-late summer. 
Grown for its decorative appeal as 

well as its culinary value, this
aromatic basil variety is a beautiful 
accent to salads or other uncooked 
summer dishes. A 1962 All America 

Selections winner.
H · A

#4685 Conventional $2.19
#4684 Organic $2.89 

Spicy Globe
A delightful ornamental basil with 
finely cut leaves and an attractive 

mounding habit. Perfect as a border 
plant where its shape and texture 

can be used to highlight other
flowering annuals. 

H · A
#569 Conventional $2.19

Anise Basil

Whirligig Mixed Colors
Giant double flowers, each with 
bright petals tipped in an accent 
color. Long stems are perfect for

cutting. Group these bushy plants 
in a mass planting for a dazzling 

display. Thrives in hot areas. 
H · A

#328 Conventional $2.19

4151

Pop Art features large golden blossoms
splashed with bright red markings,
making each bloom truly one-of-a-kind.
These long lasting zinnias are especailly
attractive to butterflies and make a
superb cut flower.

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in a sunny location
and average soil in late spring after
all danger of frost. Start indoors four
weeks prior to transplanting. Keep
young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Zinnias are prone
to mildew in humid climates.Water
by soaking the soil and keeping the
foliage dry.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
2-3’ (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

superb cut flower

Pop Art

ZINNIAPop Art

ZINNIA
Zinnia elegans

annual

1978

Mixed Colors

Huge, eye-catching blotched and
striped blossoms. Warm colors (scarlet,
carmine, orange, rosy-purple) are
sprayed on cream, yellow, pink, and
orange petals. Perfect for a splash of
color in hot areas.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in a sunny location
and average soil in late spring after
all danger of frost. Start indoors four
weeks prior to transplanting. Keep
young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Zinnias are prone
to mildew in humid climates.Water
by soaking the soil and keeping the
foliage dry.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
2-3’ (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Peppermint Stick

ZINNIAPeppermint Stick

ZINNIA
Zinnia elegans

annual

617

Giant 4-5" double flowers in velvety purple
add contrast to yellow and orange flowers
in your garden. Long stems are perfect for
cutting over an extended blooming season.
Use in mass plantings for dazzling displays.
One of the best summer flowers for hot areas.
Attracts pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors in a sunny location in
average soil after all danger of frost or
start indoors four weeks before last
frost date. Keep young plants evenly
moist.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Zinnias sometimes
suffer from mildew in humid or wet
climates.Try to keep foliage dry,
especially at night by soaking only
the soil.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-8 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
2-3' (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Purple Prince

ZINNIAPurple Prince

ZINNIA
Zinnia elegans

annual

616

Giant 4-5" double flowers in brilliant red.
Long stems are perfect for cutting over an
extended blooming season. Use in mass
plantings for dazzling displays. One of the
best summer flowers for hot areas. Attracts
pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors in a sunny location in
average soil after all danger of frost or
start indoors four weeks before last
frost date. Keep young plants evenly
moist.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Zinnias sometimes
suffer from mildew in humid or wet
climates.Try to keep foliage dry,
especially at night by soaking only
the soil.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-8 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
2-3' (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Scarlet Flame

ZINNIAScarlet Flame

ZINNIA
Zinnia elegans

annual

328

Mixed Colors

Giant double flowers, with each bright
petal tipped in an accent color. Long
stems are perfect for cutting. Group
these bushy plants in a mass planting
for a dazzling display. Thrives in hot
areas.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in a sunny location
and average soil in late spring after
all danger of frost. Start indoors four
weeks prior to transplanting. Keep
young plants evenly moist.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Zinnias are prone
to mildew in humid climates.Water
by soaking the soil and keeping the
foliage dry.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2” (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN SPACE
12” (30cm)

HEIGHT
2-3’ (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Whirligig

ZINNIAWhirligig

ZINNIA
Zinnia elegans

annual

3476

Glorious fully double blooms in rich orange
will fill the garden with vibrant color, from
midsummer until frost. Ideal for sunny
borders and mass plantings. Easy to grow
plants thrive in hot dry areas. Attracts
pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors in a sunny location in
average soil after all danger of frost or
start indoors four weeks before last
frost date. Keep young plants evenly
moist.

NOTE
Remove faded flowers to encourage
more blossoms. Zinnias sometimes
suffer from mildew in humid or wet
climates.Try to keep foliage dry,
especially at night by soaking only
the soil.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

SEED SPACE
2" (5cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-8 days

THIN SPACE
12" (30cm)

HEIGHT
2-3' (61-91cm)

FLOWERS IN
summer

Oriole Orange

ZINNIAOriole Orange

ZINNIA
Zinnia elegans

annual

Oriole Orange
Glorious fully double blooms in rich 

orange will fill the garden with vibrant 
color from midsummer until frost. 
Ideal for sunny borders and mass 

plantings. Easy to grow plants thrive 
in hot dry areas. Attracts pollinators.   

H · A
#3476 Conventional $2.19

Oriole Orange Peppermint Stick

Peppermint Stick
Mixed Colors

Huge, eye-catching blotched and 
striped blossoms feature warm

colors of scarlet, carmine, orange 
and rosy-purple sprayed on cream, 

yellow, pink and orange petals. 
Perfect for a splash of colors in hot 

areas.   
H · A

#1978 Conventional $2.19

Pop Art
Features large golden blossoms 

splashed with bright red markings, 
making each bloom truly one-of-
a-kind. These long lasting zinnias 

are very attractive to butterflies and 
make a superb cut flower.    

A
#4151 Conventional $2.19 

Purple Prince
Giant 4-5” double flowers in velvety 
purple add contrast to yellow and 

orange flowers in your garden. Long 
stems are perfect for cutting over an 
extended blooming season. Use in 

mass plantings for stunning displays. 
One of the best summer flowers for 
hot areas and attracts pollinators.

H · A
#617 Conventional $2.19

Scarlet Flame
Giant 4-5” double flowers in
brilliant red. Long stems are

perfect for cutting over an extended 
blooming season. One of the best 

summer flowers for hot areas. Use in 
mass plantings for dazzling displays. 

Attracts pollinators.
H · A

#616 Conventional $2.19

Whirligig MixScarlet Flame

Purple PrincePop Art

Echinacea- Attracts bees, butterflies and birds. Blooms midsummer through mid fall. Birds will 
eat the seeds if the heads are allowed to dry on the stem.

Butterfly Weed and Milkweed- Attracts other pollinators, but it is the host plant for monarch 
butterflies. The adult butterflies lay their eggs on the plants and the caterpillars feed on the 
plant. Blooms spring through summer. Pick a variety that is native to your area for best results. 

Sunflower- Attracts butterflies and birds. Blooms from summer into fall, depending on the 
planting zone. 

Lavender- Attracts bees and can repel unwanted insects like mosquitos and flies. Blooms 
summer through fall. 

Zinnia- A favorite for many butterflies and bees. Blooms from late spring until the first frost. 

Salvia- Attracts bees, butterflies and hummingbirds! Blooms spring through fall. 

Cosmos- Attracts birds, bees, butterflies and moths. Blooms late spring until frost.

Pollinator Favorites
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  Dill Bouquet
 Anethum graveolens

Delightful feathery leaves topped with large seed
heads. This is the best variety for fragrant seed heads
used in pickling. Leaves are also used with eggs, fish and salads.

No Chemical Fertilizers
No Seed Treatments

Printed on recycled paper. © Lake Valley Seed, Inc.

PLANTING
Very easy to grow. Plant in full sun away from the wind.
Do not plant near fennel; this affects the flavor of both.
Sow anytime in warm climates or mid-spring in cold
areas. Press seed into top of soil but do not cover.
Seeds need light to germinate. Keep soil moist until they
germinate.

HARVEST
Young leaves may be picked for fresh use anytime. Seed
heads are cut just as the blossoms open to show their
yellow flowers.

herb

Lake Valley Seed Company, Inc.   5717 Arapahoe Ave.  Boulder, CO 80303
Certified Organic by the Colorado Department of Agriculture

Bouquet

Heirloom
favored for
pickling
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Spicy flavored seeds are a favorite 
in Mexican and Indian foods. Cumin 
adds zest to curry recipes. A very 

easy to grow annual with seed heads 
like dill.  

H · A
#401 Conventional $2.19

401

Spicy flavored seeds are a favorite
in Mexican and Indian foods.
Cumin adds zest to curry recipes.
Very easy to grow annual with seed
heads like dill.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun in late spring after soil
has completely warmed. Keep soil
evenly moist and well-weeded while
plants are young. No special care is
required after plants mature.

HARVEST
Cut seed heads when seeds turn
from green to light brown. Place in an
open sack to dry. Gently rub off seeds
when completely dry.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
4" (10cm)

ROW SPACE
12" (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
120 days

CUMIN
CUMIN
Cuminum cyminum

annual

Chinese Parsley
Chinese parsley, or cilantro, is a 

quick growing leafy herb. Its
distinctly flavored leaves add flavor 

to soups and stir fries. 
H · A

#87 Conventional $2.19

80

This easy-to-grow herb features a profusion
of apple-scented flowers shaped like tiny
daisies. Chamomile flowers make a relaxing
herbal tea, and the entire plant can be used
for an attractive border. A good choice for
containers and hanging baskets.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Chamomile will flourish in almost
any soil with full sun to part shade.
Plant in early spring, or winter in
mild climates. Smooth top of soil
and scatter tiny seeds thinly over the
surface.Water gently and keep evenly
moist until tiny seedlings sprout.

HARVEST
Harvest flowers as they open. Use
fresh or dry for later use.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

PLANT SPACE
scatter

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
60 days

German

CHAMOMILEGerman

CHAMOMILE
Matricaria recutita

annual

82

Chervil has long been valued by French chefs
to ehance the flavors of most other herbs and
seasonings. It is an essential ingredient of
the classic fines herbes mixture. Use chervil’s
delicate flavor to highlight fish, eggs, and
salad greens.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Chervil grows best during the cool
season before or after summer heat.
Sow in early spring or late summer in
rich, well drained soil. May be grown
all winter in mild climates.

HARVEST
Cut individual stems as needed. 
Chervil’s delicate flavor does not lend
itself to drying or freezing.

SEED DEPTH
1/8” (3mm)

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
120 days

Curled

CHERVILCurled

CHERVIL
Anthriscus cerefolium �crispum�

annual

91

A delicious herb similar to regular
chives, but with flat leaves, delicate
white flower heads, and a distinct garlic
flavor. Hardy and easy to grow. Try garlic
chives chopped in omelets, salads, and
tomato dishes.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in early spring, or winter in mild
climates, in a location with full sun to
part shade. Keep seeds evenly moist until
they germinate. Chives grow in clumps,
and can be planted among vegetables
and flowers in the garden.

HARVEST
Harvest lightly the first season to give
the plants a chance to develop. Cut
leaves at about 1” from the ground as
needed. New shoots will grow from the
base of the plant.

SEED DEPTH
1/8” (3mm)

PLANT SPACE
9” (23cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-21 days

MATURES IN
45 days

Garlic

CHIVESGarlic

CHIVES
Allium tuberosum

hardy perennial

93

Cilantro, or coriander, is a quick growing
herb with wide, lacy green leaves and a
pungent flavor. Harvest the leaves for
fresh flavor in everything from salsa to
marinade.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Easy to grow in almost any soil with
full sun to part shade. Start outdoors
in early spring as soon as soil can be
worked. In mild climates, grow as a fall/
winter crop. Sow every two weeks for a
continuous harvest.

HARVEST
Pull entire plant when it’s 3-4” tall, or
harvest leaves as needed. Hot, dry
weather can cause the plant to bolt
(send up a seed stalk). Seeds may be
harvested and stored for recipes that
require coriander.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
45 days

Coriander

CILANTROCoriander

CILANTRO
Coriandrum sativum

annual

German
This easy to grow herb features a 

profusion of apple-scented flowers 
shaped like tiny daisies. The flowers 

make a relaxing tea and the plant 
can be used for an attractive border. 

A good choice for containers and 
hanging baskets.  

H · A
#80 Conventional $2.19
#4070 Organic $2.59

Curled
Chervil has long been valued by 

French chefs to enhance the flavors 
of most other hebs and seasonings. 

It is an essential ingredient of the 
classic fine herbs mixture. Use

chervil’s delicate flavor to highlight 
fish, eggs and salad greens.  

H · A
#82 Conventional $2.19

Garlic
A delicious herb similar to regular 

chives, but with flat leaves, delicate 
white flower heads and a distinct 

garlic flavor. Hardy and easy to grow. 
Try garlic chives chopped in omelets, 

salads and tomato dishes. 
H · P

#91 Conventional $2.19
#644 Organic $2.89

Cilantro is a quick growing herb 
with wide, lacy green leaves and a 
pungent flavor. Harvest the leaves 
for fresh flavor in everything from 

salsa to marinade. Coriander seeds 
may be harvested after the plant has 

bolted.
H · A

#93 Conventional $2.19
#664 Value Pack $3.19
#650 Organic $2.59

#4443 Organic Value Pack $3.89

German Chamomile Curled Chervil

Garlic ChivesChives

Chinese ParsleyCilantro

A popular culinary herb with hollow 
leaves and a mild onion flavor. Easy 
to grow and very hardy. Pale purple 
flowers emerge in early spring and 

both the flowers and leaves can 
be used raw in salad and to flavor 

vinegars. 
H · P

#90 Conventional $2.19
#639 Organic $2.59

Cumin

Bouquet
Delightful feathery leaves topped 
with large seed heads. This is the 

best variety for fragrant seed heads 
used in pickling. The leaves are also 

used with eggs, fish and salads. 
H · A

#659 Organic $2.59

Bouquet

Chamomile Chervil

Chives

Cilantro | Coriander

Cumin Dill

Thai Siam Queen
  This attractive basil has a

sweet, spicy flavor with a hint of 
anise. Widely used in Thai and 

Vietnamese cuisines. Perfect for 
containers. Easy to grow and highly 
ornamental. It won an All America 

Selections award in 1997. 
H · A

#1443 Conventional $2.19

23

Sweet Italian basil is a traditional herb
garden favorite, with large rounded
leaves and distinctive flavor. Easy to
grow. Perfect for containers if kept well
watered.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start indoors four weeks before
last spring frost date, or plant in a
sunny location with rich, moist soil.
Loves heat and does not begin
vigorous growth until day and night
temperatures have warmed in late
spring.

HARVEST
Cut individual leaves at any time as
needed for fresh use.Trim back entire
plant to 4-5” when it begins to flower.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-21 days

MATURES IN
90 days

Sweet Italian

BASILSweet Italian

BASIL
Ocimum basilicum

annual

1443

This attractive basil has a sweet, spicy
flavor with a hint of anise. Widely used
in Thai and Vietnamese cuisines. Perfect
for containers. Easy to grow and highly
ornamental.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in a warm, sunny location
with rich, moist soil in late spring.
Basil loves heat and does not begin
vigorous growth until night and day
temperatures have warmed. Start
indoors four weeks before last spring
frost date.

HARVEST
Cut individual stems as needed.
Pinch back flower stalk to improve
production. May be dried or frozen
for later use.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-21 days

MATURES IN
80 days

Thai Siam Queen

BASILThai Siam Queen

BASIL
Ocimum basilicum

annual

53

Sky-blue, star shaped blossoms are a magnet
for honey bees. Leaves and edible flowers
have a mild cucumber flavor. Also known as
bee bread, borage attracts a wide array of
pollinating insects. Very easy to grow, and can
withstand poor, dry soil.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow directly in average, well-drained
soil in spring after all danger of frost
has passed. Grows best in full sun.
Borage reseeds freely and spreads
vigorously.

HARVEST
Flowers and leaves can be picked
anytime for fresh use. Freeze flowers
in ice cubes to add sparkle and flavor
to summer beverages.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
15” (38cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
50 days

BORAGE
BORAGE
Borago officinalis

annual

400

A hardy biennial herb closely related to
carrots. Attractive bright green lacy foliage
the first season; *seed head with aromatic
seeds in second season. A tasty addition to rye
breads, soups, stews, pickles and liqueurs.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun in spring as soon as soil
can be worked or fall in mild climates.
Keep soil evenly moist and well-weeded
while plants are young. No special care is
required after plants mature.

HARVEST
Seed stalks emerge in the second year :
Harvest seed heads when seeds turn
from green to dark brown. Cut stem and
place in an open sack to dry. Gently rub
off seeds when completely dry.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
8" (20cm)

ROW SPACE
12" (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
14-21 days

MATURES IN
70 days

CARAWAY
CARAWAY
Carum carvi

*biennial

1854

Grow the grass your cat craves all year
round. Easy-to-grow, 100% untreated
oat grass is packed with nutrients and
fibers that aid in digestion and help
prevent hairballs. Dogs and rabbits love
it, too!

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start seeds in growing medium in a
container or mini greenhouse tray. Lightly
broadcast seeds, but do not overcrowd.
Gently press seeds into growing
medium and moisten. Keep moist until
germination.

HARVEST
Once grass is approximately 2” tall,
transfer to a low pot filled with garden
soil for your cat to enjoy. Place pot in a
sunny location and water regularly.

SEED DEPTH
press in

PLANT SPACE
broadcast

THIN SPACE
do not thin

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

READY IN
10-15 days

CAT GRASS
CAT GRASS
Avena sativa

annual

Sky-blue, star shaped blossoms are a 
magnet for honey bees. Leaves and 
edible flowers have a mild cucumber 

flavor. Also known as bee bread, 
borage attracts a wide array of

pollinating insects. Very easy to grow 
and can withstand poor, dry soil. 

H · A
#53 Conventional $2.19
#4537 Organic $2.89

A hardy biennial herb closely related 
to carrots. Has attractive bright green 

lacy foliage the first season, and 
seed heads with aromatic seeds 

appear during the second season. A 
tasty addition to rye breads, soups, 

stews, pickles and liqueurs. 
H · B

#400 Conventional $2.19

Grow the grass your cat craves all 
year round. Easy to grow, 100% 

untreated oat grass is packed with 
nutrients and fibers that aid in
digestion and help to prevent

hairballs. Dogs and rabbits love it 
too! 
H · A

#1854 Conventional $2.19
#3940 Value Pack $3.19

76

Catnip, or catmint, is a perennial herb found
growing wild throughout North America and
Europe. Its spikes of pale purple blossoms
attract bees and other pollinators. Catnip
makes a relaxing bedtime tea for humans,
and is a favorite treat for cats.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow outdoors in late fall or early spring
in average, well-drained soil and full sun
to part shade. Or start indoors two to
three weeks prior to last spring frost.
Catnip is easy to grow in just about any
soil, and does well even in dry areas.

HARVEST
Cut previous year’s dried stems to
encourage new production. Harvest
individual leaves as needed. Leaves can
be dried for later use.

SEED DEPTH
1/8” (3mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
80 days

Wild

CATNIPWild

CATNIP
Nepeta cataria

hardy perennial

Wild
Catnip, or catmint, is a perennial herb 

that grows wild throughout North 
America and Europe. Its spikes of 

pale purple blossoms
attract pollinators. It makes a

relaxing tea for humans and is a 
favorite treat for cats.  

H · P
#681 Conventional $2.19

#3496 Organic $2.59

681

Delightful lemony fragrance, with the
same cat appeal as regular catnip. Easy
to grow in kitchen flowerpots and patio
containers. Attracts pollinators.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Catnip is very versatile and easy to
grow.Almost any location from part
shade to full sun will do, as long as
the soil is well-drained. Start in early
spring to mid-summer. May be started
indoors 6 weeks before last frost for
transplanting.

HARVEST
Cut individual leaves anytime or
cut back entire plant to 6" before
flowering. May be dried for later use.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

PLANT SPACE
18" (46cm)

ROW SPACE
24" (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
80 days

Lemon Scented

CATNIPLemon Scented

CATNIP
Nepeta cataria citriodora

perennial

Catnip
Cat Grass

CarawayBorage

Thai Siam QueenSweet Italian

Sweet Italian
Sweet Italian basil is a traditional 
herb garden favorite, with large 
rounded leaves and distinctive
flavor. Easy to grow. Perfect for
containers if kept well watered. 

H · A
#23 Conventional $2.19
#662 Value Pack $3.19
#4279 Organic $2.89

#4442 Organic Value Pack $3.89

Lemon Scented
Delightful lemony fragrance with the 
same cat appeal as regular catnip. 
Easy to grow in kitchen flowerpots 

and patio containers. Attracts
pollinators.  

H · P
#681 Conventional $2.19

Lemon Scented Wild

Borage Caraway

Cat Grass
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French
Rosemary is an ornamental herb that 
is covered with pale blue flowers in 

late winter. Its leaves add a
distinctive flavor to meats and

vegetables. It is a perfect patio plant 
that can be brought indoors for 

winter.  
H · P

#263 Conventional $2.19

263

Rosemary is an ornamental herb that’s
covered with pale blue flowers in late winter.
Its leaves add a distinctive flavor to meats
and vegetables. French rosemary is a perfect
patio plant that can be brought indoors for
winter.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Rosemary prefers full sun, well-
drained soil, and good air circulation.
There is little need for fertilizer. Sow
outdoors after the last spring frost. Start
transplants indoors 10 weeks before the
last spring frost date.

HARVEST
Harvest tender sprigs as needed, or cut
back entire plant and hang stems to dry.
Rosemary matures over several seasons.
Harvest lightly for the first few years.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

MATURES IN
85 days

French

ROSEMARYFrench

ROSEMARY
Rosemarinus officinalis

tender perennial

Pennyroyal is a dwarf creeping plant 
ideal for cool, moist areas. It

 compact habit is perfect between 
patio and stepping stones, where its 
delightful minty fragrance is released 

with each step.  
H · P

#692 Conventional $2.19

692

Pennyroyal is a dwarf creeping plant
ideal for cool moist areas. Its compact
habit is perfect as a filler between patio
and stepping stones, where its delightful
minty fragrance is released with each
step.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Pennyroyal seeds are very small and
are easiest to start indoors about 10
weeks before transplanting.Thinning is
not usually necessary.Transplant small
clumps to a protected area in late spring.
Pennyroyal prefers a cool location with
regular moisture for best growth.

HARVEST
Cut individual leaves at any time once
plants are established. Can be used as an
insect repellent; not recommended for
consumption.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18" (46cm)

ROW SPACE
24" (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
12-18 days

MATURES IN
85 days

PENNYROYAL
PENNYROYAL
Mentha pulegium

perennial

Moss Curled
This deeply ruffled parsley makes a 

decorative garnish or attractive
flower garden border. Highly

nutritious and best eaten raw. Mild 
flavor does not hold well when 

cooked.  
H · B

#216 Conventional $2.19
#858 Organic $2.59

216

This deeply ruffled parsley makes a
decorative culinary garnish or attractive
flower garden border. Highly nutritious
and best eaten raw. Mild flavor does not
hold well when cooked.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Parsley prefers full sun to part shade and
rich, moist soil. Sow anytime in mild climates
or very early spring in cold areas. In cold
climates parsley will return the following
spring for an early crop before it bolts
(sends up a seed stalk). Parsley can take
several weeks to germinate in cold soil,
but is not harmed by late winter freezes.
Improve gemination by soaking seeds
overnight and allowing them to dry before
planting.

HARVEST
Cut individual stems as needed, or harvest
entire plant by cutting it 1” from the base.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
8” (20cm)

ROW SPACE
16” (41cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-28 days

MATURES IN
75 days

Moss Curled

PARSLEYMoss Curled

PARSLEY
Petroselinum crispum

hardy biennial

212

Traditional Greek oregano, with the
pungent aroma and spicy flavor that
makes it a culinary favorite. Dark green
leaves with aromatic white flowers that
attract pollinators. Hardy and easy to
grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Seed is tiny and easiest to start indoors.
Start in spring six to eight weeks before
last frost date, and transplant seedlings in
area with full sun two to four weeks after
last frost when soil has warmed.Water
consistently. Do not cover seeds.They need
light to germinate.

HARVEST
Harvest lightly the first season to allow
plants to develop. Cut individual leaves
anytime. Cut mature plant back to 4” before
it flowers to encourage new growth.

SEED DEPTH
surface

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
2’ (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
12-18 days

MATURES IN
90 days

True Greek

OREGANOTrue Greek

OREGANO
Origanum vulgare hirtum

hardy perennial

Sweet
Marjoram’s tiny gray-green leaves 

and pale flowers make an attractive 
addition to an herbal border or patio 

container. Its sweet, delicately
flavored leaves, similar to oregano, 

are used to season meats and soups.  
H · P

#190 Conventional $2.19

A traditional garden herb with a 
refreshing, summery flavor. Cool
tasting leaves make a delicious 

tea, jelly or garnish for meats and 
desserts. Lovely blossoms attract 

pollinators. 
H · P

#194 Conventional $2.19
#4074 Organic $2.89

True Greek
Traditional Greek oregano, with the 
pungent aroma and spicy flavor that 

makes it a culinary favorite. Dark 
green leaves with aromatic white 

flowers that attract pollinators.
Hardy and easy to grow.   

H · P
#212 Conventional $2.19

#855 Organic $2.89

Sweet Mint

True Greek

Italian Flat Leaf Moss Curled

Italian Flat Leaf
Easy to grow and noted for its robust 
flavor. Its wide, flat leaves resemble 
those of cilantro. High in iron and 
vitamins A, C and E. The preferred 

parsley for cooking. Add to hot food 
just before serving to preserve flavor.  

H · B
#218 Conventional $2.19
#4187 Value Pack $3.19
#3498 Organic $2.59

#4444 Organic Value Pack $3.89

Pennyroyal French Rosemary

Marjoram Mint

Oregano

Parsley

Pennyroyal Rosemary

134

Delightful lacy leaves topped with large
flower clusters. This is the tallest and
most productive dill variety, prized for
both fresh use and pickling. Leaves often
are used as a dried herb.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in late spring in full sun and average
soil, or anytime in warm climates.
Starting indoors is not recommened; dill
does not transplant well. Keep soil evenly
moist until plants emerge.

HARVEST
Harvest leaves anytime. Cut seed heads
for pickling after tiny seeds have formed
but before they begin to dry and turn
brown. Mature seeds may be dried and
saved for later use.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
85 days

Mammoth

DILLMammoth

DILL
Anethum graveolens

annual

403

Florence fennel forms a large bulb just above
the ground that is eaten as a vegetable.
Harvest seeds from the large seed heads to
use in cooking, or use the stems and leaves
in salads. Fennel is a host plant for the black
swallowtail butterfly.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Soak seeds in water for 36 hours
prior to planting to improve
germination. Plant outdoors in fertile,
well-drained soil well after last spring
frost date, or in late fall in warm
climates. Keep soil consistently moist.

HARVEST
Harvest bulbs when they are still
tender, about 2-3” diameter. Harvest
seeds in late summer after seed heads
have turned brown.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
90 days

Florence

FENNELFlorence

FENNEL
Foeniculum vulgare var. azoricum

annual

404

Attractive olive-green foliage on a
compact bushy plant. Very hardy and
drought tolerant. Makes a lovely accent
plant in the flower and herb garden.
Old-time cough remedy, often made into
horehound candies.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun in early spring as soon
as soil can be worked. Horehound
does best in well-drained soil.
May be started 6-8 weeks before
transplanting. Keep soil evenly moist
and well weeded while plants are
young

HARVEST
Cut back by one-half after flowering
to maintain bushy, neat appearance.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
2" (5cm)

ROW SPACE
12" (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

MATURES IN
75 days

HOREHOUND
HOREHOUND
Marrubium vulgare

perennial

Florence
Forms a large bulb just above the 

ground that is eaten as a vegetable. 
Harvest seeds from the large seed 
heads to use in cooking or use the 
stems and leaves in salads. Fennel 
is a host plant for black swallowtail 

butterflies. 
H · A

#403 Conventional $2.19
#4072 Organic $2.89

Horehound features attractive 
olive-green foliage on a compact 

bushy plant. Very hardy and drought 
tolerant. Makes a lovely accent plant 

in the garden. An old-time cough 
remedy, often made into horehound 

candies. 
H · P

#404 Conventional $2.19

Hyssop is a shrub-like perennial herb 
that grows 1-2’, commonly grown for 
its flavorful leaves. Hyssop develops 
violet-blue flowers spiked on deep-
green slender stems that give off a 
bright aroma. Part of the mint family, 
it is a vibrant ornamental herb that 
attracts pollinators and is good for 

containers.  
H · P

#4686 Conventional $2.19

Mammoth
Delightful lacy leaves topped with 
large flower clusters. This is the 
tallest and most productive dill 

variety, prized for both fresh use and 
pickling. Leaves are often used as a 

dried herb. 
H · A 

#134 Conventional $2.19
#4071 Organic $2.89

1969

This distinctive dill grows much shorter
than its tall cousin, but is used in the same
ways. Seed heads are a must for pickling.
Its fernlike foliage is used to flavor seafood,
poultry, eggs, and salads. A prolific producer.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in late spring in full sun and
average soil, or anytime in warm
climates. Starting indoors is not
recommened; dill does not transplant
well. Keep soil evenly moist until
plants emerge.

HARVEST
Cut the leaves anytime as needed. For
pickling, cut seed heads before yellow
flowers appear.Allow flowers to
produce seeds for dried use.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
70 days

Fernleaf

DILLFernleaf

DILL
Anethum graveolens

annual

An old-fashioned herb with celery 
flavored stems, leaves and seeds. 

Leaves are sometimes used to spice 
up potato or other summer salads. 
This is a tall, hardy perennial that 

grows easily at the back of a border 
or against a fence. 

H · P
#406 Conventional $2.19

Delicate, light green foliage with a 
lemon scent. The bushy plants make 

an attractive accent or perennial 
border. Makes a tasty tea when 

combined with mint. Easy to grow, 
not fussy about soil or sun. Prospers 
even in dry soils or partial sun areas. 

H · P
#16 Conventional $2.19
#4073 Organic $2.69

True
The true English Lavender,
treasured for potpourri and

aromatherapy. A bushy plant
featuring fragrant purple flower 
stems and silvery leaves, it is a
delightful hedge or border for

gardens and pathways. A favorite for 
many pollinators. 

H · P
#167 Conventional $2.19

#4283 Organic $2.89

167

The true English lavender, treasured for
potpourris and aromatherapy. A sun-loving,
bushy plant featuring fragrant purple flower
stems and silvery leaves, true lavender makes
a delightful hedge or border for gardens and
pathways. A favorite of bees and butterflies.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in full sun in well-
drained, limey soil. Sow anytime in
warm climates, or midspring in cold
areas. Start indoors six weeks prior to
planting. Seeds are slow to germinate.

HARVEST
Plant may not bloom until the second
year. For drying, cut flower stems just
as the bottom flowers begin to open,
and hang to dry in the shade.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18" (36cm)

ROW SPACE
24" (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-28 days

MATURES IN
85 days

TRUE

LAVENDERTRUE

LAVENDER
Lavandula angustifolia vera

perennial

Fernleaf
        This distinctive dill grows much 

shorter than its tall cousin, but is 
used in the same ways. Seed heads 
are a must for pickling. Its fernlike
foliage is used to flavor seafood, 

poultry, eggs and salads. A prolific 
producer. A 1992 All America

Selections winner. 
H · A

#1969 Conventional $2.19
Fernleaf Mammoth

Florence Horehound

Hyssop True Lavender

Lemon Balm Lovage

Fennel Horehound

Hyssop Lavender

Lemon Balm Lovage
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Also known as rocket or roquette, 
arugula has tasty young leaves that 
add a delightful spicy flavor to fresh 
salads and pasta sauces. Very easy 
and quick to grow. Plants are cold 

tolerant and flavor is best when 
grown in cool weather. 

H · A
#4724 Organic Seed Tape $3.89

Nobel
BEET
Beta vulgaris

Nobel
BEET

6.6’ (2m) of tape
 Perfect Rows, Even Spacing

SEED TAPE
Nobel is a Detroit type beet that produces
dark red globe-shaped roots with a smooth
crown and very short top growth. The roots
are quick to mature, with consistent shape
and sweet flavor. The small leaves make a
tasty addition to baby leaf salads.

[60 days]

4554

PLANTING
Start beets outdoors in loose, well-drained soil in
early spring, or up to six weeks before first fall
frost. Make a shallow trench about 1/2” deep. Place
seed tape in trench, cover with soil, and pack
gently. Keep soil evenly moist. Beets prefer a cool
climate and can tolerate mild frost.

NOTE
Plant every two to three weeks for continuous
harvest. Keep soil moist for best growth, easy
harvest, and sweetest flavor.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13 mm)

ROW SPACE
24” (60 cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-21 days

THIN TO
3” (76 mm)

MATURES IN
60 days

73

[70 days]

Sweet, crunchy and nearly
coreless, with bright orange 6-8”
roots. Firm flesh that’s perfect for
slicing, or delicious grilled, roasted
or juiced.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow outdoors in very early spring. Carrots
prefer full sun and loose, evenly moist soil
amended with plenty of organic matter.
Before planting, loosen the soil to a depth
of 8” to help the roots grow straight.Thin to
the recommended spacing when seedlings
have three to five leaves.

HARVEST
Loosen the soil with a garden fork before
harvesting. Cut off the green tops 1/4-1/2”
from the top of the carrot, and rinse and
dry the root before storage.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
3” (8cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-21 days

MATURES IN
70 days

Scarlet Nantes

CARROTScarlet Nantes

CARROT
Daucus carota

176

[50 days]

This farm stand favorite features large,
notched, lime green leaves that hold sweet
flavor in hot weather. A rapid grower and
slow to bolt (send up a seed stalk). Salad
Bowl Green is a leaf type lettuce that does not
form a head.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Lettuce prefers cool weather. Select
a location with full sun, or part shade
in hot areas. Sow in early spring, or
fall/winter in mild climates. Keep soil
evenly moist for best growth.Thin
regularly. Lettuce does not like to be
crowded.

HARVEST
Cut leaves as needed for continuous
harvest.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
15” (38cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
50 days

Salad Bowl Green

LETTUCESalad Bowl Green

LETTUCE
Lactuca sativa

3488

[45-75 days]

The perfect blend of sweet lettuces and spicy
greens for gourmet salads all season. Includes
these lettuces:  Tango, Lolla Rossa, Black
Seeded Simpson, Deer Tongue Red, and Royal
Oakleaf. Greens include arugula, frisee, and
mizuna.

PLANTING
Lettuces and greens prefer cool weather.
Select a location with full sun, or partial
shade in hot areas. Sow in early spring
or fall, or in winter in mild climates. Keep
soil evenly moist for best growth.Thin
regularly. Lettuce does not like to be
crowded.

HARVEST
Harvest by cutting no more than 1/3 of
a single plant’s leaves at one time at soil
level for continuous regrowth.

SEED DEPTH
1/8” (3mm)

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
15” (38cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
45-70 days

gourmet salad greens

Mesclun Zesty Salad Mix

LETTUCEMesclun Zesty Salad Mix

LETTUCE
Mixed varieties

Nobel
Nobel is a Detroit type beet that 
produces dark red globe-shaped 

roots with a smooth crown and very 
short top growth. The roots are quick 
to mature, with consisten shape and 
sweet flavor. The small leaves make 
a tasty addition to baby leaf salads. 

A 
#4554 Conventional Seed Tape 

$3.49

Scarlet Nantes
Sweet, crunchy and nearly coreless, 
with bright orange 6-8” roots. It has 
firm flesh that is perfect for slicing or 
delicious grilled, roasted or juiced. 

H · A 
#4726 Organic Seed Tape $3.89

Mesclun Mix
A colorful, flavorful blend of lettuces 

(77%), chicories (17%) and arugula 
(6%). A winning combination that 

grows well in containers and raised 
beds. Perfect for baby salad greens. 

A
#4557 Conventional Seed Tape 

$3.49

Arugula

NobelDetroit Dark Red

Detroit Dark Red
The plump, dark roots with sweet, 
juicy flesh are perfect for canning, 

pickling, freezing and fresh use. Pick 
early for delicious baby beets. Tasty 
tops can be cooked or eaten raw in 

salads. Easy to grow. 
H · A 

#4725 Organic Seed Tape $3.89

Scarlet NantesMercurio F1

Mesclun MixSalad Bowl Green

Mercurio F1
This Nantes type carrot produces 

distinct blunt-ended roots that
average 6-8” in length. A sweet,

tender typically coreless carrot with 
rich orange color. It is the original 

Nantes hybrid carrot. 
A

#4641 Conventional Seed Tape 
$3.49

Salad Bowl Green
       This old favorite features large, 

notched, lime green leaves that hold 
sweet flavor in hot weather. Rapid 

grower and slow to bolt. Salad Bowl 
is a leaf type lettuce that does not 
form a head. It won an All America 

Selections Gold Medal in 1952.
H · A

#4556 Conventional Seed Tape 
$3.49

#4727 Organic Seed Tape $3.89

Arugula

Beet

Carrot

Lettuce

267

The prefered culinary sage used for
savory stuffings and sausages. Aromatic,
gray-green leaves grow on 18-20” plants
that are covered with spikes of purple
flowers in late spring. Use fresh or dried.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in late spring in full sun to part
shade in average, well-drained soil.
Does not require fertilizer. Sow seeds
anytime in mild climates.

HARVEST
Harvest fresh leaves as needed.To
preserve best herb flavor, cut back
entire plant to 6” before the plant
flowers.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

MATURES IN
85 days

Broadleaf

SAGEBroadleaf

SAGE
Salvia officinalis

perennial

399

Salad Burnet is a hardy perennial herb.
The attractive rosettes of leaves can be
cut and added to salads for delicious
cucumber-flavored accent. Also used to
flavor vinegars and cream cheese. Very
hardy and easy to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in early spring or fall in
mild climates. Choose a location with
average soil and full sun to part shade.
Start transplants indoors four weeks
before last spring frost.

HARVEST
Young tender leaves have the best
flavor. Keep flower heads cut to
prevent reseeding.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

PLANT SPACE
18" (46cm)

ROW SPACE
18" (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
12-18 days

MATURES IN
80 days

SALAD BURNET
SALAD BURNET
Sanguisorba minor

hardy perennial

270

A favorite with ancient Greeks and Romans,
this quick-growing culinary herb is covered
in midsummer with light purple flowers that
attract pollinators. Use its pungent leaves
to flavor dressings, soups, eggs, vinegars,
and beans.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in full sun in well watered,
well drained soil in spring after
last frost date. Seeds require light
to germinate.

HARVEST
Cut individual sprigs as needed,
or trim back entire plant to 5”
before flowering. Hang to dry in
the shade, or freeze for later use.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-18 days

MATURES IN
70 days

Summer

SAVORYSummer

SAVORY
Satureja hortensis

hardy annual

Broadleaf
The preferred culinary sage used 
for savory stuffings and sausages. 
Aromatic, gray-green leaves grow 
on 18-20” plants that are covered 

with spikes of purple flowers in late 
spring. Use fresh or dried.  

H · P
#267 Conventional $2.19

#856 Organic $2.89

Summer
A favorite with ancient Greeks and 

Romans, this quick-growing
culinary herb is covered in

midsummer with light purple
flowers that attract pollinators. Use 

its pungent leaves to flavor
dressings, soups, eggs, vinegars and 

beans.  
H · A

#270 Conventional $2.19

Salad Burnet is a hardy
perennial herb. The attractive

rosettes of leaves can be cut and 
added to salads for a delicious 

cucumber flavored accent. Also used 
to flavor vinegars and cream cheese. 

Very hardy and easy to grow.  
H · P

#399 Conventional $2.19

Vigorous ornamental plants that 
add the final touch to your garden. 
Thrives in well-drained soil and is 

hardy to at least zone 5.
Tarragon’s linear to lance-shaped 

leaves grow on plants that can reach 
5’ tall. Greenish-white flower clusters 

appear in June or July.  
H · P

#8012 Conventional $2.19

An attractive, hardy plant with tiny 
green leaves, woody stems and 
masses of purple flowers in late 

spring. Its distinctive flavor is prized 
for seasoning meats, vinegars and 

vegetables. Blossoms attract
pollinators.   

H · P
#299 Conventional $2.19

#857 Organic $2.59

These wheat grass seeds come from 
organic hard red winter wheat, the 

best variety for prolific
germination and thick, dark green 

blades. Perfect for juicing.
A

#3996 Organic $2.19
#4460 Organic Value Pack $3.89

Perilla Red
Milder in flavor than green Shiso,
this culinary herb combines the

flavors of parsley, cilantro and basil.
Traditionally used for making pickled 

plums.
H · A

#1395 Conventional $2.19

1936

Primarily used to wrap sushi, shiso
leaves smell like lemon balm. Flavor is a
combination of parsley, cilantro, and cumin,
with a hint of cinnamon. Add to salads, or
sprinkle on cucumber and fish. Also called
Japanese basil or mint.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in late spring when soil has
warmed to at least 65°F. Shiso prefers
full sun to partial shade and fertile,
well-drained soil. Or start indoors
four weeks before last frost.Water
regularly, especially in hot weather.
Soak seeds overnight in warm water
to improve germination.

HARVEST
Pick leaves as needed. Both flowers
and leaves are edible.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

PLANT SPACE
12" (30cm)

ROW SPACE
12" (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-21 days

MATURES IN
85 days

Perilla Green

SHISOPerilla Green

SHISO
Perilla frutscens var. crispa

annual

1935

Milder in flavor than green Shiso, this
culinary herb combines the flavors of
parsley, cilantro and basil. Traditionally
used for making pickled plums
(umeboshi).

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in late spring when soil has
warmed to at least 45˚F. Start
transplants indoors four weeks before
last frost. Shiso prefers full sun to
partial shade and fertile, well-drained
soil.Water regularly, especially in hot
weather. Soak seeds overnight in
warm water to improve germination.

HARVEST
Pick leaves as needed. Both flowers
and leaves are edible.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

PLANT SPACE
12" (30cm)

ROW SPACE
12" (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-21 days

MATURES IN
85 days

Perilla Red

SHISOPerilla Red

SHISO
Perilla frutescens

annual

8012

Vigorous ornamental plants that add the final
touch to your herb garden. Thrives in well-
drained soil and is hardy at least to zone 5.
Tarragon’s linear to lance-shaped leaves grow
on plants that can reach 5’ tall. Greenish-
white flower clusters appear in June or July.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a sunny site with moderately rich soil.
Where temperatures dip below 0°F, mulch
well before the ground freezes.Tarragon
does best in areas where it does have a
period of winter dormancy. Established
plants may be pruned to fit the confines of
your herbal garden.

HARVEST
Harvest should occur in late July.Tarragon
leaves, like basil bruise easily. Handle
with care during the harvest and drying
process. RussianTarragon produces hardy
plants which make a great addition to any
herbaceous border.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
1” (3cm)

ROW SPACE
18-24” (46-61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

HEIGHT
approx. 5’ (1.6m)

Russian

TARRAGONRussian

TARRAGON
Artemisia dracunculoides

perennial

299

An attractive, hardy plant with tiny
green leaves, woody stems, and masses
of purple flowers in late spring. Its
distinctive flavor is prized for seasoning
meats, vinegars, and vegetables.
Blossoms attract bees.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in midspring when soil has warmed
in full sun and average, well-drained soil.
Sow seeds thinly and and lightly cover
with fine soil.Thyme often grows best
when started indoors, three to four
weeks before last spring frost date.
Transplant in clusters about 8” apart.

HARVEST
Harvest individual leaves as needed for
fresh use.To dry, cut back entire plant to
just a few stems 4” above the base and
hang in shade to dry.

SEED DEPTH
1/8” (3mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
8-20 days

MATURES IN
70 days

Winter

THYMEWinter

THYME
Thymus vulgaris

hardy perennial

 Wheat Grass
 Triticum aestivum

These wheat grass seeds come from organic hard
red winter wheat, the best variety for prolific
germination and thick, dark green blades. Perfect for juicing.

No Chemical Fertilizers
No Seed Treatments

Printed on recycled paper. © Lake Valley Seed, Inc.

PLANTING
Grass may grow better if you pre-soak seeds for 8-12
hours and then drain well. Plant in moist, rich soil. Spread
seeds evenly over the soil surface and cover lightly with
1/8” of soil.  Place container in a sunny location and
spray surface with water to keep soil moist, but not
wet, while seeds germinate.

HARVEST
Trim grass about 1/2” above the soil level when grass is
6” tall. Continue watering for a second harvest.

herb

Lake Valley Seed Company, Inc.   5717 Arapahoe Ave.  Boulder, CO 80303
Certified Organic by the Colorado Department of Agriculture

A natural
superfood

3996
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Broadleaf Salad Burnet

Summer Savory

Perilla Green
Primarily used to wrap sushi, shiso 

leaves smell like lemon balm. Flavor 
is a combination of parsley, cilantro 
and cumin with a hint of cinnamon. 
Also called Japanese basil or mint. 

Add to salads or sprinkle on
cucumbers and fish.

H · A
#1396 Conventional $2.19

Perilla Green

Perilla Red

Thyme

Tarragon

Wheat Grass

Sage Salad Burnet

Savory Shiso

Tarragon

Thyme Wheat Grass
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Sprouts & Microgreens

41 lakevalleyseed.com

Seed Tape

A vitamin, mineral and protein 
storehouse. Alfalfa sprouts have a 

mild, nutty slightly sweet flavor with a 
delectable crisp texture.

#4369 Organic Sprouts $4.89

A rich source of antioxidants like 
Vitamins C and A, fiber and

sulforaphane. The tender greens 
have an earthy taste.

#4370 Organic Sprouts $4.89

A crisp source of protein, fiber and 
vitamins C and A. The thin white 

stalks have round heads that can be 
green, yellow or beige. Delicious in 

Asian dishes. 
#4371 Organic Sprouts $4.89

Spicy and packed with folate and
vitamin B6. They add robust flavor to 

many dishes like salads,
sandwiches or soup.

#4372 Organic Sprouts $4.89

A protein-rich medley of 
garbanzo, lentil and pea. Tastes great 

in soups, stews and salads. 
#4373 Organic Sprouts $4.89

A tasty blend of alfalfa, broccoli, 
clover and radish. All of the flavors 

combine into a medley that is
delicious on salads. 

#4374 Organic Sprouts $4.89

A nutritious combo of alfalfa,
broccoli, mung bean and radish. The 

perfect blend for topping
sandwiches.

#4375 Organic Sprouts $4.89

A delicious blend of garbanzo and 
pea. Great as a snack on its own or 

in other recipes.
#4376 Organic Sprouts $4.89

Alfalfa Broccoli

Salad MixRainbow Mix

RadishMung Bean

Springtime MixSandwich Mix

Alfalfa Broccoli

Mung Bean Radish

Rainbow Mix Salad Mix

Sandwich Mix Springtime Mix

Sparkler
This heirloom garden favorite has 
rosy-red roots tipped with white. 

Round 1” roots are sweet and crisp, 
with a touch of peppery flavor.
Sparkler is easy to grow and it 

produces quickly, making it a fun 
garden choice for children. 

H · A 
#4728 Organic Seed Tape $3.89

256

[25 days]

Cherry Belle is an early season radish
known for its round and crunchy roots.
Radishes take very little room to grow
and can be planted to mature during
a cold period. A great starter plant
for kids.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors every few weeks
starting in early spring, or fall/winter in
mild climates.Time your plantings to
mature while the weather is cool. For
best quality, radishes need to mature
quickly with plenty of water.

HARVEST
Radishes mature rapidly. Harvest
tender roots frequently, as soon
as round shoulders begin to break
through the soil.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
2” (5cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
25 days

Cherry Belle

RADISHCherry Belle

RADISH
Raphanus sativus

420

[25 days]

This heirloom garden favorite features rosy
red roots tipped with white. Round 1” roots
are sweet and crisp, with a touch of peppery
flavor. Sparkler is easy to grow and produces
quickly, making it a perfect gardening choice
for children.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant every few weeks in loose,
rich soil starting in early spring,
or fall/winter in mild climates.
Water consistently.

HARVEST
Radishes mature rapidly. Harvest
tender roots frequently, as soon
as round shoulders begin to
break through the soil.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
2” (5cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
25 days

Sparkler

RADISHSparkler

RADISH
Raphanus sativus

[50 days]

Viking
SPINACH
Spinacia oleracea

HEIRLOOM. This dependable  spinach
produces a heavy yield of glossy, tasty
dark green savoyed leaves. A long-standing
variety that shows good heat tolerance.

Viking
SPINACH

6.6’ (2m) of tape
Perfect Rows, Even Spacing

SEED TAPE

4559

PLANTING
Spinach is cold-hardy and can be planted in early
spring and fall, or winter in mild areas. Plant in full
sun to light shade in rich, non-acidic soil. Make a
shallow trench about 1/2” deep. Place seed tape in
trench, cover with soil, and pack gently. Keep evenly
moist until they germinate. Sow every 10 days for
continuous harvest.

NOTE
Harvest by pulling the entire plant when leaves are
young and tender.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13 mm)

ROW SPACE
18” (45 cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

THIN TO
3” (76 mm)

MATURES IN
50 days

Viking
         This dependable spinach

produces a heavy yield of glossy, 
tasty dark green savoyed leaves. 

A long-standing variety that shows 
good heat tolerance. This variety 

won an All America Selections award 
in 1935.

H · A 
#4559 Conventional Seed Tape 

$3.49

How do you plant Seed Tape?

1. Dig a shallow trench at the correct depth for the seed.
2. Place the desired amount of seed tape in the trench.
3. Cover lightly with soil, and keep moist until germination.

Cherry Belle Sparkler

VikingGiant Winter

Cherry Belle
    Cherry Belle is an extra early 

season radish enjoyed for its round 
bright red roots and mild, solid, 

crunchy flesh. Perfect for early or late 
summer plantings. An All 

America Selections winner in 1949.
H · A 

#4558 Conventional Seed Tape 
$3.49

Giant Winter
An exceptionally cold hardy, savory 
spinach with glossy, green leaves. 

High yield Winter Giant is best 
planted in fall and can overwinter if 

mulched or grown under a row
cover. Leaves are sweetest when 

grown in cold temperatures. 
H · A 

#4729 Organic Seed Tape $3.89

Why Choose Seed Tape?

Seed tape has several benefits over conventional seeding. 

• For varieties with small seeds, sowing is easy without having to grasp tiny seeds in 
your hands.

• It spaces them evenly, so you don’t have to worry about the spacing during planting. 
• It prevents over or under seeding.

Radish

Spinach
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Sprouts & Microgreens

29

Bush [55 days]

Unbeatable flavor and productivity.
Big yields of 6” pods that are straight,
round, meaty, and stringless. A good
choice for freezing, canning, or fresh
use.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in a sunny area in well-drained,
average soil in late spring. Optimal soil
temperature for germination is 75-95°F.
Beans do not tolerate frost. Bush beans
sometimes form tendrils similar to pole
beans.You can snip them off without
harming the plant.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly just as they start
to fill out for best flavor. Replant every
three weeks for continuous harvest.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
55 days

Blue Lake 274

BEANBlue Lake 274

BEAN
Phaseolus vulgaris

3927

Bush [62 days]

Greencrop provides a long-lasting
harvest of large, flavorful, dark green
beans that can grow up to 8” long and
1/2” wide. Delicious fresh, and keeps
well canned and frozen.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in well-drained, average soil in
late spring. Optimal soil temperature
for germination is 75-95°F. Beans
do not tolerate frost. Bush beans
sometimes form tendrils similar to
pole beans.You can snip them off
without harming the plant.

HARVEST
Pick pods when young and tender.
Harvest early and often to increase
yields.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
62 days

Greencrop

BEANGreencrop

BEAN
Phaseolus vulgaris

1685

[50 Days]

More intense, pungent flavor than
cultivated arugula, and more heat
and cold tolerant. Very slow to bolt.
Traditionally collected in the wild and
used as an herb or salad green.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a cool location with full sun to
part shade. Easy to grow in any soil,
but the tenderest, mildest leaves are
produced in fertile soil with plenty of
water.

HARVEST
Cut with scissors about one inch from
ground when leaves are two to four
inches long. Cut frequently for best
production. First year plants may grow
all season without bolting. Plants may be
perennial in mild climates.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
6" (15cm)

ROW SPACE
12" (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

MATURES IN
50 days

Wild

ARUGULAWild

ARUGULA
Diplotaxis tenuifolia

340

Bush [48 days]

Big yields of meaty, stringless 6” pods.
Contender is a real standout in areas
with hot, humid summers due to its
resistance to common bean mosaic virus
and powdery mildew. A good choice for
canning and freezing.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in well-drained, average soil in late
spring. Optimal soil temperature for
germination is 75-95°F. Beans do not
tolerate frost. Bush beans sometimes
form tendrils similar to pole beans.You
can snip them off without harming the
plant.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly just as they start
to fill out for best flavor. Replant every
three weeks for continuous harvest.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
48 days

Contender

BEANContender

BEAN
Phaseolus vulgaris
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Seed Depth
1” (3cm)

Plant Space
4” (10cm)

Row Space
24” (61cm)

Sprouts In
7-10 days

Matures In
55 days
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1975

Bush [53 days]

A dependable producer, even under
adverse conditions. Each plant yields
plenty of 6” flavorful, meaty, dark green
pods that are completely stringless. A
good choice for canning.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in a sunny area in well-drained,
average soil in late spring. Optimal soil
temperature for germination is 75-95°F.
Beans do not tolerate frost. Bush beans
sometimes form tendrils similar to pole
beans.You can snip them off without
harming the plant.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly just as they start
to fill out for best flavor. Replant every
three weeks for continuous harvest.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
53 days

Landreth Stringless

BEANLandreth Stringless

BEAN
Phaseolus vulgaris

37

Bush [54 days]

Big yields of 6” pods that are straight,
meaty, and stringless. Bright yellow
color makes these beans stand out for
easy picking. Good germination in cooler
soil. Also known as Eastern Butter Wax
bean.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in a sunny area in well-drained,
average soil in late spring. Optimal soil
temperature for germination is 75-95°F.
Beans do not tolerate frost. Bush beans
sometimes form tendrils similar to pole
beans.You can snip them off without
harming the plant.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly just as they start
to fill out for best flavor. Replant every
three weeks for continuous harvest.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
54 days

Pencil Pod Yellow Wax

BEANPencil Pod Yellow Wax

BEAN
Phaseolus vulgaris

Wild
More intense, pungent flavor than 
cultivated arugula, and more heat 

and cold tolerant. Very slow to bolt. 
Traditionally collected in the wild and 

used as an herb or salad green.
H · A 

#1685 Conventional $1.99
#3994 Organic $2.89

Pencil Pod Yellow Wax
Big yields of 6” pods that are straight, 

meaty and stringless. Bright yellow 
color makes these beans stand out 
for easy picking. Good germination 

in cooler soil. Also known as Eastern 
Butter Wax Bean.

H · A 
#37 Conventional $1.99
#366 Value Pack $3.19

Pencil PodLandreth Stringless

French GardenGreencrop

ContenderBlue Lake 274

WildArugula

Also known as Rocket or Roquette, 
the tasty young leaves add a

delightful spicy flavor to fresh salads 
and pasta sauces. Very easy and 
quick to grow. Plant every three 
weeks for a constant source of

tender greens. 
H · A 

#261 Conventional $2.19
#4179 Value Pack $3.19

#573 Organic $2.89
#4445 Organic Value Pack $3.89

Blue Lake 274
Unbeatable flavor and

productivity. Big yields of 6” pods 
that are straight, round, meaty and 

stringless. A good choice for
freezing, canning or fresh use.

H · A 
#29 Conventional $1.99
#363 Value Pack $3.19
#553 Organic $2.89

#4446 Organic Value Pack $4.39

Contender
Big yields of meaty, stringless 6” 

pods. Contender is a real standout in 
areas with hot, humid summers due 

to its resistance to common bean 
mosaic virus and powdery mildew. 

A good choice for canning and 
freezing. 

H · A 
#340 Conventional $1.99

#365 Value Pack $3.19 
#554 Organic $2.89

Greencrop
         Greencrop provides a long
lasting harvest of large, flavorful, dark 
green beans that can grow up to 8” 
long and 1/2” wide. Delicious fresh, 
and keeps well canned and frozen. 
An All America Selections winner in 

1957.
H · A 

#3927 Conventional $1.99

French Garden
Compact bush plants with bright 
green 5-6” pods. French Garden 

beans are versatile in the kitchen and 
can be used for snap beans, green 

shelling beans, or dry beans. 
H · A 

#3978 Organic $2.89

Landreth Stringless
A dependable producer, even under 
adverse conditions. Each plant yields 

plenty of 6” flavorful, meaty, dark 
green pods that are completely 

stringless. A good choice for
canning. 

H · A 
#1975 Conventional $1.99

Arugula

Bush Bean

A sweet and spicy mix of alfalfa, 
broccoli and clover. The mild crunch 

adds the perfect texture to your 
meal.

#4378 Organic Sprouts $4.89

Tender, crunchy and protein rich. Has 
a nutty flavor and provides a hearty 

crunch in salads and
sandwiches.

#4377 Organic Sprouts $4.89

High in minerals and vitamins B, C 
and E with a wonderful subtly sweet 

taste that compliments many
different dishes. 

#4379 Organic Sprouts $4.89

A tasty blend of alfalfa, broccoli,
clover and radish, this colorful mix 
will be sure to dress up any plate. 
#4733 Organic Microgreens $4.89

A tasty source of vitamin K and
calcium, arugula microgreens are 

one of the quickest to grow and have 
a delicate spicy flavor. 

#4734 Organic Microgreens $4.89

Early Wonder
Full of vitamins, these beautiful red 

beet microgreens have a rich, earthy 
flavor.

#4735 Organic Microgreens $4.89

Calabrese
A rich source of antioxidants,

broccoli microgreens have a mild 
flavor, perfect for salads and

sandwiches. 
#4731 Organic Microgreens $4.89

Daikon
Spicy and packed with folate and 

vitamin B6, these zesty radish
microgreens add a pop of flavor to 

your culinary dishes. 
#4732 Organic Microgreens $4.89

Wheat Berries

Tasty Broccoli MixSunflower

Arugula

Early Wonder Calabrese

Daikon Salad Mix

Sunflower Tasty Broccoli Mix

Wheat Berries Arugula

Beet Broccoli

Radish Salad Mix
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8010

Bush [65 Days]

A very prolific heirloom that produces
delicious buttery baby lima beans, three
to four beans per easy-to-shell pod. This
variety was discovered in Virginia in 1885
and introduced by the Peter Henderson Co. in
1888. A sturdy early producer.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in rich soil and full
sun well after last frost, when soil has
warmed to at least 65° F. May be slow to
germinate but will grow prolifically once
established. Drought tolerant. Plant every
two weeks for a continuous supply.

HARVEST
Harvest when the bean pods fill out
but are still tender for fresh shelling or
let dry on the plant for storage. Pick
frequently while pods are young for best
quality and yield.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
6" (15cm)

ROW SPACE
2-3' (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
65 days

Henderson's Baby

BEAN LIMA
Henderson's Baby

BEAN LIMA
Phaseolus lunatus

30

Pole [60 days]

Rich, tender, dark green pods with
unbeatable flavor and productivity.
Climbing vine yields 6-8” straight,
meaty, stringless pods. Perfect for
freezing and canning.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in well-drained soil in late
spring. Optimal soil temperature for
germination is 75-95°F. Beans do not
tolerate frost.Thinning is normally not
necessary. Harvest early and often to
increase yields.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly just as they begin
to fill out for best flavor. Replant
every three weeks for continuous
harvest.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
6” (15cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Blue Lake FM1

BEANBlue Lake FM1

BEAN
Phaseolus vulgaris

35

Pole [65 days]

An old-time favorite because of its
exceptional flavor and high yields. 8”
broad, fleshy pods with brown seeds
are delicious picked fresh or dried for
shelling. Resistant to bean rust.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in a sunny area in well-drained,
average soil in late spring. Optimal soil
temperature for germination is 75-
95°F. Beans do not tolerate frost.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly just as they start
to fill out for best flavor. Replant
every three weeks for continuous
harvest. Support vigorous vines with
trellises or poles.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
65 days

Kentucky Wonder

BEANKentucky Wonder

BEAN
Phaseolus vulgaris

4670

Bush [90-150 days]

The classic bean for refried beans and a favorite
pot bean that pairs well with soups and bean-based
dishes. Pinto beans are the most common cultivar
of dry beans, grown as a dry bean crop, and easy
to grow. They are a rich source of minerals and
vitamins with high fiber and low calorie benefits.
With a shelf life of five years, pinto beans are a
great option for those who enjoy edible gardening.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Pinto beans are shallow rooted (transplanting not
recommended). Sow directly outdoors after all
danger of frost and soil temperature reaches at least
60˚F. Plant in full sun and well-draining soil with a PH
level of 6-7. It is okay to let the beans dry out while
growing.Water deeply and infrequently at planting to
prevent seed rot, and throughout the growing season
to encourage deep strong roots. Reduce water
before harvest to hasten pod drying.

HARVEST
Harvest your pinto beans when the beans and pods
are firm and dry, but before pods have split open.
Pods can be snapped off branches at the base and
beans can be shelled out of the pod for storage.
Freeze your pinto bean harvest for several hours to
kill off any insects.

SEED DEPTH
1-2" (3-5cm)

PLANT SPACE
4-6" (10-15cm)

ROW SPACE
18-24" (46-61cm)

SPROUTS IN
8-14 days

MATURES IN
90-150 days

PINTO BEAN
PINTO BEAN
Phaseolus vulgaris

33

Pole [58 days]

All the deep flavor of Kentucky Wonder,
with the nearly stringless pods and
sweetness of Blue Lake. Perfect for
freezing, canning, and fresh use. An All
America Selections winner.

PLANTING
Plant in a sunny area in well-drained,
average soil in late spring. Optimal soil
temperature for germination is 75-
95°F. Beans do not tolerate frost.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly just as they start
to fill out for best flavor. Replant
every three weeks for continuous
harvest. Support vigorous vines with
trellis or poles.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
6” (15cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
58 days

home canning favorite

Kentucky Blue

BEANKentucky Blue

BEAN
Phaseolus vulgaris

39

Pole [70 days]

Plant for summer beauty and reap a bountiful
crop of sweet soup beans to enjoy in the fall.
Scarlet Emperor produces abundant clusters
of bright red blossoms on vigorous vines,
followed by a heavy crop of fuzzy 6” pods
that produce beans with deep flavor.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in a sunny area in well-drained,
average soil in late spring. Optimal
soil temperature for germination is
75-95°F. Does not tolerate frost.

HARVEST
Eat the tender young pods, or harvest
after the pods have dried for delicious
soup beans. Support vigorous vines
with trellis or poles.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
6” (15cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
70 days

Scarlet Emperor

BEANScarlet Emperor

BEAN
Phaseolus coccineus

42

Pole [80 days]

Yard long features vigorous vines that climb
like pole beans and produce extra long pods.
In warm, humid areas the tender pods can
grow up to 3’ long. In shorter season areas
they commonly grow to over 1’. Cook like
green beans or stir fry.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in full sun in late
spring after soil has completely
warmed. May take two to three
months for plants to flower, but once
blossom production begins plants will
produce prolifically. Flourishes in heat
and humidity.

HARVEST
Harvest pods just as they begin to fill
out or are about 1” long.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
8” (20cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
80 days

Yard Long

BEANYard Long

BEAN
Vigna unguiculata

Henderson’s Baby
A very prolific heirloom that

produces delicious buttery baby lima 
beans with three to four beans per 
each easy-to-shell pod. This variety 
was discovered in Virginia in 1885 

and introduced by the Peter
Henderson Co. in 1888. A sturdy 

early producer. 
H · A 

#8010 Conventional $2.19

A classic bean for refried beans and 
a favorite pot bean that pairs well 

with soups and bean-based dishes. 
Pinto beans are the most common 
cultivar of dry bean. Easy to grow. 
A rich source of nutrients with high 
fiber and low calorie benefits. With 
a long shelf life, pinto beans are a 
great option for those who enjoy 

edible gardening. 
H · A 

#4670 Conventional $2.19

Yard long features vigorous vines 
that climb like pole beans and 

produce extra long pods. In warm, 
humid areas the tender pods can 

grow up to 3’ long. In shorter season 
areas they commonly grow to over 1’. 

Cook like green beans or stir fry. 
H · A 

#42 Conventional $2.89

Henderson’s Baby Pinto

Blue Lake FM1 Kentucky Blue

Kentucky Wonder Scarlet Emperor

Yard Long

Blue Lake FM1
Rich, tender, dark green pods with 

unbeatable flavor and
productivity. The climbing vines yield 

6-8” straight, meaty,
stringless pods. Perfect for freezing 

and canning. 
H · A 

#30 Conventional $2.19
#360 Value Pack $3.19
#555 Organic $2.89

#4447 Organic Value Pack $4.39

Kentucky Blue
      All the deep flavor of Kenucky
Wonder, with the nearly stringless 
pods and sweetness of Blue Lake. 
Perfect for freezing, canning and 

fresh use. An All America Selections 
winner in 1991.

A 
#33 Conventional $2.19

Kentucky Wonder
An old-time favorite because of its 
exceptional flavor and high yields. 

The 8” broad, fleshy pods with brown 
seeds are delicious picked fresh or 
dried for shelling. Resistant to bean 

rust. 
H · A 

#35 Conventional $2.19
#362 Value Pack $3.19
#556 Organic $2.89

Scarlet Emperor
Plant for summer beauty and reap a 
beautiful crop of sweet soup beans 
to enjoy in the fall. Scarlet Emperor

produces abundant clusters of bright 
red blossoms on vigorous vines, 

followed by a heavy crop of fuzzy 6” 
pods that produce beans with deep 

flavor.
H · A 

#39 Conventional $2.19

Pinto Bean

Pole Bean

Yard Long Bean

513

Bush [55 days]

Remarkable flavor and tenderness! Long,
flat pods bursting with the robust flavor
of Roma pole beans on easy-to-grow
bush plants. Delicious fresh, canned,
or frozen.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in a sunny area in well-drained,
average soil in late spring. Optimal soil
temperature for germination is 75-95°F.
Beans do not tolerate frost. Bush beans
sometimes form tendrils similar to pole
beans.You can snip them off without
harming the plant.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly just as they start
to fill out for best flavor. Replant every
three weeks for continuous harvest.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
55 days

Roma ll Italian Flat Pod

BEANRoma ll Italian Flat Pod

BEAN
Phaseolus vulgaris

222

Bush [80 Days]

An essential hot weather vegetable. Produces
well even when it is too hot and humid for
snap beans. Pods are held on a short vine and
mature about the same time as okra. May be
eaten whole when young or shelled for their
seeds when mature.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in full sun and rich,
well-drained soil after all danger of
frost. Cowpeas germinate best at a
soil temperature of 65°F or warmer.
Water frequently at soil level.

HARVEST
Harvest pods while still young and
tender. For fresh shelled peas, harvest
when pods begin to change color and
seeds are plump.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4" (10cm)

ROW SPACE
18" (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
80 days

Cowpea California #5 Blackeye

BEANCowpea California #5 Blackeye

BEAN
Vigna unguiculata

512

Bush [55 days]

Stringless, dark purple, 5” pods
that turn bright green when
cooked. Performs well in cooler
weather. Delicious frozen, canned,
or cooked fresh.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in a sunny area in well-drained,
average soil in late spring. Optimal soil
temperature for germination is 75-95°F.
Beans do not tolerate frost. Bush beans
sometimes form tendrils similar to pole
beans.You can snip them off without
harming the plant.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly just as they start
to fill out for best flavor. Replant every
three weeks for continuous harvest.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
55 days

Royal Burgundy

BEANRoyal Burgundy

BEAN
Phaseolus vulgaris

1931

Bush [55 days]

Space-saving, prolific plants with slender,
stringless, emerald-green pods. Meaty and
flavorful. Top Crop is the best you can grow
for freezing and canning. An All America
Selections winner in 1950. Highly disease
resistant.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in a sunny area in well-drained,
average soil in late spring. Optimal soil
temperature for germination is 75-95°F.
Beans do not tolerate frost. Bush beans
sometimes form tendrils similar to pole
beans.You can snip them off without
harming the plant.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly just as they start
to fill out for best flavor. Replant every
three weeks for continuous harvest.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
55 days

Top Crop

BEANTop Crop

BEAN
Phaseolus vulgaris

32

Bush [85 days]

Broad Windsor fava bean is an
English variety that dates back to
1863. Shell is broad, flat beans for
a delicious early summer treat.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Direct sow for best results. Plant in
rich, well-drained soil in very early
spring about a month prior to last
frost date, or as a winter crop in
mild climates.Will tolerate light frost.
Thinning usually not necessary.

HARVEST
Pods are prolific and heavy. Support
plants with stakes.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
6” (15cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
85 days

Broad Windsor
BEAN, FAVA

Broad Windsor

BEAN, FAVA
Vicia faba

514

Pole [85 days]

A strong climber with plentiful wide pods
filled with five or six large beans. Beans are
light green when young, then develop red
speckles. A long warm season will reward you
with an abundance of easy-to-shell pods from
midsummer until frost.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in well-drained soil in late
spring. Optimal soil temperature
for germination is 75-95°F. Beans
do not tolerate frost.Thinning is
not normally necessary.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly, just as they
start to fill out the pod.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
6" (15cm)

ROW SPACE
30" (76cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
85 days

Christmas Speckled

BEAN, LIMA
Christmas Speckled

BEAN, LIMA
Phaseolus lunatus

36

Bush [75 days]

A long warm season will reward you
with an abundance of easy-to-shell
pods, each containing three to four rich,
buttery beans. Good for both freezing
and fresh use.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in well-drained, average soil in
late spring. Optimal soil temperature
for germination is 75-95°F. Beans
do not tolerate frost.Thinning is not
normally necessary.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly just as they begin
to fill out for best flavor. Replant
every three weeks for continuous
harvest.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
6” (15cm)

ROW SPACE
30” (76cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
75 days

Fordhook 242
BEAN, LIMA

Fordhook 242

BEAN, LIMA
Phaseolus lunatus

Top Crop
         Space-saving, prolific plants

with slender, stringless, emerald 
green pods. Meaty and flavorful. Top 

Crop is the best you can grow for 
freezing and canning. It was an All 

America Selections Gold Medal
winner in 1950. Highly disease 

resistant. 
H · A 

#1931 Conventional $1.99
#1993 Value Pack $3.19

California Blackeye
No. 5

Produces well even when it is too 
hot and humid for snap beans. Pods 
are held on a short vine and mature 

about the same time as okra. May be 
eaten whole when young or shelled 

for their seeds when mature.
H · A 

#222 Conventional $2.19

Broad Windsor
Broad Windsor fava bean is an

English variety that dates back to 
1863. Shell its broad flat beans for a 

delicious early summer treat. 
H · A 

#32 Conventional $2.19
#4365 Value Pack $3.19

#4476 Organic $2.89

Fordhook 242
         A long warm season will

reward you with an abundance of 
easy-to-shell pods, each containing 

three to four rich, buttery beans. 
Good for both freezing and fresh 

use. Won an All America Selections 
award in 1945.

H · A 
#36 Conventional $2.19

Cowpea Fava Bean

Roma II Italian
Flat Pod

Remarkable flavor and tenderness. 
Long, flat pods bursting with robust 
flavor of Roma pole beans on easy 

to grow bush plants. Delicious fresh, 
canned or frozen.

H · A 
#513 Conventional $1.99

Royal Burgundy
Stringless, dark purple 5” pods turn 

bright green when cooked. Performs 
well in cooler weather. Delicious 
frozen, canned or cooked fresh. 

H · A 
#512 Conventional $1.99

Tendergreen Improved
Vigorous and heat tolerant, with 
generous yields of round, meaty, 

stringless 5” pods. A versatile variety 
that originated in the 1920s. Excellent 

for freezing or canning. 
H · A 

#40 Conventional $1.99
#367 Value Pack $3.19
#3499 Organic $2.89

Christmas Speckled
A strong climber with plentiful wide 

pods filled with five or six large 
beans. Beans are light green when 
young then develop red speckles. 

A long warm season will reward you 
with an abundance of pods from 

midsummer until frost. 
H · A 

#514 Conventional $2.19

Roma II Royal Burgundy

Tendergreen Top Crop

California Blackeye No. 5 Broad Windsor

Christmas Speckled Fordhook 242

Lima Bean
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55

[60 days]

A tasty heirloom broccoli first introduced
in the U.S. by Italian immigrants. Easy
to grow, requires minimal care, and
packed with nutrients. Produces an
8” compact head. A good variety for
freezing.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in rich, moist soil four to six weeks
before last spring frost.Time your plantings
to mature while weather is cool, usually late
spring or early fall. Start indoors six weeks
before last spring frost date.Transplant
outdoors two weeks before last frost. Sow
in midsummer for a fall crop, or late fall in
mild climates. Feed monthly with compost
tea or vegetable fertilizer to maintain
vigorous growth.

HARVEST
Cut central head well before it develops
flowers. Side shoots will continue to form
after main head is harvested.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Calabrese

BROCCOLICalabrese

BROCCOLI
Brassica oleracea

524

[65 days]

A traditional Italian culinary specialty. Very
easy to grow and quick to mature. Plant with
other cool season crops and harvest in little
more than a month. The small heads are like
the side shoots on broccoli, but their flavor is
more distinct.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in rich, moist soil with plenty of
organic matter.Time your planting to
mature while weather is cool, usually
in early spring, late summer, or winter
in mild climates.

HARVEST
Cut tender leaves, stems, and heads as
soon as buds form. Second and third
cuttings are possible in cool weather.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
6” (15cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
65 days

BROCCOLI RAAB
BROCCOLI RAAB
Brassica rapa

57

[90 days]

A garden favorite since the 1890s.
Sturdy, semi-dwarf plants bear an
abundance of dark green, tender sprouts
for several weeks. Delicious roasted or
steamed.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in rich, moist soil four to six weeks
before last spring frost.Time your plantings
to mature while weather is cool, usually late
spring or early fall. Start indoors six weeks
before last spring frost date.Transplant
outdoors two weeks before last frost. Sow
in midsummer for a fall crop, or late fall in
mild climates. Feed monthly with compost
tea or vegetable fertilizer to maintain
vigorous growth.

HARVEST
Brussels sprouts are ready to harvest when
the heads are firm and about 2” in diameter.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
30” (76cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
90 days

Long Island Improved
BRUSSELS SPROUTS

Long Island Improved

BRUSSELS SPROUTS
Brassica oleracea

4080

[65 days]

Chinese broccoli is also known as Chinese kale
or kailaan. It is a leaf vegetable featuring
thick, flat, glossy blue-green leaves with thick
stems and a small number of tiny flower
heads similar to those of broccoli. Eat both
stalk and leaves.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in rich, moist soil four to six weeks
before last spring frost.Time your plantings
to mature while weather is cool, usually late
spring or early fall. Start indoors six weeks
before last spring frost date.Transplant
outdoors two weeks before last frost. Sow
in midsummer for a fall crop, or late fall in
mild climates.

HARVEST
Harvest main stalk when it reaches 8-10” tall
and no more than a few flowers are open.
Kailaan is more heat tolerant than broccoli.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
8” (20cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
65 days

Chinese Kailaan

BROCCOLIChinese Kailaan

BROCCOLI
Brassica oleracea

1986

[75 days]

Prized for its deep flavor. After
Waltham’s 6” compact head is
harvested, enjoy an abundance of
delicious side shoots until hard frost.
Excellent steamed and in stir-fries.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in rich, moist soil four to six weeks
before last spring frost.Time your plantings
to mature while weather is cool, usually late
spring or early fall. Start indoors six weeks
before last spring frost date.Transplant
outdoors two weeks before last frost. Sow
in midsummer for a fall crop, or late fall in
mild climates. Feed monthly with compost
tea or vegetable fertilizer to maintain
vigorous growth.

HARVEST
Cut central head well before it develops
flowers. Side shoots will continue to form
after main head is harvested.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
75 days

Waltham 29

BROCCOLIWaltham 29

BROCCOLI
Brassica oleracea

60

[65 days]

Copenhagen has a firm, crisp texture
and marvelous sweet flavor. Forms solid
four lb. heads very early in the season.
A good choice for slaw or sauerkraut.
Enjoy a harvest by early summer.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in rich, moist soil in full sun or
part shade two weeks before last
spring frost, or sow in midsummer for
fall harvest. Start indoors six weeks
before last spring frost. Grows best in
temperatures between 50-75°F. Keep
soil evenly moist.

HARVEST
Harvest by cutting the entire head
at soil level as soon as the head feels
firm.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
30” (76cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-12 days

MATURES IN
65 days

Copenhagen Market

CABBAGECopenhagen Market

CABBAGE
Brassica oleracea

61

[85 days]

Early Flat Dutch is an early season
variety with extra-sweet flavor. Known
for its large, nearly flat, pale green
heads averaging two to four lbs. each.
One of the best varieties for storage.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in rich, moist soil in full sun or
part shade two weeks before last
spring frost, or sow in midsummer for
fall harvest. Start indoors six weeks
before last spring frost. Grows best in
temperatures between 50-75°F. Keep
soil evenly moist.

HARVEST
Harvest by cutting the entire head
at soil level as soon as the head feels
firm.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
30” (76cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-12 days

MATURES IN
85 days

Early Flat Dutch

CABBAGEEarly Flat Dutch

CABBAGE
Brassica oleracea

Long Island Improved
A garden favorite since the 1890s. 

These sturdy, semi-dwarf plants bear 
an abundance of dark green, tender 
sprouts for several weeks. Delicious 

roasted or steamed. 
H · A 

#57 Conventional $2.19

Waltham 29
Prized for its deep flavor. After 
Waltham’s 6” compact head is 

harvested, enjoy an abundance 
of delicious side shoots until hard 

frost. Excellent steamed and in 
stir fries. 

H · A
#1986 Conventional $1.99

#4054 Organic $2.89

Early Flat Dutch
Early Flat Dutch is an early

season variety with extra sweet 
flavor. Known for its large, nearly flat, 
pale green heads averaging 2-4lbs. 
each. One of the best varieties for 

storage.
H · A

#61 Conventional $1.99

59

[65 days]

Michihili, or Chinese cabbage, is a semi-
heading variety that produces large, crisp,
mild-flavored leaves that are delicious raw,
steamed, or in a stir fry. Plants tolerate light
frost and taste best when timed to mature in
cool weather.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in rich, moist soil in full sun or
part shade two weeks before last
spring frost. Start transplants indoors
six weeks before last spring frost. Sow
seeds in midsummer for fall harvest.
Keep soil evenly moist. Grows best in
temperatures between 50-75°F.

HARVEST
Harvest by cutting entire plant at soil
level as soon as head feels firm.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-12 days

MATURES IN
65 days

Michihili (Chinese)

CABBAGEMichihili (Chinese)

CABBAGE
Brassica rapa var. pekinensis

Calabrese

Early Flat Dutch

Copenhagen MarketLong Island Improved

Waltham 29Raab (Rapini)

Chinese Kailaan

Calabrese
A tasty heirloom broccoli first 

introduced in the U.S. by Italian 
immigrants. Easy to grow, requires 

minimal care and is packed with 
nutrients. Produces an 8” compact 
head. A good variety for freezing. 

H · A 
#55 Conventional $2.19

#1671 Organic $2.89

Chinese (Kailaan)
Chinese broccoli is also known as 

Chinese kale or kailaan. It is a leafy 
vegetable featuring thick, flat, glossy 
blue-green leaves with thick stems 
and a small number of tiny flower 

heads similar to those of broccoli. Eat 
both the stalks and the leaves. 

H · A
#4080 Conventional $2.69

Raab (Rapini)
A traditional Italian specialty. Very 
easy to grow and quick to mature. 
Plant with other cool season crops 

and harvest in little more than a 
month. The small heads are like the 

side shoots on broccoli, but their 
flavor is more distinct.

H · A
#524 Conventional $2.19

#4130 Organic $2.89

Copenhagen Market
Copenhagen has a firm, crisp texture 
and marvelous sweet flavor. Forms 

solid 4lb. heads very early in the 
season. A good choice for slaw or 

sauerkraut. Enjoy a harvest by early 
summer.

H · A
#60 Conventional $1.99

Michihili (Chinese)
A semi-heading variety that
produces large, crisp, mild 

flavored leaves that are delicious 
raw, steamed or in stir fry. Plants
tolerate light frost and taste best 

when timed to mature in cool
weather. 

H · A
#61 Conventional $1.99

Michihili

Broccoli

Brussels Sprouts Cabbage

46

[60 days]

Chioggia is noted for its distinctive red
and white interior stripes and extra-
sweet flavor. An attractive addition to
salads, or enjoy its roots, stems, and
leaves cooked or pickled.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors in loose, well-drained
soil in early spring as soon as soil can
be worked, or up to six weeks before
first fall frost. Beets prefer a cool
climate and can tolerate mild frost.

HARVEST
Keep soil moist for best growth, easy
harvest, and sweetest flavor.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-12 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Chioggia

BEETChioggia

BEET
Beta vulgaris

45

[60 days]

Plump, dark roots with sweet, juicy
flesh are perfect for canning, pickling,
freezing and fresh use. Pick early for
delicious baby beets. Tasty tops can be
cooked or eaten raw in salads. Easy
to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start beets outdoors in loose, well-
drained soil in early spring as soon
as soil can be worked, or up to six
weeks before fall frost. Beets prefer
a cool climate and can tolerate mild
frost.

HARVEST
Plant every two to three weeks for
continuous harvest. Keep soil moist
for best growth, easy harvest and
sweetest flavor.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-12 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Detroit Dark Red

BEETDetroit Dark Red

BEET
Beta vulgaris

43

[60 days]

Introduced in the 1820s, golden beets
are tender and especially mild and
sweet. They are yellow throughout and
do not “bleed” like red beets when
sliced. Enjoy raw, cooked, or pickled.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors in loose, well-drained
soil in early spring as soon as soil can
be worked, or up to six weeks before
first fall frost. Beets prefer a cool
climate and can tolerate mild frost.

HARVEST
Keep soil moist for best growth, easy
harvest, and sweetest flavor.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-12 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Golden

BEETGolden

BEET
Beta vulgaris

44

[60 days]

Cylindra was developed for easy
slicing. Roots are about 6” long
and more than 2” wide. Tasty tops
can be picked for salads or greens.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors in loose, well-drained
soil in early spring as soon as soil can
be worked, or up to six weeks before
first fall frost. Beets prefer a cool
climate and can tolerate mild frost.

HARVEST
Keep soil moist for best growth, easy
harvest, and sweetest flavor.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-12 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Cylindra

BEETCylindra

BEET
Beta vulgaris

47

[55 days]

A popular early producing variety with
sweet, purple-red globes and delicious
emerald greens that can be used in
place of kale or chard. A favorite beet
for canning.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start outdoors in loose, well-drained
soil in early spring as soon as soil can
be worked, or up to six weeks before
first fall frost. Beets prefer a cool
climate and can tolerate mild frost.

HARVEST
Keep soil moist for best growth, easy
harvest, and sweetest flavor.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-12 days

MATURES IN
55 days

Early Wonder

BEETEarly Wonder

BEET
Beta vulgaris

  Beet Gourmet Blend
 Beta vulgaris

Perfect mixture of Detroit Dark Red (50 percent) and

Golden Detroit (50 percent) beets for canning, roasting, or

fresh in salads. Tasty tops can be cooked or eaten raw in salads. Easy to grow.

No Chemical Fertilizers
No Seed Treatments

Printed on recycled paper. © Lake Valley Seed, Inc.

PLANTING
Start beets outdoors in loose, well-drained soil in early
spring as soon as soil can be worked, or up to six
weeks before fall frost. Beets prefer a cool climate and
can tolerate mild frost. Plant seed every few weeks for
continuous harvest.

HARVEST
Roots can be harvested when they reach 2 inches for
tender baby beets and greens, or continue growing until
the roots reach no more than 4 inches.

vegetable

Lake Valley Seed Company, Inc.   5717 Arapahoe Ave.  Boulder, CO 80303
Certified Organic by the Colorado Department of Agriculture

Gourmet Blend

Heirloom dark
red and golden
beets

3986
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4289

[60 days]

A tasty and attractive mix of five
beetroot varieties: Subeto (purple),
Boldor (yellow), Chioggia (red and white
interior), Albina Verduna (white), and
Bull’s Blood Scarletta (deep red). Enjoy
raw, cooked, or pickled.

PLANTING
Start outdoors in loose, well-drained
soil in early spring as soon as soil can
be worked, or up to six weeks before
first fall frost. Beets prefer a cool
climate and can tolerate mild frost.

HARVEST
Keep soil moist for best growth, easy
harvest, and sweetest flavor.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-12 days

MATURES IN
60 days

five colorful varieties

Rainbow Blend

BEETRainbow Blend

BEET
Beta vulgaris

3921

[55 Days]

Ruby Queen's easy-to-grow plants adapt well
to poor soil and stand up to crowding. Beets
are deep crimson and uniform inside and out,
with a deep, buttery flavor. A dependable
choice for eating fresh, canning, or pickling.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start beets outdoors in loose, well
drained soil in early spring as soon
as soil can be worked, or up to six
weeks before fall frost. Beets prefer
a cool climate and can tolerate mild
frost. Plant seed every few weeks for
continuous harvest.

HARVEST
Keep soil moist for best growth, easy
harvest, and sweetest flavor.

SEED DEPTH
1/2" (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
4" (10cm)

ROW SPACE
18" (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-12 days

MATURES IN
55 days

Ruby Queen

BEETRuby Queen

BEET
Beta vulgaris

Ruby Queen
  Ruby Queen’s easy-to-grow

plants adapt well to poor soil and 
stand up to crowding. Beets are a 

deep crimson and uniform inside and 
out, with a deep, buttery flavor. A 

dependable choice for eating fresh, 
canning or pickling. A 1957 All

America Selections winner. 
H · A 

#3921 Conventional $2.19

Chioggia
Chioggia is noted for its distinctive 
red and white interior stripes and 
extra sweet flavor. An attractive 

addition to salads or enjoy its roots, 
stems and leaves cooked or pickled. 

H · A 
#46 Conventional $2.39

#4053 Organic $2.89

Cylindra
Cylindra was developed for easy 

slicing. Roots are about 6” long and 
mroe than 2” wide. Tasty tops can be 

pickled for salads or greens. 
H · A 

#44 Conventional $2.39

Detroit Dark Red
Its plump dark roots with sweet, 

juicy flesh are perfect for canning, 
pickling, freezing and fresh use. Pick 
early for delicious baby beets. Tasty 
tops can be cooked or eaten raw in 

salads. Easy to grow. 
H · A 

#45 Conventional $2.19
#4180 Value Pack $3.19

Early Wonder
A popular early producing variety 
with sweet, purple-red globes and 
delicious emerald greens that can 

be used in place of kale or chard. A 
favorite beet for canning. 

H · A 
#47 Conventional $2.19
#477 Value Pack $3.19
#557 Organic $2.89

#4448 Organic Value Pack $3.89

Golden
Introduced in the late 1820s, golden 
beets are tender and especially mild 

and sweet. They are yellow
throughout and do not ‘bleed’ like 
red beets when sliced. Enjoy raw, 

cooked or pickled. 
H · A 

#43 Conventional $2.39
#4284 Organic $2.89

Gourmet Blend
The perfect mixture of Detroit Dark 
Red and Golden Detroit beets (50% 
each), for canning, roasting, or fresh 
in salads. Tasty tops can be cooked 
or eaten raw in salads. Easy to grow. 

A 
#3986 Organic $3.19

Rainbow Blend
A tasty and attractive mix of five 

beetroot varieties: Subeto (purple), 
Boldor (yellow), Chioggia (red and 

white interior), Albina Verduna 
(white), Bull’s Blood Scarletta (deep 
red). Enjoy raw, cooked or pickled. 

A 
#4289 Conventional $2.69

Chioggia Cylindra

Early WonderDetroit Dark Red

Golden Gourmet Blend

Rainbow Mix Ruby Queen

Beet
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72

[70 days]

Thick, tapered 6-7”roots are perfect for
heavy soil. You can grow two or three
crops of this carrot in a normal season
and over-winter the last one right in the
ground with a light mulch. Sweet and
delicious.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow outdoors in very early spring in
full sun and loose, evenly moist soil with
plenty of organic matter. Before planting,
loosen the soil to a depth of 8” to help
the roots grow straight. Be patient!
Carrots can be slow to germinate.

HARVEST
Loosen the soil with a garden fork
before harvesting. Cut off the green tops
1/4-1/2” from the top of the carrot, and
rinse and dry the root before storage.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
3” (8cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-21 days

MATURES IN
70 days

Royal Chantenay

CARROTRoyal Chantenay

CARROT
Daucus carota

3483

[75 days]

Long, crisp, and sweet is the best
description for Tendersweet. Roots grow
up to 10” long and their strong tops
make them easy to pull for harvest.
Plant a row once a month to enjoy fresh
carrots all season long.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow outdoors in very early spring in
full sun and loose, evenly moist soil with
plenty of organic matter. Before planting,
loosen the soil to a depth of 12” to
help the roots grow straight. Be patient!
Carrots can be slow to germinate.

HARVEST
Loosen the soil with a garden fork
before harvesting. Cut off the green tops
1/4-1/2” from the top of the carrot, and
rinse and dry the root before storage.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
3” (8cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-21 days

MATURES IN
75 days

Tendersweet

CARROTTendersweet

CARROT
Daucus carota

342

[120 days]

Utah is the standard garden celery,
producing tall, thick, compact stalks
with sweet flavor. This is a slow-growing
cool weather crop that produces best in
spring or fall.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Celery requires a long cool period,
at least three months at 60-70°F. For
spring crops, start plants indoors 10
weeks before last spring frost date. Or,
plant outdoors when soil has warmed
to 70°F so crop matures in late fall.
Will survive into early winter with light
frost protection. Keep well watered and
fertilized.

HARVEST
Cut entire plant at soil level when stalks
are 8-10” long.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
15-25 days

MATURES IN
120 days

Utah

CELERYUtah

CELERY
Apium graveolens

73

[70 days]

Sweet, crunchy and nearly
coreless, with bright orange 6-8”
roots. Firm flesh that’s perfect for
slicing, or delicious grilled, roasted
or juiced.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow outdoors in very early spring. Carrots
prefer full sun and loose, evenly moist soil
amended with plenty of organic matter.
Before planting, loosen the soil to a depth
of 8” to help the roots grow straight.Thin to
the recommended spacing when seedlings
have three to five leaves.

HARVEST
Loosen the soil with a garden fork before
harvesting. Cut off the green tops 1/4-1/2”
from the top of the carrot, and rinse and
dry the root before storage.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
3” (8cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-21 days

MATURES IN
70 days

Scarlet Nantes

CARROTScarlet Nantes

CARROT
Daucus carota

Utah
Utah is the standard garden celery, 
producing tall, thick, compact stalks 

with sweet flavor. A slow growing 
cool weather crop, producing best in 

spring or fall. 
H · A 

#342 Conventional $1.99

Tendersweet
Long, crisp and sweet is the best 

description for Tendersweet. Roots 
grow up to 10” long and their strong 

tops make them easy to pull for 
harvest. Plant a row once a month to 
enjoy fresh carrots all season long. 

H · A 
#3483 Conventional $2.19
#4366 Value Pack $3.19
#4280 Organic $2.89

Early Snowball
Creamy white heads with superb 

mild flavor. Early Snowball is an early 
variety that produces tightly packed 
heads just right for light steaming, 

roasting or pickling. Very cold
tolerant.

H · A 
#78 Conventional $1.99
#4056 Organic $2.89

Georgia Southern
A favorite since its introduction in the 

1880s, Georgia Southern is
noted for its tender, blue-green 

leaves and tolerance for both heat 
and cold. Plants can reash 2-3’ tall. 

Very easy to grow. 
H · A 

#96 Conventional $2.19

8001

[45-65 days]

A delicious mix of four heirloom carrot
varieties. Long, slender Atomic Red deepens
in color when cooked. Lunar White is mild
and nearly coreless. Solar Yellow is sweet
and crunchy. Cosmic Purple features coreless
orange flesh ringed in purple.

PLANTING
Sow outdoors in very early spring in
full sun and loose, evenly moist soil with
plenty of organic matter. Before planting,
loosen the soil to a depth of 8” to help
the roots grow straight. Be patient!
Carrots can be slow to germinate.

HARVEST
Loosen the soil with a garden fork
before harvesting. Cut off the green tops
1/4-1/2” from the top of the carrot, and
rinse and dry the root before storage.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
3” (8cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-21 days

MATURES IN
45-65 days

a culinary delight!

Rainbow Blend

CARROTRainbow Blend

CARROT
Daucus carota

4693

[75 days]

Ambrosia is a Sugary Enhanced (se) variety that
perfectly melds both white and yellow kernels into
one delicious bite. This variety, noted for its early
vigor is perfect for home growing. Ideal for grilling,
canning, or freezing. Ambrosia has a high resistance
to Stewart’s wilt and an intermediate resistance
to NCLB.

PLANTING
Corn is a warm season tender annual and requires
high fertility and deep, well-drained soil. Fertilize
ground well in spring with high-quality compost or
a complete fertilizer. Direct sow, (recommended), in
full sun after soil has warmed to 65˚F and all danger
of frost has passed. Plant in blocks of at least 4 rows
for adequate pollination. Once corn reaches 4 inches
tall, thin to 12” apart. Side dress with fertilizer at 12”,
or when leaves start yellowing. Corn must be well-
watered due to their shallow roots.Water at base to
avoid saturating stalks.

HARVEST
Harvest when ear silks have dried down, husk turns
a dark green, and kernels are full and “milky”. Corn
is generally ready 18-24 days after the first silk
has formed.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
12" (30cm)

ROW SPACE
12" (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
75 days

exceptionally sweet and delicious

Ambrosia

CORNAmbrosia

CORN
Zea mays

annual

Georgia Southern

UtahEarly Snowball

TendersweetScarlet Nantes

Royal ChantenayRainbow Blend

Rainbow Blend
A delicious mix of four heirloom

carrot varieties. Long, slender Atomic 
Red deepens in color when cooked. 

Lunar White is mild and nearly 
coreless. Solar Yellow is sweet and 

crunchy. Cosmic Purple features 
coreless orange flesh ringed in 

purple.
H · A 

#8001 Conventional $2.49
#3992 Organic $2.89

Royal Chantenay
The thick, tapered 6-7” roots are 

perfect for heavy soil. You can grow 
two or three crops of this carrot in a 
normal season and over-winter the 
last one right in the ground with a 
light mulch. Sweet and delicious. 

H · A 
#72 Conventional $2.19
#4477 Organic $2.89

Scarlet Nantes
Sweet, crunchy and nearly coreless, 
with bright orange 6-8” roots. It has 
firm flesh that’s perfect for slicing or 
delicious grilled, roasted or juiced. 

H · A 
#73 Conventional $2.19
#478 Value Pack $3.19
#3501 Organic $2.89

#4450 Organic Value Pack $3.89

Ambrosia
Ambrosia is a Sugary Enhanced (se) 

variety that perfectly melds both 
white and yellow kernels into one 

delicious bite. This variety, noted for 
its early vigor is perfect for home 

growing. Ideal for grilling, canning or 
freezing. Ambrosia has high

resistance to Stewart’s wilt and
intermediate resistance to NCLB.

A
#4693 Conventional $2.89Ambrosia

Cauliflower Celery

Collards Corn

470

[65 days]

Red Acre’s solid, round, deep-red heads
average 2-4 lb. Perfect for dressing up
salad, slaw, and relish trays. This is an
early variety for summer harvest.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in rich, moist soil in full sun or
part shade two weeks before last
spring frost, or sow in midsummer for
fall harvest. Start indoors six weeks
before last spring frost. Grows best in
temperatures between 50-75°F. Keep
soil evenly moist.

HARVEST
Harvest by cutting the entire head
at soil level as soon as the head feels
firm.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
30” (76cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-12 days

MATURES IN
65 days

Red Acre

CABBAGERed Acre

CABBAGE
Brasscia oleracea

3481

[85 days]

Hearts of Gold tastes as sweet as it
smells. Its 6” diameter globe features
fine-grained, dark orange flesh and a
small seed cavity. Perfect for one or two
people.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Cantaloupe prefers a warm, sunny
location with fertile soil. Sow outdoors
in spring two weeks after last frost
when soil has completely warmed. Start
indoors three weeks before last spring
frost date. Do not disturb tender roots
when transplanting.Water consistently.

HARVEST
Harvest when the stems slip easily from
the fruit and melons have a sweet, fruity
scent.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
4’ (1.2m)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
85 days

Hearts of Gold

CANTALOUPE
Hearts of Gold

CANTALOUPE
Cucumis melo

1985

[70 days]

An extra-early variety with round,
3-4” fruits featuring thick, sweet,
golden flesh. Their sweet scent will
tell you when they are ripe.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Cantaloupe prefers a warm, sunny
location with fertile soil. Sow outdoors
in spring two weeks after last frost
when soil has completely warmed. Start
indoors three weeks before last spring
frost date. Do not disturb tender roots
when transplanting.Water consistently.

HARVEST
Harvest when the stems slip easily from
the fruit and melons have a sweet, fruity
scent.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
4’ (1.2m)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
70 days

Minnesota Midget

CANTALOUPE
Minnesota Midget

CANTALOUPE
Cucumis melo

66

[85 days]

Extra-thick salmon-orange flesh that
gets sweeter in hot conditions. Each
three to five lb. melon is heavily netted
and features a small seed cavity. One
of the sweetest rewards of summer
gardening!

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Cantaloupe prefers a warm, sunny
location with fertile soil. Sow outdoors
in spring two weeks after last frost
when soil has completely warmed. Start
indoors three weeks before last spring
frost date. Do not disturb tender roots
when transplanting.Water consistently.

HARVEST
Harvest when the stems slip easily from
the fruit and melons have a sweet, fruity
scent.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
4’ (1.2m)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
85 days

Hales Best Jumbo

CANTALOUPE
Hales Best Jumbo

CANTALOUPE
Cucumis melo

3922

[85 Days]

Imperial 45 takes its name from the
famous valley in California where it
was developed especially for home and
market gardeners. Melons maintain their
juicy, sweet flavor well after harvest.
Keeps well.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Cantaloupe prefers a warm, sunny
location with fertile soil. Sow
outdoors in spring two weeks after
last frost when soil has completely
warmed or start indoors three weeks
before last frost date. Do not disturb
tender roots when transplanting.
Water consistently.

HARVEST
Harvest when the stem slips easily
from the fruit and melons have sweet
scent.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24" (61cm)

ROW SPACE
48" (1.2m)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
85 days

Imperial 45
CANTALOUPE

Imperial 45

CANTALOUPE
Cucumis melo

71

[75 days]

Sweet and crunchy, with dark orange,
fine grained 6-7” roots and generous
yields. This hardy variety is easy to grow,
stores well and stays crisp when cooked.
Perfect for deep containers and shallow
gardens.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow outdoors in very early spring in
full sun and loose, evenly moist soil with
plenty of organic matter. Before planting,
loosen the soil to a depth of 8” to help
the roots grow straight. Be patient!
Carrots can be slow to germinate.

HARVEST
Loosen the soil with a garden fork
before harvesting. Cut off the green tops
1/4-1/2” from the top of the carrot, and
rinse and dry the root before storage.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
3” (8mm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-21 days

MATURES IN
75 days

Danvers Half Long

CARROTDanvers Half Long

CARROT
Daucus carota

1972

[60 days]

Little Finger carrots develop full, sweet
flavor at just 3” long. Their deep orange,
blunt roots have a very small core and
smooth skin. Delicious fresh, and perfect
for pickling and canning.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow outdoors in very early spring in
full sun and loose, evenly moist soil with
plenty of organic matter. Before planting,
loosen soil to a depth of 4” to help the
roots grow straight. Be patient! Carrots
can be slow to germinate.

HARVEST
Loosen the soil with a garden fork
before harvesting. Cut off the green tops
1/4-1/2” from the top of the carrot, and
rinse and dry the root before storage.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
1” (3cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-21 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Little Finger

CARROTLittle Finger

CARROT
Daucus carota

Little Finger
Little Finger carrots develop full, 
sweet flavor at just 3” long Their 

deep orange, blunt roots have a very 
small core and smooth skin.

Delicious fresh and perfect for
pickling and canning. 

H · A 
#1972 Conventional $2.19

#4285 Organic $2.89

Red Acre
Red Acre’s solid, round, deep-red 
heads average 2-4lbs. Perfect for 
dressing up salad, slaw and relish 
trays. This is an early variety for

summer harvest. 
H · A 

#470 Conventional $1.99
#4055 Organic $2.89

Minnesota Midget
An extra early variety with round, 
3-4” fruits featuring thick, sweet, 

golden flesh. Their sweet scent will 
tell you when they are ripe. 

H · A
#1985 Conventional $2.19

Red Acre

Little FingerDanvers Half Long

Minnesota MidgetImperial 45

Hearts of GoldHale’s Best Jumbo

Hales Best Jumbo
Extra-thick salmon-orange flesh that 
gets sweeter in hot conditions. Each 

3-5lb. melon is heavily netted and 
features a small seed cavity. One 

of the sweetest rewards of summer 
gardening!

H · A
#66 Conventional $2.19

#4132 Organic $2.79

Hearts of Gold
Hearts of Gold tastes as sweet as it 

smells. Its 6” diameter globe
features fine-grained, dark orange 

flesh and a small seed cavity.
Perfect for one or two people. 

H · A
#3481 Conventional $2.19

#350 Organic $2.79

Imperial 45
         Imperial 45 takes its name from
the valley in California where it was 
developed especially for home and 
market gardeners. Melons maintain 

their juicy, sweet flavor well after 
harvest. Keeps well. An All America 

Selections winner in 1935.
H · A

#3922 Conventional $2.19

Danvers Half Long
Sweet and crunchy, with dark 

orange, fine-grained 6-7” roots and 
generous yields. This hardy variety is 
easy to grow, stores well and stays 

crisp when cooked. Perfect for deep 
containers and shallow gardens.

H · A
#71 Conventional $2.19
#4181 Value Pack $3.19

#558 Organic $2.89
#4449 Organic Value Pack $4.39

Cantaloupe

Carrot
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115

[65 days]

Long, slender fruits with a distinctive
pale green color and ridged skin that
make for decorative slices. This prolific
vine, related to cucumber but actually
a melon, sets sweet, crunchy fruit right
up until frost.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in rich, well-drained soil in full
sun after last spring frost, when soil has
warmed to at least 65°F. Start indoors
three to four weeks before last spring
frost date, and transplant carefully as
roots are fragile.Water consistently. Pick
fruits regularly for best production.

NOTE
Armenian cucumbers taste best when
harvested at 12-18” long.Trellis for best-
shaped fruits.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
65 days

Armenian

CUCUMBERArmenian

CUCUMBER
Cucumis melo

116

Hybrid [55 days]

Garden Sweet provides an abundance of
thin-skinned, burpless cucumbers up to
12” in length. Fruits maintain their crisp
texture and sweet flavor even in hot, humid
conditions. High disease resistence, including
powdery mildew.

PLANTING
Cucumbers grow best when direct
sown after last spring frost when soil
has warmed to 70°F. Prefers rich soil,
but will produce well in almost any
garden with full sun. Start transplants
indoors five weeks before last frost
date.

NOTE
Cucumbers have shallow roots and
need consistent watering for best
production. Feed monthly with
compost or fertilizer.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
55 days

burpless slicing variety

Garden Sweet

CUCUMBERGarden Sweet

CUCUMBER
Cucumis sativus

118

[65 days]

A delightful round, yellow cucumber
with fine, crunchy texture and a
non-bitter rind. Easy to grow and
prolific, with abundant 2-3” fruits from
midsummer through fall.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Cucumbers grow best when direct
sown after last spring frost when soil has
warmed to 70°F. Prefers rich soil, but will
produce well in almost any garden with
full sun. Start transplants indoors five
weeks before last frost date.

HARVEST
Cucumbers have shallow roots and need
consistent watering for best production.
Feed monthly with compost or fertilizer.
Pick fruits regularly just as they turn
yellow for best flavor.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
65 days

Lemon

CUCUMBERLemon

CUCUMBER
Cucumis sativus

610

[65 days]

The standard slicing cucumber, with mildly
sweet and crunchy 8-9" uniform, dark
green fruits. Marketmore is a prolific late
season variety that produces until fall frost.
Resistant to scab, cucumber mosaic virus,
downy mildew, and powdery mildew.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Cucumbers grow best when direct
sown after last spring frost when soil
has warmed to 70°F. Prefers rich soil,
but will produce well in almost any
garden with full sun. Start transplants
indoors five weeks before last frost
date.

NOTE
Cucumbers have shallow roots and
need consistent watering for best
production. Feed monthly with
compost or fertilizer.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24" (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36" (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
65 days

Marketmore 76

CUCUMBERMarketmore 76

CUCUMBER
Cucumis sativus

  Cucumber Muncher
 Cucumis sativus

This delicious burpless variety produces a
bumper crop of sweet, crispy cucumbers
for weeks starting in midsummer.

No Chemical Fertilizers
No Seed Treatments

Printed on recycled paper. © Lake Valley Seed, Inc.

PLANTING
Cucumbers grow best when direct sown after soil has
warmed to 70°F, one week after last frost. Prefers rich
soil but will produce well in almost any garden with full
sun and consistent watering. Start transplants indoors
five weeks before last frost date.

HARVEST
Cucumbers have shallow roots and need regular
watering for best production. Feed monthly with organic
fertilizer or compost for bumper crops.

vegetable

Lake Valley Seed Company, Inc.   5717 Arapahoe Ave.  Boulder, CO 80303
Certified Organic by the Colorado Department of Agriculture

Muncher

Burpless
heirloom variety

571
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Lemon
A delightful round, yellow cucumber 

with a fine, crunchy texture and a 
non-bitter rind. Easy to grow and
prolific, with abundant 2-3” fruits 

from midsummer through fall. 
H · A 

#118 Conventional $2.19
#4479 Organic $2.89

119

[53 days]

This popular pickling cucumber bears a
concentrated, heavy set of small, blocky
fruit with tender skins and crisp white flesh.
Harvest regularly when fruit is 3-5” for
sweet or dill pickles. Resistant to cucumber
mosaic virus.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Cucumbers grow best when direct
sown after last spring frost when soil
has warmed to 70°F. Prefers rich soil,
but will produce well in almost any
garden with full sun. Start transplants
indoors five weeks before last frost
date.

NOTE
Cucumbers have shallow roots and
need consistent watering for best
production. Feed monthly with
compost or fertilizer.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
53 days

National Pickling

CUCUMBERNational Pickling

CUCUMBER
Cucumis sativus

120

[60 days]

Sweet, crisp fruits on a space-saving
2’ vine. Perfect for patio planters and
gardens too small for regular cucumber
vines. Dark green, smooth cucumbers
reach 6-7”and are excellent for slicing.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Cucumbers grow best when direct
sown after the soil has warmed to 70°F,
at least one week after last spring frost.
Prefers rich soil but will produce well
in almost any garden with full sun and
consistent watering. Start transplants
indoors five weeks before last frost date.

NOTE
Cucumbers have shallow roots and
require regular watering for best
production.This variety is resistant to
powdery mildew.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Spacemaster

CUCUMBERSpacemaster

CUCUMBER
Cucumis sativus

3924

[65 Days]

Poinsett 76 is dependable in any climate but
performs exceptionally well in hot, humid
areas. Vigorous plants bear 8-inch, smooth,
thin-skinned, flavorful fruits that are perfect
for slicing. Good disease resistance for longer
harvest.

PLANTING
Cucumbers are a warm-season crop. Sow
directly into the garden, 1-2 weeks after
the danger of spring frost. Plant in rich,
well-drained soil. Sow 5-6 seeds around
a 12-inch diameter circle or hill.Thin to
4 plants per hill when seedlings have 3-5
leaves. If planting in rows, space rows 3 feet
apart and thin to 1 plant every 12 inches.
Keep moist.

HARVEST
Harvest by cutting the stem with a clean,
sharp knife or shears. Pick often to keep
plants productive.

SEED DEPTH
1/2" (13mm)

HILL SPACE
4' (1.2m)

PLANTS/HILL
4 plants

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
65 days

strong disease resistance

Poinsett 76

CUCUMBERPoinsett 76

CUCUMBER
Cucumis sativus

121

[60 days]

Enjoy delicious crisp cucumbers all
summer long! Straight Eight has
been one of the most popular slicing
cucumbers since it won the All America
Selections Gold Medal in 1935.

HEIRLOOM

PLANTING
Cucumbers grow best when direct
sown after last spring frost when soil
has warmed to 70°F. Prefers rich soil,
but will produce well in almost any
garden with full sun. Start transplants
indoors five weeks before last frost
date.

NOTE
Cucumbers have shallow roots and
need consistent watering for best
production. Feed monthly with
compost or fertilizer.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Straight Eight

CUCUMBER Straight Eight

CUCUMBER
Cucumis sativus

Armenian

Homemade Pickles

Garden Sweet Burpless

Armenian
Long, slender fruits with a distinctive 

pale green color and ridged skin 
that make for decorative slices. This 
prolific vine, related to cucumber but 
actually a melon, sets sweet, crunchy 

fruit right up until frost. 
H · A 

#115 Conventional $2.19
#4478 Organic $2.89

Garden Sweet
Hybrid (Burpless)

Garden Sweet provides an
abundance of thick-skinned,

burpless cucumbers up to 12” in 
length. Fruits maintain their crisp 

texture and sweet flavor even in hot, 
humid conditions. High disease
resistance, including powdery

 mildew. 
A 

#116 Conventional $2.69

Homemade Pickles
Homemade Pickles was developed 

especially for home canning and 
pickling. Vigorous plants with good 
disease resistance and generous 
yields. Harvest these solid, crisp

cucumbers at finger length for sweet 
pickles, or larger for dills and spears. 

H · A 
#621 Conventional $2.19

#3999 Organic $2.89
Lemon

Marketmore 76 Muncher

National Pickling Poinsett 76

Spacemaster Straight Eight

Marketmore 76
The standard slicing cucumber, with 

mildly sweet and crunchy 8-9”
uniform, dark green fruits.

Marketmore is a prolific late season 
variety that produces until fall frost. 
Resistant to scab, cucumber mosaic 
virus, downy mildew and powdery 

mildew. 
H · A 

#610 Conventional $2.39
#3504 Organic $2.89

Muncher
This delicious burpless variety

produces a large, continuous crop of 
sweet, crispy cucumbers for weeks 

starting in midsummer. 
H · A 

#571 Organic $2.89

National Pickling
This popular pickling cucumber 
bears a concentrated, heavy set 
of small, blocky fruit with tender 

skins and crisp white flesh. Harvest 
regularly when fruit is 3-5” for sweet 
or dill pickles. Resistant to cucumber 

mosaic virus. 
H · A 

#119 Conventional $2.19
#483 Value Pack $3.19

Poinsett 76
Poinsett 76 is dependable in any 

climate but performs exceptionally 
well in hot, humid areas. Vigorous 

plants bear 8”, smooth, thin-skinned, 
flavorful fruits that are perfect for 

slicing. Good disease resistance for 
longer harvest. 

A 
#3924 Conventional $2.39

Spacemaster
Sweet, crisp fruits on a space-saving 
2’ vine. Perfect for patio planters and 

gardens too small for regular
cucumber vines. Dark green, smooth 

cucumbers reach 6-7’ and are
excellent for slicing. 

H · A 
#120 Conventional $2.39

#4282 Organic $2.89

Straight Eight 
Enjoy delicious crisp

cucumbers all summer long. Straight 
Eight has been one of the most 

popular slicing cucumbers since it 
won the All America Selections Gold 

Medal in 1935. 
H · A 

#121 Conventional $2.19
#484 Value Pack $3.19
#3998 Organic $2.89

Cucumber

4694

[103 days]

Grown for popped and novelty corn, R997 Hybrid
yields large, theatre style popcorn. R997 is a
midseason butterfly popcorn with long cylinder-
shaped ears, easy shelling orange kernels and
improved stalk strength. High resistance: Grey
Leaf Spot; Intermediate Resistance: Common Rust,
Northern Corn Leaf Blight and Drought.

PLANTING
Corn is a warm season tender annual and requires
high fertility and deep, well-drained soil. Fertilize
ground well in spring with high-quality compost or a
complete fertilizer. Direct sow (recommended) after
soil has warmed to 65˚F and all danger of frost has
passed. Plant in blocks of at least 4 rows for adequate
pollination. Once corn reaches 4 inches tall, thin to
8-12 inches apart. Side dress with fertilizer at 12”,
or when leaves start yellowing. Corn must be well
watered due to their shallow roots.

HARVEST
Harvest when ear silks have dried down and kernels
are full and “milky”. Corn is generally ready 18-24
days after the first silk has formed.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
6" (15cm)

ROW SPACE
36" (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

MATURES IN
103 days

large theatre style popped corn

R997 Hybrid

POPCORNR997 Hybrid

POPCORN
Zea mays

annual

4503

Hybrid [75 days]

A vigorous sweet corn with plump,
sugary kernels on slender 8” ears. High
disease resistance and cool weather
tolerance. An excellent choice for
freezing and canning, or eating fresh
off the cob.

PLANTING
Corn prefers fertile soil and regular
moisture. Sow outdoors in late spring
after soil is completely warm (at least
65°F). For best pollination and well-
filled ears, plant in blocks of at least
four rows.

HARVEST
Ears are ready to pick about 20 days
after silks appear, and when silk at the
tip of the ear is brown and dry.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
75 days

vigorous and sweet!

Bodacious

CORNBodacious

CORN
Zea mays

1838

Hybrid [85 days]

A long-time favorite sweet corn. Stalks
reach 6’ tall, with 9” ears of tender,
deep yellow kernels. An excellent corn
for late summer, Golden Jubilee holds its
sweetness for a short time after picking.

PLANTING
Corn prefers fertile soil and regular
moisture. Sow outdoors in late spring
after soil is completely warm (at least
65°F). For best pollination and well-
filled ears, plant in blocks of at least
four rows.

HARVEST
Ears are ready to pick about 20 days
after silks appear, and when silk at the
tip of the ear is brown and dry.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
85 days

huge sweet ears, high yield

Golden Jubilee

CORNGolden Jubilee

CORN
Zea mays

103

Hybrid [62 days]

A very early and reliable producer. Each
stalk is about 5’ tall and bears several
6-7” ears packed with plump yellow
kernels. Early Sunglow will be the first
sweet corn on your summer table.

PLANTING
Corn prefers fertile soil and regular
moisture. Sow outdoors in late spring
after soil is completely warm (at least
65°F). For best pollination and well-
filled ears, plant in blocks of at least
four rows.

HARVEST
Ears are ready to pick about 20 days
after silks appear, and when silk at the
tip of the ear is brown and dry.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
62 days

extra early and sweet

Early Sunglow

CORNEarly Sunglow

CORN
Zea mays

106

Hybrid [80 days]

A very early and exceptionally delicious
bicolor sweet corn. Ears average 8” long,
and have both white and yellow sugar-
sweet kernels. The ears hold their flavor
for up to 14 days after maturity.

PLANTING
Corn prefers fertile soil and regular
moisture. Sow outdoors in late spring
after soil is completely warm (at least
65°F). For best pollination and well-
filled ears, plant in blocks of at least
four rows.

HARVEST
Ears are ready to pick about 20 days
after silks appear, and when silk at the
tip of the ear is brown and dry.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
80 days

sweet and delicious!

Peaches & Cream

CORNPeaches & Cream

CORN
Zea mays

Silver Queen Hybrid
Silver Queen is the favored sweet 

white corn on the market. Some say 
Silver Queen is the best of any sweet 

corn. Tall stalks produce
several long ears filled to the tip with 

succulent white kernels. 
A 

#343 Conventional $2.89
#482 Value Pack $3.49

Kandy Korn Hybrid
Kandy Korn lives up to its name in 
sweetness. This yellow corn has a 

high sugar content and it
germinates and grows in cooler soils 

than other corn varieties. Large 8” 
ears hold well on the stalk.

A
#1441 Conventional $2.89

Natural Bright
This exceptional white sweet

variety is packed with flavor and xtra 
tenderTM quality. The 8” long ears 
boast an appealing husk package 

and strong lodging resistance.
Excellent seeding vigor and

resistance to common rust (RpG). 
A 

#4668 Organic $3.69

Natural Sweet
This exceptional bicolor sweet corn 

variety is xtra-tenderTM, delicious and 
has milky sweet kernels. The 8” long 

ears boast fantastic growing
characteristics including strong
seeding vigor and resistance to

common rust (RpG). 
A 

#4740 Organic $3.69

R997 Hybrid Popcorn
Grown for popcorn, R997 yields 

large, theatre style popcorn. It is a 
midseason butterfly popcorn with 
long cylinder-shaped ears, easy 

shelling orange kernels and
improved stalk strength. It has high 

resistance to Grey Leaf Spot;
Intermediate resistance to common 

rust and Northern Corn Blight. 
A

#4694 Conventional $2.89

Bodacious Hybrid
A vigorous sweet corn with plump, 
sugary kernels on slender 8” ears. 
High disease resistance and cool 
weather tolerance. An excellent 

choice for freezing and canning or 
eating fresh off the cob. 

A
#4503 Conventional $2.89

Early Sunglow
A very early and reliable producer. 
Each stalk is about 5’ tall and bears 
several 6-7” ears packed with plump 
yellow kernels. Early Sunglow will be 
the first sweet corn on your summer 

table. 
A

#103 Conventional $2.89
#479 Value Pack $3.49

Golden Jubilee Hybrid
A long-time favorite sweet corn. 

Stalks reach 6’ tall with 9” ears of 
tender, deep yellow kernels. An
excellent corn for late summer,

Golden Jubilee holds its sweetness 
for a short time after picking. 

A
#1838 Conventional $2.89
#1992 Value Pack $3.49

Peaches & Cream
Hybrid

A very early and exceptionally
delicious bicolor sweet corn. Ears 

average 8” long and have both white 
and yellow sugar-sweet kernels. The 

ears hold their flavor for up to 14 
days after maturity. 

A
#106 Conventional $2.89
#4182 Value Pack $3.19

Precious Gem
Hybrid Bicolor

Crisp and crunchy. The top-quality 
8-9” long ears are filled to the tip 

with a deliciously sweet combination 
of yellow and white kernels. An
improved sugar enhanced (se)

variety. For the best flavor, cook or 
refrigerate right after picking.

A
#3485 Conventional $2.89

#3493 Value Pack $3.49Peaches & Cream

Natural SweetNatural Bright

Kandy Korn Golden Jubilee

Early SunglowBodacious Hybrid

Silver QueenR997 Popcorn

Precious Gem
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162

Dwarf [60 days]

Cold hardy and resilient, this kale’s
dense, curly leaves are sweetest after
they’ve been touched by a light frost.
Rich in nutrients and very easy to grow.
Delicious cooked or eaten raw in salads.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in rich, well-drained soil in full
sun to part shade in early spring,
or midsummer for a fall crop. Start
indoors six weeks before last spring
frost date and transplant two weeks
before last frost.Water consistently.

HARVEST
Cut outer leaves from bottom of
plant as needed. Leaves will regrow
from central core.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Blue Curled Vates

KALEBlue Curled Vates

KALE
Brassica oleracea

1248

[50 days]

This heirloom kale was first brought
to the U.S. by Russian traders. Wavy
gray-green leaves tinged with purple
taste best when tender. Delicious cooked,
or raw in salads.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in rich, well-drained soil in full
sun to part shade in early spring,
or midsummer for a fall crop. Start
indoors six weeks before last spring
frost date and transplant two weeks
before last frost.Water consistently.

HARVEST
Cut outer leaves from bottom of
plant as needed. Leaves will regrow
from central core.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
50 days

Red Russian

KALERed Russian

KALE
Brassica oleracea

4612

[60 days]

Lacinato, also known as dinosaur or Tuscan
kale, has been a culinary treasure in Italy’s
Tuscany region since the 18th century. Its
strap-like, blistered, dark green leaves can
grow to 24” and are known for their rich,
earthy flavor. Hardy and easy to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in rich, well-drained soil in full
sun to part shade in early spring, or
midsummer for a fall crop. Start indoors
six weeks before last spring frost date
and transplant two weeks before last
frost. Water consistently.

HARVEST
Cut outer leaves from bottom of plant
as needed.Young, tender leaves have
the most flavor. Leave at least half of the
leaves for continouous production, or
cut the entire plant at base.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Lacinato

KALELacinato

KALE
Brassica oleracea

White Russian
Ruffled blue-green leaves with

attractive white ribs stay tender even 
when full size. Frost 

tolerant, productive plants are rich in 
nutrients and easy to grow.

Beautiful paired with Red Russian 
kale in baby leaf salads. 

H · A 
#4737 Conventional $1.89
#4738 Value Pack $3.19

169

[100 days]

Leeks have a delightful mild onion flavor
that makes the perfect seasoning for
soups and stews. American Flag features
an extra-long, thick, white stem and is
easy to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in early spring as soon as soil
can be worked. Leeks prefer full sun,
fertile soil, and consistent water for
best growth. Roots are shallow, so
keep them well-weeded to prevent
competition.

HARVEST
Hill dirt up over the base of the plant
during the growing season to increase
the size of the white, edible portion.
Do not cover the leaves.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
6” (15cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
100 days

American Flag

LEEKAmerican Flag

LEEK
Allium ampeloprasum

American Flag
Leeks have a delightful mild onion 

flavor that makes the perfect
seasoning for soups and stews. 

American Flag features an extra-long, 
thick, white stem and is easy to grow. 

H · A
#169 Conventional $2.19

#3993 Organic $2.89

 Kale  Italian Nero Toscana
 Brassica oleracea

Tracing back to the 18th century Tuscany region of Italy,

Nero Toscana kale is a favorite among versatile, flavorful

greens. Its large, strap-like, deep green leaves are delicious cooked or raw and are

perfect for dried kale chips.

No Chemical Fertilizers
No Seed Treatments

Printed on recycled paper. © Lake Valley Seed, Inc.

PLANTING
Plant in rich, well-drained soil in full sun to part shade in
early spring, or midsummer for a fall crop. Start indoors
six weeks before last spring frost date and transplant
two weeks before last frost. Water consistently.

HARVEST
Cut outer leaves from bottom of plant as needed.
Leaves will regrow from central core. 

vegetable

Lake Valley Seed Company, Inc.   5717 Arapahoe Ave.  Boulder, CO 80303
Certified Organic by the Colorado Department of Agriculture
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Early White Vienna
Kohlrabi is an easy-to-grow cool 

weather crop that forms a distinctive 
green-white ball with pale yellow 

flesh. Peel its crunchy bulb and enjoy 
it raw or cooked. 

H · A 
#163 Conventional $2.19

#4058 Organic $2.89

344

[55 days]

Early Purple Vienna kohlrabi is an easy-
to-grow cool weather crop that forms
a distinctive light purple ball with pale
yellow flesh. Peel its crunchy bulb and
enjoy it raw or cooked.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Grows best and tastes sweetest when
grown in cool weather. Plant in early
spring or late summer, or winter in
mild climates. Sow in full sun in rich,
well-drained soil about two weeks
prior to last spring frost date. Keep
soil evenly moist.

HARVEST
Harvest bulbs when they reach 2-3”
in diameter.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
6” (15cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-12 days

MATURES IN
55 days

Early Purple Vienna

KOHLRABIEarly Purple Vienna

KOHLRABI
Brassica oleracea

163

[55 days]

Kohlrabi is an easy-to-grow cool weather
crop that forms a distinctive green-white
ball with pale yellow flesh. Peel its
crunchy bulb and enjoy it raw or cooked.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Grows best and tastes sweeter when
grown in cool weather. Plant in early
spring or late summer, or winter in
mild climates. Sow in full sun in rich,
well-drained soil about two weeks
prior to last spring frost date. Keep
soil evenly moist.

HARVEST
Harvest bulbs when they reach 2-3”
in diameter.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
6” (15cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
6-12 days

MATURES IN
55 days

Early White Vienna

KOHLRABIEarly White Vienna

KOHLRABI
Brassica oleracea

Lacinato
Also known as dinosaur or Tuscan 

kale, it has been a culinary treasure 
in Italy’s Tuscany region since the 

18th century. Its strap-like, blistered, 
dark green leaves can grow to 24” 
and are known for their rich, earthy 

flavor. Hardy and easy to grow. 
H · A 

#4612 Conventional $1.89

Blue Dwarf Curled Vates Italian Nero Toscana

Blue Dwarf
Curled Vates

Cold hardy and resilient, this kale’s 
dense, curly leaves are sweetest

after they’ve been touched by a light 
frost. Rich in nutrients and very easy 
to grow. Delicious cooked or eaten 

raw in salads. 
H · A 

#162 Conventional $1.89
#4184 Value Pack $3.19
#4481 Organic $2.89

Italian Nero Toscana 
Tracing back to the 18th

centrury Tuscany region of Italy, Nero 
Toscana kale is a favorite among 

versatile, flavorful greens. Its large, 
strap-like deep green leaves are
delicious cooked or raw and are 

perfect for dried kale chips. 
H · A 

#3985 Organic $2.89
#4451 Organic Value Pack $3.89

Lacinato

White Russian

Red Russian

White Vienna

Purple Vienna

American Flag

Early Purple Vienna
Early Purple Vienna kohlrabi is an 
easy-to-grow cool weather crop 

that forms a distinctive light purple 
ball with pale yellow flesh. Peel its 
crunchy bulb and enjoy it raw or 

cooked. 
H · A 

#344 Conventional $2.19

Red Russian
This heirloom kale was first brought 
to the U.S. by Russian traders. Wavy 

gray-green leaves tinged with
purple taste best when tender.

Delicious cooked or raw in salads. 
H · A 

#1248 Conventional $1.89
#4183 Value Pack $3.19

#859 Organic $2.89
#4452 Organic Value Pack $3.89

Kale

Kohlrabi

Leek

409

[15-20 Days]

Easy and quick to grow. Clean, tangy
flavor to add zing to your salads,
sandwiches and garnishes. Thrives in
any garden and in a bright window for
winter greens.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Select a cool location with rich,
moist soil. Start in early spring
when soil can be worked.
Scatter seeds thinly in a patch.
Sow every week for continuous
harvest. Plant in shallow trays for
quick winter greens.

HARVEST
Begin cutting when about 2" tall

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

PLANT SPACE
broadcast

ROW SPACE
broadcast

SPROUTS IN
2-5 days

MATURES IN
15-20 days

Peppergrass

CRESSPeppergrass

CRESS
Lepidium sativum

Peppergrass
Easy and quick to grow. The clean, 
tangy flavor will add zing to your 

salads, sandwiches and garnishes. 
Thrives in any garden and in a bright 

window for winter greens. 
H · A 

#409 Conventional $2.19

139

[80 days]

Endive, or escarole, is a type of chicory.
Its crunchy texture and sweet yet mildly
bitter flavor combination makes it a
delightful addition to salads.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
For sweetest flavor, time your planting
so plants mature in cool weather. Sow
in moist, rich soil in early spring and
again in fall/winter in mild climates.

HARVEST
For more tender leaves, tie the outer
leaves to cover the inner leaves to
blanch them while growing.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
80 days

Batavian Full Heart

ENDIVEBatavian Full Heart

ENDIVE
Cichorium endivia

   Batavian Full Heart
        Endive, or escarole, is a type of

chicory. Its crunchy texture and 
sweet yet mildly bitter flavor

combination makes it a delightful
addition to salads. It won an All 

America Selections award in 1934.
H · A

#139 Conventional $2.19

Low-calorie, mild and crunchy, jicama 
is an edible root favored for salads 
and stir fries. Requires a 4-9 month 

warm season to produce roots. Best 
suited for USDA zones 7-10. 

H · A 
#4398 Conventional $2.69

544

Hybrid [60 days]

Straight Eight Elite F1 is an improved,
burpless variety of the ever-popular Straight
Eight heirloom cucumber. A very reliable
producer of 8” long fruits, with resistance
to cucumber mosaic virus, powdery mildew,
downy mildew, and scab.

PLANTING
Cucumbers grow best when direct
sown after last spring frost when soil
has warmed to 70°F. Prefers rich soil,
but will produce well in almost any
garden with full sun. Start transplants
indoors five weeks before last frost
date.

NOTE
Cucumbers have shallow roots and
need consistent watering for best
production. Feed monthly with
compost or fertilizer.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
60 days

burpless slicing variety

Straight Eight Elite F1

CUCUMBERStraight Eight Elite F1

CUCUMBER
Cucumis sativus

4419

[60 days]

Plump and tender, Tendergreen’s
uniform shape and sweet, non-bitter
flesh have made it a favorite among
slicing cucumbers for more than 80
years. Resistant to downy mildew and
cucumber mosaic virus.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Cucumbers grow best when direct
sown after last spring frost when soil
has warmed to 70°F. Prefers rich soil,
but will produce well in almost any
garden with full sun. Start transplants
indoors five weeks before last frost
date.

NOTE
Cucumbers have shallow roots and
need consistent watering for best
production. Feed monthly with
compost or fertilizer.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Tendergreen Burpless

CUCUMBERTendergreen Burpless

CUCUMBER
Cucumis sativus

137

[75 days]

Black Beauty is known for its
large, plump fruits. Easy to grow.
Use for grilling, and in soups,
casseroles, and stir-fries.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in rich, deep, moist soil in
late spring when temperatures are
consistently above 65°F. Or start
indoors two weeks before last spring
frost. Eggplant likes warmth and
will be slow to develop in cooler
temperatures. Water consistently.

HARVEST
Harvest fruits when they reach full
size (4-5” ) and are deep purple in
color.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

MATURES IN
75 days

Black Beauty

EGGPLANTBlack Beauty

EGGPLANT
Solanum melongena

Long Purple
Produces an abundant crop of long, 
mild-flavored dark purple fruit. Well 

suited for sauteing, pan frying,
grilling, pickling and baking.

H · A
#138 Conventional $1.99

#572 Organic $2.89

138

[75 days]

Produces an abundant crop of
long, mild-flavored, dark purple
fruit. Well suited for sautéing,
pan-frying, grilling, pickling, and
baking.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in rich, deep, moist soil in
late spring when temperatures are
consistently above 65°F. Or start
indoors two weeks before last spring
frost. Eggplant likes warmth and
will be slow to develop in cooler
temperatures. Water consistently.

HARVEST
Harvest fruits when they reach full
size (at least 6” ) and are deep purple
in color.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

MATURES IN
76 days

Long Purple

EGGPLANTLong Purple

EGGPLANT
Solanum melongena

Tendergreen
Plump and tender, Tendergreen’s 

uniform shape and sweet, nonbitter 
flesh have made it a favorite among 
slicing cucumbers for more than 80 

years. It is resistant to downy mildew 
and cucumber mosaic virus. 

H · A 
#4419 Conventional $2.19

#4480 Organic $2.89

Peppergrass

Straight Eight Elite Tendergreen

Straight Eight Elite F1
Straight Eight Elite F1 is an improved, 
burpless variety of the ever-popular 
Straight Eight heirloom cucumber. 
A very reliable producer of 8” long 
fruits, with resistance to cucumber 

mosaic virus, powdery mildew, 
downy mildew and scab. 

A 
#544 Conventional $2.19

Black Beauty

Black Beauty
Black Beauty is known for its large, 
plump fruits. Easy to grow. Use it for 
grilling and in soups, casseroles and 

stir fries. 
H · A

#137 Conventional $1.99
#4057 Organic $2.89

Finger Fruit Purple
Grow fast-producing clusters of mild, 

sweet eggplants on your patio or 
sunny balcony. These 4-6” fruits

feature few seeds and thin, tender 
skin that is perfect for stir fries and 
roasting. Abundant fruits on 22-38” 

plants make it a good choice for 
containers and small gardens.

A
#4611 Conventional $2.49

Finger Fruit Long Purple

Batavian Full Heart Jicama

Cress Eggplant

Endive Jicama
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175

[50 days]

A bright green interior with wavy, burgundy-
red tipped leaves makes this one of the most
attractive lettuces for your salad plate.
Bolt-resistant and maintains its color even
in hot weather. An All-America Award winner
in 1985.

PLANTING
Lettuce prefers cool weather. Select
a location with full sun, or part shade
in hot areas. Sow in early spring, or
fall/winter in mild climates. Keep soil
evenly moist for best growth.Thin
regularly. Lettuce does not like to be
crowded.

HARVEST
Cut leaves as needed, or harvest
entire plant by cutting at stem.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
15” (38cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
50 days

a slow-bolting variety

Red Sails

LETTUCERed Sails

LETTUCE
Lactuca sativa

174

[65 days]

Romaine lettuce, also called cos lettuce, is
the classic choice for Caesar salads. This
heat tolerant lettuce features 8-10” upright
green leaves with firm, crisp mid-ribs. Slower
to bolt (send up a seed stalk) than other
lettuces.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Lettuce prefers cool weather. Select
a location with full sun, or part shade
in hot areas. Sow in early spring, or
fall/winter in mild climates. Keep soil
evenly moist for best growth.Thin
regularly. Lettuce does not like to be
crowded.

HARVEST
Harvest leaves as needed. Plant every
two to three weeks for continuous
harvest.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
15” (38cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
65 days

Parris Island Romaine

LETTUCEParris Island Romaine

LETTUCE
Lactuca sativa

Spicy Salad Mix
A custom blend of green and red

lettuces with spicy greens like
arugula and curly cress. Cut young 

leaves continuously for an all 
season harvest. 

A
#1677 Conventional $2.39

#671 Value Pack $3.19
#866 Organic $2.89

1676

[45-75 days]

Now you can grow all your salad greens in
one row. This custom mix of green and red
lettuces includes:  Black Seeded Simpson,
Green Salad Bowl, Red Salad Bowl, Marvel of
Four Seasons, and Bibb. Cut baby leaves every
few weeks for a table-ready treat.

PLANTING
Lettuce prefers cool weather. Select
a location with full sun, or part shade
in hot areas. Sow in early spring, or
fall/winter in mild climates. Keep soil
evenly moist for best growth.Thin
regularly. Lettuce does not like to be
crowded.

HARVEST
Cut leaves as needed for continuous
harvest.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
15” (38cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
45-70 days

a custom blend for salads

Salad Blend

LETTUCESalad Blend

LETTUCE
Lactuca sativa

673

[50 days]

A deep burgundy-red version of the All
America Award-winning Salad Bowl green
lettuce. Deep lobed leaves are ready to cut
early and last well into hot weather without
bolting or turning bitter. A favorite for fancy
salad mixes.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Red lettuce produces best color
and growth in cool weather. Select a
location with full sun, or part shade
in hot areas. Sow in early spring, or
fall/winter in mild climates. Keep soil
evenly moist for best growth.Thin
regularly. Lettuce does not like to be
crowded.

HARVEST
Cut leaves as needed for continuous
harvest.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
15” (38cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
50 days

Salad Bowl Red

LETTUCESalad Bowl Red

LETTUCE
Lactuca sativa

1677

[45-75 days]

A custom blend of green and red
lettuces with spicy greens like
arugula and curly cress. Cut young
leaves continuously for all-season
harvest.

PLANTING
Select a location with full sun, or part
shade in hot areas. Sow in early spring,
or fall/winter in mild climates. Keep
soil evenly moist for best growth.Thin
regularly. Lettuce does not like to be
crowded.

CONTAINS
Lettuces: Black Seeded Simpson 28%,
Salad Bowl Green 17%, Salad Bowl Red
17%, Marvel of Four Seasons 12%, Bibb
11%. Greens:Arugula 7%, Curley Cress
5%, Mizuna 3%.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

PLANT SPACE
6” (15cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
45-70 days

sweet lettuces and spicy greens

Spicy Salad Mix

LETTUCESpicy Salad Mix

LETTUCE
Mixed varieties

176

[50 days]

This farm stand favorite features large,
notched, lime green leaves that hold sweet
flavor in hot weather. A rapid grower and
slow to bolt (send up a seed stalk). Salad
Bowl Green is a leaf type lettuce that does not
form a head.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Lettuce prefers cool weather. Select
a location with full sun, or part shade
in hot areas. Sow in early spring, or
fall/winter in mild climates. Keep soil
evenly moist for best growth.Thin
regularly. Lettuce does not like to be
crowded.

HARVEST
Cut leaves as needed for continuous
harvest.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
15” (38cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
50 days

Salad Bowl Green

LETTUCESalad Bowl Green

LETTUCE
Lactuca sativa

623

[48 days]

Simpson Elite combines the delicate
flavor, crisp texture, and frilly green
leaves of Black Seeded Simpson lettuce
with heat tolerance that makes it extra
bolt-resistant for a longer season.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Lettuce prefers cool weather. Select
a location with full sun, or part shade
in hot areas. Sow in early spring, or
fall/winter in mild climates. Keep soil
evenly moist for best growth.Thin
regularly. Lettuce does not like to be
crowded.

HARVEST
Cut leaves as needed, or harvest
entire plant by cutting at stem.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

PLANT SPACE
12" (30cm)

ROW SPACE
15" (38cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
48 days

Simpson Elite

LETTUCESimpson Elite

LETTUCE
Lactuca sativa

345

[55 Days]

Perfectly formed 6" heads of buttery
light green leaves. Tom Thumb is perfect
in small gardens and containers. Each
head is the perfect size for an individual
salad.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Lettuce prefers cool weather. Give
this variety some afternoon shade
during the summer months. Sow
in early spring, fall or winter in mild
climates. Keep soil evenly moist for
best growth particularly during hot
spells.Thin regularly; lettuce does not
like to be crowded.

HARVEST
Plant every two to three weeks for
continuous harvest.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

PLANT SPACE
12" (30cm)

ROW SPACE
15" (38cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
55 days

Tom Thumb

LETTUCETom Thumb

LETTUCE
Lactuca sativa

108

[50 days]

Corn salad is a traditional ingredient in
early spring European salads. Its subtle,
nutty flavor adds a new dimension to
mixed salad greens. Grow as a very early
spring variety. Overwinters well in most
climates.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in rich, moist soil in very
early spring or late fall.Thin
to about 2” apart and use the
thinnings as baby salad greens.

HARVEST
Harvest by pulling the entire
plant when leaves are young.

SEED DEPTH
1/8” (3mm)

PLANT SPACE
scatter thinly

ROW SPACE
4” (10cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

MATURES IN
50 days

Mache
CORN SALAD

Mache

CORN SALAD
Valerianella locusta

Tom Thumb
Perfectly formed 6” heads of buttery 

light green leaves. Tom Thumb is 
perfect in small gardens and

containers. Each head is the perfect 
size for an individual salad. 

H · A
#345 Conventional $2.19

Corn Salad
Corn salad is a traditional ingredient 

in early spring European salads. 
Its subtle, nutty flavor adds a new 
dimension to mixed salad greens. 

Grow as a very early spring variety. 
Overwinters well in most climates. 

H · A
#108 Conventional $1.99

Salad Bowl RedSalad Bowl Green

Salad BlendRomaine Tricolor Blend

Romaine Parris IslandRed Sails

Red Sails
 A bright green interior with

wavy, burgundy-red tipped leaves 
makes this one of the most

attractive lettuces for your salad 
plate. Bolt-resistant and maintains 

its color even in hot weather. An All 
America Selections winner in 1985. 

A
#175 Conventional $2.39

Romaine Parris Island
Romaine lettuce, also called cos 
lettuce, is the classic choice for

Caesar salads. This heat tolerant 
lettuce features 8-10” upright green 

leaves with firm, crisp mid-ribs.
Slower to bolt than other lettuces. 

H · A
#174 Conventional $2.19

#862 Organic $2.89
#4454 Organic Value Pack $3.89

Romaine Tri-Colored 
Blend

A blend of three popular Romaine 
varieties (Freckles, Silvia and Vivian) 

that were selected for their visual 
appeal as well as their culinary use. 

Each is sweet and prolific. 
A

#3980 Organic $2.89

Salad Blend
This mix of green and red lettuces 
includes Black Seeded Simpson, 

Green Salad Bowl, Red Salad Bowl, 
Marvel of Four Seasons and Bibb. 

Cut baby leaves every few weeks for 
a table-ready treat. 

A
#1676 Conventional $2.19

#670 Value Pack $3.19
#865 Organic $2.89

Spicy Salad MixSimpson Elite

Salad Bowl Green
This farm stand favorite

  features large lime green leaves 
that hold sweet flavor in hot

weather. A rapid grower and slow 
to bolt. A leaf type lettuce that does 
not form a head. A 1952 All America 

Selections Gold Medal winner.
H · A

#176 Conventional $2.19
#486 Value Pack $3.19
#863 Organic $2.89

Salad Bowl Red
A deep burgundy-red version of the 
All America Selections award winner 

Salad Bowl Green lettuce. Deep 
lobed leaves are ready to cut early 

and last well into hot weather without 
bolting or turning bitter. A favorite for 

fancy salad mixes. 
H · A

#673 Conventional $2.19
#4482 Organic $2.89

Simpson Elite
Simpson Elite combines the delicate 
flavor, crisp texture and frilly green 
leaves of Black Seeded Simpson
lettuce with heat tolerance that 

makes it extra bolt resistant for a 
longer season.

H · A
#623 Conventional $2.19

Tom Thumb Mâche Corn Salad

Mâche

414

[85 days]

Introduced in 1941, Great Lakes continues to be the
favored iceberg lettuce for both home gardeners
and commercial growers. Noted for its crisp, round,
dense heads with large, crinkled leaves. Both heat
and cold tolerant and slow to bolt. Stores well, and
perfect for salads and lettuce wraps. An All-America
selections winner.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Lettuce prefers cool weather. Select a
location with full sun, or partial shade in
hot areas. Sow in early spring or fall, or in
winter in mild climates. Keep soil evenly
moist for best growth.Thin regularly.
Lettuce does not like to be crowded.

HARVEST
Harvest as soon as the inner head is
tight and firm, well before the plant bolts
(sends up a seed stalk). Remove the
entire head by cutting at the base.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

PLANT SPACE
12" (30cm)

ROW SPACE
15" (38cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
85 days

Great Lakes Iceberg

LETTUCEGreat Lakes Iceberg

LETTUCE
Lactuca sativa

173

[52 days]

A crisp butterhead-type lettuce known
for reliable production all season
long. Ruby tipped leaves with a pale
green heart make it an attractive and
flavorable addition to salads. Very easy
to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Lettuce prefers cool weather. Select a
location with full sun, or part shade in
hot areas. Sow in early spring, or fall/
winter in mild climates. Keep soil evenly
moist for best growth.Thin regularly.
Lettuce does not like to be crowded.

HARVEST
Harvest as soon as the inner head is
tight and firm, well before the plant bolts
(produces a seed stalk). Remove the
entire head by cutting at the base.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
15” (38cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
52 days

Marvel of Four Seasons

LETTUCEMarvel of Four Seasons

LETTUCE
Lactuca sativa

693

[50 Days]

Red Oakleaf's fancy red and green leaves
make it a tempting addition to any salad. It is
prized for its unique shape and resistance to
bolting in hot weather. Plant in thick clumps
for cut and come again salads or let the large,
loose heads develop by midsummer.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Lettuce prefers cool weather. Select a
location with full sun or partial shade
in hot areas. Sow in early spring or
fall/winter in mild climates. Keep soil
evenly moist for best growth.

HARVEST
For large heads, thin regularly and give
each head plenty of room to develop.

SEED DEPTH
1/8" (3mm)

PLANT SPACE
12" (30cm)

ROW SPACE
15" (38cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
50 days

Red Oakleaf

LETTUCERed Oakleaf

LETTUCE
Lactuca sativa

172

[55 days]

Extra frilly light green leaves with
lovely violet tips make Lollo Rossa
a striking addition to salads. Sweet
and tender.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Lettuce prefers cool weather. Select
a location with full sun, or part shade
in hot areas. Sow in early spring, or
fall/winter in mild climates. Keep soil
evenly moist for best growth.Thin
regularly. Lettuce does not like to be
crowded.

HARVEST
Harvest by cutting no more than 1/3
of a single plant’s leaves at one time at
soil level for continuous regrowth.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
15” (38cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
55 days

Lollo Rossa

LETTUCELollo Rossa

LETTUCE
Lactuca sativa

3488

[45-75 days]

The perfect blend of sweet lettuces and spicy
greens for gourmet salads all season. Includes
these lettuces:  Tango, Lolla Rossa, Black
Seeded Simpson, Deer Tongue Red, and Royal
Oakleaf. Greens include arugula, frisee, and
mizuna.

PLANTING
Lettuces and greens prefer cool weather.
Select a location with full sun, or partial
shade in hot areas. Sow in early spring
or fall, or in winter in mild climates. Keep
soil evenly moist for best growth.Thin
regularly. Lettuce does not like to be
crowded.

HARVEST
Harvest by cutting no more than 1/3 of
a single plant’s leaves at one time at soil
level for continuous regrowth.

SEED DEPTH
1/8” (3mm)

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
15” (38cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
45-70 days

gourmet salad greens

Mesclun Zesty Salad Mix

LETTUCEMesclun Zesty Salad Mix

LETTUCE
Mixed varieties

171

[45 days]

A home garden favorite since 1850.
Quickly produces large, loose-leaved
heads with light green, crisp leaves. Best
grown as a spring or fall/winter variety
to avoid bolting.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Lettuce prefers cool weather. Select a
location with full sun, or partial shade in
hot areas. Sow in early spring or fall, or in
winter in mild climates. Keep soil evenly
moist for best growth.Thin regularly.
Lettuce does not like to be crowded.

HARVEST
Harvest by cutting no more than 1/3 of
a single plant’s leaves at one time at soil
level for continuous regrowth.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
15” (38cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
45 days

Black Seeded Simpson

LETTUCEBlack Seeded Simpson

LETTUCE
Lactuca sativa

1933

[65 days]

This home garden favorite butterhead
type lettuce is crisp and delicious, with
rich green leaves and a creamy center.
Buttercrunch is heat tolerant and bolt
resistant.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Lettuce prefers cool weather. Select a
location with full sun, or part shade in
hot areas. Sow in early spring, or fall/
winter in mild climates. Keep soil evenly
moist for best growth.Thin regularly.
Lettuce does not like to be crowded.

HARVEST
Snip young leaves as needed.Allow the
strongest plants to form tight heads and
harvest by cutting close to the ground.

SEED DEPTH
barely cover

PLANT SPACE
12” (30cm)

ROW SPACE
15” (38cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
65 days

Buttercrunch

LETTUCEButtercrunch

LETTUCE
Lactuca sativa

 Lettuce  Gourmet Salad Blend
 Lactuca sativa

This colorful blend of garden lettuces includes equal parts

Black Seeded Simpson, Silvia, Buttercrunch, Lolla Rossa,

and Red Oakleaf. Harvest young leaves for tender salad greens.

No Chemical Fertilizers
No Seed Treatments

Printed on recycled paper. © Lake Valley Seed, Inc.

PLANTING
Lettuce prefers cool weather. Select a location with full
sun, or partial shade in hot areas. Sow in early spring or
fall, or in winter in mild climates. Keep soil evenly moist
for best growth. Thin regularly. Lettuce does not like to
be crowded.

HARVEST
Cut leaves as needed for continuous harvest.

vegetable

Lake Valley Seed Company, Inc.   5717 Arapahoe Ave.  Boulder, CO 80303
Certified Organic by the Colorado Department of Agriculture

Gourmet Salad
Blend

Perfect for tender
baby greens
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Red Oakleaf
Red Oakleaf’s fancy red and green 

leaves make it a tempting 
addition to any salad. It is prized 

for its unique shape and resistance 
to botling in hot weather. Plant in 

thick clumps for cut and come again 
salads or let the large, loose heads 

develop by midsummer. 
H · A

#693 Conventional $2.19

Black Seeded Simpson
A home garden favorite since 1850. 

Quickly produces large, loose leaved 
heads with light green, crisp leaves. 
Best grown as a spring or fall/winter 

variety to avoid bolting. 
H · A

#171 Conventional $2.19
#485 Value Pack $3.19
#860 Organic $2.89

Bibb
Bibb is a butterhead type lettuce 

with dark green leaves and a creamy 
yellow heart that delivers crunchy 

texture and delicate flavor. Each plant 
produces a rosette of leaves

perfectly sized for an individual 
salad. 
H · A

#170 Conventional $2.19
#864 Organic $2.89

Buttercrunch
This home garden favorite

  butterhead type lettuce is crisp and 
delicious, with rich green leaves and 
a creamy center. Buttercrunch is heat 

tolerant and bolt resistant. An All 
American Selections winner in 1963.

H · A
#1933 Conventional $2.19
#4185 Value Pack $3.19
#4059 Organic $2.59

Gourmet Salad Blend
This colorful blend of garden
lettuces includes equal parts
Buttercrunch, Black Seeded

Simpson, Silvia, Lolla Rossa and Red 
Oakleaf. Harvest young leaves for 

tender salad greens. 
H · A

#3979 Organic $2.89
#4453 Organic Value Pack $3.89

Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids has tightly curled, 

crisp, light green leaves with a sweet 
flavor for delicious salads anytime. A 
favorite of gardeners, this loose-leaf 

variety is slow to bolt for an
extended harvest after other types 

have finished for the season. 
H · A

#3930 Conventional $2.19

    Great Lakes Iceberg
        Introduced in 1941, Great Lakes 
continues to be the favored iceberg 

lettuce for home gardeners and 
commercial growers. Noted for its 

crisp, round, dense heads with large, 
crinkled leaves. Both heat and cold 

tolerant and slow to bolt. Stores well. 
A 1944 All America Selections winner. 

H · A
#414 Conventional $2.19

Lollo Rossa
Extra frilly light green leaves with 

lovely violet tips make Lollo Rossa a 
striking addition to salads. Sweet and 

tender. 
H · A

#172 Conventional $2.19

Marvel of Four Seasons
A crisp butterhead-type lettuce 

known for reliable production all
season long. Ruby tipped leaves with 

a pale green heart make it an
attractive and flavorable addition to 

salads. Very easy to grow. 
H · A

#173 Conventional $2.19
#861 Organic $2.89

Great Lakes IcebergGrand Rapids

Gourmet Salad BlendButtercrunch

Black Seeded SimpsonBibb

Lollo Rossa Marvel of Four Seasons

Red OakleafMesclun Mix

Mesclun Zesty
Salad Mix

The perfect blend of sweet and spicy 
greens for gourmet salads all season. 
Contains: Tango, Lollo Rossa, Black 
Seeded Simpson, Deer Tongue Red 
and Royal Oakleaf lettuces; arugula, 

frisee and mizuna.
A

#3488 Conventional $2.39
#3505 Organic $2.89

Lettuce



Vegetables Vegetables

58303-449-488257 lakevalleyseed.com

Red Burgundy
       The attractive 4-5’ plant

produces tender 6-8” burgundy pods 
with excellent yields. Use in soups 

and stews. An All America Selections 
winner in 1988.

H · A
#1898 Conventional $2.19

#4133 Organic $2.89

1898

[65 days]

Attractive 4-5’ plant produces
tender 6-8” burgundy pods with
excellent yields. Use in soups and
stews.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in late spring after the
soil has completely warmed. Start
indoor three weeks before last frost
date. Okra thrives in hot weather
and fertile soil, with consistent light
watering. Do not over water.

HARVEST
Pick okra every two to three days,
when pods reach about 2-4” long.
Older pods are tough.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
3’ (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

MATURES IN
65 days

Red Burgundy

OKRARed Burgundy

OKRA
Abelmoschus esculentis

3928

[55 days]

Emerald okra is an early producer, with
distinctive slender pods that grow up to
8” long. Orginally devloped by Campbell
Soup Company, it is delicious in soups
and stews.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in late spring after the
soil has completely warmed. Start
indoor three weeks before last frost
date. Okra thrives in hot weather
and fertile soil, with consistent light
watering. Do not over water.

HARVEST
Pick okra every two to three days,
when pods reach about 6” long.
Older pods are tough.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
3’ (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

MATURES IN
55 days

Emerald

OKRAEmerald

OKRA
Abelmoschus esculentis

 Onion  Evergeen Bunching
 Allium fistulosum

With thin white stalks and pungent green leaves, bunching

onions (or scallions) are easy to grow, take little space, and

have a multitude of uses in the kitchen. Plant them among your summer greens,

and harvest both for a tasty salad.

No Chemical Fertilizers
No Seed Treatments

Printed on recycled paper. © Lake Valley Seed, Inc.

PLANTING
Onions prefer fertile soil with an abundance of regular
water for best growth. They are shallow-rooted, so
keep them well weeded to prevent competition. Sow
in early spring as soon as the soil can be worked and
plant successive crops every few weeks for a continuous
supply.

HARVEST
Harvest when the tops are about 6” tall. Gently loosen
the surrounding soil and pull carefully to avoid damage.
They do not keep well, so use them right away.

vegetable

Lake Valley Seed Company, Inc.   5717 Arapahoe Ave.  Boulder, CO 80303
Certified Organic by the Colorado Department of Agriculture

Evergeen
Bunching

Heirloom
scallion
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210

[115 Days]

Enjoy these firm, sweet, golden globes
from the moment they begin to bulb
and throughout the winter. They store
very well. Very popular and easy to grow
from seed.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
This is a long day variety that requires
14 hours of sunlight per day to set bulbs.
Onions prefer a fertile soil with regular
water for best growth.They are shallow
rooted, so keep them well-weeded to
prevent competition. Sow in early spring
as soon as soil can be worked.

HARVEST
Pull when skins have developed on
the bulb and the tops are falling over.
For storage, cure for 7-10 days before
removing the tops.

SEED DEPTH
1/2" (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
6" (15cm)

ROW SPACE
18" (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
115 days

Spanish Utah

ONIONSpanish Utah

ONION
Allium cepa

691

[105 days]

Celebrated for its ultra-mild, sweet flesh,
Walla Walla features 4” golden-skinned
bulbs with crisp, white centers. Enjoy
sliced or raw. Very cold hardy, but does
not store well.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
This is a long season variety that requires
14 hours of sunlight per day to set bulbs.
Onions prefer fertile soil with an abundance
of regular watering for best growth. Sow
in early spring as soon as the soil can be
worked, and plant successive crops every
few weeks for continuous supply.

HARVEST
Pull when skins have developed on bulbs
and tops are falling over.Allow bulbs to cure
for storage by drying on top of soil for a
few days.Walla Walla will store for no more
than two months.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
6” (15cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
105 days

Walla Walla Sweet

ONIONWalla Walla Sweet

ONION
Allium cepa

4535

[100 days]

Favored as a reliable slicing onion, Red
Burgundy produces 4” red, flattened bulbs
with mild, sweet, pink flesh. Perfect for
topping a burger or in salads. A short day
variety that is resistant to pink rot and
botrytis blight (gray mold). Stores well.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Onions prefer fertile soil with an
abundance of regular water for best
growth.They are shallow-rooted, so
keep them well weeded to prevent
competition. Sow in early spring as soon
as the soil can be worked and plant
successive crops every few weeks for a
continuous supply.

HARVEST
Onions have stopped growing when the
leaves turn yellow and flop over. Harvest
on a sunny day, and leave in a sunny
place to cure for about one week.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
1/2” (13mm)

ROW SPACE
12-18” (30-46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
100 days

Red Burgundy

ONIONRed Burgundy

ONION
Alium cepa

Red Burgundy
(Short Day)

Favored as a reliable slicing onion, 
Red Burgundy produces 4” red, 

flattened bulbs with mild, sweet, pink 
flesh. Perfect for topping a burger 

or in salads. A short day variety that 
is resistant to pink rot and botrytis 

blight (gray mold). Stores well.  
H · A

#4535 Conventional $2.39

Emerald Red Burgundy

Clemson Spineless 80Clemson Spineless

Clemson Spineless
   This spineless okra’s tender,

pointed pods are favored for soups, 
stews and pickling. Highly

productive in hot summer weather. 
Plants are 4-6’ tall, with attractive 

blossoms that form the pods. A 1939 
All America Selections winner. 

H · A
#207 Conventional $2.19
#4186 Value Pack $3.19

Clemson Spineless 80
Okra’s slender, pointed pods are 

used in coups, stews and for
pickling. Grows best in areas with hot 

summer weather. Plants are
attractive, quite productive and can 

grow four to six feet tall.  
H · A

#4061 Organic $2.89

Emerald
Emerald okra is an early producer, 
with distinctive slender pods that 

grow up to 8” long. Originally
developed by Campbell Soup 

Company, it is delicious in soups and 
stews. 
H · A

#3928 Conventional $2.19

Red Burgundy

Walla WallaSpanish Utah

Evergreen

Evergreen (Bunching)
With thin white stalks and pungent 
green leaves, bunching onions, or 

scallions, are easy to grow, take little 
space and have a multitude of uses 

in the kitchen. Plant them among 
your summer greens and harvest 

both for a summer salad. They do not 
keep well, so use right away. 

H · A
#3997 Organic $2.89

#4455 Organic Value Pack $4.39

Spanish Utah (Long Day)
Enjoy these firm, sweet, golden 

globes from the moment they begin 
to bulb and throughout the winter. 
They store very well. Very popular 

and easy to grow from seed. 
H · A

#210 Conventional $2.39

Walla Walla Sweet
(Long Day)

Celebrated for its ultra-mild, sweet 
flesh, Walla Walla features 4” golden 

skinned bulbs with crisp, white
centers. Enjoy sliced or raw. Very 

cold hardy, but does not store well. 
H · A

#691 Conventional $2.39
#3983 Organic $2.89

Okra

Onion

1472

[90 days]

Charentais is a gourmet French melon
noted for its extra-sweet, orange flesh
and compelling fragrance. Similar to
cantaloupe, but smaller and more dense

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Charentais melon prefers a warm, sunny
location with fertile soil. Sow outdoors
in spring two weeks after last frost
when soil has completely warmed. Start
indoors three weeks before last spring
frost date. Do not disturb tender roots
when transplanting.Water consistently.

HARVEST
Unlike cantaloupe, Charentais melon
does not separate from the vine (slip)
when ripe. Harvest when the leaf at the
stem junction turns pale green/yellow.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
48” (1.2m)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
90 days

Charentais

MELONCharentais

MELON
Cucumis melo

Honeydew
Honeydew’s cool, pale green flesh 
and sweet, refreshing flavor make it 
a treasured summertime favorite. It 

produces 4-6lb. fruits. Loves
summer heat and space to ramble. 

H · A
#192 Conventional $2.39

#4060 Organic $2.89

1659

[110 days]

Crenshaw is one of the most succulent of
the cantaloupe type melons. The large
5-9 lb. melons have a spicy frangrance
and sweet, salmon-orange flesh. A real
summertime treat.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Crenshaw prefers a warm, sunny
location with fertile soil. Sow outdoors
in spring two weeks after last frost
when soil has completely warmed. Start
indoors three weeks before last spring
frost date. Do not disturb tender roots
when transplanting.Water consistently.

HARVEST
Harvest when the stems slip easily from
the fruit and melons have a sweet, fruity
scent.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
4’ (1.2m)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
110 days

Crenshaw

MELONCrenshaw

MELON
Cucumis melo

200

[50 days]

Nutritious and full of flavor,
Florida Broadleaf features large
green leaves and distinctive
mustard flavor. Prolific and easy
to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in full sun to light
shade and rich soil four weeks before
last spring frost. Keep soil evenly
moist. Plant every two weeks for
continuous harvest.

HARVEST
Cut tender baby leaves to encourage
continuous new growth, or harvest
entire plant by cutting at soil level.
Mature leaves have the strongest
flavor.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
6” (15cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
50 days

Florida Broadleaf

MUSTARD
GREENSFlorida Broadleaf

MUSTARD GREENS
Brassica juncea

680

[30-50 days]

Mizuna, or Japanese mustard, is a tasty,
quick-growing green for mixed salads and
light cooking. Easy-to-grow “cut and come
again” leaves have a peppery, mildly bitter
taste with a hint of sweetness. Best when
grown during cool weather and harvested
young.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Mizuna grows best in cool weather and
can withstand considerable frost. Plant
in rich soil and full sun, or light shade in
warmer climates, in very early spring. Or,
plant in fall or winter in mild climates.
Keep soil evenly moist.

HARVEST
Harvest by cutting entire plant at soil
level, or cut leaves a few inches above
the soil to encourage continual harvest.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
6” (15cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
30-50 days

Mizuna
MUSTARD
GREENSMizuna

MUSTARD GREENS
Brassica rapa var. japonica

192

[115 days]

Honeydew’s cool, pale green flesh
and sweet, refreshing flavor make
it a treasured summertime favorite.
Produces four to six pound fruits. Loves
summer heat and space to ramble.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Honeydew prefers a warm, sunny location
with fertile soil. Sow outdoors in spring
two weeks after last frost when soil has
completely warmed. Start indoors three
weeks before last spring frost date. Do not
disturb tender roots when transplanting.
Water consistently.

HARVEST
Harvest when the blossom end softens,
the stem end is slightly springy, and the skin
color begins to change to creamy yellow.A
beige honeydew melon with distinct green
veins is immature.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
4’ (1.2m)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
115 days

Honeydew

MELONHoneydew

MELON
Cucumis melo

1989

[40 Days]

A mild flavored leafy green vegetable that has
been treasured in Asian cooking for centuries.
All of the quick growing plant is used, raw
or cooked. Add to soups and stir-fries. For a
tasty vegetable dish, peel, boil and slice the
root. Serve with soy sauce and sesame oil.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow outdoors four weeks before last
spring frost date in full sun or light
shade and rich soil. Keep soil evenly
moist. Plant every two to four weeks
for continuous harvest.

HARVEST
Cut tender baby leaves to encourage
new growth or harvest entire plant
by cutting at soil level. Mature leaves
have the strongest flavor.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
6" (15cm)

ROW SPACE
18" (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
40 days

Gai Choy
MUSTARD
GREENSGai Choy

MUSTARD GREENS
Brassica juncea

201

[60 Days]

Known for its large, curly, light green
leaves and mild mustard flavor, Southern
Giant is easy to grow and thrives in cool
weather. This treasured heirloom was an
AAS Gold Medal Winner in 1934.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow outdoors four weeks before
last spring frost date in full sun and
rich soil. Keep soil evenly moist.
Plant every two to four weeks for
continuous harvest.

HARVEST
Cut tender baby leaves to encourage
new growth or harvest entire plant
by cutting at soil level. Mature leaves
have the strongest flavor.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
6" (15cm)

ROW SPACE
18" (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Southern Giant Curled
MUSTARD
GREENSSouthern Giant Curled

MUSTARD GREENS
Brassica juncea

1974

[40 Days]

Tendergreen mustard leaves taste like
spinach with a hint of mustard. The
mild, smooth dark leaves are very high
in vitamins A and C, calcium and iron.
Cook greens or use young inside leaves
raw, in salads.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow outdoors four weeks before
last spring frost date in full sun and
rich soil. Keep soil evenly moist.
Plant every two to four weeks for
continuous harvest.

HARVEST
Cut tender baby leaves to encourage
new growth or harvest entire plant
by cutting at soil level. Mature leaves
have the strongest flavor.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
6" (15cm)

ROW SPACE
18" (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
40 days

Tendergreen
MUSTARD
GREENSTendergreen

MUSTARD GREENS
Brassica juncea

Tendergreen
Tendergreen mustard leaves taste 
like spinach with a hint of mustard. 
The mild, smooth, dark leaves are 

very high in vitamins A and C,
calcium and iron. Cook greens or use 

young inside leaves raw in salads.  
H · A

#1974 Conventional $2.19

Mizuna
Mizuna, or Japanese mustard, is a 

tasty, quick-growing green for mixed 
salads and light cooking. Easy to 
grow. The leaves have a peppery, 

mildly bitter taste with a hint of 
sweetness. Best when grown during 
cool weather and harvested young. 

H · A
#680 Conventional $2.39

#868 Organic $2.59

Charentais

Honeydew

Crenshaw

Florida Broadleaf

Gai Choi

TendergreenSouthern Giant Curled

Mizuna

Charentais
Charentais is a gourmet French
melon noted for it extra-sweet,
orange flesh and compelling

fragrance. Similar to cantaloupe, but 
smaller and more dense. 

H · A
#1472 Conventional $2.39

Crenshaw
Crenshaw is one of the most

succulent of the cantaloupe type 
melons. The large 5-9lb. melons 

have a spicy fragrance and sweet, 
salmon-orange flesh. A real

summertime treat. 
H · A

#1659 Conventional $2.39
#4131 Organic $2.89

Florida Broadleaf
Nutritious and full of flavor,

Florida Broadleaf features large 
green leaves and distinctive mustard 

flavor. Prolific and easy to grow.  
H · A

#200 Conventional $2.19

Gai Choi
A mild flavored leafy green

vegetable that has been treasured in 
Asian cooking for centuries. All of the 

quick growing plant is used raw or 
cooked. Add to soups and stir fries. 
For a tasty vegetable dish, peel, boil 

and slice the root. Serve with soy 
sauce and sesame oil. 

A
#1989 Conventional $2.39

   Southern Giant
Curled

Known for its large, curly, light green 
leaves and mild mustard flavor, 

Southern Giant is easy to grow and 
thrives in cool weather. This

treasured heirloom was an All
America Selections Gold Medal

winner in 1935. 
H · A

#201 Conventional $2.19

Melon

Mustard Greens
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224

[62 days]

Little Marvel is a shelling pea with a
short vine that does not need trellising.
Each plump pod contains seven or eight
peas. Delicious cooked or frozen.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Peas like cool weather and
regular moisture. Plant in early to
late spring, or late summer for fall
crops, in average soil and full sun.
Will tolerate light frost.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly, as soon as
they fill out.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
62 days

Little Marvel

PEALittle Marvel

PEA
Pisum sativum

4613

[40 days]

Pick fresh, sweet peas right from your patio!
Patio Pride is an early season producer. Its
compact, 18-24” plants are loaded with 2-3”
pods filled with tender, flavorful peas that
will be ready to pick about a month after
germination. Easy to grow and perfect for
containers and small spaces.

PLANTING
Peas like cool weather and regular
moisture. Plant in rich, well-drained soil
and full sun to part shade in early spring
about a month prior to last spring frost
date, or late summer for fall crops.Will
tolerate light frost.  Install trellis at the
same time  seeds are planted to avoid
disturbing the roots.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly, as soon as they have
filled out.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
40 days

a prolific early producer

Patio Pride

PEAPatio Pride

PEA
Pisum sativum

1977

[65 days]

Unlike other shelling peas, Frosty will sprout
when the soil is only 50°F. Sturdy bush plants
produce 4” double pods, each containing
seven to eight peas. A good choice for cooler
climates. Freezes well. Rresistant to fusarium
wilt and yellow bean mosaic virus.

PLANTING
Peas like cool weather and
regular moisture. Plant in early to
late spring, or late summer for fall
crops, in average soil and full sun.
Will tolerate light frost.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly, as soon as
they fill out.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
65 days

very early shelling pea

Frosty

PEAFrosty

PEA
Pisum sativum

225

[68 days]

Popular for its mild, sweet flavor and
heavy yields of stringless edible pods.
Usually produces two pods per node. 30”
vines do not need staking. Resistant to
pea mosaic enation virus, fusarium wilt,
and powdery mildew.

PLANTING
Peas like cool weather and
regular moisture. Plant in early to
late spring, or late summer for fall
crops, in average soil and full sun.
Will tolerate light frost.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly.Young, tender
pods have best flavor.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
6” (15cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
68 days

sweet flavor and heavy yields

Oregon Sugar Pod II

PEAOregon Sugar Pod II

PEA
Pisum sativum

  Pea Progress No.9
 Pisum sativum

Early, dependable and flavorful. Plants
bear dark green pods filled with 8-9 plump
peas. Easy care 15-20" plants do not require staking.

No Chemical Fertilizers
No Seed Treatments

Printed on recycled paper. © Lake Valley Seed, Inc.

PLANTING
Peas like cool weather and regular moisture. Plant in
rich, well-drained soil in early spring about a month prior
to last frost date, or late summer for fall crops. Will
tolerate light frost. Thinning usually not necessary.

HARVEST
Harvest when the pods have filled out and feel firm. Pick
often and use as soon as possible to enjoy true garden-
fresh flavor

vegetable

Lake Valley Seed Company, Inc.   5717 Arapahoe Ave.  Boulder, CO 80303
Certified Organic by the Colorado Department of Agriculture

Progress No.9

Flavorful dwarf
heirloom

3554
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221

[68 days]

The sweet, crisp pods of this Asian
cuisine favorite are a staple among stir
fry vegetables. Heavy yields of large,
flat, stringless pods on 3-4’ climbing
vines. Enjoy steamed, stir-fried, or raw
in salads.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Peas like cool weather and
regular moisture. Plant in early to
late spring, or late summer for fall
crops, in average soil and full sun.
Will tolerate light frost.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly before peas
develop.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
6” (15cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
68 days

Snow

PEASnow

PEA
Pisum sativum

226

[65 days]

Sugar Daddy combines the sweet flavor
of the original snap pea with a dwarf,
bushy vine and stringless pods. Highly
productive, Sugar Daddy sets two pods
at each node. Easy care dwarf plants
don't require staking.

PLANTING
Peas like cool weather and regular
moisture. Plant in rich, well-drained
soil in early spring about a month
prior to last spring frost date, or late
summer for fall crops.Will tolerate
light frost.Thinning is not necessary.

HARVEST
Resists powdery mildew. Pick pods
regularly for best production.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4" (10cm)

ROW SPACE
18" (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
65 days

prolific sweet pods

Sugar Daddy Snap

PEASugar Daddy Snap

PEA
Pisum sativum

3926

[65 days]

Super Sugar Snap is an early season
edible pod snap pea, with super-sweet
flavor and crunch. Hardy, high-yielding,
disease resistant vines. Delicious raw,
steamed, or stir-fried.

PLANTING
Peas like cool weather and regular moisture.
Plant in rich, well-drained soil in early spring
about a month prior to last frost date, or
late summer for fall crops.Will tolerate light
frost.Thinning is not necessary.Vigorous
climbing vines will require support. Install
trellises when seeds are planted to avoid
disturbing the roots.

HARVEST
Harvest when pods are 3” long and filled
with plump peas. Pick pods regularly to
encourage continual production.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
65 days

early season edible pod

Super Sugar Snap

PEASuper Sugar Snap

PEA
Pisum sativum

227

[72 days]

Sugar Snap is noted for its tall,
productive vines and succulent pods that
can be eaten at any stage. Delicious raw,
steamed, stir-fried or frozen. A 1979 All-
America Selections Gold Medal Winner.

PLANTING
Peas like cool weather and regular
moisture. Plant in rich, well-drained
soil in early spring about a month
prior to last frost date, or late
summer for fall crops.Will tolerate
light frost.Thinning is not necessary.
Install trellises when seeds are planted
to avoid disturbing the roots.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly, while still young
and sweet.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
72 days

crunchy edible pods

Sugar Snap

PEASugar Snap

PEA
Pisum sativum

Super Sugar Snap
Super Sugar Snap is an early season 

edible pod snap pea, with
supersweet flavor and crunch. Hardy, 
high-yielding, disease resistant vines. 
Delicious raw, steamed or stir fried.  

A
#3926 Conventional $2.19

348

Dwarf [57 days]

Grey Sugar is an old-time favorite snow
pea with plump, sweet pods and lovely
purple-red blossoms that can be added
to salads. Short 2-3’ vines do not require
support. Cook pods like snap peas, or
enjoy raw.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Peas like cool weather and
regular moisture. Plant in early to
late spring, or late summer for fall
crops, in average soil and full sun.
30” tall plants rarely need staking.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly.Young, tender
pods have best flavor.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
57 days

Grey Sugar

PEAGrey Sugar

PEA
Pisum sativum

Patio Pride
         Pick fresh, sweet peas right

  from your patio. Compact, 18-24” 
plants are loaded with 2-3” pods 

filled with tender, flavorful peas that 
will be ready to pick about a month 
after germination. Easy to grow and
perfect for containers. Won an All 
America Selections award in 2017.

A
#4613 Conventional $2.19

Dwarf Grey Sugar Frosty

Dwarf Grey Sugar
Grey Sugar is an old-time favorite 
snow pea with plump, sweet pods 

and lovely purple-red blossoms that 
can be added to salads. The short 
2-3’ vines do not require support. 

Cook pods like snap peas or enjoy 
raw.  
H · A

#348 Conventional $2.19
#368 Value Pack $3.19

Frosty
Unlike other shelling peas, Frosty 

will sprout when the soil is only 50°F. 
Sturdy bush plants produce 4”

double pods, each containing seven 
to eight peas. A good choice for 

cooler climates. Freezes well.
Resistant to fusarium wilt and yellow 

bean mosaic virus. 
A

#1977 Conventional $2.19

Little Marvel
Little Marvel is a shelling pea with a 

short vine that does not need
trellising. Each plump pod contains 

seven or eight peas. Delicious 
cooked and frozen. 

H · A
#224 Conventional $2.19

#419 Value Pack $3.19

Oregon Sugar Pod II
Has a mild, sweet flavor and heavy 
yields of stringless pods. Usually

produces two pods per node. 30” 
vines don’t need staking. Resistant to 

pea mosaic enation virus,
fusarium wilt and powdery mildew.  

H · A
#225 Conventional $2.19

#369 Value Pack $3.19
#869 Organic $2.89

#4456 Organic Value Pack $4.39Little Marvel Oregon Sugar Pod II

Patio Pride

Sugar Daddy SnapSnow

Progress No. 9

Super Sugar SnapSugar Snap

Progress No. 9
Early, dependable and flavorful. 

Plants bear dark green pods filled 
with eight to nine plump peas. Easy 

care 15-20” plants do not require 
staking.  

H · A
#3554 Organic $2.89

Snow
The sweet, crisp pods of this Asian 
cuisine favorite are a staple among 
stir fry vegetables. Heavy yields of 
large, flat, stringless pods on 3-4’ 

climbing vines. Enjoy steamed, stir 
fried or raw in salads.  

H · A
#221 Conventional $2.19
#4367 Value Pack $3.19
#4368 Organic $2.89

Sugar Daddy Snap
Sugar Daddy combines the sweet 
flavor of the original snap pea with 
a dwarf, bushy vine and stringless 

pods. Highly productive, Sugar 
Daddy sets two pods at each node. 
Easy care dwarf plants don’t require 

staking. 
A

#226 Conventional $2.19
#3506 Organic $2.89

#4457 Organic Value Pack $4.39

Sugar Snap
      Sugar Snap is noted for its tall, 

productive vines and succulent 
pods that can be eaten at any stage. 
Delicious raw, steamed stir fried or 
frozen. An All America Selections 

Gold Medal winner in 1979. 
A

#227 Conventional $2.19
#370 Value Pack $3.19

Pea

209

Scallion [60 days]

With thin white stalks and pungent green
leaves, bunching onions (or scallions) are
easy to grow, take little space, and have a
multitude of uses in the kitchen. Plant them
among your summer greens, and harvest both
for a tasty salad.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Onions prefer fertile soil with an
abundance of regular water for best
growth.They are shallow-rooted, so
keep them well weeded to prevent
competition. Sow in early spring as soon
as the soil can be worked and plant
successive crops every few weeks for a
continuous supply.

HARVEST
Harvest when the tops are about 6” tall.
Gently loosen the surrounding soil and
pull carefully to avoid damage.They do
not keep well, so use them right away.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
3” (8cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
60 days

White Lisbon Bunching

ONIONWhite Lisbon Bunching

ONION
Allium fistulosum

3933

[120 Days]

The white Spanish onion plant produces
beautiful large one-pound globe style
onions. This onion is great for soups and
salads requiring a mild onion flavor. Can
be picked as bunching onions.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
This is a long day variety that requires
14 hours of sunlight per day to set bulbs.
Prefers fertile soil with regular water for
best growth. Shallow-rooted, so keep well
weeded to prevent competition. Sow in
early spring as soon as soil can be worked
and plant successive crops every few weeks
for a continuous supply.

HARVEST
Pull onions when they have developed skins
and the tops fall over. For storage, cure for
8-10 days before removing tops.

SEED DEPTH
1/2" (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
6" (15cm)

ROW SPACE
18" (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
120 days

White Sweet Spanish

ONIONWhite Sweet Spanish

ONION
Allium cepa

White Sweet Spanish
(Long Day)

The white Spanish onion plant 
produces beautiful large one pound 

globe style onions. This onion is 
great for soups and salads requiring 
a mild onion flavor. Can be picked as 

bunching onions.  
H · A

#3933 Conventional $2.39

1988

[35-55 days]

Nutritious and versatile, baby bok choy
features a compact, vigorous plant with
extra-tender stems and leaves. Also
known as Chinese cabbage, but does not
form a head. Delicious in stir-fries.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Pak choi grows best in cool weather.
Plant in early spring in full sun and rich,
loose soil. Keep soil moist until plants
are well established.Treat with vegetable
fertilizer or a side dressing of compost
two weeks after plants emerge.

HARVEST
Remove side stems as needed, or
harvest the entire plant by cutting close
to the ground. Plant a second crop in
late summer for a fall harvest.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18” (46cm)

ROW SPACE
2’ (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
35-55 days

Baby Bok Choy

PAK CHOIBaby Bok Choy

PAK CHOI
Brassica rapa chinesis

8011

[35-55 Days]

The same delicious crispy stems and
nutritious leafy greens as pak choi, in dwarf
size! Easy to steam and serve toy choy plants
whole. Grows quickly in cool weather but also
well suited for summer months. Perfect for
small gardens.

PLANTING
"Toy choy'' likes fertile soil with plenty
of moisture for fastest growth. In mild
climates, plant in fall for winter harvest.
In cooler climates, sow seed as soon as
the soil can be worked, and again in late
summer for fall harvest. Feed every two
weeks with a balanced fertilizer.

HARVEST
Cut baby leaves to serve raw in salads,
then allow the little plants to develop
thick white stalks. Begin harvesting plants
in just 35 days.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18" (46cm)

ROW SPACE
24" (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
33-55 days

just five inches tall

Toy Choy

PAK CHOIToy Choy

PAK CHOI
Brassica rapa chinensis

213

[50 days]

Pak choi, also called bok choi or bok
choy, is a staple in Asian cuisine. It
grows quickly and easily into a small
plant resembling Swiss chard. The
sweet, crisp stems are enjoyed fresh and
cooked.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Pak choi grows best in fertile soil with
plenty of moisture for quick growth.
In mild climates, plant in fall for winter
harvest. In cold climates, start in early
spring as soon as the soil can be worked
and again in late summer for fall crops.

HARVEST
Remove side stems as needed, or
harvest the entire plant by cutting close
to the ground. Plant a second crop in
late summer for a fall harvest.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
2” (5cm)

ROW SPACE
10” (25cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-7 days

MATURES IN
50 days

PAK CHOI
PAK CHOI
Brassica rapa chinensis

347

[95 days]

Popular in Europe for more than 400 years,
turnip-rooted parsley is a traditional addition
to soups and stews. Mild-flavored, white,
parsnip-like roots are harvested in the fall.
Very hardy and easy to grow. The leaves are
edible, too.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Cultivate the soil deeply before planting
to encourage long, straight roots. Sow
outdoors in rich soil in early spring as
soon as soil can be worked. Plants are
slow to germinate.

HARVEST
Harvest roots in fall after the first few
frosts have sweetened their flavor.
In cold climates roots can be left in
the ground under heavy mulch and
harvested through the winter.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
1/2” (13mm)

ROW SPACE
6” (15cm)

SPROUTS IN
15-25 days

MATURES IN
95 days

Hamburg Rooted Turnip

PARSLEYHamburg Rooted Turnip

PARSLEY
Petroselinum hortense

220

[100 days]

Parsnip is an ancient plant, grown by both
the Greeks and Romans. It is one of the
hardiest root vegetables and can be harvested
throughout winter months from a spring
planting. Delicious sweet, nutty flavor makes
it perfect for roasting.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Parsnip seed is very slow to germinate.
Start outdoors in early spring in
compost-amended soil as soon as the
soil can be worked. Cultivate soil deeply
before planting to encourage deep root
growth. Keep young plants watered and
well weeded.

HARVEST
Parsnips are generally grown all season
until winter freezes the tops.Apply deep
mulch over the crowns and store roots
in the ground. Dig up as needed.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
6” (15cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (31cm)

SPROUTS IN
14-28 days

MATURES IN
100 days

Hollow Crown

PARSNIPHollow Crown

PARSNIP
Pastinaca sativa

Hamburg Rooted Turnip
Popular in Europe for more than 400 

years, turnip-rooted parsley is a
traditional addition to soups and 
stews. The mild-flavored, white, 

parsnip-like roots are harvested in 
the fall. Very hardy and easy to grow. 

The leaves are edible too.  
H · A

#347 Conventional $1.99

Toy Choy
The same delicious crispy stems and 
nutritious leafy greens as pak choi, in 
dwarf size. Easy to steam and serve 

toy choy plants whole. Grows quickly 
in cool weather but also well suited 

for summer months. Perfect for small 
gardens.  

A
#8011 Conventional $2.89

Hollow Crown
Parsnip is an ancient plant, grown by 
both the Greeks and the Romans. It 

is one of the hardiest root
vegetables and can be harvested 
throughout winter months from a 

spring planting. Its delicious sweet, 
nutty flavor makes it perfect for 

roasting.  
H · A

#220 Conventional $2.39

White Lisbon (Bunching)
With thin white stalks and pungent 
green leaves, bunching onions (or 

scallions) are easy to grow, take little 
space and have a multitude of uses 

in the kitchen. Plant them among 
your summer greens and harvest 
both for a tasty salad. They do not 

store well. 
H · A

#209 Conventional $2.39
#663 Value Pack $3.19

Hollow CrownHamburg Rooted Turnip

Pak Choi

White Sweet SpanishWhite Lisbon

Toy ChoyExtra Dwarf

Baby Bok Choy

Pak choi, also called bok choi or bok 
choy, is a staple in Asian cuisine. It 

grows quickly and easily into a small 
plant resembling Swiss chard. The 

sweet, crisp stems are enjoyed fresh 
and cooked. 

H · A
#213 Conventional $2.39

Baby Bok Choy
Nutritious and versatile, baby bok 
choy features a compact, vigorous 
plant with extra tender stems and 

leaves. Also known as Chinese 
cabbage, but does not form a head. 

Delicious in stir fries.  
H · A

#1988 Conventional $2.39

Extra Dwarf
The same delicious crispy stems and 

nutritious leafy greens as pak choi 
in a smaller size. Easy to steam and 

serve plants whole. This fast-growing 
variety is perfect for small gardens 

and container planting. 
A

#4719 Conventional $2.39

Pak Choi

Parsley Parsnip
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Poblano
Poblano is the preferred pepper for 
quthentic chile rellenos. Mildly hot 

flavor with medium-thick flesh that’s 
perfect for stuffing. Also known as 

ancho chile when smoked and dried. 
Scoville Heat Units: 1,000-2,000

H · A
#684 Conventional $2.19

684

Hot [70-80 days]

Poblano is the preferred pepper for
authentic chile rellenos. Mildly hot flavor
with medium-thick flesh that’s perfect
for stuffing. Also know as ancho chile
when smoked and dried. Scoville Heat
Units: 1,000-2,000

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Unless you live in a year-round warm
climate, start seeds indoors eight to ten
weeks before last spring frost. Keep soil
temperature warm (75-80°F) for best
germination. Be patient. Peppers can be
slow to germinate. Harden off young
plants 10 days before transplanting and
plant outdoors in late spring after soil
temperature has warmed.

HARVEST
Pick peppers while green once they reach
the desired length, or allow to mature to
red for drying.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
2’ (61cm)

ROW SPACE
3’ (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-25 days

MATURES IN
70-80 days

Poblano

PEPPERPoblano

PEPPER
Capsicum annuum

1223

Hot [70 Days]

Fruity and spicy, with thin-skinned squash-
shaped fruit. Plant produces an abundance
of pods that ripen quickly from light green
to bright red. A Caribbean favorite for hot
sauces. Perfect for salsa and pickling. Scoville
Heat Units: 100,000-200,000.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Unless you live in a year-round warm
climate, start seeds indoors eight to
ten weeks before last frost. Keep soil
temperature warm (75-80°F) for best
germination. Harden off young plants
ten days before transplanting and
plant outdoors in late spring.

HARVEST
Jamaican Red is very early to mature.
Pick when fruits are bright red.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
24" (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36" (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

MATURES IN
70 days

Jamaican Red

PEPPERJamaican Red

PEPPER
Capsicum chinense

1976

Hot [75 Days]

Santa Fe Grande is a mildly hot pepper with
conical, blunt tipped, 1 ½" wide by 3 ½" long
fruits. Peppers have medium-thick walls and
ripen from yellow to orange to red. Sturdy 2'
plants provide continuous yields. Great for
pickling, canning and salsa. Scoville Heat
Units: 500-700.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Unless you live in a year-round warm
climate, start seeds indoors eight to
ten weeks before last frost. Keep soil
temperature warm (75-80°F) for best
germination. Harden off young plants
ten days before transplanting and
plant outdoors in late spring.

HARVEST
Pick when peppers turn yellow or
leave them on the plant to ripen to
orange or red.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
24" (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36" (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

MATURES IN
75 days

Santa Fe Grande

PEPPERSanta Fe Grande

PEPPER
Capsicum annum

238

Hot [75 days]

Small and fiery! Heat increases as 3 1/2”
fruit changes from green to orange-red.
Serrano is a hardy, prolific producer that
grows well in containers. Scoville Heat
Units: 8,000-23,000.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Unless you live in a year-round warm
climate, start seeds indoors eight to ten
weeks before last spring frost. Keep soil
temperature warm (75-80°F) for best
germination. Be patient. Peppers can be
slow to germinate. Harden off young
plants 10 days before transplanting and
plant outdoors in late spring after soil
temperature has warmed.

HARVEST
Harvest peppers when they reach 3 1/2”
and are green or ripe red.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
2’ (61cm)

ROW SPACE
3’ (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-25 days

MATURES IN
75 days

Serrano

PEPPERSerrano

PEPPER
Capsicum annuum

1934

Hot [80 Days]

Famous for its use in sauces, tabasco pepper
features juicy fruit and a spicy bite. Prolific
bushy plant produces long, tapered fruits
that turn from green to orange to red, as they
ripen. Scoville Heat Units: 30,000-50,000.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Unless you live in a year-round warm
climate, start seeds indoors eight to
ten weeks before last frost. Keep soil
temperature warm (75-80°F) for best
germination. Harden off young plants
ten days before transplanting and plant
outdoors in late spring.

HARVEST
Tabasco peppers are decorative as well
as edible. Plant in a container mixed with
flowers for your deck or patio.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
24" (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36" (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

MATURES IN
80 days

Tabasco

PEPPERTabasco

PEPPER
Capsicum annum

Thai Dragon
This fiery hot pepper is a staple in 

traditional Thai cuisine. Very
productive with abundant long, thin, 
bright red peppers on a 1-2’ plant. 

Can be used fresh or dried. Scoville 
Heat Units: 50,000-100,000

H · A
#674 Conventional $2.49

 Sweet Pepper Pepperoncini Italian
 Capsicum annuum

This is a high-yielding variety and produces an
abundance of sweet, yet tangy peppers. Peppers are
harvested at 2-3" in length and are great for pickling.

No Chemical Fertilizers
No Seed Treatments

Printed on recycled paper. © Lake Valley Seed, Inc.

PLANTING
Unless you live in a year-round warm climate, start
seeds indoors eight to ten weeks before last frost. Keep
soil temperature warm (75-80°F) for best germination.
Harden off young plants ten days before transplanting
and plant outdoors in late spring.

HARVEST
Harvest the first fruits early to encourage continued
production through the season. Cut (don't pull) the fruit
from stems. Peppers are yellow and then turn to red as
the sweet flavor intensifies.

vegetable

Lake Valley Seed Company, Inc.   5717 Arapahoe Ave.  Boulder, CO 80303
Certified Organic by the Colorado Department of Agriculture
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674

Hot [70 Days]

This fiery hot pepper is a staple in
traditional Thai cuisine. Very productive
with abundant long, thin, bright red
peppers on a 1-2' plant. Use fresh or
dried. Scoville Heat Units: 50,000-
100,000.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Unless you live in a year-round warm
climate, start seeds indoors eight to
ten weeks before last frost. Keep soil
temperature warm (75-80°F) for best
germination. Harden off young plants
ten days before transplanting and
plant outdoors in late spring.

HARVEST
Pick as needed when fruit is dark red
for fresh or dried use.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
24" (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36" (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

MATURES IN
70 days

Thai Dragon

PEPPERThai Dragon

PEPPER
Capsicum annum

Pepperoncini Italian
This is a high-yielding variety and 
produces an abundance of sweet, 

yet tangy peppers. Peppers are
harvested at 2-3” in length and are 

great for pickling. 
H · A

#3982 Organic $2.89

Jamaican Red
Fruity and spicy, with thin-skinned 

squash-shaped fruit. The plant 
produces an abundance of pods 

that ripen quickly from light green to 
bright red. It is a Caribbean favorite 

for hot sauces. Perfect for salsas 
and pickling. Scoville Heat Units: 

100,000-200,000 
H · A

#1223 Conventional $2.49

Santa Fe Grande
Santa Fe Grande is a mildly hot

pepper with conical, blunt tipped, 1 
1/2” wide by 3 1/2” long fruits.

Peppers have medium-thick walls 
and ripen from yellow to orange 
to red. Sturday 2’ plants provide 

continuous yields. Great for pickling, 
canning and salsa. Scoville Heat 

Units: 500-700 
H · A

#1976 Conventional $2.19

Serrano
Small and fiery! Heat increases as 
the 3 1/2” fruit changes from green 
to orange red. Serrano is a hardy, 
prolific producer that grows well 
in containers. Scoville Heat Units: 

8,000-23,000 
H · A

#238 Conventional $2.19

Tabasco
Famous for its use in sauces

tabasco peppers feature juicy fruit 
and a spicy bite. This prolific bushy 
plant produces long, tapered fruits 

that turn from green to orange to red 
as they ripen. Scoville Heat Units: 

30,000-50,000 
H · A

#1934 Conventional $2.49

California Wonder Green 
Bell

A home garden favorite. Stocky 
plants with glossy, deep green 

leaves bear large crops of 4-5” green 
peppers that ripen to red.  

H · A
#230 Conventional $2.19 

#871 Organic $2.89

Marconi Red
A delicious sweet, Italian-style 

pepper used for roasting and frying. 
Fruits are 6-8” long and go from 

green to red at maturity. Use
wherever red bell peppers are called 

for or sear over the high heat of a 
summer barbecue.  

H · A
#872 Organic $2.89

Mini Red Belle
Sweet and prolific! This short, stocky 
24” plant produces an abundant crop 

of super sweet, 1 1/2” pepper that 
ripen from green to red, with thick 

flesh that’s perfect for stuffing. Heavy 
fruit production in a small amount of 
space makes Mini Belle perfect for 

containers and small gardens. 
A

#4614 Conventional $2.79

Jamaican Red Poblano

Santa Fe Grande Serrano

Tabasco Thai Dragon

California Wonder Marconi Red

Mini Red Belle Pepperoncini

Sweet Pepper

507

[68 days]

Wando is noted for reliable production
even under hot and dry conditions, making
it a good choice for late season plantings.
Produces dark green pods with eight to nine
peas per pod, and a short vine that does not
require a trellis.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Peas like cool weather and regular
moisture. Plant in early to late spring,
or late summer for fall crops, in
average soil and full sun.Wando will
tolerate a light frost as well as warmer
early summer days. Coat seeds with
an inoculant prior to planting to
encourage better yield.

HARVEST
Pick pods regularly, as soon as they
have filled out.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
68 days

Wando

PEAWando

PEA
Pisum sativum

228

Hot [70 days]

Anaheim is a mildly hot, long, slender pepper
that is a favorite for stuffing. Its vigorous,
bushy plant produces an abundant crop of
green fruits that turn deep red when fully
ripe. Use fresh or dried. Scoville Heat Units:
500-2,000

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Unless you live in a year-round warm
climate, start seeds indoors eight to ten
weeks before last spring frost. Keep soil
temperature warm (75-80°F) for best
germination. Be patient. Peppers can be
slow to germinate. Harden off young
plants 10 days before transplanting and
plant outdoors in late spring after soil
temperature has warmed.

HARVEST
Harvest peppers when they reach 7-8”
and are green or ripe red.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
2’ (61cm)

ROW SPACE
3’ (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-25 days

MATURES IN
70 days

Anaheim

PEPPERAnaheim

PEPPER
Capsicum annuum

4687

Hot [95 days]

Biquinho Chile peppers are tear-drop shaped pods
averaging 1” in length, first discovered growing wild
in South America. They have an initial tangy, citrus
taste followed by a sweet and slightly smoky flavor
reminiscent of a habanero pepper, without the heat.
SHU ranges from 500-1000. They are increasingly
popular among home gardeners and look amazing
in containers.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Unless you live in a year-round warm climate, start
seed indoors 8-10 weeks before last frost. Keep soil
temperature at 75-80˚F for best germination. Pinch
off any flowers or fruit from starts and harden off
10 days before transplanting outdoors.At planting,
apply a slow release fertilizer to each hole and water
in thoroughly. Grow in full sun in well-draining soil.
Water regularly, allowing the top inch of soil to dry
slightly between watering.

HARVEST
Post-harvest, peppers will keep up to one week
when loosely stored whole and unwashed in a plastic
or paper bag in the refrigerator.Well suited for raw
and cooked applications, and popular as a garnish
and pickled condiment.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18-24" (46-61cm)

ROW SPACE
36" (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

MATURES IN
95 days

Biquinho

PEPPERBiquinho

PEPPER
Capsicum chinense

231

Hot [75 days]

This versatile finger-thin hot pepper
is used to make pepper flakes, ground
cayenne pepper, and flavoring for
vinegars and pickling. Scoville Heat
Units:  30,000-50,000

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Unless you live in a year-round warm
climate, start seeds indoors 8-10
weeks before last frost. Keep soil
temperature warm (75-80°F) for best
germination. Harden off young plants
ten days before transplanting and
plant outdoors after last spring frost.

HARVEST
Harvest peppers when they are
bright red and fully ripe for best flavor.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

MATURES IN
75 days

Cayenne

PEPPERCayenne

PEPPER
Capsicum annuum

232

Hot [70 days]

Often confused with jalapenos, Fresno peppers
are milder and taste smoky-sweet when
cooked. Mature cone-shaped fruits are 1 1/2”-
2” long and bright red. Their thin walls make
them a poor choice for drying. Scoville Heat
Units:  2,500-8,000

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Unless you live in a year-round warm
climate, start seeds indoors 8-10
weeks before last frost. Keep soil
temperature warm (75-80°F) for best
germination. Harden off young plants
ten days before transplanting and
plant outdoors after last spring frost.

HARVEST
Harvest peppers when they are
bright red and fully ripe for best flavor.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

MATURES IN
70 days

Fresno Chili

PEPPERFresno Chili

PEPPER
Capsicum annuum

349

Hot [100 days]

One of the hottest peppers, with a
pungent, smoky flavor. 2” wrinkled fruit
ripens from green to bright orange.
Pick when ripe for best flavor. Use in
sauces and salsas. Scoville Heat Units:
200,000-350,000.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Unless you live in a year-round warm
climate, start seeds indoors eight to ten
weeks before last spring frost. Keep soil
temperature warm (75-80°F) for best
germination. Be patient. Peppers can be
slow to germinate. Harden off young
plants 10 days before transplanting and
plant outdoors in late spring after soil
temperature has warmed.

HARVEST
Habanero peppers require a long hot
season to fully mature. For hottest peppers,
harvest when they turn bright orange.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
2’ (61cm)

ROW SPACE
3’ (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-25 days

MATURES IN
100 days

Habanero

PEPPERHabanero

PEPPER
Capsicum chinense

235

Hot [65 days]

An early season variety with compact
plants that grow well in containers.
Produces an abundant crop of 3-4”
pungent, medium-hot green peppers
that ripen to red. Scoville Heat Units:
3,500-8,000

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Unless you live in a year-round warm
climate, start seeds indoors eight to
ten weeks before last frost. Keep soil
temperature warm (75-80°F) for best
germination. Harden off young plants
ten days before transplanting and
plant outdoors after last spring frost.

HARVEST
Harvest when firm and dark green, or
leave on the plant to ripen to red.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

SEED COUNT
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-20 days

MATURES IN
65 days

Early Jalapeño

PEPPEREarly Jalapeño

PEPPER
Capsicum annuum

234

Hot [60 days]

Tapered, pale yellow pods have a mellow
heat. Very early to mature even in cool
weather. Use for roasting, stuffing, and
pickling. Scoville Heat Units: 5,000-
10,000

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Unless you live in a year-round warm
climate, start seeds indoors eight to ten
weeks before last spring frost. Keep soil
temperature warm (75-80°F) for best
germination. Be patient. Peppers can be
slow to germinate. Harden off young
plants 10 days before transplanting and
plant outdoors in late spring after soil
temperature has warmed.

HARVEST
Peppers are ripe when they have turned
completely yellow.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-25 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Hungarian Wax

PEPPERHungarian Wax

PEPPER
Capsicum annuum

239

Sweet [72 days]

A mild chile pepper with pale yellow,
elongated pods that turn bright red
when ripe. Grows abundantly on stocky
plants with glossy, deep green leaves.
Use for pickling, roasting, and fresh.
Scoville Heat Units: 0-500

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Unless you live in a year-round warm
climate, start seeds indoors eight to ten
weeks before last spring frost. Keep soil
temperature warm (75-80°F) for best
germination. Be patient--peppers can
be slow to germinate. Harden off young
plants 10 days before transplanting and
plant outdoors in late spring after soil
temperature has warmed.

HARVEST
Peppers will turn from green to bright
yellow to bright red when ripe. Harvest
after peppers reach 4-6".

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
2' (61cm)

ROW SPACE
3' (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-25 days

MATURES IN
72 days

Banana

PEPPERBanana

PEPPER
Capsicum annuum

Big Jim
An easy to grow, heavy yielding plant 

with fleshy 10-12” pods that mature 
from green to red. Mildly hot; the 

pungency varies from plant to plant. 
Scoville Heat Units: 1,500-2,500

H · A
#229 Conventional $2.19

#4134 Organic $2.89

Wando

Wando
It is noted for reliable production 

even under hot and dry conditions, 
making it a good choice for late
season plantings. Produces dark 

green pods with eight to nine peas 
per pod and a short vine that does 

not require a trellis.  
H · A

#507 Conventional $2.19

Anaheim

Hungarian Wax

Habanero RedFresno Chili

Cayenne Long Red ThinBiquinho Red

Big JimBanana

Anaheim
Anaheim is a mildly hot, long, slender 
pepper that is a favorite for stuffing. 
Its vigorous, bushy plant prduces an 

abundant crop of green fruits that 
turn deep red when fully ripe. Use 
fresh or dried. Scoville Heat Units: 

500-2,000 
H · A

#228 Conventional $2.19
#3981 Organic $2.89

Banana
     A mild chili pepper with pale,
yellow, elongated pods that turn 

bright red when ripe. Grows
abundantly on stocky plants with 

glossy, deep green leaves. Use for 
pickling, roasting and fresh. Scoville 

Heat Units: 0-500
H · A

#239 Conventional $2.19

Biquinho Red
These tear-drop shaped pods 

average 1” in length, and were first 
discovered in South America. They 
have an tangy, citrus taste followed 
by a sweet and slightly smoky flavor 
reminiscent of a habanero, without 
the heat. Scoville Heat Units: 500-

1,000
H · A

#4687 Conventional $2.49

Cayenne Long Red Thin
This versatile finger-thin hot

pepper is used to make pepper 
flakes, ground cayenne pepper and 
flavoring for vinegars and pickling. 
Scoville Heat Units: 30,000-50,000

H · A
#231 Conventional $2.19

#4135 Organic $2.89

Fresno Chili
Often confused with jalapenos, 

Fresno peppers are milder and taste 
smoky sweet when cooked. Mature 
cone-shaped fruits are 1 1/2-2” long 

and bright red. Their thin walls make 
them a poor choice for drying.

Scoville Heat Units: 2,500-8,000
H · A

#232 Conventional $2.19

Habanero Red
One of the hottest peppers, with a 

pungent smoky flavor. The 2”
wrinkled fruit ripens from green to 
bright orange. Pick when ripe for 

best flavor. Use in salsas and
sauces. Scoville Heat Units: 

200,000-350,000 
H · A

#349 Conventional $2.49
#3995 Organic $2.89

Hungarian Wax
Tapered, pale yellow pods have a 
mellow heat. Very early to mature 

even in cool weather. Use for
roasting, stuffing and pickling.

Scoville Heat Units: 5,000-10,000 
H · A

#234 Conventional $2.19
#4136 Organic $2.89

Jalapeno
Jalapeno is an early season variety 
with compact plants that grow well 

in containers. Produces an abundant 
crop of 3-4” pungent, medium-hot 
green peppers that ripen to red.
Scoville Heat Units: 3,500-8,000

H · A
#235 Conventional $2.19

#870 Organic $2.89

Jalapeno

Hot Pepper
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New England Sugar Pie
Globe-shaped fruits with thick, sweet 

flesh. New England Sugar Pie can 
grow to 8 lbs. Will keep for several 

months in a cool, dry place. A
favorite for canning and baking. 

Makes superb pies. 
H · A

#254 Conventional $2.39 #3990 
Organic $2.89

255

[60 days]

This gourmet Italian red chicory has a
distinct bitter-sweet flavor. The compact
heads are deep red with white veins.
Giulio is the first radicchio developed for
slow-bolting spring production.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow in moist, fertile soil in a location
with full sun to part shade in spring
after all danger of frost has passed. 
Sow in fall, or winter in mild climates.
Keep young plants well watered.

HARVEST
Harvest entire plant when heads have
firmed and turn deep red. Discard
outer leaves.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
10” (25cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Giulio

RADICCHIOGiulio

RADICCHIO
Cichorium intybus

256

[25 days]

Cherry Belle is an early season radish
known for its round and crunchy roots.
Radishes take very little room to grow
and can be planted to mature during
a cold period. A great starter plant
for kids.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors every few weeks
starting in early spring, or fall/winter in
mild climates.Time your plantings to
mature while the weather is cool. For
best quality, radishes need to mature
quickly with plenty of water.

HARVEST
Radishes mature rapidly. Harvest
tender roots frequently, as soon
as round shoulders begin to break
through the soil.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
2” (5cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
25 days

Cherry Belle

RADISHCherry Belle

RADISH
Raphanus sativus

255

[60 days]

This gourmet Italian red chicory has a
distinct bitter-sweet flavor. The compact
heads are deep red with white veins.
Giulio is the first radicchio developed for
slow-bolting spring production.

HEIRLOOM

PLANTING
Sow in moist, fertile soil in a location
with full sun to part shade in spring
after all danger of frost has passed. 
Sow in fall, or winter in mild climates.
Keep young plants well watered.

HARVEST
Harvest entire plant when heads have
firmed and turn deep red. Discard
outer leaves.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
10” (25cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Giulio

RADICCHIO Giulio

RADICCHIO
Cichorium intybus

421

[28 days]

Bright red round roots with crisp white
flesh. Champion is a vigorous midseason
variety that develops quickly and is slow
to become woody. Plant both extra-early
and late in the season for a continuous
supply.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant every few weeks in loose,
rich soil starting in early spring, or
fall/winter in mild climates.Water
consistently. For best quality, radishes
need to mature quickly with plenty
of water.

HARVEST
Radishes mature rapidly. Harvest
tender roots frequently, as soon
as round shoulders begin to break
through the soil.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
2” (5cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
28 days

Champion

RADISHChampion

RADISH
Raphanus sativus

258

[45 days]

This Japanese culinary favorite
grows long, thick, crisp white roots
with mild, sweet flavor. For best
results, plant to mature in cool
weather.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
For continuous crops, plant every
few weeks in loose, rich, well-
drained soil beginning in early
spring, or fall/winter in mild areas.
Keep plants well watered.

HARVEST
Harvest when shoulders begin to
show beneath the soil.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (5cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
45 days

Daikon Minowase

RADISHDaikon Minowase

RADISH
Raphanus sativus

4082

Hybrid [60 Days]

Sweet, mild and versatile, this white
daikon radish root grows up to 15" long.
Its crisp texture and slightly spicy flavor
make it a good choice for pickling. Use
both cooked and raw.

PLANTING
Prepare fertile, well-drained soil. Sow
seeds in spring after last frost or in
late summer/early fall in a warm,
sunny location. Keep soil moist.
Fertilize as needed.

HARVEST
Begin harvesting when roots reach
8" and continue until fall.Will not
tolerate sub-freezing weather

SEED DEPTH
1/2" (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
4" (10cm)

ROW SPACE
12" (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
60 days

large root is crisp and mild

Daikon Relish Cross

RADISHDaikon Relish Cross

RADISH
Raphanus sativus

Brightest Brilliant
Rainbow

Striking 7’ tall plants add a burst of 
color to the vegetable garden with 

shades of deep burgundy, red, pink, 
orange and yellow. The tender young 

leaves are edible and can be used 
like spinach or let ornamental seed 
heads dry on the plant and harvest 

for seed.  
H · A

#4730 Organic $2.89

Giulio
This gourmet Italian red chicory has a 

distinct bittersweet flavor. The
compact heads are deep red with 

white veins. Giulio is the first
radicchio developed for slow-bolting 

spring production.  
H · A

#255 Conventional $2.19

Champion
        Bright red round roots with crisp 
white flesh. Champion is a vigorous 

midseason variety that develops 
quickly and is slow to become 
woody. It won an All America

Selections award in 1957.
H · A

#421 Conventional $1.99
#4188 Value Pack $3.19
#4139 Organic $2.89

Brightest Brilliant RainbowNew England Sugar Pie

Daikon Relish CrossDaikon Minowase

Cherry BelleChampion

GiulioRadicchio

A member of the chicory family,
Radicchio has a distinct and

appealing bitter sweet flavor. The 
compact heads are a stunning deep 

red color with white veins.  
H · A

#3984 Organic $2.59

Cherry Belle
         Cherry Belle is an early season

radish known for its round and 
crunchy roots. Radishes take little 

room to grow and can be planted to 
mature during a cold period. An All 
America Selections winner in 1949. 

H · A
#256 Conventional $1.99

#487 Value Pack $3.19
#874 Organic $2.89

#4458 Organic Value Pack $3.89

Daikon Minowase
This Japanese culinary favorite 

grows long, thick, crisp white roots 
with mild, sweet flavor. For best
results, plant to mature in cool 

weather.  
H · A

#258 Conventional $1.99

Daikon Relish
Cross Hybrid

Sweet, mild and versatile, this white 
daikon radish root grows up to 15” 
long. Its crisp texture and slightly 

spicy flavor make it a good choice for 
pickling. Use both cooked and raw.  

A
#4082 Conventional $3.19

Quinoa

Radicchio

Radish

4661

[70 Days]

This sweet red pepper has three-lobed fruit
that tapers to a blunt end, with medium thick
walls and a terrifically distinct flavor. Yellow-
green when small, turns red as it matures.
Delicious grilled and raw in salads. Great for
container gardening. Stores well.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Unless you live in a year-round warm
climate, start seeds indoors eight to ten
weeks before last spring frost. Keep soil
temperature warm (75-80°F) for best
germination. Be patient. Peppers can be
slow to germinate. Harden off young
plants 10 days before transplanting and
plant outdoors in late spring after soil
temperature has warmed.

HARVEST
Wait until green peppers mature to red
for harvest. Plants are more than 2' tall and
very prolific.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
24" (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36" (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-25 days

MATURES IN
70 days

Sweet Red Grilling

PEPPERSweet Red Grilling

PEPPER
Capsicum annuum

233

Sweet [75 days]

Sunbright is a California Wonder type
sweet pepper that turns from green to
bright golden yellow. Its stocky plants
with glossy, deep-green leaves produce
an abundant crop of 4-5” fruits.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Unless you live in a year-round warm
climate, start seeds indoors eight to ten
weeks before last spring frost. Keep soil
temperature warm (75-80°F) for best
germination. Be patient. Peppers can be
slow to germinate. Harden off young
plants 10 days before transplanting and
plant outdoors in late spring after soil
temperature has warmed.

HARVEST
Pick when peppers are 4-5” long and
completely yellow.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
2’ (61cm)

ROW SPACE
3’ (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
10-25 days

MATURES IN
75 days

Sunbright Golden Bell

PEPPERSunbright Golden Bell

PEPPER
Capsicum annuum

Sunbright Golden Bell
Sunbright is a California Wonder type 
sweet pepper that turns from green 
to bright golden yellow. Its stocky 

plants with glossy, deep green 
leaves produce an abundant crop of 

4-5” fruits.  
H · A

#233 Conventional $2.19

1929

[120 days]

A first prize contest winner all over the
U.S., Atlantic Giant can grow to 800
lbs! Sets two to four fruits per 15’ vine.
Remove all but one to get the largest
pumpkin per vine.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Atlantic Giant needs a long warm season
to reach full size. Plant in full sun or
partial shade in rich soil. Start outdoors
about two weeks after last spring frost,
or indoors two weeks prior to last frost
date. Feed monthly with side dressings of
compost or vegetable fertilizer.

HARVEST
For best shaped pumpkins, set fruit
upright while still young. Harvest when
rinds are hard and bright orange. Leave
a 3-4” stem.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
6’ (1.8m)

ROW SPACE
6-10’ (1.8-3m)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

MATURES IN
120 days

Atlantic Giant

PUMPKINAtlantic Giant

PUMPKIN
Cucurbita maxima

350

[110 days]

The traditional French heirloom
pumpkin that inspired Cinderella’s fairy
tale coach. Vibrant red-orange 12-14”
fruit with a flattened, deep-ridged
shape. Makes delicious pies.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun or partial shade in rich
soil. Start outdoors about two weeks
after last spring frost, or indoors
two weeks prior to last frost date.
Feed monthly with side dressings of
compost or vegetable fertilizer.

HARVEST
For the best shaped fruits, set upright
while still young.Allow only one or
two fruits to develop per vine for
large pumpkins.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
6’ (1.8m)

ROW SPACE
6-10’ (1.8-3m)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

MATURES IN
110 days

Cinderella

PUMPKINCinderella

PUMPKIN
Cucurbita maxima

252

[100 days]

A favorite variety for children. Charming
ribbed orange pumpkins are only 3”
in diameter. Delicious when hollowed
out and stuffed. Perfect for autumn
decoration.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun or partial shade in rich
soil. Start outdoors about two weeks
after last spring frost, or indoors two
weeks prior to last frost date. Feed
monthly with side dressings of compost
or vegetable fertilizer.

HARVEST
Harvest in late summer or fall when skin
turns bright orange and is thumbnail
hard. Leave as much stem as possible
and store in cool, dry area.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4’ (1.2m)

ROW SPACE
6-10’ (1.8-3m)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

MATURES IN
100 days

Jack Be Little

PUMPKINJack Be Little

PUMPKIN
Cucurbita pepo

3925

[120 days]

These giants can weigh in at 100 lbs.
Attractive round shape and smooth,
bright orange skin make it fun to carve.
Allow four months of growth to reach
maximum size.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Big Max needs a long warm season to
reach full size. Plant in full sun or partial
shade in rich soil. Start outdoors about
two weeks after last spring frost, or
indoors two weeks prior to last frost
date. Feed monthly with side dressings of
compost or vegetable fertilizer.

HARVEST
For the largest pumpkins, prune to one
fruit per vine. Set upright while still
young. Harvest when rinds are hard and
bright orange.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
6’ (1.8m)

ROW SPACE
6-10’ (1.8-3m)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

MATURES IN
120 days

Big Max

PUMPKINBig Max

PUMPKIN
Cucurbita maxima

413

[110 days]

Connecticut Field is the traditional
American pumpkin, with a history that
goes back several hundred years. Deep
orange pumpkins grow to 15-25 lbs. and
are perfect for pumpkin pie or carving.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun or partial shade in rich
soil. Start outdoors about two weeks
after last spring frost, or indoors
two weeks prior to last frost date.
Feed monthly with side dressings of
compost or vegetable fertilizer.

HARVEST
For best shaped pumpkins, set fruit
upright while still young. Harvest
when rinds are hard and bright
orange. Leave a 3-4” stem.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
6’ (1.8m)

ROW SPACE
6-10’ (1.8-3m)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

MATURES IN
110 days

Connecticut Field

PUMPKINConnecticut Field

PUMPKIN
Cucurbita pepo

253

[105 days]

Smooth oval fruits that are very easy
to grow and perfect for carving. A
good choice for a child’s garden. Jack
O’Lantern features long, vigorous vines
and plenty of fruit.

PLANTING
Plant in full sun or partial shade in rich
soil. Start outdoors about two weeks
after last spring frost, or indoors
two weeks prior to last frost date.
Feed monthly with side dressings of
compost or vegetable fertilizer.

HARVEST
For best shaped pumpkins, set fruit
upright while still young. Harvest
when rinds are hard and bright
orange. Leave a 3-4” stem.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
4’ (1.8m)

ROW SPACE
6-10’ (1.8-3m)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

MATURES IN
105 days

the pumpkin for carving

Jack O’Lantern

PUMPKINJack O’Lantern

PUMPKIN
Cucurbita maxima

525

[95 days]

A novel white pumpkin with 10-12
lb. fruits, excellent for painting and
carving. Its bright, white color will really
glow in the dark on Halloween night!
Very easy to grow. The flesh is thin and
bright orange.

PLANTING
Plant in full sun or partial shade in rich
soil. Start outdoors about two weeks
after last spring frost, or indoors two
weeks prior to last frost date. Feed
monthly with side dressings of compost
or vegetable fertilizer.

HARVEST
For best shaped pumpkins, set fruit
upright while still young. Harvest when
rinds are hard and have turned white.
Leave a 3-4” stem.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
6’ (1.8m)

ROW SPACE
6-10’ (1.8-3m)

SPROUTS IN
10-15 days

MATURES IN
95 days

make glowing white jack o’lanterns!

Lumina

PUMPKINLumina

PUMPKIN
Cucurbita maxima

Jack Be Little
A favorite variety for children. The 
charming ribbed orange pumpkins 

are only 3” in diameter. It is delicious 
when hollowed out and stuffed.
Perfect for autumn decoration. 

H · A
#252 Conventional $2.39

Red Bell
This sweet red pepper has three-

lobed fruit that tapers to a blunt end, 
with medium thick walls and a

distinct flavor. Yellow-green when 
small but turns red as it matures. 

Delicious grilled and raw in salads. 
Stores well. 

H · A
#1835 Conventional $2.19

Red Grilling
This sweet pepper has three-lobed 
fruit that tapers to a blunt end, with 
medium thick walls and a terrifically 
distinct flavor. Yellow-green when 
small and turns red as it matures. 

Delicious grilled and raw in salads. 
Great for container gardening. Stores 

well. 
H · A

#4661 Conventional $2.19
Red Bell Red Grilling

Sunbright

Atlantic Giant
A first prize contest winner all over 
the U.S., Atlantic Giant can grow to 
800 lbs. It sets two to four fruits per 
15’ vine. Remove all but one to get 

the largest pumpkin per vine.  
H · A

#1929 Conventional $2.89

Big Max
These giants can weigh in at 100 

lbs. The attractive round shape and 
smooth, bright orange skin make it 
fun to carve. Allow four months of 

growth to reach maximum size.  
H · A

#3925 Conventional $2.89
#873 Organic $2.89

Big Max

Atlantic Giant

LuminaJack O’Lantern

Jack Be LittleConnecticut Field

Cinderella

Cinderella
The traditional French heirloom 

pumpkin that inspired Cinderella’s 
fairy tale coach. Vibrant red-orange 

12-14” fruit with a flattened, deep 
ridged shape. Makes delicious pies.  

H · A
#350 Conventional $2.89 #4138 

Organic $3.19

Connecticut Field
Connecticut Field is the traditional 
American pumpkin, with a history 
that goes back several hundred 

years. Deep orange pumpkins grow 
to 15-25 lbs. and are perfect for 

pumpkin pie or carving.  
H · A

#413 Conventional $2.39
#4287 Organic $2.89

Jack O’Lantern
Smooth oval fruits that are very easy 

to grow and perfect for carving. A 
good choice for a child’s garden. 

Jack O’Lantern features long,
vigorous vines and plenty of fruit.  

A
#253 Conventional $2.39

#3556 Organic $2.89

Lumina
A novel white pumpkin with 10-12 lb. 

fruits, excellent for painting and
carving. Its bright, white color will 

really glow in the dark on Halloween 
night. Very easy to grow. The flesh is 

thin and bright orange.  
A

#525 Conventional $2.89

Pumpkin
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4720

Hybrid [45 days]

Prized for baby leaf production, Seaside
produces masses of smooth, dark green,
spade-shaped leaves on upright plants.
Moderate growth rate deters bolting (sending
up a flower stalk), perfect for spring and
early summer planting. Resistant to downy
mildew.

PLANTING
Spinach is cold hardy and can be planted in
very early spring and fall, or winter in mild
climates. Plant in full sun to light shade in
fertile soil. Keep evenly moist through the
growing season. Drought conditions can
encourage bolting. Sow every 10 days for
continuous harvest.

HARVEST
For baby leaf, harvest individual leaves at
desired size. Pick from the outside of the
rosette to keep young leaves producing. Or
harvest whole plant by cutting approx. 2"
above the ground.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
4-6" (10-15cm)

ROW SPACE
10" (25cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-7 days

MATURES IN
30-50 days

best baby leaf

Seaside

SPINACHSeaside

SPINACH
Spinacia oleracea

280

Summer [50 days]

An early maturing zucchini type squash
with delicious deep green fruits and
creamy white flesh. Very easy to grow
and productive all season long. Freezes
well.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in full sun and rich
soil two weeks after last spring
frost. Germinates poorly in soil
temperatures below 70°F.Water
consistently and feed monthly with a
side dressing of compost or vegetable
fertilizer.

HARVEST
Young fruits have the best flavor. Pick
regularly to encourage more fruit.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
5’ (1.5m)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
50 days

Black Beauty

SQUASHBlack Beauty

SQUASH
Cucurbita pepo

1836

Hybrid [45 days]

Slower to bolt (send up a seed head)
than most other spinach, making it an
excellent choice for year-round sowing.
Productive, upright plants feature
smooth leaves that are easy to wash.
Resistant to downy mildew.

PLANTING
Spinach is cold hardy and can be planted
in very early spring and fall, or winter
in mild climates. Plant in full sun to light
shade in rich, non-acidic soil. Keep evenly
moist until seeds germinate. Sow every
10 days for continuous harvest.

HARVEST
Harvest indivual leaves as needed, or cut
the entire plant to 2” above the ground
to encourage a second harvest.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
6” (15cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
45 days

slow to bolt

Olympia

SPINACHOlympia

SPINACH
Spinacea oleracea

4722

[75 days]

Whimsical snake-shaped fruits are
botanically gourds but are eaten like squash.
Let vigorous vines grow over a trellis or
arbor so fruit can hang straight. If grown at
ground level, fruit may curl into interesting
shapes. Wonderful grilled, baked, or used as
fall decoration.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in full sun in late spring after
soil has warmed. Germinates poorly in soil
temperatures below 70°F. Provide a trellis
or support at planting if desired. Squash
prefers fertile soil and even moisture. Feed
at planting with a complete, organic fertilizer.

HARVEST
Flavor is best when fruit is harvested young,
at 8" long and 2" in diameter. Pick frequently
to keep plants producing. Older fruit over 8"
long can be roasted like eggplant.

SEED DEPTH
1" (25mm)

PLANT SPACE
24" (61cm)

ROW SPACE
5' (1.5m)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
75 days

Cucuzzi

SQUASHCucuzzi

SQUASH
Lagenaria siceraria

279

Summer [60 days]

A long, slender, mild-flavored zucchini
that produces over an extended season.
Use baked, grilled, raw, or pickled.
Delicious when picked young with
blossom still attached.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in full sun and rich
soil two weeks after last spring
frost. Germinates poorly in soil
temperatures below 70°F.Water
consistently and feed monthly with a
side dressing of compost or vegetable
fertilizer.

HARVEST
Harvest while fruits are young and
tender. Pick regularly to encourage
more fruit.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
5’ (1.5m)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Cocozelle

SQUASHCocozelle

SQUASH
Cucurbita pepo

1899

Summer [50 days]

Uniform yellow, club-shaped fruits with
thick, fine-grained flesh. Expect an
abundance of fruits beginning in early
summer. Delicious both cooked and raw,
this versatile squash also freezes well.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in full sun and rich
soil two weeks after last spring
frost. Germinates poorly in soil
temperatures below 70°F.Water
consistently and feed monthly with a
side dressing of compost or vegetable
fertilizer.

HARVEST
Pick fruits when gold in color.Young
fruits have the best flavor. Pick
regularly to encourage more fruit.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
5’ (1.5m)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
50 days

Early Prolific Straightneck

SQUASHEarly Prolific Straightneck

SQUASH
Cucurbita pepo

287

Summer [50 days]

A real summer treat! Early Yellow
Crookneck is an early-maturing bush
type squash with tasty, firm-textured
yellow fruits. Produces well over an
extended season. Enjoy cooked, raw,
or frozen.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in full sun and rich
soil two weeks after last spring
frost. Germinates poorly in soil
temperatures below 70°F.Water
consistently and feed monthly with a
side dressing of compost or vegetable
fertilizer.

HARVEST
Pick fruits when gold in color and
about 4-5” long.Young fruits have
the best flavor. Pick regularly to
encourage more fruit.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
5’ (1.5m)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
50 days

Early Yellow Crookneck

SQUASHEarly Yellow Crookneck

SQUASH
Cucurbita pepo

Seaside
Prized for its baby leaf

production, Seaside produces
masses of smooth, dark green, 

spade-shaped leaves on upright 
plants. Moderate growth rate deters 
bolting. It is perfect for spring and 

early summer planting. Resistant to 
downy mildew.  

A
#4720 Conventional $2.39

Golden Scallop Yellow
Golden Scallop is a true heritage 

heirloom that originated in the
Americas. This scallop (or pattypan) 

squash features saucer-shaped
yellow fruit with tender light green 
flesh. This is a vigorous and prolific 
bush variety that requires just five 

square feet of garden space.  
H · A

#1939 Conventional $2.19

1690

Hybrid Summer [45 days]

This squash’s open growth habit makes it
easy to see squash for picking, and spineless
foliage means no scratchy stems. Long,
cylindrical, green-flecked fruit is delicious
raw and stir-fried. Resistant to powdery
mildew, watermelon mosaic virus, and
zucchini yellow mosaic virus.

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in full sun and rich
soil two weeks after last spring
frost. Germinates poorly in soil
temperatures below 70°F.Water
consistently and feed monthly with a
side dressing of compost or vegetable
fertilizer.

HARVEST
Young fruits have the best flavor. Pick
regularly to encourage more fruit.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
5’ (1.5m)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
45 days

open habit with spine-free foliage

Garden Spineless

SQUASHGarden Spineless

SQUASH
Cucurbita pepo

1939

Summer [50 days]

A true heritage heirloom that originated in
the Americas. This scallop (or pattypan)
squash features saucer-shaped yellow
fruit with tender light green flesh. This is
a vigorous and prolific bush variety that
requires just five square feet of garden space.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in full sun and rich
soil two weeks after last spring frost.
Germinates poorly in soil temperatures
below 70°F.Water consistently and feed
monthly with a side dressing of compost
or vegetable fertilizer.

HARVEST
Pick fruits when gold in color but still
just 3” in diameter.Young fruits have the
best flavor. Pick regularly to encourage
more fruit.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
5’ (1.5m)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
50 days

Golden Scallop

SQUASHGolden Scallop

SQUASH
Cucurbita pepo

283

Hybrid Summer [60 days]

Tender, golden-yellow, zucchini-like
fruits are produced all season on
compact, highly productive, upright
plants that are easy to harvest. Resistant
to powdery mildew.

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in full sun and rich
soil two weeks after last spring
frost. Germinates poorly in soil
temperatures below 70°F.Water
consistently and feed monthly with a
side dressing of compost or vegetable
fertilizer.

HARVEST
Pick fruits when gold in color.Young
fruits have the best flavor. Pick
regularly to encourage more fruit.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
5’ (1.5m)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
60 days

tender golden fruit

Gold Rush

SQUASHGold Rush

SQUASH
Cucurbita pepo

SeasideOlympia

Olympia Hybrid
Slower to bolt than most other
spinach, making it an excellent 
choice for year round sowing. 

Productive, upright plants feature 
smooth leaves that are easy to wash. 

Resistant to downy mildew. 
A

#1836 Conventional $2.39

Early Prolific StraightneckCucuzzi

CocozelleBlack Beauty

Black Beauty
        An early maturing zucchini type 

squash with delicious deep green 
fruits and creamy white flesh. Very 

easy to grow and productive all 
season long. Freezes well. A 1957 All 

American Selections winner.
H · A

#280 Conventional $2.19
#1672 Organic $2.89

Cocozelle
A long, slender, mild-flavored

zucchini that produces over an
extended season. Use it baked, 
grilled, raw or pickled. Delicious 

when picked young with the
blossom still attached.  

H · A
#279 Conventional $2.19

#4140 Organic $2.89

Cucuzzi
Whimsical snake-shaped fruits are 

botanically gourds but are eaten like 
squash. Let vigorous vines grow over 

a trellis or arbor so fruit can hang 
straight. If grown at ground level, 

fruit may curl into interesting shapes. 
Wonderful grilled, baked or used as a 

fall decoration.  
H · A

#4722 Conventional $2.19

Early Prolific
Straightneck

    Uniform yellow, club-shaped fruits 
with thick, fine-grained flesh. Expect 

an abundance of fruits beginning 
in early summer. Delicious cooked 
and raw, this versatile squash also 
freezes well.  It won an All America 

Selections award in 1938.
H · A

#1899 Conventional $2.19
#892 Organic $2.89

Early Yellow Crookneck
A real summer treat. Early Yellow 

Crookneck is an early maturing bush 
type squash with tasty, firm-textured 
yellow fruits. Produces well over an 

extended season. Enjoy cooked, raw 
or frozen. 

H · A
#287 Conventional $2.19

#4064 Organic $2.89

Garden Spineless
Hybrid

This squash’s open growth habit 
makes it easy to see for picking 
and spineless foliage means no 

scratchy stems. The long, cylindrical, 
green-flecked fruit is delicious raw 
and stir fried. Resistant to powdery 

mildew, watermelon mosaic virus and 
zucchini yellow mosaic virus.

A
#1690 Conventional $2.69

Gold Rush Hybrid
        Tender, golden yellow, zucchini 
like fruits are produced all season on 

compact, highly productive,
upright plants that are easy to
harvest. Resistant to powdery 

mildew.  An All America Selections 
winner in 1980.

A
#283 Conventional $2.69

Early Yellow Crookneck Garden Spineless

Gold Rush Hybrid Golden Scallop Yellow

Summer Squash

3923

[23 days]

Early Scarlet Globe is fast-growing for
a quick harvest of round, bright red
radishes with a mild peppery flavor. Eat
them fresh from the garden or sliced
into salads. Easy and fun for children
to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant every few weeks in loose,
rich soil starting in early spring,
or fall/winter in mild climates.
Water consistently.

HARVEST
Radishes mature rapidly. Harvest
tender roots frequently, as soon
as round shoulders begin to
break through the soil.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
2” (5cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
23 days

Early Scarlet Globe

RADISHEarly Scarlet Globe

RADISH
Raphanus sativus

Sparkler
This heirloom garden favorite 

features rosy red roots tipped with 
white. Round 1” rots are sweet 

and crisp, with a touch of peppery 
flavor. Sparkler is easy to grow and 

produces quickly, making it a perfect 
gardening choice for children.

H · A
#420 Conventional $1.99

#4062 Organic $2.89

259

[30 Days]

Plum Purple, with its distinctive purple color,
is an ideal choice if you are looking for a
high-quality radish to dress up your salads
and vegetable platters. Holds its firm crispy
texture and mild flavor well into the season.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant every few weeks in loose,
fertile soil, starting in early spring or
fall/winter in mild climates.Water
consistently.Time your plantings
to mature while the weather is
cool. Sow every two weeks from
late spring through summer for
continuous crops.

HARVEST
Harvest roots while they are still
young and crispy.

SEED DEPTH
1/2" (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
2" (5cm)

ROW SPACE
12" (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
30 days

Plum Purple

RADISHPlum Purple

RADISH
Raphanus sativus

420

[25 days]

This heirloom garden favorite features rosy
red roots tipped with white. Round 1” roots
are sweet and crisp, with a touch of peppery
flavor. Sparkler is easy to grow and produces
quickly, making it a perfect gardening choice
for children.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant every few weeks in loose,
rich soil starting in early spring,
or fall/winter in mild climates.
Water consistently.

HARVEST
Radishes mature rapidly. Harvest
tender roots frequently, as soon
as round shoulders begin to
break through the soil.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
2” (5cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
25 days

Sparkler

RADISHSparkler

RADISH
Raphanus sativus

257

[25 days]

Introduced in 1879, this French heirloom
radish is noted for mild flavor and fine,
crisp texture. Longer 2” length makes it
perfect for snacking and dips.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant every few weeks in loose,
rich soil starting in early spring,
or fall/winter in mild climates.
Water consistently.

HARVEST
Radishes mature rapidly. Harvest
tender roots frequently, as soon
as round shoulders begin to
break through the soil.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
2” (5cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
25 days

French Breakfast

RADISHFrench Breakfast

RADISH
Raphanus sativus

1999

[60 days]

An heirloom daikon radish featuring
ball-shaped white fruit with crisp, bright
pink flesh. Milder and sweeter than other
radishes. Slice for an attractive addition
to summer salads.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in loose, rich soil starting in early
spring, or fall/winter in mild climates.
Water consistently.

HARVEST
Watermelon radish matures more
slowly than other radishes, and tastes
sweetest when grown in cooler
weather. Harvest when roots are 2-3”
in diameter.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
2” (5cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Watermelon

RADISHWatermelon

RADISH
Raphanus sativus

260

[30 days]

Mild and crunchy, with 4-6” completely
white roots that taste similar to French
Breakfast radishes. Crisp root can be
easily grated as an addition to fresh
salads, and tender greens are edible.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant every few weeks in loose,
rich soil starting in early spring,
or fall/winter in mild climates.
Water consistently.

HARVEST
Radishes mature rapidly. Harvest
tender roots frequently, as soon
as round shoulders begin to
break through the soil.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
2” (5cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
30 days

White Icicle

RADISHWhite Icicle

RADISH
Raphanus sativus

American Purple Top
Round, yellow, 4-6” roots with purple 
shoulders grow best in cool weather. 
Their sweet, fine flesh is perfect for 

roasting, mashing or as a tasty
addition to soups and stews.  

H · A
#266 Conventional $2.19

White Icicle
Mild and crunchy, with 4-6”

completely white roots that taste 
similar to French Breafast radishes. 

Crisp root can be easily grated as an 
addition to fresh salads and tender 

greens are edible. 
H · A

#260 Conventional $1.99
#4483 Organic $2.89

277

[42 days]

Old-time garden favorite, quick to
produce bunches of crinkled-leaved
rosettes packed with vitamins and
minerals. Best flavor and production
when grown in cool weather.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Spinach is super cold-hardy and can be
planted in very early spring and fall, or
winter in mild areas. Choose a location
with full sun to light shade and rich,
non-acidic soil. Keep evenly moist until
they germinate. Sow every 10 days for
continuous harvest.

HARVEST
Harvest by pulling the entire plant when
leaves are young and tasty. In many cold
winter areas, fall planted spinach will
over-winter and produce very early
spring crops.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
6” (15cm)

ROW SPACE
12” (30cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
42 days

Bloomsdale Longstanding

SPINACHBloomsdale Longstanding

SPINACH
Spinacia oleracea

Easter Egg BlendScarlet Globe

Early Scarlet Globe
Early Scarlet Globe is fast-growing 
for a quick harvest of round, bright 
red radishes with a mild peppery

flavor. Eat them fresh from the
garden or sliced in salads. Easy and 

fun for children to grow.  
H · A

#3923 Conventional $1.99

Easter Egg Blend
Easter Egg is a delightful mixture of 
white, red and purple radishes. This 

quality mix is a favorite because 
the radishes remain crispy and mild 
flavored over a long harvest period. 

Easy to grow.  
A

#352 Conventional $1.99
#3987 Organic $2.89

French Breakfast  
Introduced in 1879, this French

heirloom radish is noted for mild
flavor and fine, crisp texture. Longer 

2” length makes it perfect for
snacking and dips.

H · A
#257 Conventional $1.99

#891 Organic $2.89

Plum Purple
Plum Purple has a distinctive purple 

color and is an ideal choice if you are 
looking for a high-quality radish to 

dress up your salads and
vegetable platters. Holds its firm 
crispy texture and mild flavor well 

into the season. 
H · A

#259 Conventional $1.99
#4286 Organic $2.89

Rainbow Blend
Brighten up your salad bowl with this 
visually stunning selection of colorful 

skinned radishes. Vibrant roots of 
purple, red, gold and white contain 
crisp, white flesh with a refreshing, 

tangy flavor.
#4288 Conventional $2.39

French Breakfast Plum Purple

SparklerRainbow Blend

White IcicleWatermelon

Watermelon
An heirloom daikon radish featuring 

ball-shaped white fruit with crisp, 
bright pink flesh. It is milder and 

sweeter than other radishes. It can 
be sliced for an attractive addition to 

summer salads. 
H · A

#1999 Conventional $2.39

American Purple Top Bloomsdale Longstanding

Bloomsdale
Longstanding

Quick to produce bunches of 
crinkle-leaved rosettes packed with 
nutrients. Best flavor and production 

when grown in cool weather.  
H · A

#277 Conventional $1.99
#1994 Value Pack $3.19

#875 Organic $2.89
#4459 Organic Value Pack $4.39

Rutabega Spinach
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285

Winter [100 days]

A popular squash with thick yellow flesh
that can be scooped out after cooking to
produce spaghetti-like strands. Oblong
fruits have smooth tan-to-orange rinds.
Will store for three to six months.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in full sun and rich
soil two weeks after last spring
frost. Germinates poorly in soil
temperatures below 70°F.Water
consistently and feed monthly with a
side dressing of compost or vegetable
fertilizer.

HARVEST
For best harvest, allow fruits to
ripen until vines begin to die back.
Immature fruits do not store well.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
6’ (1.8m)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

MATURES IN
100 days

Vegetable Spaghetti

SQUASHVegetable Spaghetti

SQUASH
Cucurbita pepo

281

Winter [100 days]

Waltham Butternut features an extra-
small seed cavity and a thick straight
neck, and is noted for its rich, nutty,
orange flesh. Natural resistance to
squash borers. Will store for six months
or longer.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in full sun and rich
soil two weeks after last spring frost.
Germinates poorly in soil temperatures
below 70°F.Water consistently and feed
monthly with a side dressing of compost
or vegetable fertilizer.

HARVEST
Pick when shells are thumbnail hard.
Cut from vine, leaving a 1” stem. Cure
outdoors seven to ten days, but do
not allow to freeze. Store in a cool, dry
location.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
6’ (1.8m)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

MATURES IN
100 days

Waltham Butternut

SQUASHWaltham Butternut

SQUASH
Curcurbita moschata

1673

[60 days]

A bouquet of multicolored stems and
wrinkled green and bronze leaves.
Harvest tender young leaves for subtle,
earthy flavor. A vigorous producer in all
climates.

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in early spring to
summer, and again in fall for winter
crops in mild climates. Prefers full
sun and consistent watering. Can
withstand a mild frost.Acidic soil will
stunt growth.

HARVEST
Snip off outer leaves at the base of
the plant as they mature. New leaves
will grow for a continuous supply
throughout the season.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
8” (20cm)

ROW SPACE
24” (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-12 days

MATURES IN
60 days

multi-colored stems and leaves

Bright Lights
SWISS CHARD

Bright Lights

SWISS CHARD
Beta vulgaris

Rhubarb
With crimson stalks and striking 
red and green crinkled leaves, 

this member of the beet family is a 
nutrient powerhouse. One planting 

in the spring will produce crops from 
midsummer to fall. Delicious when 

steamed, stir fried or boiled.  
H · A

#890 Organic $2.89

 Waltham Butternut
      Waltham Butternut features an 
extra small seed cavity and a thick 

straight neck, and is noted for its rich, 
nutty, orange flesh. Has natural

resistance to squash borers. Will 
store for six months or longer. A 1970 

All America Selections winner.
H · A

#281 Conventional $2.19
#876 Organic $2.89

  Swiss Chard Rhubarb
 Beta vulgaris

Featuring crimson stalks and striking red and green crin-

kled leaves, this member of the beet family is a nutrient

powerhouse. One planting in the spring will produce crops from midsummer to

fall. Very easy to grow. Delicious when steamed, stir-fried or boiled.

No Chemical Fertilizers
No Seed Treatments

Printed on recycled paper. © Lake Valley Seed, Inc.

PLANTING
Start seeds outdoors in early spring to summer and
again in fall for winter crops in mild areas. Thin plants
to 6". Normal weeding and watering will produce a fine
crop.

HARVEST
Snip off outer leaves at the base of the plant as they
mature. New leaves will grow back for a continuous
supply. The deepest red color will occur during cool
weather in late summer and fall.

vegetable

Lake Valley Seed Company, Inc.   5717 Arapahoe Ave.  Boulder, CO 80303
Certified Organic by the Colorado Department of Agriculture
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Ruby Red
Ruby Red features large green

crinkled leaves with deep red veins 
and stems. Delicious, highly
nutritious and easy to grow. 

H · A
#296 Conventional $1.99

Mustard Greens
A dark green Asian salad green with 
small, spoon-like leaves that has a 
mildly pungent flavor similar to bok 

choi or collard greens. Excellent
tender greens for stir frying or salads. 

H · A
#3932 Organic $2.89

Vegetable Spaghetti
A popular squash with thick yellow 
flesh that can be scooped out after 
cooking to produce spaghetti-like 

strands. Oblong fruits have smooth 
tan-to-orange rinds. Will store for 

three to six months. 
H · A

#285 Conventional $2.19
#4065 Organic $2.89

Waltham ButternutVegetable Spaghetti

FordhookBright Lights

Bright Lights
      A bouquet of multicolored
stems and wrinkled green and 

bronze leaves. Harvest tender young 
leaves for subtle, earthy flavor. A 

vigorous producer in all climates. It 
won an All America

Selections award in 1998.
A

#1673 Conventional $2.69

Fordhook
The classic Swiss chard, known for 

its high yields and deep flavor. Large, 
dark green leaves are packed with 

nutrients. Easy to grow; a
vigorous producer in all climates.

H · A
#295 Conventional $1.99

#3988 Organic $2.89

Rainbow
Has a bouquet of multicolored stems 

and wrinkled green and bronze 
leaves. Harvest tender young leaves 

for subtle, earthy flavor. Nutritious 
and easy to grow. A vigorous

producer in all climates. 
H · A

#3989 Organic $2.89

Rainbow Rhubarb

Ruby Red Mustard Greens

Swiss Chard

Tatsoi

1987

Winter [105 days]

One of the best culinary squashes,
featuring large, cylindrical fruits with
firm, sweet, orange flesh. Can weigh up
to 50 lbs. each. Use for pies, puddings,
and canning.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in full sun and rich
soil two weeks after last spring frost.
Germinates poorly in soil temperatures
below 70°F.Water consistently and feed
monthly with a side dressing of compost
or vegetable fertilizer.

HARVEST
Banana squash is ripe when the the
skin turns pink-orange. Harvest in dry
weather when it is less than 30” long.
Cut from vine and leave a 3” stem. Dry
in the sun until the stem turns grey.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
6’ (1.8m)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

MATURES IN
105 days

Jumbo Pink Banana

SQUASHJumbo Pink Banana

SQUASH
Cucurbita pepo

1837

Winter [100 Days]

One of the heirloom treasures of the
Pacific Northwest. This 10-15 lb. slate
gray, round squash is renowned for its
superb keeping quality and sweet flavor.
An excellent pie squash.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow outdoors in spring after last frost,
or indoors three weeks before the last
frost. Grows best in warm, fertile, well-
drained soil.Water consistently. Feed
monthly with side dressing of compost
or vegetable fertilizer.

HARVEST
Harvest when shells are thumbnail hard.
Cut from vine leaving a one-inch handle.
Cure outside for seven to ten days but
do not allow to freeze. Store in a cool,
dry place.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24" (61cm)

ROW SPACE
3-5' (1-1.5m)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

MATURES IN
100 days

Sweet Meat

SQUASHSweet Meat

SQUASH
Curcurbita maxima

286

Winter [85 days]

Dark green ribbed fruit with sweet,
golden flesh that turns orange in
storage. Matures quickly and keeps
well. Excellent for baking.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in full sun and rich
soil two weeks after last spring
frost. Germinates poorly in soil
temperatures below 70°F.Water
consistently and feed monthly with a
side dressing of compost or vegetable
fertilizer.

HARVEST
For best harvest, allow fruits to
ripen until vines begin to die back.
Immature fruits do not store well.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
6’ (1.8m)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

MATURES IN
85 days

Table Queen Acorn

SQUASHTable Queen Acorn

SQUASH
Cucurbita pepo

8013

Summer [60 days]

A true heritage heirloom that originated in
the Americas. This pattypan (or scallop)
squash features saucer-shaped pale green
fruit with tender, light green flesh. This is
a vigorous and prolific bush variety that
requires just five square feet of garden space.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in full sun and rich
soil two weeks after last spring
frost. Germinates poorly in soil
temperatures below 70°F.Water
consistently and feed monthly with a
side dressing of compost or vegetable
fertilizer.

HARVEST
Pick fruits when they’re just 3” in
diameter.Young fruits have the best
flavor. Pick regularly to encourage
more fruit.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
5’ (1.5m)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Pattypan Green

SQUASHPattypan Green

SQUASH
Cucurbita pepo

4615

Summer [50-75 days]

Make the most of your garden space with
this tasty mix of popular summer squash
varieties, including yellow crookneck,
yellow straightneck, dark green zucchini,
and white scallop.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant outdoors in full sun and rich
soil two weeks after last spring frost
in hills of 3-4 evenly spaced seeds
each. Germinates poorly in soil
temperatures below 70°F.Water
consistently and feed monthly with a
side dressing of compost or vegetable
fertilizer.

HARVEST
Harvest while fruits are young and
tender. Pick regularly to encourage
more fruit.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
5’ (1.5m)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
50-75 days

Melody Blend

SQUASHMelody Blend

SQUASH
Cucurbita pepo

4689

Summer [45-50 days]

A delicious French heirloom variety! Compact
bush plants grow vigorously and produce
heavy yields of light green globes with
creamy-yellow tender flesh and savory flavor.
A popular variety for home gardens, tight
spaces or raised beds.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow indoors 3-4 weeks before last frost or
direct sow (recommended) outdoors after
all danger of frost and soil has warmed to
at least 70˚F (optimal 85˚F). Be careful to
not disturb the roots if grown indoors and
transplanting. Plant in a sunny location in
amended soil and keep well-watered.

HARVEST
Check plants and harvest a few times a
week. Cut or gently twist off fruit. Harvest
young globes at 1-2” to enjoy steamed or
allow to mature to no more than 4-5” dia.
for stuffing.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
12-24" (30-61cm)

ROW SPACE
24" (61cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-10 days

MATURES IN
45-50 days

Ronde De Nice

SQUASHRonde De Nice

SQUASH
Curcurbita pepo

annual

3382

Winter [110 Days]

Under the bumpy skin of this favorite
heirloom variety lies dark orange,
fine-textured flesh that is full of flavor.
Perfect as a side dish or for making pies.
Excellent keeping quality, stores well
into the winter.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Sow outdoors in spring after last frost
or indoors three weeks before last
frost. Grows best in a sunny location
with warm, fertile, well drained soil.
Water consistently. Feed monthly with
side dressing of compost or vegetable
fertilizer.

HARVEST
Harvest before the first frost. Store at
room temperature for a week then
move to a cool, dark, airy spot to store
into winter.

SEED DEPTH
1" (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
24" (61cm)

ROW SPACE
6' (1.8m)

SPROUTS IN
10-14 days

MATURES IN
110 days

Blue Hubbard

SQUASHBlue Hubbard

SQUASH
Curcurbita maxima

Melody Blend
Make the most of your garden space 
with this tasty mix of popular summer 

squash varieties, including yellow 
crookneck, yellow straightneck, dark 

green zucchini and white scallop.  
H · A

#4615 Conventional $2.69

Kabocha
Kabocha Japanese squash features 
a globe-shaped fruit with blue-green 

skin and thick, very sweet, yellow 
flesh. Vigorous vine produces 2-3 lb. 

fruits that are 6-8” in diameter.  
H · A

#1913 Conventional $3.19

Melody Blend Pattypan Green

Ronde de Nice Zucchini

Blue Hubbard Burgess Buttercup

Burgess Buttercup
Extra sweet, deep orange flesh 

entirely free from fiber. Deep green 
turban shaped fruits hold their flavor 

well and will keep for months. 
H · A

#354 Conventional $2.19
#4141 Organic $2.89

Blue Hubbard
Under the bumpy skin of this favorite 

heirloom variety lies dark orange, 
fine textured flesh that is full of flavor. 
Perfect as a side dish or for making 

pies. Excellent keeping quality, stores 
well into the winter. 

H · A
#3382 Conventional $2.19

Zucchini Dark Green
Easy to grow! Straight, cylindrical 
fruits with creamy white interiors 

grow on bush-type plants. Produces 
late spring into fall. Freezes well. 

H · A
#1928 Conventional $2.19

#4063 Organic $2.89

Ronde de Nice
A delicious French heirloom variety. 

Compact bush plants grow
vigorously and produce heavy 

yields of light green globes with 
creamy-yellow tender flesh and 

savory flavor. A popular variety for 
home gardens, tight spaces or raised 

beds. 
H · A

#4689 Conventional $2.69

Pattypan Green
A true heritage heirloom that

originated in the Americas. This
pattypan (or scallop) squash

features saucer-shaped pale green 
fruit with tender, light green flesh. 
This is a vigorous and prolific bush 
variety that requires just five square 

feet of garden space.  
H · A

#8013 Conventional $2.19
#4485 Organic $2.89

Jumbo Pink Banana
One of the best culinary squashes, 

featuring large, cylindrical fruits with 
firm, sweet, orange flesh. Can weigh 

up to 50 lb. each. Use for pies,
puddings and canning.

H · A
#1987 Conventional $2.19

Sweet Meat
One of the heirloom treasures of the 
Pacific Northwest. This 10-15 lb. slate 
gray, round squash is renowned for 

its superb keeping quality and sweet 
flavor. An excellent pie squash. 

H · A
#1837 Conventional $2.19

Table Queen Acorn
Dark green ribbed fruits with sweet, 

golden flesh that turns orange in
storage. Matures quickly and keeps 

well. Excellent for baking.
H · A

#286 Conventional $2.19
#3507 Organic $2.89

Jumbo Pink Banana Kabocha

Sweet Meat Table Queen Acorn

Winter Squash
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1678

Pole [85 days]

Amana Orange is a one of the tastiest
and earliest of the heirloom beefsteaks.
Deep orange color and rich beefsteak
flavor make this a favorite for slicing.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors six to eight
weeks before the last spring frost, and
transplant in late spring after nights have
warmed. Sow outdoors in climates with
120 or more frost-free days. Germinates
best at 75 degrees F. Plant in sunny
spot. Feed every two weeks with high
phosphorous fertilizer.

NOTE
Ripen on the vine for best flavor.
Vigorous 4-6’ vines require tall, sturdy
stakes or trellises.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18-36” (46-91cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36” (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
85 days

Amana Orange

TOMATOAmana Orange

TOMATO
Lycopersicon lycopersicum

indeterminate

474

Pole [88 days]

The classic slicing tomato.
Produces an abundant crop of
large, meaty red fruit all season
long. A Beefsteak tomato often
weighs one pound or more!

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors 6-8 weeks before
the last spring frost, and transplant in late
spring after nights have warmed. Sow
outdoors in climates with 120 or more
frost-free days. Germinates best at 75°F.
Plant in a sunny spot in rich, well-drained
soil. Feed every two weeks with a high
phosphorus fertilizer.

HARVEST
Ripen on the vine for best flavor.
Vigorous 4-6’ vines require tall, sturdy
stakes or trellises.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18-36” (46-91cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36” (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
88 days

Beefsteak

TOMATOBeefsteak

TOMATO
Lycopersicon esculentum

indeterminate

301

Hybrid Pole [75 days]

One of the all-time favorite garden tomatoes.
Better Boy consistently produces high
yields of large, smooth, tasty tomatoes. The
vigorous vines produce until frost, even under
poor conditions. Resistant to verticillium wilt,
fusarium wilt, and nematodes.

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors six to eight
weeks before the last spring frost, and
transplant in late spring after nights have
warmed. Sow outdoors in climates with
120 or more frost-free days. Germinate
best at 75°F. Plant in sunny spot. Feed
every two weeks with high phosphorus
fertilizer.

HARVEST
Ripen on the vine for best flavor.
Vigorous 4-6’ vines require tall, sturdy
stakes or trellises.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18-36” (46-91cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36” (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
75 days

a home garden favorite

Better Boy

TOMATOBetter Boy

TOMATO
Lycopersicon esculentum

indeterminate

357

Hybrid Pole [78 Days]

One of the first hybrid tomatoes to be
developed for the home gardener. Big Boy
has been a standard in American gardens for
more than 50 years. One plant can produce
over a bushel of large beefy fruits often
weighing over a pound each. Excellent for
slicing and fresh use.

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors six to eight
weeks before the last spring frost and
transplant in late spring after nights have
warmed. Sow outdoors in climates with
120 or more frost-free days. Germinates
best at 75˚F. Plant in a sunny spot. Feed
every two weeks with high phosphorous
fertilizer.

NOTE
Ripen on the vine for best flavor.
Vigorous 4-6' vines require tall, sturdy
stakes or trellises.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18-36" (46-91cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36" (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
78 days

beefy one-pound fruits

Big Boy

TOMATOBig Boy

TOMATO
Lycopersicon lycopersicum

indeterminate

Black Krim
The heirloom Black Krim tomato, 

originating on the Isle of Krim in the 
Black Sea region, is one of the oldest 

varieties of black tomatoes. Heat
tolerant, with dark brown-red color 

and rich, somewhat salty flavor. 
Delicious sliced and drizzled with 

olive oil.  
H · A

#3887 Conventional $2.39
#4540 Organic $2.89

3887

Pole [75 Days]

The heirloom Black Krim tomato, originating
on the Isle of Krim in the Black Sea region, is
one of the oldest varieties of black tomatoes.
Heat tolerant, with dark brown-red color and
rich, somewhat salty flavor. Delicious sliced
and drizzled with olive oil.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors six to eight
weeks before the last spring frost and
transplant in late spring after nights have
warmed. Sow outdoors in climates with
120 or more frost-free days. Germinates
best at 75˚F. Plant in a sunny spot in rich,
well-drained soil.

NOTE
Ripen on the vine for best flavor.
Vigorous 4-6' vines require tall, sturdy
stakes or trellises.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
12-24" (30-61cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36" (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
75 days

Black Krim

TOMATOBlack Krim

TOMATO
Lycopersicon lycopersicum

indeterminate

672

Pole [85 days]

Large, pinkish-red fruits with unbeatable
tangy flavor. A gourmet cook’s delight,
widely believed to have been passed down
through generations of Amish gardeners. Very
vigorous. Ripens gradually until just before
first frost.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors six to eight
weeks before the last spring frost, and
transplant in late spring after nights have
warmed. Sow outdoors in climates with
120 or more frost-free days. Germinate
best at 75°F. Plant in sunny spot. Feed
every two weeks with high phosphorus
fertilizer.

HARVEST
Ripen on the vine for best flavor.
Vigorous 4-6’ vines require tall, sturdy
stakes or trellises.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18-36” (46-91cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36” (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
85 days

Brandywine Red

TOMATOBrandywine Red

TOMATO
Lycopersicon esculentum

indeterminate

4356

Pole [80 days]

Costoluto Genovese is the Italian
heirloom standard for flavorful sauces.
It features a flat, heavily lobed fruit with
deep, slightly acidic flavor. A popular
choice for canning.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors six to eight
weeks before the last spring frost, and
transplant in late spring after nights have
warmed. Sow outdoors in climates with
120 or more frost-free days. Germinate
best at 75°F. Plant in sunny spot. Feed
every two weeks with high phosphorus
fertilizer.

HARVEST
Ripen on the vine for best flavor.
Vigorous 4-6’ vines require tall, sturdy
stakes or trellises.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18-36” (46-91cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36” (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
80 days

Costoluto Genovese

TOMATOCostoluto Genovese

TOMATO
Lycopersicon esculentum

indeterminate

302

Pole [70 Days]

A favorite home-garden variety since
the early 1900s due to its early maturity
and sharp tomato flavor. Over the years
this variety has also been known as John
Baer, Early Marketeer, Red Bird and
Redhead.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors six to eight
weeks before the last spring frost and
transplant in late spring after nights have
warmed. Sow outdoors in climates with
120 or more frost-free days. Germinates
best at 75°F. Plant in a sunny spot. Feed
every two weeks with high phosphorous
fertilizer.

NOTE
Ripen on the vine for best flavor
Vigorous 4-6' vines require tall, sturdy
stakes or trellises.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18" (46cm)

ROW SPACE
2-3' (0.6-1m)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
70 days

Bonnie Best

TOMATOBonnie Best

TOMATO
Lycopersicon lycopersicum

indeterminate

Amana Orange
Amana Orange is one of the tastiest 

and earliest of the heirloom
beefsteak tomatoes. Deep orange 
color and the rich beefsteak flavor 

make this a favorite for slicing. 
H · A

#1678 Conventional $2.39
#877 Organic $2.89

Beefsteak
The classic slicing tomato. Produces 

an abundant crop of large, meaty 
red fruit all season long. A beefsteak 
tomato often weighs one pound or 

more. 
H · A

#474 Conventional $2.39
#878 Organic $2.89

Better Boy Hybrid
One of the all-time favorite garden 

tomatoes. Better Boy
consistently produces high yields of 
large, smooth, tasty tomatoes. The 
vigorous vines produce until frost, 

even under poor conditions.
Resistant to verticillium wilt, fusarium 

wilt and nematodes.  
A

#301 Conventional $2.39

Big Boy Hybrid
One of the first hybrid tomatoes to 

be developed for the home
gardener. Big Boy has been a 

standard in American gardens for 
more than 50 years. One plant can 

produce over a bushel of large beefy 
fruits often weighing over a pound 
each. Excellent for slicing and fresh 

use.  
A

#357 Conventional $2.39

Amana Orange Beefsteak

Better Boy Big Boy

Black Krim

Bonnie Best 
A favorite home garden variety since 

the early 1900s due to its early
maturity and sharp tomato flavor. 

Over the years this variety has also 
been known as John Baer, Early

Marketeer, Red Bird and Redhead. 
H · A

#302 Conventional $2.39

Brandywine Red
Large, pinkish-red fruits with

unbeatable tangy flavor. A gourmet 
cook’s delight, it is widely believed 
to have been passed down through 

generations of Amish gardeners. 
Very vigorous. Ripens gradually until 

just before first frost. 
H · A

#672 Conventional $2.39
#879 Organic $2.89

Cherokee Purple
Meaty, purple-red flesh and

unmatched flavor make Cherokee 
Purple an heirloom tomato favorite. 
This prolific producer is said to have 
originated with Cherokee gardeners 
in Tennessee. Perfect for slicing and 

in salads. 
H · A

#4355 Conventional $2.39
#4359 Organic $2.89

Costoluto Genovese
It is the Italian heirloom standard for 

flavorful sauces. Features flat,
heavily lobed fruit with a deep,
slightly acidic flavor. A popular 

choice for canning.
H · A

#4356 Conventional $2.39

Granny Smith Hybrid 
Round, 8-10 oz. fruit is firm and sweet 

with just a hint of tart flavor.
Tomatoes stay green, even when 

ripe. Perfect for fried green
tomatoes, salsa verde or eating right 

out of the garden. It is resistant to
fusarium wilt, verticillium wilt,

alternaria stem canker and tobacco 
mosaic virus. 

A
#3491 Conventional $2.39

Bonnie Best

Brandywine Cherokee Purple

Costoluto Genovese Granny Smith

Pole Tomato

300

[75 days]

Produces 2-3” round fruits with a tart
citrus flavor. Prolific and easy to grow.
Perfect for green salsas. Also known
as Mexican husk tomatoes, tomatillos
originated in Mexico, where they have
been grown for centuries.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun and average, well-
drained soil in late spring after soil has
warmed. Germinates best at 75°F. Or
start seeds indoors six to eight weeks
before last spring frost date.

HARVEST
Pick fruits when papery husks begin
to split and turn from green to brown.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
24” (61cm)

ROW SPACE
36” (91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
75 days

Green

TOMATILLOGreen

TOMATILLO
Physalis ixocarpa

476

Bush [80 Days]

Ace 55 was originally developed for the
commercial market of the 1950s, and soon
found favor with home gardeners. Noted for
its tasty balance of sugar and acid. Resistant
to verticillium wilt, fusarium wilt, and
alternaria stem canker.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors six to eight weeks
before the last spring frost.Transplant
to a sunny spot in late spring after
nights have warmed. Sow outdoors
in climates with 120 or more frost-
free days. Germinates best at 75˚F.
Feed every two weeks with high
phosphorous fertilizer.

NOTE
Ripen on the vine for best flavor.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
12-24" (30-61cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36" (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
80 days

Ace 55 VF

TOMATOAce 55 VF

TOMATO
Lycopersicon lycopersicum

determinate

4436

Hybrid Bush [75 Days]

An improvement on the Celebrity variety, with
even higher yields and disease resistance.
Produces an abundance of uniform, dark red
8 oz fruits, with deep flavor. Adapts easily to
most regions. Resistant to verticillium wilt,
fusarium wilt race I & II, and mosaic virus.

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors six to eight
weeks before the last spring frost
and transplant in late spring after
nights have warmed. Sow outdoors in
climates with 120 or more frost-free
days. Germinates best at 75°F. Plant in
sunny spot in rich, well-drained soil.

NOTE
Ripen on the vine for best flavor.
Compact 32-46" vine with heavy fruit
will require support.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18-36" (46-91cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36" (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
75 days

deep flavor and huge yields

Celebration

TOMATOCelebration

TOMATO
Lycopersicon lycopersicum

determinate

4357

Bush [68 Days]

Gold Nugget is extra-early to ripen and
takes the heat all summer long, making
it a good choice for hot climates. Enjoy
abundant golden clusters of mild, sweet
¾" fruit, perfect for snacking straight
from the garden.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors six to eight
weeks before the last spring frost and
transplant in late spring after nights have
warmed. Sow outdoors in climates with
120 or more frost-free days. Germinates
best at 75°F. Plant in sunny spot in rich,
well-drained soil.

NOTE
Ripen on the vine for best flavor.
Compact 2-4' plants are well suited for
small-space gardening.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18-36" (46-91cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36" (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-14 days

MATURES IN
55-68 days

Gold Nugget

TOMATOGold Nugget

TOMATO
Lycopersicon lycopersicum

determinate

Green
Produces 2-3” round fruits with a 

tart citrus flavor. Prolific and easy to 
grow. Tomatillos are perfect for green 

salsas. Also known as
Mexican husk tomatoes, they

originated in Mexico, where they 
have been grown for centuries.  

H · A
#300 Conventional $2.39

#4142 Organic $2.69

1833

Hybrid Bush [50 Days]

No space for a garden? You can still have
home-grown tomatoes this summer!
Tumbler happily produces lots of sweet
cherry-sized tomatoes while growing in
a container, pot or tub.

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors six to eight
weeks before the last spring frost
and transplant in late spring after
nights have warmed. Sow outdoors in
climates with 120 or more frost-free
days. Germinates best at 75°F. Plant in
a sunny spot. Feed every two weeks
with high phosphorous fertilizer.

NOTE
This warm season variety needs
plenty of water for best results.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
12-24" (30-61cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36" (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
50 days

perfect for containers

Tumbler

TOMATOTumbler

TOMATO
Lycopersicon lycopersicum

determinate

Tumbler Hybrid
No space for a garden? With

Tumbler, you can still have home-
grown tomatoes in summer. Tumbler 

happily produces lots of sweet
cherry-sized tomatoes while

growing in a container, pot or tub. 
A

#1833 Conventional $2.39

Marglobe
A favorite since the 1920s, Marglobe 
is known for its deep red, perfectly 
round fruits. Clusters of three to six 

tomatoes are protected from
sunscald by a dense canopy of 
leaves. Delicious sweet flavor. 

H · A
#305 Conventional $2.39

306

Bush [77 days]

Meaty, egg-shaped, bright red
tomatoes about 3” long and
with few seeds. Not juicy. Will
cook down into a delicious paste,
perfect for sauces.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors six to eight
weeks before the last spring frost,
and transplant in late spring after
nights have warmed. Sow outdoors in
climates with 120 or more frost-free
days. Germinate best at 75°F. Plant
in sunny spot. Feed every two weeks
with high phosphorus fertilizer.

HARVEST
Ripen on the vine for best flavor.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
12-24” (30-61cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36” (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
77 days

Roma

TOMATORoma

TOMATO
Lycopersicon esculentum

determinate

Ace 55 VF
Ace 55 was originally developed for 
the commercial market of the 1950s 

and soon found favor with home
gardeners. Noted for its tasty

balance of sugar and acid. Resistant 
to verticillium wilt, fusarium wilt and 

alternaria stem canker. 
H · A

#476 Conventional $2.39

Celebration
An improvement on the Celebrity 

variety, with even higher yields and 
disease resistance. Produces an 
abundance of uniform, dark red

8 oz. fruits with deep flavor. Adapts 
easily to most regions. Resistant to 
verticillium wilt, fusarium wilt race I 

and II and mosaic virus. 
A

#4436 Conventional $2.39

Gold Nugget
Gold Nugget is extra early to ripen 

and takes the heat all summer long, 
making it a good choice for hot 

climates. Enjoy abundant golden 
clusters of mild, sweet 3/4” fruit, 

perfect for snacking straight from the 
garden. 

H · A
#4357 Conventional $2.39

Roma
The meaty, egg-shaped, bright red 

tomatoes are about 3” long and 
have few seeds. Not juicy. It will cook 
down into a delicious paste, making 

it the perfect choice for sauces. 
H · A

#306 Conventional $2.39
#4067 Organic $2.89

Siletz
This prolific early producer will set 
fruit in cool weather and produce 
several sets of 9-12 oz. deep red 

tomatoes bursting with hearty flavor. 
It is a treasured favorite for slicing. 

A
#4358 Conventional $2.39

#4360 Organic $2.89

Green Ace 55 VF

Celebration Gold Nugget

Marglobe Roma

Siletz Tumbler

Tomatillo Bush Tomato
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320

[85 days]

Extra-large, smooth skinned melons
weigh up to 30 lbs. each. Inside, the
fine textured flesh is sweet and juicy.
Easy-to-grow plants have strong disease
resistence.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Watermelon prefers a warm, sunny location
with loose, rich soil. Start outdoors about
two weeks after the last spring frost,
when soil has completely warmed. Start
indoors three weeks before last spring frost
date. Do not disturb tender roots when
transplanting. Keep plants evenly moist
throughout the growing season for best
production.

HARVEST
Harvest melons when the tendrils nearest
the fruit turn brown and the rind begins to
turn yellow where it touches the ground.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
6-8’ (1.8-2.4m)

ROW SPACE
6-8’ (1.8-2.4m)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
85 days

Charleston Gray

WATERMELON
Charleston Gray

WATERMELON
Citrullus lanatus

321

[75 days]

With a deep green rind and bright red flesh,
Sugar Baby has the sweetness and fine eating
quality of large, long-season watermelons
packed into small, 8-10 lb. fruit. Its small
size makes it easy to refrigerate or pack along
for a picnic!

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Watermelon prefers a warm, sunny location
with loose, rich soil. Start outdoors about
two weeks after the last spring frost,
when soil has completely warmed. Start
indoors three weeks before last spring frost
date. Do not disturb tender roots when
transplanting. Keep plants evenly moist
throughout the growing season for best
production.

HARVEST
Harvest melons when the tendrils nearest
the fruit turn brown, and the area touching
the ground turns creamy yellow.

SEED DEPTH
1” (3cm)

PLANT SPACE
6-8’ (1.8-2.4m)

ROW SPACE
6-8’ (1.8-2.4m)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
75 days

Sugar Baby
WATERMELON

Sugar Baby

WATERMELON
Citrullus lanatus

Sugar Baby
With a deep green rind and bright 

red flesh, Sugar Baby has the 
sweetness and fine eating quality 
of large, long-season watermelons 
packed into small, 8-10 lb. fruit. Its 

small size makes it easy to
refrigerate or pack along for a picnic.  

H · A
#321 Conventional $2.19

#3508 Organic $2.89

Shogoin
Shogoin turnips are small and sweet, 

with tender and delicious greens. 
Harvest while roots are small and 

enjoy both the greens and the roots 
in soups, sautes and stir fries.  

H · A
#313 Conventional $2.19

311

[55 days]

Smooth white roots with attractive
purple crowns. Both the roots and tops
are delicious and provide an excellent
source of vitamins and minerals. Enjoy
roots cooked or raw. Very easy to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Plant in full sun in early spring or fall
in rich, well-drained soil with plenty
of water.Turnips produce best flavor
when they mature quickly in cool
weather.

HARVEST
Begin harvesting when roots are golf
ball size for extra-mild flavor, and
enjoy the tender greens as well.

SEED DEPTH
1/2” (13mm)

PLANT SPACE
4” (10cm)

ROW SPACE
18” (46cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
55 days

Purple Top White Globe

TURNIPPurple Top White Globe

TURNIP
Brassica rapa

312

[45 Days]

Seven Top is the perfect cool season
crop for flavorful, nutritious greens.
Rapid growth and an abundance of
leaves. Does not produce an edible root.
Extremely hardy and easy to grow.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Turnip tops have their best flavor
when they mature quickly in cool
weather and plenty of water. Plant in
full sun in early spring or fall in mild
climates. Use thinnings from young
plants for extra tender greens.

HARVEST
Harvest mature leaves by cutting
entire top about 2" above soil.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
1" (3cm)

ROW SPACE
3" (8cm)

SPROUTS IN
5-10 days

MATURES IN
45 days

Seven Top

TURNIPSeven Top

TURNIP
Brassica rapa

Purple Top White Globe Seven Top Greens

Shogoin

Purple Top White Globe
Smooth white roots with attractive 
purple crowns. Both the roots and 
tops are delicious and provide an 
excellent source of vitamins and 

minerals. Enjoy roots cooked or raw. 
Very easy to grow.  

H · A
#311 Conventional $2.19
#4068 Organic $2.89

Seven Top
Turnip Greens

Seven top is the perfect cool season 
crop for flavorful, nutritious greens. 
Rapid growth and an abundance of 
leaves. Does not produce an edible 
root. It is extremely hardy and easy 

to grow. 
H · A

#312 Conventional $2.19
#4144 Organic $2.89

Allsweet
This sweet, juicy watermelon has the 

fine eating qualities of larger, long 
season varieties, but with a shorter 

maturity and smaller size.  
H · A

#882 Organic $2.89

Charleston Gray
Extra large, smooth-skinned melons 
weigh up to 30 lbs. each. Inside, the 
fine textured flesh is sweet and juicy. 

Easy-to-grow plants have strong 
disease  resistance.  

H · A
#320 Conventional $2.19

Crimson Sweet
Crimson Sweet’s large, round fruits 
grow to about 25 lbs. and are filled 

with extra-sweet flavor. These
disease resistant plants produce
vigorous vines and abundant fruit 

with a crisp, deep red interior.  
H · A

#58 Conventional $2.19
#4069 Organic $2.89

Jubilee Improved
Large, elongated melons with sweet, 

juicy red flesh weigh up to 35 lbs. 
each. The perfect companion for 

summer picnics. 
H · A

#3915 Conventional $2.19

Allsweet

Charleston Gray Crimson Sweet

Jubilee Improved Sugar Baby

Turnip

Watermelon

4616

Pole [75 days]

This striking yellow-green tomato with
deep green stripes has a delicious sweet yet
tangy flavor all its own. Favored by gourmet
chefs and at farmers’ markets, Green Zebra
produces an abundance of 3-4 oz. fruits
throughout a long season. An attractive
addition to salads.

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors 6-8 weeks before the last spring
frost, and transplant in late spring after nights have
warmed. Sow outdoors in climates with 120 or more
frost-free days. Germinates best at 75°F. Plant in a
sunny spot in rich, well-drained soil. Feed every two
weeks with a high phosphorus fertilizer.

HARVEST
Ripen on the vine for best flavor. Fruits are ripe when
they are just firm and the light green stripes begin
to turn to yellow. Fruits can become mealy if left on
the vine too long. Vigorous vines require tall, sturdy
stakes or trellises.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18-36” (46-91cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36” (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
75 days

chef’s choice for unmatched flavor

Green Zebra

TOMATOGreen Zebra

TOMATO
Lycopersicon esculentum

indeterminate

359

Hybrid Pole [72 days]

Super-sweet, bright yellow, medium-sized
fruits make an eye-catching display when
sliced and served with bright red tomatoes.
Top with a few leaves of fresh basil for
the best of summertime treats. Resistant
to verticillium wilt, fusarium wilt, and
nematodes.

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors 6-8 weeks before
the last spring frost, and transplant in late
spring after nights have warmed. Sow
outdoors in climates with 120 or more
frost-free days. Germinates best at 75°F.
Plant in a sunny spot in rich, well-drained
soil. Feed every two weeks with a high
phosphorus fertilizer.

HARVEST
Ripen on the vine for best flavor.
Vigorous 4-6’ vines require tall, sturdy
stakes or trellises.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18-36” (46-91cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36” (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
72 days

deep tomato flavor

Lemon Boy

TOMATOLemon Boy

TOMATO
Lycopersicon esculentum

indeterminate

Red Cherry
Lucious clusters of bright red,
deeply flavored 1 1/2” gems. 

Perfect for eating right off the vine or 
a cheery addition to a salad,
vegetable platter or used for

preserves. 
H · A

#304 Conventional $2.39
#4066 Organic $2.89

1973

Pole [80 Days]

This old-timer produces one-pound,
well-shaped, meaty tomatoes with few
seeds. A story goes that the farmer sold
so many plants that he was able to pay
off his mortgage on his house. Perfect
for slicing.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors six to eight
weeks before the last spring frost and
transplant in late spring after nights have
warmed. Sow outdoors in climates with
120 or more frost-free days. Germinates
best at 75˚F. Plant in a sunny spot. Feed
every two weeks with high phosphorous
fertilizer.

NOTE
Bears fruit all summer on long, vigorous
vines. Requires tall staking or cages.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18-36" (46-91cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36" (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
80 days

Mortgage Lifter

TOMATOMortgage Lifter

TOMATO
Lycopersicon lycopersicum

indeterminate

4617

Pole [80 days]

Sweet, juicy, and full of flavor! Oxheart,
also known as Hungarian Heart,
produces plenty of meaty, heart-shaped,
10-14 oz. tomatoes on vigorous vines.
Delicious both sliced and in sauces.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors 6-8 weeks before
the last spring frost, and transplant in late
spring after nights have warmed. Sow
outdoors in climates with 120 or more
frost-free days. Germinates best at 75°F.
Plant in a sunny spot in rich, well-drained
soil. Feed every two weeks with a high
phosphorus fertilizer.

HARVEST
Ripen on the vine for best flavor.
Vigorous vines require tall, sturdy stakes
or trellises.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18-36” (46-91cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36” (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
80 days

Red Oxheart

TOMATORed Oxheart

TOMATO
Lycopersicon esculentum

indeterminate

1971

Pole [60 days]

An ultra-early tomato that is cold tolerant
and ripens with exceptional flavor. Stupice
is a high yielding plant that consistently
performs in cool spring weather, making it a
good choice for northern climates. Four foot
tall potato-leaf vines are loaded with 2 1/2"
bright red tomatoes.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors six to eight
weeks before the last spring frost, and
transplant in late spring after nights have
warmed. Sow outdoors in climates with
120 or more frost-free days. Germinate
best at 75°F. Plant in sunny spot. Feed
every two weeks with high phosphorus
fertilizer.

HARVEST
Ripen on the vine for best flavor.
Vigorous four to six foot vines require
tall, sturdy stakes or trellises.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18-36" (46-91cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36" (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
60 days

Stupice

TOMATOStupice

TOMATO
Lycopersicon esculentum

indeterminate

304

Pole [75-80 days]

Lucious clusters of bright red, deeply
flavored 1 ½" gems. Perfect for eating
right off the vine or a cheery addition
to a salad, vegetable platter or used for
preserves.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start indoors six weeks before last spring
frost.Transplant outdoors in full sun when
seedlings display 4-6 leaves, and the weather
is warm. Harden off plants about 2 weeks
before transplanting, to get them used
to living outside. Direct sow outdoors in
climates with 120 or more frost-free days.
Germinates best at 75˚F. Feed every two
weeks with high phosphorus fertilizer.

HARVEST
Ripen on the vine for best flavor. Hardy
vine will require pruning and support. High
disease resistance.

SEED DEPTH
1/4" (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18-24" (46-61cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36" (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
75-80 days

Red Cherry

TOMATORed Cherry

TOMATO
Lycopersicon esculentum

indeterminate

307

Pole [80 days]

This is the authentic Italian paste
tomato. Its superb flavor is enjoyed in
fresh sauces, or when processed for later
use. A good choice for dried tomatoes,
too.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors six to eight
weeks before the last spring frost, and
transplant in late spring after nights have
warmed. Sow outdoors in climates with
120 or more frost-free days. Germinate
best at 75°F. Plant in sunny spot. Feed
every two weeks with high phosphorus
fertilizer.

HARVEST
Ripen on the vine for best flavor.
Vigorous 4-6’ vines require tall, sturdy
stakes or trellises.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18-36” (46-91cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36” (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
80 days

San Marzano

TOMATOSan Marzano

TOMATO
Lycopersicon esculentum

indeterminate

 Pole Tomato Sweetie
 Lycopersicon lycopersicum

You'll pick buckets of these tasty cherry tomato
treats! Sweetie has a delicious balance of rich, full
flavor and sweetness. Perfect for snacking right from the vine!

No Chemical Fertilizers
No Seed Treatments

Printed on recycled paper. © Lake Valley Seed, Inc.

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors six to eight weeks before the last
spring frost and transplant in late spring after nights have
warmed. Sow outdoors in climates with 120 or more
frost-free days. Germinates best at 75°F. Plant in a sunny
spot. Feed every two weeks with high phosphorous
fertilizer.

HARVEST
Indeterminate. Ripen on the vine for best flavor. Vigorous
4-6' vines require tall, sturdy stakes or trellises.

vegetable

Lake Valley Seed Company, Inc.   5717 Arapahoe Ave.  Boulder, CO 80303
Certified Organic by the Colorado Department of Agriculture

Sweetie

Super sweet
heirloom
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310

Pole [78 days]

Yellow Pear is a popular heirloom variety
featuring bite-sized fruits with a sweet,
mild flavor.  Plants are loaded with
clusters of bright yellow, pear-shaped, 1
1/2” tomatoes.

H E I R L OOM

PLANTING
Start seeds indoors six to eight
weeks before the last spring frost, and
transplant in late spring after nights have
warmed. Sow outdoors in climates with
120 or more frost-free days. Germinate
best at 75°F. Plant in sunny spot. Feed
every two weeks with high phosphorus
fertilizer.

HARVEST
Ripen on the vine for best flavor.
Vigorous 4-6’ vines require tall, sturdy
stakes or trellises.

SEED DEPTH
1/4” (6mm)

PLANT SPACE
18-36” (46-91cm)

ROW SPACE
24-36” (61-91cm)

SPROUTS IN
7-15 days

MATURES IN
75 days

Yellow Pear

TOMATOYellow Pear

TOMATO
Lycopersicon esculentum

indeterminate

Green Zebra 
This striking yellow-green tomato 

with deep green stripes has a
delicious sweet yet tangy flavor all 
its own. Favored by gourmet chefs 

and at farmer’s markets, Green Zebra 
produces an abundance of 3-4oz. 

fruits throughout a long
season. An attractive addition to 

salads.
A

#4616 Conventional $2.39

Lemon Boy Hybrid 
Super-sweet, bright yellow,

medium-sized fruits make an 
eye-catching display when sliced and 

served with bright red
tomatoes. Top with a few leaves of 

fresh basil for the best of
summertime treats. It is resistant to 
verticillium wilt, fusarium wilt and 

nematodes. 
A

#359 Conventional $2.39Green Zebra Lemon Boy

Mortgage Lifter Red Cherry

Mortgage Lifter
This old-timer produces one-pound, 
well-shaped, meaty tomatoes with 
few seeds. A story goes that the 

farmer sold so many plants that he 
was able to pay off his mortgage on 

his house. Perfect for slicing. 
H · A

#1973 Conventional $2.39

Red Oxheart

Stupice

Sweetie

San Marzano

Super Sweet 100

Yellow Pear

Red Oxheart
Oxheart, also known as Hungarian 
Heart, produces plenty of meaty, 

heart-shaped, 10-14 oz. tomatoes on 
vigorous vines. Sweet, juicy and full 
of flavor. Delicious both sliced and in 

sauces.  
H · A

#4617 Conventional $2.39

San Marzano
This is the authentic Italian paste

tomato. Its superb flavor is enjoyed in 
fresh sauces or when it is

processed for later use. A good 
choice for dried tomatoes.

H · A
#307 Conventional $2.39

#880 Organic $2.89

Stupice
An ultra-early tomato that is cold 

tolerant and ripens with an 
exceptional flavor. Stupice is a 

high-yielding plant that consistently 
performs well in cool spring weather, 
making it a good choice for northern 

climates. Four foot tall vines are
loaded with 2 1/2” bright red

tomatoes.  
H · A

#1971 Conventional $2.39

Super Sweet 100 Hybrid
You’ll pick buckets of these

plentiful, tasty cherry tomatoes.
Super Sweet 100 has a delicious
balance of sweetness with true

tomato flavor. It has resistance to 
verticillium wilt and fusarium wilt. 

A
#308 Conventional $2.39

Sweetie
Sweetie has a delicious balance of 

rich, full flavor and sweetness. These 
tasty cherry tomato treats will fill 

buckets and are perfect for snacking 
right from the vine.

H · A
#881 Organic $2.89

Yellow Pear
Yellow Pear is a popular heirloom 
variety featuring bite-sized fruits 

with a sweet, mild flavor. Plants are 
loaded with clusters of bright yellow, 

pear-shaped, 1 1/2” tomatoes.  
H · A

#310 Conventional $2.39



Vegetables Vegetables

74303-449-488273 lakevalleyseed.com

Cantaloupe                 49
Carrot            49-50
 Seed Tape                40
Cauliflower                 50
Celery                 50
Collards                50
Corn             50-51
 Ornamental       8
Cucumber           52-53
Cress                           53
Eggplant                53
Endive                 53
Jicama                 53
Kale                  54
Kohlrabi                 54
Leek                  54
Lettuce           55-56
 Seed Tape                40
Mâche                 56
Melon                  57
Mustard Greens                57
Okra                  58
Onion            58-59
Pak Choi                 59
Parsley                 59
Parsnip                59
Pea            60-61
Pepper            61-63
Pumpkin           63-64
Quinoa                 64
Radicchio                 64
Radish           64-65
 Seed Tape                 41
Rutabega                 65
Spinach           65-66
 Seed Tape                 41
Squash           66-68
Swiss Chard                 68
Tatsoi                  68
Tomatillo                 69
Tomato            69-71
Turnip                  72
Watermelon                 72

Basil            34-35
Borage                  35
Caraway                  35
Cat Grass                  35
Catnip                  35
Chamomile                  36
Chervil                  36
Chives                  36
Cilantro                  36
Cumin                  36
Dill             36-37
Fennel                  37
Horehound                 37
Hyssop                  37
Lavender                 37
Lemon Balm                  37
Lovage                  37
Marjoram                 38
Mint                   38
Oregano                 38
Parsley                  38
Pennyroyal                  38
Rosemary                  38
Sage                   39
Salad Burnet                 39
Savory                  39
Shiso                   39
Tarragon                  39
Thyme                  39
Wheat Grass                 39
Seed Tape        40-41
Sprouts       42-43
Microgreens            43
Vegetables        44-72
Arugula                 44
 Seed Tape                40
Bean            44-46
 Cowpea               45
 Fava                45
 Lima          45-46 
 Pinto                46
 Yardlong               46
Beet                            47
 Seed Tape               40
Broccoli                          48
Brussels Sprouts                48
Cabbage            48-49
 Ornamental                 5

Flowers          3-33
Alyssum       3
Amaranthus       3
Aster                3-4
Baby’s Breath      4
Bachelor’s Button      4
Balloon Flower      4
Bee Balm       4
Bell Flower       5
Bells of Ireland      5
Black Eyed Susan      5
Blazing Star (Gayfeather)      5
Bluebells       5
Cactus        5
Calendula        6
Candytuft       6
Canterbury Bells       6
Cardinal Climber      6
Carnation       6
Castor Bean       6
Celosia       7
Chinese Lantern       7
Clary Sage       7
Cleome       7
Clover        7
Cockscomb        7
Coleus        7
Columbine        8
Coral Bells       8
Coreopsis       8
Cosmos              8-9
Cupid’s Dart       10
Dahlia       10
Daisy              10-11
Delphinium       11
Dianthus        11
Echinacea        11
Evening Primrose      12
Flax       12
Forget-Me-Not      12
Four O’Clocks            12-13
Foxglove      13
Gaillardia      13
Garden Mixes            13-14
Gazania       15
Geranium       15
Globe Amaranth      15
Godetia       15
Gourd             15-16

Gypsophila       16
Hollyhock       16 
Hyacinth Bean Vine      17
Impatiens      17
Lace Flower      17
Larkspur       17
Lavender       17
Lobelia             17-18
Lunaria       18
Lupine       18
Maltese Cross     18
Marigold             18-19
Milkweed           19-20
Moonflower                 20
Morning Glory           20-21
Nasturtium            21-22
Nicotiana                 22
Nigella                22
Pansy                  22
Penstemon                 23
Petunia                23
Phlox                  23
Poppy           23-24
Portulaca                 24
Rudbeckia                 25
Salvia                 25
Scabiosa                 25
Sensitive Plant               25
Snapdragon           25-26
Snow In Summer                26
Spanish Flag                 26
Spiderwort                 26
Statice                 26
Stocks                 26
Strawflower                26
Sunflower           27-28
Sweet Pea           28-29
Sweet William                29
Thyme                 29
Tithonia                29
Verbena                 30
Veronica                 30
Vinca                  30
Viola                  30
Wildflower Mixes          30-31
Yarrow                32
Zinnia            32-33
Herbs       34-39
Anise                  34


